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This gloweary Is supplied for use with the Environmental Sodae of Engi.
neering Design Handbooks. Its purpose is to provide definitions of the words
and terms used in thuse handbooks as well as some other, closely related
words or terms that may be unfamiliar to the avenge reader. Environmental
terms comprise a majority of the contents of this glossary but, since the
handbooks also include the effects of environment on materiel mnd opera-
tions, a variety of terme from the related scientific and engineering dMe-
plines are defined. In addition, selected terms unique to military opeations
are included.

"peicalflly excluded are definitions of both technical and nontechnical
tarmai that wre part of the common lexicon and for which the common
definition applies as used in the handbooks. In many cuses, only the appro-
prial, uncommon definition of a term is provided. Crass-referencing is
employed for definitions common to several terms or that are closely inter-
related.

Abbreviations and acronym& that are employed in the Enivitonmental
Seriles mid that may be unfamiliar to some readers are included.

a DEFINITIONS

Terms connected by the word or are considered to be equal variants; terms
liste after the word also are consider1W to be subordinate variants. Terms
shown in bold f~ace in the definition are defined elsewhere in the gloomar.
Words that are not part of a definition are ita Uclaed. The instruction See also
refers the realer to a related term which has collateral information.

Although compound terms wre generally listed in the form customarily
used, the inverted form is used wheneovet it has been considered desirable to
list two or more terms together for reedy comparison.

3 REFL-RhNCES

The reference given (Ref.) for a term indicates the source from which the
substance of a definition has been drawn. If the reference listed (Rot.) is
thandeiniin fterfrnede the end punctuatoofadintion, the reference pran nyt
Intdfnto;i terfrnei uside the end punctuatoofadin tion, the reference pran nyt

perais o lllisted definitions fohtterm.

4 SOURtCES

Moat of the definitions arn derived from speclallued reference sources
which are identified, and a list of these references is provided at the end of
the glossary. In case where the definition is ascribable to no one specific

source or is derived from its usap, no reference is given.
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AMCP 7W.119

PREFACE

This handbook, Glosaury of Eauwinmen 1 Terme, ia the last in a merle.
on the nature and effects of the environmental phenomena on materiel.

The purpose of this handbook is to provide precise definitions of words
and terms comprising the other four handbooks In the environmental series.
The definitions may differ dslhtly tom those found In other rferences. The
definitions, however, convey the exact meaning intended when used in con-
text with the environmental series.

The glossary wu prepared by Dr. Robert M. Burger, Research Thangle
Institute, Research Triangle Park, N.C. Technical guidance and coordination
were provided by a commktee under the direction of Mr. Richard C.
Navarin, Hq, U S Army Materiel Command.

The Engineering Dedsgn Handbooks fal into two basic Categories, those
approved for release and sale and thoue classlfied for ,eurity ressons. The
U 8 Army Materiel Command policy is to release these Engineering Design
Handbooks in accordance with current DOD Directive 7230.7, dated 18
September 1973. All unclassified Handbooks can be obtained from the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Procedure for acquiring
these Handbooks follow:

a. All Department of Army activities having need for the Handbooks
must submit their request on an official requisition form (DA Form 17,
dated Jan 70) directly to:

Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201

(Requests for classified documents must be submitted, with appropriate
"Need to Know" justification, to Letterkenny Army Depot.) DA activities
will not requisition Handbooks for further free distribution.

b. All other rcquetors--DOD, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, non-
military Government agencies, contractors, private industry, individuals,
universities, and others-must purchase these Handbooks from:

National Technical Information Service
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151

Classified documents may be released on a "Need to Know" basis verified by
an official Department of Army representative and processed from Defense
Documentation Center (DDC), ATTN: DDC-TSR, Cameron Station, Alex-
andria, VA 22814.

Comments and suggestions on this Handbook ae welcome and should
be addressed to:

Commander
U S Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCRD-TV
Alexandria, VA 22838

(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which are
available through normal publications supply channels, may be used for
oomments/sugestions.)

Preceding page blank
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A Abbr. for ampere; orctcc antarctic (air observed during a given period. In~ general,
Ar eregion). the highest or lowest value of a variable.

A Abbr r angstrom. bsol •-1e k .t . In a sysem of moist air,
a Abbr. for ad;o (ir o). theratio of te mass of wate vapor I eet
a Rough, scoremous lava; conteated with to the volume oocupied by the mixture;

pehoeos (.w e O ). 1A L., the density of the water vapor compo.
AAR Abbr. for ANoeiatlon of American neat (Ref. 1). In engineering practice, usa-

Railred. ally epressed in rains of water vapor per
AWC Abbr. for Ami'ricn.Pritlih.Conedian cubic foot or cubic meter.

Conferenee on Undficaton of Snginersing absolute maimum (minimum) iemlupwatm.
Utm.dL The highest (lowest) tempertu, recoded

AUC sol. .Fh . A soil having a dietinet during the period of record at & station
proffie, including A, 5, and C horizons Ref ).
(Rf. 8). See WO: sail barm . Am 1 prsume. Bee pmare, as1obte.

dbIMkm Moeensrolo. The combined proc. ehoouete zaqe of temperalure. The differ.
eases (each a sublimation, melting, evapo- aem between the highest and lowest tem.
Icl) that remove mnow or Ice from the peratmure on rec at a station (Re.t 1).

surfac of a glader, snowfleld, etc.; in this aslolute tempomtra , oae. The kelvin tom.
sam, the opposite of limentation (Ref. perature sos, a scale for measuring tam.
1). In general, removal; als the wearing perature, referenced to absolute asre (0 K)
away of rocks. and the triple point of water (278.16 K)

eidl ale. The portion of a glacier below such that the ratio of any two temperatures
the fin lirA, where the Iose of surface on the wsce is the -sme as the ratios of the
material eaceeds accumulation (Ref. 3). In utes absorbed and rejected by a Camnot

nrmea, that part of an area subject to engine operating between reservoirs at
diminution by erosion, melting, or vapori- these temperatures.
sation, abmulute viscosity. Bee: viscosity, absolute.

dboew md ss m aine. A surface structure absolute sea The zero point of the absolute
for the stomre of ammunition and explo- temperature scale (zero degee kelvin), of
dvsi. It is constructed with roof, sidewalls, fundamental significance in thermodynam-
and endwalls using fireproof materiels and Ics. It results when a Carnot engine operat-
is wall ventilated. Mosuinee re usually ing between two hat reservoirs rejects no
widely separated to reduce thot destructive- heat to the rese•v oir at the lower tempera.
ness of an explosion. ture which is then defined as absolute sero.

Mrskm. The process of rubbing, gpinding, It may be interpreted as the temperature at
or wearing away by friction, as of rocks by which the volume of a perfect gIs would
a glaier or of cable insulation by moving vanish. The value of the absolute zero in
contact with a bracke (Ref. 1). d•ees Celsius, by definition, is --273.15

ebreiom ,es - mII . Ability of material to (Ret 1).
resist surface wear (Ref. 4). absorbed don. The amount of energy im.

Sa reme. CmLbeto&w" . The highest peated by nuclear (or ionising) radiation to
or the lowest value of a climatic element unit mass of absorbing material. The unit is

I
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absrbaL Asustace prhmteia, ena latgeonpeeconingandteti movmen ofpuch at
suck u bodaesi-y molc tlroduched mopeasrec mofsturae ofBecr. a of).ea

betwee act son-urme ofraiation, hatd or degte ofphoons uad A reault of wabsoplengbytheo
Otrtodtr eheeeyornue Af matequnia s Inof whichthed eradi hation Ia op.

the gediario , to meldim the uetetance sorom byating. ~ C
oradiaction, l pur tohenat setively onate or 2:bTheration of the aoppdiedeg tborbed
moarey copnensoh radiationadpril ph~so tat byio a sucrfaeofwa mediu a or m0 uatria), ea
aboreraidl bd o aton d oericalgeinltronduc edtme asueofheraed f decd~reaeo f ndadma-
bergye a ekso urch o raln aneode may teonf phton the aon enerulto ncidentptonb the
fntior th etroinegh a cmbiao of roe. na ur f f mtrace (Ret. 1). h rdain spo
tof rueabiatorption,"scathdtmering an rsowm shsrpintt. Thcaciy famteal

zabeespense h a o f t h umi e radiaeynt for 2:The ratio of abesorbed energy t borthedtta
aborbe copnentdyofatheraiationsothatryadl sucrfaten oforaspecdium(orthmatera)e-
ath faluxio uncdentoe auponen it. Cmon.y thende tohat Ison thicld enoug to beun competel
matrial Isp m Inutheomo an absrabermadtiopnq) tnd that houn an opincallyt soothe
plateiand theog radiobiation In th frmofa surface erJ.
pofallel abeam rInidnnrelyon, theering, a ccd. ebseratedy a heg A ites pefore on materil-
fae dofn thef pla .Thabsptnemy e dlorb ancidsenbl In aeanergy meantre to
mabno red. fohe radition ofo visbl a iaht duplie ateo lfabongtied eneirgtonm henta otda-
(boptedica a borpaye or materal fntionf therd- incdns en a frelasvely cirm aen of tiemae-

the waelngtd o the radiation (nt ectfrmfal (urfaef.)
pasrtallel (be f. inietnomlyo.teor accelmerted Wint. Ae test, aceeratred.o ae
fsoaceof 1:the pla e.Te aswhrebythne toalb raccleorate watserbyin chamber. m ean :t
nmbeasre fof panyradiation, foro aisbody chamber dupl c rate d wog-i eatenvrong.ta oni

of matter is reduced relative to the number acceleration. 1: Mechanics. A change in the
entering, as a result of interaction of the velocity of a body, or the rate of much
particles with the body. change, with respect to speed or direction,
2'.The processwhereby the kineticesnergy or both. It isequP to the force applied to
of a particle Is reduced while traversing a an object divided by the mass of the object,
body of matter. The loss of kinetic energy 2: In a more restricted sense but more pop-
of corpuscular radiation is also referred to ular uwage, the act or process of moving, or

as moderation, slowing, or stopping. of causing to moe", with increasing speed;
8: The process whereby some or all of the the state or condition of so moving (Ref.
energy of mound waves or electromagnetic 7).
radiations Is transferred to the substance on acceleration due to gravity. The acceleration
which they are incident or which they tra- produced by the force of gravity at the sur-
vGMse face of the earth, which varies with the lati-
4: The process of "afttration into the tude and elevation of the point of observa-
mass" of one substance by another so that tion. By international agreement, the value
the absorbed substance disappears physical- 9.80665 tn 0' hu been chosen as the
ly. standard acceleration due to gravity for ob-
5: Hydrology. The entrance of water into servation at latitude 45 del. N. and sea lev-
the wil or rocksby all natural processes. It el (Ref a).
includes the infiltration of precipitation or acccleratiour, equivalent static. An approxi-
snowmelt, g~vi'vty flow or streamns into the mate expression for the maximum accelera-

2
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AMCP 7001 IS

tion obtained from a shock spectmum by an produced by nonhomogenous structure of
essembly of .inglm-dupe.-of-freedom y*- the atmosphere along the path of the sound
tems as a result of shock excitation. It is (Ref a).
expressed as a function of frequency (Ref. acoustic (audio) intsrerenoe. Undesired au-
8). dico signals that interfere with communica-

wcserometer. A transducer that senses and tions, mask important sounds, or distract
responds to accelerations for measuring, and irritate personnel.
Indicating, or recording such accelerations acoustic noise. Any undesired sound. The
(Ref. 7). frequencies involved include at least the

scllmsdoua. The phydological and behavior- band from 15 to 20,000 Hs (Ref 1). See
al adjustments of an organism to changes in also: nois.
its immediate envdronment (Reo 9A acoustic refaOn See: refraction, acoustic.

accsimelaeon. The acclimation or adapta. ausaius. The science of sound, including its
tion of a particular species over several gen. production, trnnsmisson, and effects (Ref.
erations to a marked change in the environ- 1).
ment (Ref 9). aouic velocity. The speed of sound or sim-

acclivity. An seconding blope, a opposed to liar pressure waves throUgh the atmosphere;
declivity (Ref. 10). approximately 738 mph at an level.

ceratio,; also coagulation. C d Ffy-lcs. acmtic wan velocity. A vector quantity
The growth of a precipitation particle by that specifies the speed and direction with
the collision of a frozen particle (ice crystal which a sound wave travels through a
or snowflake) with a supercooled liquid medium. Sonic speed is sometimes used to
droplet that feesse upon contact. Thi is a describe the speed of a body when it is
form of aglomeration and is analogous to equal to the acoustic wave velocity in the
coalescence, in which both particles an liq. medium in which the body is moving (Ref.
uid (Ref. 3). 1).

aaeumulatlea The sow and other solid pre- actilno. Pertaining to electromagneti6 radla-
cipitatlon deposited on a glacier or mow. tion capable of initiating photochemical re-
field; the quantity deposited (Ref. 11). actions, as in photography or the facing of

acsmulisdmams. See: fim. pigments. Because of the particularly
maid sail. hdology. Soil with a pH value less ton#g action of ultraviolet radiation on

than 7.0. For most practical purpom, a photochemical processes, the term has
soil with a pH value les than 6.6. The pH come to be almost synonymous with ultra.
values obtained vary greatly with the meth- violet, as in "actinic rays" (Ref. 3).
od used and, consequently, there is no aetinometer. The general name for any in-
unanimous agreement as to what consti- strument used to measure the intensity of
tutu an acid soil. (The teanm is usually ap- radiant energy, particularly that of the sun.
plied to the surface layer or to the root Actinometers may be clamified, according
sons unless specified otherwise.) (Ref. 1), to the quantities that they measure, in the

maoustic; eouticaL Containing, producing, following manner: (a) pyrheliometer,
arising from, actuated by, related to, or as which measures the intensity of direct solar
soclated with sound. Acoustic is used when radiation; (b) pyranometer, which measures
the term being qualified designates some- global radiation (the combined intensity of
thing that has the properties, dimensions, direct solar radiation and diffuse sky radla-
or physical characteristics associated with tion); and (c) pyrgeometer, which measures
sound; acoustical is umed when the term be. the effective terrestrial radiation (Ref. 3).
ing qualified does not designate explicitly See also: radiometer.
something that has such properties, dimen. activated carbon. A highly adsorbent form
dons, or physical characteristics (Ref 1). of carbon, used to remove odors and toxic

acoustical scintilation. Irregular fluctuations substances from gamous emissions. in ad.

in the received intensity of sounds propaga- vonwed waste treatment, activated carbon is
ted through the atmosphere from a source used to remove dissolved organic matter
of uniform output. Theme variations are from waste water (Ref. 9).

3
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eatovad charoaL See: activated ceabon. lifting of dry air in a dry-adiabatic process
ertW layer. 1: Annually thawed layer. Lay- (RefM U).

er of pound that thaws in the summer and edabiw dmbrt. Any thermodynamic dia-
freezes spin in the winter. pam plotting temperature against either log
2: Zqulvuent to smeasonally frozen ground. p or p 0.2 (where p is pressure) and con.-
(Ref. 11) taining dry adlabats, either saturation or

ative storage. Storage in which an item is peudoadibats, and saturation mixing-ratio
protected by preservation, meeing, cover- cuffs (Oef. 13

gin, and placing in shelter and buildings e.- adiabatic procens. A thermodynamic change
ther dehumidified or nondehumidified. It is of state of a system in which there Is no
differentiated from dormant storage, how. transfer of thermal energy or mas across
eve, by periodic inspection, operation, or the boundaries of the system. In an edia-
tsting of the item during storage. In the batic process, compression always results in
cae of equipment, such operation is done warming, expansion in cooling. In meteor-
primarily to distribute lubricants and ology the adiabatic proesss is often also
greases, thereby reducing corrosion of taken to be a reversible Procem (Ref. 1).
metals and hardening of seals. adobe. 1: An impure, alluvial or playa clay

active vibration isolation and absorptLion widely used in the United States for mak-
systems. Servomechanism-type systems ing sun-dried bricks.
whose sensors detect the vibration environ- 2: A building material composed of sun-
ment and provide feedback signals that ar dried earth and straw.
proportional to the vibration. These signals adsorption. 1: The adhesion of molecules
are used to control actuators that produce (gases or liquids) to a surface with which
forces or motions to reduce the effect of they are in contact, thereby reducing the
the vibration environment on the protected quantity of fluid in the original substance
component. Their main disadvantage is (Ref. U).
their complexity. 2: Adsorption is often used to extract pol-

ative sons. Equivalent to annual extent of lutants by causing them to be attached to
the active layer (Bet 12). such adsorbents as activated carbon or silica

acute dose. Total dose of radiation received gel. Hydrophobic, or water-repulsing, ad-
at one time over a period so short that blo- sorbents ar used to extract oil from water
logical recovery cannot occur (Ref. 5). (.ef. 9).

acute toxicity. Any poisonous effect pro- aduitrmat. 1: Chemicals or substances that
duced within a short period of time, usual- by law do not belong in a food, plant, sa1-
ly up to 24.96 hr, zesulting in severe biolog- mal, or pesticide formulation. Adulterated
ical harm and often death (Ref. 9). products are subject to seizure by the Food

adsptation. A change in structure or habit and Drug Administration (Ref. 9).
of an organism that produces better adjust- 2: A foreign or impure substance that cor-
ment to the environment (Ref. 9). rupts, debases, or makes impure; a loss valu-

adaptation luminance; also adaptation bright- able or inert ingredient added to a more
nesr; adaptation illuminance; brightness lev. valuable substance.
el; field brightness; field luminance. The A-duntion. See: pressure wave duration.
average luminance (or brightness) of those advection. Meteorology, The transport of an
objects and surfaces in the immediate vicin- atmospheric property solely by mass
ity of an observer estimating the visual motion of the atmosphere; also, the rate of
rane (Ref. 1). change of the value of the advected

dheezlng. The process by which two ob. property at a given point. Advection
jects adhere to one another because of the describes the predominant, horizontal,
binding action of ice (Ref. 11). large-scale motions of the atmosphere while

adihlat. Usually same as dry adiabat. A line convection describes the predominantly
of constant potential temperature on a vertical, locally induced motions (Ref. I).
thermodynamic diagram. Meteorologically, advection fog. Fog resulting from the move.
the dry adiabat is intended to represent the ment of moist air over a cold surface and

4
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the consequent cooling of this air to below liquefied gas that has a pressure greater
its dewpoint (Ref. 1). 8ee: on fog. than atmospheric at ordinary temperatures,

advrse weatbe. Weather in which opera- is used to spray a liquid. In insecticide sero-
tions are generally restricted or impeded sos, -a defined by the U.S. Department of
(Ref 8). See also: marginal weater. Agriculture, all particles must be less than

asolian Pertaining to the action or the effect 50 Mm in diameter, and 80 percent (by
of the wind, as in asolian sounds or seolian weight) must be Ion than 80 pm in diame-
deposits (of dust); derived from the name ter (Ref I).
of the Greek god of the winds, Aeolus, aerospace. Of, or pertaining to, the atmos.
whose harp was held responsible for the phere and the space above it; the two bepa-
murmur of the gentle breezes and whose rate entitles are considered as a single realm
conch-shell trumpet was regarded as the of activity in launching, guidance, and con-
Pource of the gale's howl (Ref. 3). trol of vehicles that will travel in both enti-

aerial supply. The act or process by which ties (Ref 5).
aerial delivery of supplies is made to AFS8C Abbr. for Armed Forces Supply Sup-
ground units (Ref. 5). port Center.

aerobic. Referring to life or processes that afterwinds. Air currents set up in the vicinity
can occur only in the presence of oxygen of a nuclear explosion directed toward the
(Ref 9). burst center, resulting from the updraft

merodynamlcs. The field of dynamics con- accompanying the rise of the fireball (Ref.
corned with the motion of air and other 5).
gaseous fluids, or of the forces acting on aglomerate. 1: A confused or jumbled mam,
bodies in motion relative to such fluids heap, or collection.
(Ret 14). 2: A rock composed of volcanic fragments

serology. The study of the free atmosphere of various sizes and degrees of angularity,
throughout its vertical extent, as distin- especially a rock in which the constituent
guished from studies confined to the layer fragments were produced by explosions in
of the atmosphere adjacent to the surface the throat of a volcano.
of the earth. Aerological investigations are aslomeratlon. Cloud Physic& The process in
made directly by means of sounding bal- which precipitation particles grow by col-
loons and aircraft. They are also made in. lision with and assimilation of cloud parti-
directly by visual observations from the cies or other precipitation particles (Ref.
ground, including observations of clouds, 1).
meteor trails, the aurora, etc. (Ref 15). aggradation. The process of building up a

serometeoragraph. An instrument that re- surface by deposition; the growth of a per-
cords the pressure and temperature of the mafrost area due to natural or artificial
air, the amount of moisture in the air, and causes. Opposite to degradation.
the windspeed. An aerometeorograph de- inrepte. 1: To bring together; collect or
signed to transmit its record by radio from unite into a mass; composed of a mixture
a balloon is called a radio meteorograph or of substances, separable by mechanical
radiosonde (Ref 12). mean; the mineral material such as send,

aeronomy. The study of the physics of the gravel, shells, slag, or broken stone, or corn-
upper atmosphere; it includes the compo- bination thereof, with which cement or
sition, physical properties, and chemical re- bituminous material is mixed to form a
actions of the upper atmosphere (Ref 1). mortar or concrete; a single mas or cluster

-ameol. 1: In atmospheric sciences, a col. of soil consisting of many particles hold to-
loklal suspension of liquid or solid particles gether, such as a clod, prism, crumb, or
in the air; e.g., haze. Borne fogs and c!ouds granule.
are colloidal systems, but only if the drop 2: Natural or marunade material, consisting
size is =nall enough (usually less than I of rocklike particles ranging from 4 to 2%

rAm) to allow colloidal stability (Ref. 3). in. in diameter, with or without sand and
2: A term used to denote a method of artificial binder, used as a subgrade, base,
packaging in which gas under pressure, or a or surface for a road. Usually refers to gray-

_S
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91 or crushed rock. Sometimes called road loeuulal terrain, or those resulting from dust
metal (in England) (Ref. 1). storms (Ref. 1).

aging. A gradual process involving physical airburat. An explosion of a bomb or projec-
change(s) in the properties or chamcteris- tile above the surface, as distinguished from
tics of a material and proceeding in a man- an explosion on contact with the surface or
net predictable chiefly as a function of after penetration (Ref. 5).
time. In addition, the aging process may be air checks. Surface marking and depressions
accelerated or slowed when the material is caused by air trapped in rubber and plastics
also subjected to factors other than time, during the curing process (Ref. 1).
such as high or low temperature, or ozone. air conditioning. The artificial control of
Aging can weaken or destroy specific prop- humidity, temperature, "purity", and mo-
erties In a material, or conversely, aging can tion of the air within buildings and other
enhance the desired properties, as in curing enclosed spaces; also the operation of
lumber (fRef. 1). equipment for such controls. The objective

gkn&, accelerated. See: accelerated aging. may be to secure either maximum human
@ng, artifieial. Se: artifielal aing. comfort or the best environment for a

Ming, natural. See: natural aging, given operation (Ref. 3).
aging, undistorted, accelerated. See: undis, air current. Any moving stream of air,

torted accelerated aging. air delivery container. A sling, bag, or roll,
agonk line. The locus of points on the sur- usually of canvas or webbing, designed to

face of the earth at which magnetic north hold supplies and equipment for air deliv.
and true north coincide; the line through ery (Ref 5).
these points. This line presently bisects air delivery equipment. Special items of
North America on a line running from the equipment, such as parachutes, air delivery
Great Lakes to eastern Florida but is drift- containers, platforms, tiedowns, and relat-
ing slowly westward (See: Isogonic line). ed items used in air delivery of personnel,

Al A bbr. for articulation index. st plies, and equipment (Ref. 8).
AIEE Abbr. for American Institute of Elec- air delivery system. A system designed to

trical Engineers. facilitate the delivery of personnel, sup-
algullle. A sharp-pointed pinnacle of rock plies, and equipment by aircraft. These

resulting from glacier action in mountain. systems are usually comprised of such
ous areas. items as parachutes, air delivery containers,

air. The mixture of gases comprising the platforms, tiedown devices, and related
atmosphere of the earth. Since the compo- items (Ref. 17).
sition of the atmosphere is slightly variable air density. 1: The ratio of the mass of air to
with respect to certain components, the the volume occupied by it. In a continuous
term "pure air" has no precise meaning, medium, the density is defined by a limit-
but it is commonly used to imply freedom ing process and is a point function. At O*C
from nongaseous suspenboids (dust, hydro- and 760 prm Hg pressure, the density of dry
meteors) and also freedom from such gase. air is approximately 1.29 g 1-1 (Ref. 1).
osw contaminants as industrial effluents 2: See: ballistic density.
(Ref. 1). Normal dry air is 78.1 percent air discharge. A form of lightning discharge,
nitrogen, 20.9 percent oxygen, and 0.9 per- intermediate in nature between a cloud dis-
cent argon, with the remainder composed charge and a cloud-to-ground discharge, in
of mall quantities of carbon dioxide, neon, which the multibranching lightning channel
helium, methane, krypton, nitrous oxide, descending from a cloud base does not
hydrogen, xenon, nitrogen dioxide, and reach the ground, but rather succeedp only
ozone. The water vapor content of air may in neutralizing the space charge distributed
reach 7 percent at 1008F. in the subcloud layer (Retf 1).

airborne dust. Particles of mineral and other ak-dry. 1: The process by which a material
substances, usually of silt size (0,002-0.05 reaches equilibrium In moisture content
pm), suspended in the air, such as those with the surrounding atmosphere.
raised by operation of equipment over dry, 2: Of soils, when the soil is at equilibrium

6
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with the moisture content of the ambient ture distribution, airmasses are distin-
atmosphere, The moisture content reached guished as to continental (c) and maritime
at equilibrium depends on the relative hu- (m) source ragions. Further clasification
midity and the temperature of the sur- according to whether the air is cold (k) or
rounding atmosphere. (Ref. 2) warm (w) relative to the surface over which

alrearth conduction current; Also fair.wea•h, it is moving indicates the low-level stability
or current; air current. The part of the conditions of the air, the type of modifica-

air-earth electrical current contributed by tion from below, and is also related to the
the conduction of the atmosphere itself. It weather occurring within the airmans. This
is represented as a downward movement of outline of classification yields the following
positive space charge in storm.free regions identifiers for airmamse: cTk, cTw, mTk,
all over the world. The conduction current mTw, cPk, cPw, mPk, mPw, cAk, cAw,
is the largest portion of the air-earth cur- mAk, mAw; the last of which is never used
rent, far outweighing the contributions (Ref. 1).
made by the precipitation current and con- air, moist. 1: In atmospheric thermodynam.
vection current. (Ref. 3) ice, air that is a mixture of dry air and

air-earth current. The rate of transfer of elec- water vapor (Ref. 3).
tric charge from the positively charged 2: Generally, air with a high relative humid-
atmosphere to the negatively charged earth. ity (Ret. S).
This electric current is made up of the air- 3: In environmental engineering, a mixture
earth conduction current, a precipitation of air and condensed or entrained beads of
current, a convection current, and miscella- airborne water, specifically air containing
neous smaller contributions, Of these, the water in the liquid state (Ref. 1).
first is by far the largest (Ref, 1). air movement. Air transport of units, person.

air landed. Moved by air and disembarked, nel, supplies, and equipment Including air.
or unloaded, after the aircraft has landed or drops and air landings (Ref. 5). See also:
while a helicopter is hovering (Ref. 5). free drop; free fall; high.velocity drop; low-

Wir logistic support. Support by air landing velocity drop.
or airdrop including air supply, movement air pollution. The presence of contaminants
of personnel, evacuation of casualties and in the air in concentrations that are suffi-
prisoners of war, and recovery of equip. cient to cause deleterious effects on hu-
ment and vehicles (Ref. 5). man, animal, or plant life or on materials.

air los. The loss in weight by an object or Many contaminants are maintained below
substance on exposure to air at room term. concentrations where their effects become
perature for a specified period of time apparent by the natural dispersive proper-
(Rot. I). ties of the atmosphere. The important air

airmas. A widespread body of air with prop- pollutants are sulfur dioxide, oxides of
erties that were established while the air nitrogen, carbon monoxide, gaseous hydro-
was situated over a particular region of the carbons, oxidants, aud particulate rnatt.,-
surface of the earth. It is identified by the (Ref. 9).
region where it receives its characteristic air preiure. The static pressure exerted by
properties but it may undergo modifica- air. Although this is a very general term, it
tions as it moves from that region, is best used in cases where a limited volume

armass clauification. A system used to iden. of air is concernet, u within an enclosed
tify and to characterize the different air. space. This term should never be used to
mases according to a basic scheme. A num- denote a dynamic effect such as wind pres-
ber of systems have been proposed, but the sure (Ref. 1).
Bergeron classification has been the moat airspace. The space above the surface of the
widely accepted. In this system, airmasses earth and its appurtenances, such as build-
are designated according to the thermal ings, trees, or a part of such space (Ref.
properties of their source regions: tropical 15).
(T); polar (P); and les frequently, arctic or air stability. The condition of the atmos-
antarctic (A). For characterizing the mois- phere as affected by the gradient of air
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temperature in the vertical direction, which additional mma produced by alimentaton is
determines the extent of miying or ox. termed accumulation (M•e. 3).
change between air layers at different alti- alkali flat. 1: A level lakelike plain formed in
tudes (Ref. 12). low depresions where accumulated water

air tranmported opsration. The movement evaporates, deposiUng fine sediment and
by aircraft of troops and their equipment dissolved minerals and forming a hard msr.
for an operation (B1f. 5). face If mechanical sediments prevail or a

air tbmprtabl units. Those units, other crumbly, powdered surface if efflorescent
than airborne, whose equipment it adapted salts are abundant.
for air movement (Ref. 6). 2: The bed of a dried-up saline lake that is

Aidltm nuclai. Small, hyposcopic condensa. heavily impregnated with alkaline salts
tion nuclei les than 0.1 pim in size. They (Ret, 10); a playa.
number over tens of thousands per cubic allui soil. 1:AsoilwithapHof8.5orhiglh-
centimeter in city air, and they may be er or with a high exchangeable sodium con-
either solid or liquid particles, tent or both.

albedo. The ratio of the mount of electro. 2: A soil with sufficient alkali (sodium) to
magnetic radiation reflected by a body to interfere with the growth of most crop
the amount incident upon it, commonly ex- plants. (Ref. 2)
pressed as a percentage. The albedo is to be alkaline oll. Soil with pH gester than 7.0
distinguished from the reflectivity, which (Ret. 2). (See: acd soil)
Wfer to one specific wave length (mono- all-aged. Applied to a stand of trees in which
chromatic radiation) (Ref. I). trees of all ages up to and including those

albedometer. An instrument used for the of felling age are found (Ref. 19).
measurement of the reflecting power (the Allard's law. The relation, in the theory of
albedo) of a surfacm. A pyranometer or the night visual range, describing the vala-
radiometer adapted for the measurement of tion of illuminance with distance from a
radiation reflected from the burface of the point source of light.
earth is sometimes employed u an albe- allilgatoring. A coating failure attributed to
dometer (Ref. 3). improper use or application of paints, var-

alga (pl. aligse). 1: A thallophyte possessing nishes, lacquers, and allied formulations. It
chlorophyll; includes almost all seaweeds is characterised by the formation or separa-
(RM. 18). tion of large surface cracks and segments in
2: A plant of relatively simple structure a charactertic pattern resembling the hide
which grows chiefly in water, such as the of an alligator (Ref. U).
various forms of seAweed. Algae rnge in allowable stram. See: stram, allowable.
size from a microscopic plant, large num. alluvial cone (or alluviJ fan). A body of
ben of which sometimes •cwn discolora- sand, silt, or mud, shaped like a segment or
tion of water, to the giant kelp which may sector of a low cone, formed where the gpa-
have a length of more than 600 ft (4ef. 15). dlient of a stream valley decresses abruptly,

algal bloom. A proliferation of living algae as where a steep mountain canyon emere
on the surface of lakes, streams or ponds. into an open valley or onto a plain. The
Alga blooms are stimulated by phosphate surface of an alluvial cone is normally
enrichment (Ref. 9). marked by stream channels and former

alimentation. Generally, the process of pro- channels that radiate from the apex of the
viding nourishment or sustenance; thus in cone, at the mouth of the mountain can-

glaciolop, the combined processes that yon, in a pattern somewhat like that of the
serve to increase the mm of a glacier or ribs of an open Japanese fan. The profile of
snowfleld; the oppodie of ablation. The a large alluvial cone is normally concave,
deposition of snow is the major form of the slope decreasing progresi:uly away
glacial alimentation, but other forms of pro- from the apex. Alluvial cones may ezten,*
cipitation, along with sublimation, refrez- for many miles covering and filling large
ing of melt water, etc., also contribute. The basins (Ref. 1).

i' J l l i , • • . . ' ' - .. ..a.
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) alluvium. A general term for all detrital point and a reference surface (Ref. 18).
deposits of streams or rivers, thus including 2: The vertical angle between the plane of
the sediments laid down in river beds, flood the horizon and the line to the observed
plains, hks, cones at the foot of mountain point, u a star (Ref. 18).
dopes, and estuaries (Ref. 20). 8: The height of an airborne object above

all-weather note, A road or highway that, the surface of the earth, above a constant-
with reasonable maintenance, is passable pressure surface, or above mean sea level
throughout the year for traffic densities (Ref. I).
never appreciably Ion than maximum ca. altitude acwliatiuatiom. A slow phyaioloul-
pacity. cal adaptation resuting from prolonged

alIwea•we route (limited traffic due to exposure to significantly reduced atmos-
weather). A road or highway that, with pheric pressure such as occurs at high eleva.
reasonable mrintienace, can be kept open tions (Ref. 5).
in all weather, but sometimes only at traf- altitude chamber. Se: chamber, altitude.
fic densities conmiderably lees than maxi. altitude dsknes. The syndrome of depres-
mum capacity. don, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and col-

alp. 1: A high, steep4kied mountain, lapse, due to decreased atmospheric pres-
2: Botany. A mountain pasture or meadow sure, occurring in an individual exposed to
between timberUne and snowline. (Ref. 11) an altitude beyond that to which acclimati-

alpha particle. A positively char particle sation has occurred (Ref. 5).
emitted from the atomic nuclei of certain altocumulus. A principal cloud type, white
radioactive materials. It is the leat penetra, and/or pay in color, that occurs as a layer
ting of the three common types of radia. or patch with a waved aspect, its elements
tion (alpha, beta, and gamma) and usually appearing u laminae, rounded masaes, roil.,
not dangerous to plants, animals, or man. It etc. Small liquid water droplets invariably
is composed of two protons and, two neu. comprise the major part of the composition
trons and is identical in all measa, W prop- of altocumulus. This results in sharpness of
ertieas with the nucleus of a helium atom outline, small internal visibility (both com-
(Ref. 9). mon cumuliform characteristics), and the

alpha ray. A stream of alpha particles (Ref occurrence of coronae and irisation (dif.
U). fraction phenomena) (Ref. 8).

alpin. 1: Of, pertaining to, or like the Alps adostratus. A principal cloud type in the
In Europe. form of a gray or bluish (never wi.ite) sheet
2: Descriptive of the plants, animals, and or layer of striated, fibrous, or uniform
ecological associations of any high moun- appearance. This cloud type often covers
tain region above timberline, hence alpine the sky over an area of several thousand
heath, alpine meadow, alpine pature, @l- square miles,
p8e faunii a AM Abbr. for amplitude modulated.
8: Pertaining to alpine topography (Ref. ambient air. Any unconfined portion of the
I1) atmosphere; the outside air (Ref. 9).

alpine topography. Mountainous terrain ambient noise. See: noise, ambient.
modified by lciation to display an asort- ambient temperature. The temperature of
ment of physiographic features such as the air or other medium surrounding an
artes, alguilles, cirques, and U-shaped val- object (Ref. 18).
lays (Ref. I1). ambient vibration. The all-encompassing vi-

altimeter. An instrument for indicating alti- bration amociated with a given environ-
tude above or below a given reference level, ment, being usually a composite of vibm-
usually the ground or sea level (Ref. 1). ticn from many sources near and far (Ref.

altimetr setting. The value of atmospheric 4
pressure to which the scale of a pressure AMC Abbr. for Army Materiel Command.
altimeter is set as a reference datum (Ref. AMCP Abbr. for Army Materiel Command
1). Pamphlet.

altitude. 1: The vertical distance between a ammunition. A contrivance charged with
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explosives, propellants, pyrotechnics, initia- amplitude, peak to peak. Of an oscillating
ting composition, or nuclear, biological, or quantity, the algebraic difference between
chemical material for use In connection the extremes of the quantity. Two times
with defense or offense including demoll- the amplitude of a simple harmonic oceilla-
tions. Certain ammunition can be used for tory quantity is its peak-to-peak amplitude,
training, ceremonial, or nonoperational or double amplitude (Ref. 1).
purpoes (Ref. ). anabStic wind. An upsiope wind; usually

ammunition and toxic material open applied only when the wind Is blowing up a
space. Area especially prepared for storage hill or mountain us the result of local sur.
of explciv* ammunition and toxic materi- face heating, and apart from the effects of I
al. For reporting purposes, it does not in- the larger-scale circulation; the opposite of
clude the surrounding area restricted for katabstic wind. The most common type is
storage becuse of safety distance factors. It the valley wind (Ref 3).
includes barricades and improvised cover- anamobic. Refers to life or processes that
inp (Ref. 5A occur in the absence of oxygen (Ref. 9).

amphibious vehicle. A wheeled or tracked analog. 1: In synoptic meteorology, a pest

vehicle capable of operating on both land le-scale weather pattern that rmsembles a
and water (Ref. 5). given (usually current) situation in its es-

amphibole. A common rock-forming mineral sential charactevistics.
containing silica, magnesium, calcium, and 2: Any environmental factor or factor-
often aluminum and iron. complex that has basic similarities to an-

amphitheater. A relatively flat valley or other factor or factor-complex located in a
guichilke depresson, generally oval or circu- different part of the world (Ref. 1).
lar in outline surrounded by abrupt slopes, 8: Generally, a thing that is similar to
formed by glaciation in alpine mountains at something else.
or near 'the head of drainage (Ref 21). anchorage. An area where a vessel anchors or
Commonly, an oval or circular building may anchor, either because of suitability or
with rising tiers of seats around an open designation (Ref. 18).

ea. anchor ice; a/o bottom ice. The very solid

amplitude. 1: A measure of the magnitude film of ice that develops on rocks and other
of the deviation from the rest position of a obstructions on the bottom of a stream,
parameter. Amplitude may be expressed in lake, or shallow sea, irrespective of the na-
either a r ositive or negative direction, polar- ture of its formation (Ref. 18).
Ity, or sense, depending on the parameter. anschoic room. A room whose boundaries
2: Mechanics. The extent of the force, dia- absorb effectively all the sound incident
placement velocity, or acceleration of a vi- thereon, thereby affording essentially free-
bration. field conditions (Ref. 1).
3: (a) Eletrlelty. The maximum variation anemomete. The general name fur instru-
or departure from the average of an alteaa- ments designed to measure the speed (or
ting current, voltage, charge, or magnetic force) of the wind. These instruments may
flux. be classified according to the means of
(b) Electronics. The maximum value of an transduction employed: those used in me-
alternating radio wave or the like in one teorology include the rotation anemom-
direction, measuring from zo. eter, pressure-plate anemometer, presure-
4: The magnitude of the displacement of a tube anemometer, bridled-cup anemome-
wave from a mean value. For simple her- tar, contact anemometer, cooling-power
monic, complex harmonic, or random anemometer, and sonic anemometer (Ref.
waves, the amplitudes of concern may be 3).
peak, average, root-mean-equare, peak-to- aneroid baMgrah. A recording barometer
peak, or one-half the mean difference be- consisting of a sealed capsule restrained
tween maxims and minima (Ref. 1). from collapsing by a spring and arranged so

amplitude modulation. See: modulation, am- that the deflection of the capsule actuates a
piltude. pen which graphs a record of atmospheric
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pressure on a rotatin drum. The magnlflca- are of the order of a few angstroms. The
tion of the deflection of the capsule may unit is named in honor of the 19th century
be adjusted so that records of small fluctua- Swedish spectroscopist, A. J. AgstrOm
tions in pressure may be obtained. The (Ref. 3).
aneroid barograph Is subject to the uncer- animal fog. Bee: blofag.
tainties of the aneroid barometer, and animal transport. The use of animals such as
therefore must be calibrated periodically. dogs or pack mules for the purpose of car-
Sometimes called aneroidopaph (Ref. 3). rying various types of cargo.

anoid baeometer. An instrument for mess- ,anua flood. The highest flow at a point on
urlng atmopheric pressure. It consists of a a strum during any particular calendar
thin corrupted hollow disk-4haped capsule year Or water year (Ret. 3).
partially evacuated of ga which is re- annual amg of temperature. The difference
strained from collapsing by an ezternal or between the highest and lowest tempera-
internal spring. The deflection of the spring tures recorded at a station in any given yoe
is nearly proportional to the difference be- (Ret. 1).
tween the internal and external pressures. anodizing. Fonning a protective coating on a
Magnification of the spring deflection Is metal surface by anodic oxidation; most
obtained both by connecting capsules in frequently applied to aluminum. Generally,
msres and by mechanical linkages (Ref. 8). anodized coatings are hard, abrasion resit-

augmi. A radar echo caused by a physical ant, and offer excellent resistance to car-
phenomenon not discernible to the eye. roeion (Ref. 1).
Angels are usually coherent echoes and ANSI Abbr. for American National Stand-
sometimes of reat signal strength (up to aids Institute.
40 dB above the noise level). They hae antarcec sir. A type of air whose chaseteris-
been asrbed to insects flying through the tics are developed in an antarctic region.
rdar bem, but have also been observed Antarctic sir appears to be colder at the
under atmospheric conditions that indicate surface in all seaons, and at all levels in fail
other cum. Studie indicate that a fair and winter, than arctic air (Ref. U).
portion me caused by strong temperature antemna, dipole. So: dipole antenna.
and/or moisture gradients such .a might be anterma, loop. See: loop antenna.
found wer the boundaries of cell, of aep*- uandyclons. An atmospheric circulation pat-
clally warm or moist air. They frequently tern in which the winds blow clockwise in
occur In shallow layers at or near tempr- the Northern Hemisphere and counter-
ture inversions within the lowest few thou- clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere, uma-
send feet of 'e atmosphere (Reo. 3). ally round a high pressure region; a closed

angle of Incidence. The angle between the circulation. With respect to the direction of
direction of travel of a ray or object ici- Its rotation, it is the opposite of a cyclone.
dent on a surface and a line normal to the Because anticyclonic circulation and rela.
surface at the point of incidence. tive high atmospheric pressure uslly co.

angle of repose. The maximum dope or exist, the terms anticyclone and high are
angle at which a material such as soil or used interchangeably in common practice
loose rock remains stable. When exceeded, (Ref. 3).
mass movement by slipping as well as by antifouling. Pertaining to a protective coat-
water erosion my be expected (Ref. 20). ing, usually containing copper compounds

agrom (Abbr: A). A unit of length used in such as cuprous oxide or metallic copper
the measurement of very small lineal powder. Thes ar formulated in a suitable
dimensions, such as the wavelength of light, vehicle to provide a toxic environment
X mrys, and other electromagnetic radiation which retards or prevents the growth of
or molecular and atomic diameters. One barnacles and other marine organisms on
angstrom equal 10-6 cm or 10-4 ym.The the underwater hull of vessels or on other
wavelength of visible light ranges from objects submerged In sea water (Ref. 1).
about 4,000 to 7,000 angstroms; whereas antL,',4e. 1: A point, line, or surface in a
X-ray wavelangths and atomic diameters standing wave pattern at which the wave
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has maximum amplitude (Ref. 29). ised endeavor such as industrial, manufae-
2: A region of maximum amplitude be. turing, agricultural, military, or technical
tween adjacent nodes in a vibrating body. pursuits. This is the general term for all

antlamidant. A substance that prevents or such work and includes agricultural clima.
ldows down the reaction of oxygen with a tology, aviation climatology, bioclimatolo.

material (Ref. 4) gy, industrial climatology, and others (Ref.
eanaosmomn A substance that prevents or 3).

slows down material degradation due to applied envyroamental reesareh. The colla-
reaction with omone (Ref. 4). tlon of statistical, meteorological, climatic,

moteemoanee. A frequency in the vibration and geographical data; the interpretation of
frequency spectrum of a system underloing thme data; and the presentation of the
forced oacillatlon, at which a change in evaluated information in suitable form for
excitation frequency, either positively or useful applications, such as to problems of
negatively, causes an increase in the system equipment, personnel, and operational
response (Ref 22). functions, and so an aid to designers of mil-

sphelom The point in the orbit of any body itary equipment (Ref 1).
in orbit about the sun that Is farthest from applied meteorology. The applicatinn of cur.
the sun. rent weather data, analyzes, and forecasts

API Abbr. for American Petroleum Institute. to specific practical problems. It is distin-
opoepan tidel current. A tidal current of guished from applied climatology, which

decreased speed occurring at the time that deels with the similar application of long-
the moon is nea the point in Its orbit that period, statistically treated weather data
is farthest from the earth; i.e., near apogee (Ref 8).
(Ref. 18). applied research. Research performed to ac-

apopgan tides. Tides of decreased range oc- complish specific objectives (Ref. 5). See al.-
currinj when the moon is near the point in so: basc research.
Its orbit that is farthest from the earth; I.e., apron. An extensive alluvial deposit with
near @poee. The rangm at this time is clled generally low outward slope, essentially a
spogean range and usually does not ocour mature coalesced series of alluvial cones or
until I to 8 days after the moon reaches a well-developed bajada.
apogee (Ref. 18). aquatic. Growing or living in, or frequenting

apogee. The point at which a rocket trajec, or performing in or on water.
tory or a satellite orbit is farthest from the aquifer. An underground bed or stratum of
center of the gravitational field of the con- eartk. gravel, or porous stone that contains
trolling body or bodies (Ref; 5). water i qufficient quantity to supply wells

apparent brghtemas. With respect to the (Ref 9).
visual range of a dark, distant object: archipelago. Any sea or broad sheet of water
luminance, created by airlight, of that por- interspersed with many islands or with a
tion of the visual field subtended by the group of islands; also a group of islands.
object; i.e., the light scattered into the eye arctic ak. A type of air whose characteristics
by particles, including air molecules, lying are developed mostly in winter over arctic
along the optic path from eye to object surfaces of ice and snow. Arctic air is cold
"(Ref. 3). aloft and extends to great heights, but the

apparent horizon. The visible line of demar- surface temperatures are often higher than
cation between landloa and sky seen at a those of polar air. For 2 or 3 mo in sum-
distance. Nearby features, natural or man- mar, arctic airmames are shallow and rapid-
made, may obscure the horizon and pro. ly lose their characteristics u they move
duce a local horizon that differs from the southward (Ref. 3).
apparent horizon, arctic blackout. A prolonged fadeout of

applied climatology. The scientific analysis radio communications that occurs naturally
of long-term statistically treated weather in polar regions but may be induced artifi-
data for useful operational purposes. cislly at lower latitudes. An arctic blackout
"Operational" is interpreted as any special- may last for days or even weeks during
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periods of intense auroral activity. Recent electric machine in which an alternating
ezperiments with high-titude nuclear voltaP is gnwet ,d u a result of relative
detonations have produced blackouts and motion with respect to a magnetic flux
artificial auroras ova the subtropics (Reo field; commonly applied to the entire
U) rotor.

8tic climate. Characterized by extremely 2: The moving element of a relay that pet-
low tempWaures mow cover In winter, forms the switching or acoomplithee the
long periods of darkness in winter, and long movement required for the relay to accom-
hours of daylight in summer. Clmate of a plish its function. It usually has associated
region too cold to support the growth of with it a pert of the relay contact assembly
trees Usually applied to geographic polar (Rtf 24).
regions, oartr. 1: A protective covering including

arti reginas. The portion of the Norten that for military vehicles or pereonnel;
Hemisphere that is characterized by having sheathing for wire, cable, cording, or hoew.
an average temperature for the warmest 2: Armored forces and vehicles.
month of between 0 and 10C (32* and soyo. The channel of an opheneral or

0°P). These areas generally correspond intermittent stream, usually with vertical
with those seasonally froesn lands that do banks of unconsolidated material 2 ft or
not support forest vegetation and include more high (RAf. 20). See: dry wh; ban=-
the sdJacent lake, sea, or oceans (Ref ca.
12). esan water. Ground water that Is under

emtic - smoke. Steam fog rising from small sufficient pressure to rise above the level at
moss of open water in s Ice. which it is encountered by a well, but
Wertic zone. The am north of the Arctic which does not necessarily rise to or above

Circle (lat. 66 deg 82 min N.) (Ref. 1). the surface of the ground (Ref. 1).
area of northern opeadons. A region of var- articulation index. A numerical system for

labia width in the Northern Hemisphere describing the intelgliibility of speech in
tha lis north of the 0.deg isotherm; a line noise, using measures of the speech levels
along which the average temperatuve of the and noise levels measured at the ar.
warmest 4-mo period of the you dose not artificial agng The change of material prop-
exceed 10C (WIF). Mountain regions 1o- ertls with time when exposed to an artifi-
mated outside of this -m ar included in cal environment, as in a test chamber (Rof
this category of operations provided that 1).
these sme temperature conditions exist artificial daylight. Illumination of an inten.
(Ref. 5). sity grester than the light of a full moon on

arte. An acute and rugged crest of a moun- a clear night. (The optimum illumination is
tain range, or a subesdiary ridg between with the equivalent intensity and spectral
two mountains, or of a mountain spur, such distribution of daylight.) (Rot. 5)
as that betwen two olques (Ref. 10). artificial environment. An environment that

arid. Without moisture: excessively dry; exists In a test facility under controlled
parched and beren; having insufficient conditions, some elements of which are an
rainfall to support agriculture, usually les Imitation of conditions found in nature
than 10 to 15 in. annually. (Ref. V).

erM chamber. See: chamber, arid. artificial mooalight. Illumination of an in.
arlid climate. A climate in which at least 10 tensity between that of starllght and that of

mo of the year have no more than 8 days a full moon on aclear nlght (Ref. 5).
with precipitation of 0.1 in. or more (Ref. ABA Abbr. for American Standards Assucia-
23). teon.

aridity. The degree to which a climate lacks ASAC Abbr. for Asian Standards Advisory
effective, life-promoting moisture; the Committee.
opposite of humidity, in the climatic sense secendent. 1: The point of the elliptic that
of the term (Ref. 1). ris above the esUtern horizon at any

isniture. 1: The component of a rotating moment.
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2: The vector with qagnitude equal to the to an indefinite height, its density asymp-
rate of change of a function in apaes and totically approaching that of interplanetary
directed normal to surfaces of conatmnt Mpace (Ref. 1). The atmosphere is odorless,
value of the function and toward increasing colorless, tasteless, very mobile, flowing
values of the function. It is the negative of readily under even a slight preesure gradi.
gradient when gradient Is a similar vector ent, elastic, compressible, capable of unlim.
but directed toward decreasing values of a ited expansion, a poor conductor of heat,
function, but able to tranmit vibrations with consid.

eh as. &#: braw. erable velocity.
A-scope. A type of radar indicator in which 2: Physics. A unit of pressure equal to

signal srength and target range w pre- 101,825 N m'2 (14.70 lb in.'), represent-
sented in rectangular coordinates. ing the atmospheric pressure at mean sea

ASME Abbr. for American Society of Mech- level under standard conditions.
anical Engineers. atmosphere, stanard. A hypothetical verti.

aspect. 1: The compass direction toward cal distribution of atmospheric tempera.
which a land dope faces. The direction is ture, pressure, and density which, by inter.
taken downdope and normal to the con- national agreement, is taken to be repre-
tours of elevation (Ref. 3). sentative of the atmosphere for purposes of
2: The overall physical appearance of an pressure altimeter calibrations, aircraft per-
object or area, or the asonal appearance fornance calculations, alreraft and missile
of a formation, as for example, the spring design, ballistic tables, etc. The current
aspect (Ret 19). standard atmosphere is that adopted on 15

asilaIioe. 1: The process or act of taking March 1962 by the United States Commit-
in and using as nourishment, as the incor- tee on Extension to the Standard Atmos-
poration of absorbed nutrients by proto- phere (COESA). The U.S. Standard Atmos
plam. phere, 1962, up to 82 kin, has been adopt-
2: The process by which a body of water ed by the International Civil Aeronautical
purifies itself of pollutants. Organisation (ICAO) (Ref. 1).
8: The process of taking knowledge into atmospheric acoustics. The study of (a)
the mind and thoroughly comprehending sounds of meteorological origin and (b) the
it. role of the atmosphere in the propagation

association. An assemblage or gathering of of sound. Examples cf sounds of meteoro.
objects or people brought together for a logical origin are thunder and any of the
purpose or related by a common property, varied aeolian sounds, such as the humming
thrust, or occurrence; e.g., an assemblage of of telegraph wires or the murmuring of
plants usually over a wide area that has one eess when winds ae blowing. The atmos.
or more dominant species from which it phase influences the propagation of sound
derive, a definite common aspect. in many ways; the velocity of sound in the

ARIM Abbr. for American Society for Test. atmosphere is governed by the air tompera-
ing and Materials. ture and by Its molecular composition;

atinometer. The general name for an ins"tu sharp inversions may produce marked
-ment that measures the evaporation rate of sound reflection; strong temperature gradi.
water into the atmosphere. Four main clas- ents yield sonic refraction; small turbulent
sea of atmometers may be distingulshe0" eddies may cause diffraction and scattering
(a) large evaporation tanks sunk into the of sound which results in acoustical scintil.
ground or floating in water, (b) small lation (Ref. 3).
evaporation pans, (c) porous porcelain atmospheric boil; aso tar 'strll scintillation;
bodies, and (d) porous paper wick devices shimmer. A scintillation phenomenon
(Ret A). caused by light that reaches the eye from

atmosphere. 1: Meteorology, The envelope sources within the atmosphere of the earth.
of air surrounding the earth and bound to It Is produced by rregular refraction of.
it by gravitational attraction. It extends fects due to passage, across the line of
from the solid or liquid surface of the earth sight, of air parcels whose densities differ
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slightly from that of their surrundings. It all hydrometeors (except clouid., which ean
is seen over paved muraces on bright sum. ursully considered separately), lithomet..
mer days (Ref. 3). ors, igneous meteors, and luminous mete-
atmsphricdonsty. The ratio o~f the mass ora prom the viewpoint of we~ate obeser-

of th atmosphere (or any part of it) to the vatlona, thunderstorms. tornadoes, water-
volume occupied by it. This ratio is gpoatedt spoutg, and squalls wre also included. This
at ass level end decreasees with increauing wags excludes such "phenomena"ase the lo.altitude; It alo may very horizontally do- Cal or large-scale chmracterittlc Of wind,
pending on conditions of tatmv'pheric pressure, and temperature; it also excludes
temperature and pressure. It is usually clotuds, although it includes many product.
expressed in grarns per cubic meter, al- of cloud development and composition. In
though other unit systems may be used aviation weather observation, atmospheric
(Ref. I). phenomena are divided Into two ~a du*ree

atmospleric dust. Particles derive bor weather and obetruictions to vision (Ref. 3).
soils (primaril of ari arese) ranin in esie atmoIei I pressur. The pressure exerted
from about 0.1 to 10 srn. by the atmoephere as a consequence of

atmsphricelsbicfield. A quantitative gravitational attraction exerted upon the
term, denoting the electric Boeld strength ot "column" of air lying directly above the
the atmosphere at any specified point in point in question (Ref. 3). Pressur is usual-
spaew and time. In ease of fair weather, the ly givn in milibars, inches of mercury,
atmospheric electric field near the surface pounds per sqare Inch, ot pounds per
of the earth typically Is about 100 V m'I square foot. Its standlard value at on level is
and Is directed vertically in such a sense as about 14.7 lb in.-' (Bet. 1).
to drive positive charles downward to the atmospheri radiation. 1: Electromagnetic
earth. In arms of fair weather, this field do- radiation emitted by the atmosphere.

crseIn magnitude with Increasin AiM- 2: MetoorokwgY. Thermnal radiation (about
Late, falling, for example, to only about 5 3- to S0-iam wavelengths) emitted by, or
V m' it, an altitude of about 10 km (Ref. propagating through, the atmosphere,
U) which interacts with the atmosphere and) atmospheric electrluhy. Electrical phenom- provides one of the important mechanisms
ona, Pagarded collectively, that occurin the by which the heat balance of the earth-
atmosphere of the earth. These phenomena atmosphere system is maintained; also call-
include not only such striking manifests- ad long-wave radiation (Rief. 1).
tions as lightning and St. Elmo's fire, but atospherics. The radlofreUency eloctro-
also lees noticeable but more common ef- magnetic radiations originating, principally,
facts such as atmosmpheric ionization, the in the irregular surges of charge in thunder-
air-earth current, and other quiescent olec. storm lightning discharges. Atmoopherks
trical proocessm (Ref. 1) are heard as a quasi-steady background of

atmosphoeri optics. The study of the optical crackling noise (static) in ordinary anipli-
chmaracteristics of the atmosphere and of the tude-modulated radio receivers (Ref I).
optical phenomena produced by the atmos- 8.. also: wefeis.
phere and by particles suspendled in the at- atmospheric tesaperature. The degree of heat
mosphere; e~g., aerosol. and water vapor. It or cold in the envelope of air surrounding
includes the study of refraction, reflection, the earth as measured on some definite
diffaction, scattering, and polarizaton of tmeauescale (usually Cehius or fahr.
light but is not commonly regarded as in- enhelt) by mean of any of various types of
cluiding the study of other kinds of radio- thermometets (Ref. 1).
tic. (Bet. A) atmospherkc tlPinIttaace The ratio be-

atmosplasic phemasama.. As commonly tween the Iintensity of the extraterrestrial
used In weather observing practice, an ob- solar radiation and the intensity of the solar
servable occurrence of particular physical radiation after passing through the atnice-
(as opposed to dynamic or synoptic) signifi- phere.

cnewithin the atmosphere. Included are s..A ring-shaped organic reef that Is sur-
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rounded by the open ma and partially and if density increases with height. This
encloes a agoon in which there is no land situation arises in shallow Waye due to sur-
above mea level (Ref. 18). face heating and also develops aloft due to

atl4nuation. 1: In psnrel, the decrease in evaporative cooling of virga and hydro.
flux density (or power, amplitude, inten- meteors Into dry air.
sity, particles, etc.) with distance from the autocorrlatia. The simple linear mutual
energy source by any process; it includes relationship of a time-dependent function
diminution by distance (Inverse squere law), or serles with its own put history.
absorption, wcattering, refraction, and dif. avaelabe water. Water in the moil that can be
fusion. extracted by plant roots, thus the water
2: In atmospheric sciences, the decree In available to plants.
flux of a "Parallel beam" of radiation avalanche. A large man of mnow or ice, or
caused by the effects of the transmitting other surface materials, moving rapidly
medium (mainly absorption and scattering down a mountain slope (Ref. 11).
by the atmoephere); the effect of distance averagi discharge. In the annual series of the
from the source (i-nvars square law) Is Geological Survey's reports on surface.
specifically excluded lRef. .'). water supply, the arithmetic average of the
8: In vibration meieii , resonant re- volumetric flow of water past a point in
sponse attenuation will occur if a structure streams or rivers for all complete water
or system is detuned, or If resonant damp- years of record whether or not they are
ing incremass proressively with fatigue, or consecutive. Average discharge is not pub.
if elastic isolation media are inserted. Elsc. fishad for les than 5 yr of record. The term
trical attenuation is used in the standardusa- "average" is generally reserved for average
tion of multichannel recording of acceleo- of record and "mean" is used for averaes
meter signals and with filters for signal of shorter periods, namely, daily mean dis-
conditioning and random vibration squall, charge (Ref. 6).
astion (Ref. 1). average Indoor temperature or sensible

Atturberg lilits. Measures of soil consist- temperature. The temperature at which
ency for differentiation between materials "average indoor air" of moderate humidity
of appreciable plasticity (clays) and slightly would induce, in a lightly clothed person,
plastic or nonplestic materials (silts). Tho the same sensation of comfort as that
measures include the liquid limit, the pies- induced by the octual environment (Refo
tic limit, and the plasticity index (Ref. 25). 1). It depends on the air temperature; radi.

audible sound. Sound containing frequency ation from the sun, sky, and surrounding
components lying between about 15 and objects; relative humidity; and air motion
20,000 H. with sufficient sound premure (Ref. 3).
to be heard (Ref. 1). averme life. See: life, average.

audio. Pertaining to frequencies of eudible Avogadro's number. The constant number of
sound waves between about 15 and 20,000 molecules in 1 pram-mole of gas (6.022169
Hz (Reo. 1). X 10"3) for all permanent pies. Under

audlofrequency. Any frequency corrpond- standard conditions (OC and 1 atmosphere
Ing to a normally audible sound wave. pressum), the volume occupied by I gram.
Audiofrequencies range from 15 to 20,000 mole of gas is 2.24186 X 10"Ims.
Hs(Ref. 1). awash. 1: Tossed about or bathed by waves

aurora. The sporadic radiant emission from or tide (Ref. 18).
the upper atmosphere over middle and high 2: A rock exposed or one just bare at any
latitudes that in related to magnetic storms stage of the tide between the datum of
and the influx of charged particles from the mean high water and the sounding (Ref.
sun. Mi).

autoconvection. A spontaneous overturning azimuth. Direction expressed as horizontal
of layers of the atmosphere which may angle usually in degrees or mils and mess-
occur if the lapse exceeds 3.4 deg CJ100 m ured clockwise from north. Thus, azimuths
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will be true asimutha gr azimuths, nr nond sall. Soils without distinct genetic
magnetic azimuths, depending on which horizons (Ref. 1).
north Is usd (Ref. 1i).

B
B Abbr. for bel. present in the lower atmosphere from cos-
b Abbr. for bar. mic rays and earth ource (Ref. 9).
baek blast. Rearward blast of ass from the backlash. The loose motion in a device or

breech of recoille, weapons upon the burn- instrument due to the clearance existing be-
ing of the propellant charge. It is sometimes tween mechanical parts.
"re"emnd to us breach blast (Rief. 1). backshore. 1: The pert of a beach that is

background. fver-present effects in physical usually dry, being reached only by the high.
or chemical systems above which a phenom. est tides, and, by extension, a narrow strip
anon must maifest itself in order to be of relatively flat coast bordering the sea
measured. "Background" can take various (Ref. 18).
forms, depending on the nature of the 2: One or more nearly horizontal surfaces
meamsrement (Rief. 1) called berms formed landward from the
ctekground count. The evidence or effect on beach crest; they may slope inland.
a detecto of radiation, other than that backward scatter. The scattering of radiant
which it is desire to detec, caused by any energy into the hemisphere of space bound.
source. In connection with health protec- ed by a plane normal to the direction of the
tion, the background count usually includes incident radiation and lying on the same

) radiations produced by naturally occurring side u the incident ray; the opposite of for-
radioactivity and cosmic rays (Ref. 5). ward scatter. In radar usage, backward scat-

background level. In any physical or chemi- ter refers only to that radiation scattered at
al system, the level of a measured param- 180 deo to the direction of the incident
ster or constituent tl'at is characteristic of wave (Ref. 1).
the environment. The value of a quantity to bacteaua. Unicellular microscopic organisms,
be measured must he separable from the simpler and less complex in structure than
background in order to indicate an effect or the fungi and only obscurely related to oth-
variance from normal conditions; eg., with er organisms. Their unicellular form, lack of
respect to air pollution, amounts of pollut- definite nucleus, and method of reproduc-
ont. present in the ambient air due to natu. tion by fAsion remotely suggest a relation.

ral sources (Ref. 9). shIp with blue.peen algae, from which most
background luminance. In visual range theo. are distinguished by the absence of pig.

ry, range theory, the luminance (brightness) ments. The absence of chlorophyll makes It
of the background against which a target is nessary for bacteria to obtain their nutri-
viewed. In estimating the visual range by tional requirements from organic sources
objects on the horizon, for example, the (Ref. 1). Some bacteria are capable of caus-
background luminance is that of the sky ing human, animal, or plant disesses; others
near the horizon. In the problem of down- ae essential in pollution control because
ward oblique visual range, the pertinent they break down organic matter in the air
background luminance is that of the surface and in the water (Ref. 9).
of the earth (Ref. 3). badlands. A region nearly devoid of vegeta-

bac. ound noise. See: noabe, background, tion wher erosion, instead of caving hills
background radlatdo. Normal radiatlon and valleys of the ordinary type, has cut the
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land Into an Intcate mm of narrow ra- suspended mm releNd from a predeter-
vines and shMp crests and pinnacles. This mined height (Ref. 22).
extremely rough t9pography Is formed in balistics. 1: The science or art that deals
an advanced stage of gullying in poorly con- with the motion, behavior, appearance, or
solidated sediments and is characterized by modification of missiles or other projectiles
sharp-edg ridges seperted by narrow and while In flight as acted upon by propellants,
steep gullies. Travel across such a region is wind, gravity, temperature, or any other
almost impossible. modifying substance, condition, or force.

bajda A long outwash detrital slope at the 2: The study of the processes within and
ban of a mountain range, resulting from charateristics of firearms.
the coalescence of alluvial cones (Ref. 10). ballistc temperAture. A computed constant

baBlt. 1: A heavy material used in a vehicle temperature that would have the same total
or ship to improve its stability. effect or a projectile during its flight as the
2: Any material th gives stability; e4., se- varying temperatures actually encountered
lected materials (usually crushed rock that (Ref. 12).
is Irregular in shape, easily tamped, fire- baistic wind. An assumed constant wind
proof, well drained, resistnt to plant that would have the same total effect on a
growth and evenly distributed) placed on a projectile during its flight as the varying
railroad to hold the track in proper aln- winds actually encountered (Ret. 12).
ment (Ref 1). ball lightning. A relatively rare type of light.

bell ice. Smallsphom of ssa Ice, I to 2 in. in ning consisting of a luminous ball which
diameter, rounded and shaped by the may move rapidly across an object or may
waves. They are very soft and spongy and remain suspended in air for a brief period.
a generally found in belts similar to sludge They are of the order of 1 ft in diameter.
which forms at the same time (Ref. 3). band, frequency. In communications and

ballistic denasy. A representation of the at. electronics, a continuous range of frequen.
mosphric density actually encountered by cies extending between two limiting freh
a projectile in flht expressed s a percent. quencies. The term may also be applied to
age of the density according to the standmd those frequencies encountered in shock and
artillery atmosphere. Thus, if the actual vibration excitation (Ref. 1).
density distribution produced the same ef. band-pass ifiter. An electrical or mechanical
fect upon a projectile as the standrd dened- network designed to attenuate all signals
ty distribution, the ballistic density would that do not lie within a specified frequency
be 100 percent (Ret. 3). band (Ref. 3).

bdas efficiency. A measure of the ability band width. The difference between the
of a projectile to overcome the resistance of limiting wavelengths of a band (Ref. 1).
the air; it depend chiefly on the weight, band width, effective. The band width of an
diameter, and shape of the projectile (Ref. ideal transmission system with uniform
12). transmission in its pass band equal to the

ballistic impect. The Impact of a body dur. maximum transmission of the specified
ing or at the end of its ballitic flight; i.e., system. It transmits the same power as the
target impact. The impact caused by the im- specified system when both receive equal
pingement of particles, fragments, bullets, input signals having a uniform distribution
or other objects on the target after their of energy at all frequencies (Ref. 22).
trajectory flight through spae. This type of bank. 1: An elevation of the sea floor locat.
impact is differentiated from the impacting ed on a continental (or island) shelf and
of components in a weapon system during over which the depth of water is relatively
environmental impact tests (Ref. 1). shallow but sufficient for safe navigation. It

ballistic penduhun. An accelerometer call. may support shoals or bars on its surface
brator in which the velocity of an initially which me dangerous to navigation (Ref.
stationary suspended mass, on which the me- 18).
oelerometer to be calibrated is mounted, is 2: In its secondary sense, a shallow mase
known when the mass is struck by a second consisting of shifting forms of silt, sand,
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mud, gravel, etc., but in this cm it Is used barocllnlty. The state of stratification in a
only with a qualifying word such as "sand- fluid in which surfaces of constant pressure
bank", "•pavelbank", etc. (Ref. 18). (isobaric) intersect surfaces of constant den-
3: A ridge of any material such as earth, sity (isoeteric). The number, per unit area,
rock, snow, or anything resembling such a of isobaric-isosteric solenoids intersecting a
ridge, u a fog bank or cloud bank (Ref. given surface is a measure of the baroclinity
15). (Reo. 3).
4: The border or shore of a river (Ref. 15). barograph. A recording barometer. Baro-
5: The margin of a channel. Banks are call- graphs may be classified on the basis
ed right or left as viewed facing in the direc- of their construction into the following
tion of the flow (Ref. 6). types: (a) aneroid barograph (including mi-

bar. 1: Meteorology. A unit of pressure crobarograph), (b) float barograph, (c) pho-
equal to 106 dyn cm- (10' bar), 1,000 topraphic barograph, and (d) weight bhro.
.mb, 29.53 In. of mercury, graph. The aneroid barograph, which is the
2: As a coastal landform, a ridge of uncon- least complicated and possibly least accu-
solidated material lying seaward of a shore rate of the barographs, is the one most corn-
(offshore bar). A bar may be submerged monly used in weather stations (Ref. 3).
even at low tide, It may be tidal, or It may barometer. An instrument for measuring at-
rime above high tide level. Most bars consist mospheric pressure (Ref. 18). A mercurial
of sand or gravel. barometer employs a column of mercury
8: As a landform in a stream channel, an supported by the atmosphere. An aneroid
accumulation of alluvium, usually ridgelike barometer has a partially evacuated, thin-
and elongate in the direction of the current. metal cylinder that is compressed or ex-
Most rivers bars consist of sand (sandbars) panded depending on the relative differenc-
or gravel (gravel bars), but some are of mud es between the gs pressure inside the cylin-
(sometimes called mudbanks) and some der and the atmospheric pressure.
consist of cobbles or even boulders. Many barometric corrections. The corrections that
river bars are emergent at low water, and must be applied to the reading of a mercury
some are only covered at flood stage (Ref. barometer in order that this observed value
1). may be rendered accurate. There are four

barb. A means of representing windspeed on kinds:
a synoptic weather chart; it Is a short line (a) The instrument correction is the mean
drawn obliquely toward lower pressure difference between the readinp of a given
from the end of a wind-direction shaft. The mercury barometer and those of a standard
windapeed is indicated by the number of Instrument. It is a composite correction, in-
barbs, with each barb representing 10 kt cluding the effects of capillarity, index mis-
and each half-barb representing 5 kt. alignment, imperfect vacuum, and scale cor-

barchan. An Independent, traveling, cres- rection, which are the barometric errors.
cent-shaped dune or drift of wind-blown (b) The temperature correction is applied to
sand or snow, with the crescent facing to- account for the difference between the co-
ward the prevailing winds. A transvere-type efficient of expansion of mercury and that
dune, it has an asymmetrical and crested of the scale.
cross section with a steep inter slope and a (c) The gravity correction is necessary be-
relatively gentle outer slope. Conditions un- cause the acceleration of gravity varies both
der which barchans form include a relative- with altitude and latitude.
ly small to moderate supply of material and (d) The removal correction in applied when
winds of almost constant direction and the barometer elevation differs from the
moderate speed (Ref. 1). adopted station elevation and/or climato.

banacle. A marine crustacean that has feath- logical station elevation (Ref. 3).
ery appendages (cirri) for gathering food, barometric pressure. Atmospheric pressure
and is found attached to rocks, floating as Indicated by a barometer. This atmos-
lop, and bottoms of ships (Ref. 1). pheric pressure is the pressure exerted by
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the atmosphere as a consequence of gravita. basic research. Efforts directed toward an in-
tional attraction exerted upon the "col. crease in fundamental knowledge (Rtef. 5).
umn" of air lying directly above the point See also: applied research.
in question (Ref. 1). baslar membrane. The part of the ear met in

barometric tendency. See:' pressure tenden. motion by sound at the eardrum. Its move.
cy. ment stimulates hair cells, which in turn

baotbermohygrograph. An instrument that activate auditory nerve fibers.
automatically records pressure, tempera. basin. 1: A depression of the sea floor more
ture, and humidity of the atmosphere (Ref. or lea equidimensional in form and of vari.
15). able extent (Ref. 18).

bhrranca. A dry wash or ravine having steep 2: An area in a tidal regon in which water
sides and a narrow bed les than 2 m wide can be kept at a desired level by means of a
(Aef. 1). See also: arroyo; wadi. gate. Also called tidal basin (Ref. I5).

barrens. A relatively desolate area, where 3: A relatively small cavity in the bottom or
vegetation either is lacking (as in an ice cap shore, usually created or enlarged by exca.
or desert) or is scanty and restricted to a vation, large enough to receive one or more
few species, as compared with adjacent ar- vesels for a specific purpose (Reo, 15).
eas, because of adverse soil, wind, or other 4: An area of land that drains into a partic.
environmental factors (Ref. 1). ular lake or sea through a river and its tribu.

barder material. A material designed to with- taries (Ref. 15).
stand, to a specified degree, penetration of 5: The drainage or catchment area of a
water, oils, water vapor, or certain gases stream or lake (Ref. 10).
such as 00, and N2. Barrier materials are batholith. A great mams of intruded igneous
also used to exclude thermal and acoustic rock, most of which is a considerable dis.
energy (Ref. 1). tance below the surface of the earth and

barrier reef. A coral reef parallel to and sepa- extends downward to unknown depths.
rated from the coast by a lagoon that is too bathymeter. An instrument primarily design-
deep for coral growth. Generally, barrier od for measuring depth of water. Bathymet-
reefs follow the coasts for long distances ric surveys, previously done by lead line, are
and are cut through at Irregular intervals by now performed by using an echo sounder
channels or passes (Ref. 18). and precision depth recorder (Ref. 18).

balet. Any one of a group of fine-pained, battlefield illumination. The lighting of the
dark, heavy, widely distributed volcanic zone of action of ground combat and com-
rocks. No strict definition of basalt as a bat support troops by artificial means (Ref.
mineralogic type has been asreed upon 5).
(Ref. 1). B-duratIon. See: pressure envelope duration.

base leveL The level below which a land sur- beach. 1: The area extending from the shore-
face cannot be reduced by running water, line inland to a marked change in physi.
Sea level is considered the principal bane graphic form or material, or to the line of
level. Principal streams serve as local or tem- permanent vegetation (coastline) (Ref. 5),
porary base levels for their tributaries. 2: A gently sloping area of wave-deposited

base line. A surveyed line established with unconsolidated material bordering a sea or
more than usual care for usa as a reference. lake; also, the unconsolidated material mak-

boae surge. A cloud that rolls out from the ing up such a beach.
bottom of the column produced by a sub- beech berm. Nearly horizontal bench or nar.
surface bunt of a nuclear weapon. For un- row terrace formed by wave action in un-
derwater bursts the surge is, in effect, a consolidated material on the backshore of a
cloud of liquid droplets which has the prop- beach with surface rising behind It and slop-
erty of flowing almost as if it were a homo- ing off in front.
geneous fluid. For subsurface land bunts, beam wind. Nautical term for a crosswind,
the surge is made up of small solid particles especially a wind blowing 90 deg from the
but still behaves like a fluid (Ref. 5). heading of a ship. A wind with a compo-
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nent that is directed perpendicularly to the her of bels is equal to the common loga-
course (or heading) of an exposed, moving rithm of the ratio of the two m"wers or
object; more popularly, a wind that pre- sound levels Involved. Two powers or levels
dominantly act& In this manner. In the differ by one bel when their actual ratio is
broadest sense, any wind except a direct 10:1 (Ref. 27). See aiso: decibel.
headwind or direct tailwind is a cross wind. belgium block course. A test facility for aim-
The drift produced by cross wind is critical ulating the conditions of transportation.
to air navigation, being especially dangerous The course is a specially prepared roadbed
during landing and takeoff (Ref. 3). having varying degrees of roughness, wavi-

bearing, The horizontal direction from one nota, and other controlled characteristics
terrestrial point to another expressed as over which wheeled equipment is moved at
true bearing or magnetic bearing if mes- varying speeds to study the effects of shock
ured in degrees clockwise from true or mag- and vibration caused by transportation. Brl
netic north, respectively; compass bearing glum block is only one section of the Mun.
(points of the compass): or relative bearing son Test Course which also includes a
referred to direction of travel of moving course washboard, a radial washboard, and
craft. a single corrugtion section (Reot 1).

beat frequency. Either of the two additional bench. A strip of relatively level earth or
frequencies obtained when signals of two rock, raised and narrow. A small terrace or
frequencies are combined, equal to the sum comparatively level platform breaking the
or difference, respectively, of the original continuity of a declivity (Ref 10).
frequencies (Ref. 15). bench mark. In surveying, a mark, usually

Beaufort wind scale. A system of estimating cut in stone u a relatively permanent mate-
and reporting windapeeds, invented in the rial object, natural or artificial, bearing a
early 19th century by Admiral Beaufort of marked point whose elevation above or be-
the British Navy. In its present form for low an adopted datum (such as sea level) is
international meteorological use, it equates known.
(a) Beaufort force (or Beaufort number), benthic region. The bottom of a body of
(b) windspeed, (c) descriptive term, and (d) water. This region supports the benthos, a
visible effects upon land objects or sea sur- type of life that not only lives upon, but
face. As originally given, Beaufort numbers contributes to the character of, the bottom
ranged from 0, calm, to 12, hurricane, They (Ref. 9),
have now been extended to 17 (Reo. 1). benthos. The plant and animal life whop.

bed. A layer of rock differing from layers habitat is the bottom of a sea, lake, or river
above and below, or set off by more or less (Ref. 9),
well-marked divisional planes; a layer in a bergy bit. A medium-sized piece of ice, gen.
series of stratified (sedimentary) rocks (Ref. erally leas than 5 m (16.4 ft) high and about
1). the size of a small cottage, It usually origi-

bedrock. The solid rock beneath the loose natel from glacier ice but occasionally from
material, or soil and subsoil, with which a massive piece of sea ice or hummocked
most of the land surface of the earth is coy- ice, When it is known to be sea ice, the term
ered. It is sometimes several hundred feet "floeberg" may be lised (Ref, 18).
beneath the surface, but it usually is found berm. The nearly horizontal portion of a
at a much smaller depth; in places, especial- beach or backahore having an abrupt fall. It
ly on steep slopes, it has no soll cover at all is formed by deposition of material by wave
(Ref. 20). action and marks the limit of ordinary high

before the wind. The direction toward which tides (Ref, 18).
the wind is blowing; with the wind (Ref. 3). Bermuda high. The semipermanent subtropi-
See aim: downwind. cal high pressure region located in the west.

bel (Abbr: B). A unit expressing the relation ern part of the North Atlantic Ocean. It has
between amounts of signal power and dif. much influence on weather in the eastern
ferences in sound-sensatlon levels. The num. United States, particularly in the summer.
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beta particle or beta ray. A positive or nega- in the horizontal and vertical planes. The

tive electron emitted by the nucleus during positions of the rod may be recordcd by
radioactive transformation. By extension, electrical techniques (Ref. 3).
electrons accelerated to extremely high blackbody. A hypothetical "body" that ab-
speeds (kinetic energies about 1 million sorbs all of the electromagnetic radiation
electronvolta or more) are called beta parti- striking it; i.e., one that neither reflects nor
elm (Ref. 1). Beta particles may cause skin transmits any of the incident radiation. No
burns but may be easily stopped by a thin actual substance behaves as a true black-
sheet of metal (Ref. 9). body, although platinum black, carbon

bevameter. A mobile or portable instrument black, lampblack, and other soots rather
developed by the U S Army Land Locomo- closely approximate this ideal (Ref. 1).
tion Laboratory for measuring horizontal blackbody radiation. The electromagnetic ra.
and vertical stress-deformation curves of dintion emitted by an ideal blackbody; it is
natural sois or soil simulating materials. It the theoretical maximum amount of radiant
consists of one or more rotating horizontal energy of all wavelengths that can be emit-
shear heads and one or more vertical dis- ted by a body at a given tamperature (Ref.
placement penetrometers (Ref. 10).

B-horizon. See: soil horizon.
bimetallic thermometer. A temperature- black-bulb thermometer. A thermometer

memuring instrument consisting of a comn- whose sensitive element has been made topound strip of two metals with different approximate a blackbody by covering itpoefficients of twohmerals e wpansionffeht with lampblack. The thermometer is placedcoefficients of thermal expansion so that in an evacuated transparent chamber that isthe curvature of the strip is proportional to maintained at constant temperature. The in-
strument responds to insolation, modifiedbiosssay. The employment of living orga- by the transmission characteritics of its

nisms to determine the biological effect of b thtansmission c e s
some substance, factor, or condition (Ref. container (Ref. 3).

black frost. A dry freeze, with respect to its
t). effects upun vegetation; i.e., the internalbiodegradable. The characteristic of decom- freezing of vegetation unaccompanied by
posing a a result of the action of micro- the protective formation of hoarfrost. A
organisms (Ref. 9). black frost is always a killing frost, and its

biofog. Basically, a type of steam fog caused name derives from the resulting blackened
by contact between extremely cold air and appearance of affected vegetation (i.ef 8).
the warm, moist air surrounding human or blackout. See: arctic blackout.

animal bodies o* generated by human activi- blade passko e frquency. See; propeller
ty. These fogs are sometimes named after blade passage frequency.

their specific sources, such as animal fog, blast. The brief and rapid movement of air,

human fog, or town fog (Ref. 3). vapor, or fluid away from a center of out-

biological agent. A micro-organism that caus- ward pressure, aw in an explosion or in the

es disease in man, plants, or animals or caus- combustion of rocket fuel; the pressure ac-
es the deterioration of material (Ref. 5) companying this movement. This term is

biosphere. The portion of the earth and its commonly used for "explosion", but the

atmosphere capable of supporting life (R9f. two terms may be distinguished (Ref. 5).
9). blast effect. Destruction of or damage to

biotic. Pertaining to living things, of life. structures and personnel by the force of an
bittern. See: brine, explosion on or above the surface of the
bivane. A bidirectional wind vane; a sensitive pround. Blast effect may be contrasted with

wind vane used in turbulence studies to ob- the cratering and ground shock effects of a
tain a record of the horizontal and vertical projectile or charge that goes off beneath
components of the wind. The instrument the surface (Ref. 5).
consists of two lightweight airfoil sections
mounted orthogonally on the end of a
counterbalanced rod which is free to rotate increased pressure rapidly propagated
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through a surrounding medium from a con- other aquatic plants on the surface of lakes
ter of detonation or similar disturbance or pond.. Blooms ae frequently stimulated
(Ref. 5). by phosphate enrichment (Ref. 9).

blink. A glare on the underside of extensive blowdown. 1: A windfall (Ref 11).
cloud areas, created by light reflected from 2: Trees knocked down as a result of an
mow. or ice-covered surfaces. Snow blink is explosion (e.g., nuclear detonation).
whitish and brighter than the yellowish, blowing dust. Dust picked up locally from
white glare of ice blink (Ref. 15). the surface of the earth and blown about in

blistering. A coating failure common to clouds or sheets. It may completely obscure
paints, varnishes, lacquers, and related for- the sky; in Its extreme form it is a dust-
mulations. It is characterized by the formas storm (Ref. 1). j
tion of local or scattered blisters varying in blowing sand. Sand picked up from the sur-
site from small pimples to lage patches, face of the earth by the wind and blown
usually attributed to surface contamination about in clouds or sheets. In Its extreme
or endo-osmosis of water as the result of form, blowing sand constitutes a sandstorm
exposure of coatings to excessive moisture (Ref. 1).
(Ref. I). blowing snow. Snow lifted from the surface

blizzard. A severe weather condition charac- of the earth by the wind to a height of 6 ft
terised by low temperatures and strong or more above the surface (higher than
winds benring a reat amount of mow drifting mow), and blown about in such
(mostly fine, dry snow picked up from the quantities that horizontal visibility is re-
ground). The National Weather Service stricted at and above that height. Blowing
specifies, for blizzard, a wind of 32 mph or mow Is one of the requirenients for a bliz-
higher, low temperatures, and sufficient zard (Ref. 1).
snow in the air to reduce visibility to less blown-out land. Areas from which all or al-
than 500 ft; and for severe blizzard, wind- most all of the soil has been removed by
speeds exceeding 45 mph, temperature near wind erosion. Usually barren, shallow de-
or below -1°C (10"F), and visibility re- preulons with a flat or irregular floor con-
duced by snow to near zero (Ref. 1). siating of a more resistant layer and/or an

block. 1: Hydrography. A sea ict fragment accumulation of pebbles, or a wet zone im-
more than 6 but less ýhen 30 ft in diaweter. mediately above a water table. Usually unfit
2: Qeomorphology. An elongate or quad- for crop production (Ref. 1).
rangular, often tilted section of a faulted bluff. 1: A cliff with a broad face, or a rela.
part of the crust of the earth, hence block tively long strip of land rising abruptly
mountains (Ref. 11). above surrounding land or a body of water

block diagram. 1: Three-dimensional per- (Ref. 15).
spective representation of geologic or topo- 2: Any high headland or bank presenting a
graphic features showing a surface area and precipitous front; it is usually applied to the
generally two verticrl crow sections. slopes bordering a river; these bluffs are
2: A schematic representAtion of a system often formed by the action of the river in
of interrelated elements wherein the indi- cutting into the valley sides.
vidual elements are Identified with rectan- blush. Of a doped fabric or surface: To be-Igular blocks in which their function is iden- come dull or pale as a result of rapid evapo.
tified and interrelationships are shown by ration or high humidity, with a consequent
connective lines between blocks, weakening of the dope film (Ref. 7).

bloom. 1: A surface coating failure associ- blushing. A condition in which a cloudy film
ated with high gloss paints, varnishes, lac- appears on a newly lacquored surface. It is
quers, and related formulations. It is charac- caused directly by the precipitation of a
terized by the formation of surface heze portion of the solid content of the material.

Swhich lowers the original specular gloss, im- This is usually due to oil or water mixed in
parting a dull or semiglos appearance to the lacquer, a relatively high humidity con-
the coating (Ref. 1). dition, or too rapid drying (Ref. 1).
2: A proliferation of living algae and/or BOD Abbr. for biological oxygen demand.
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bog. 1: A quagmire or moran; an area of has two main divisions,: Its northern portion
wet, highly said, peaty, spongy gund, usu. Is a bait of taiga or bored woodland; Its
ally lacking in mineral nutrints, often in- southern portion is a belt of true forest,tereperad with pools of open water, where mainly conifers but with some hardwoods.

any dense body Is likely to sink. On Its southern boundary the boreal forest
2: Botany. The vegetation of saturated, passes into "mixed forest" or "parkland",
pety land in open or forest areas; hence prairie, or steppe, depending on the rainfall
moss bog, juncus bog, carex or sedge bog, (Ref. 3).
sphagnum bog, birch bog, tamarack bog, bouino. See: bora.
black spruce bog (Ref. 11). botanical pesticide. A plant-produced ehemi-

bogie. One of the several wheels supporting cal used to control pests; for example, nico-
the track of a tracked vehicle, tine, strychnine, or orpyrethrun (Ref. 9).

bole. 1: The stem or trunk of a tree, usually bottom. Any ground covered by water. Bed
the lower, usable or salable portion of the refe more specifically to the whole sub-
tree trunk. merged basin, and floor is the essentially
2: A lump of earth formed of any of several horizontal surface of the pround beneath
varieties of friable clay, usually colored red the water (Ref. 18).
by iron oxide (Ref. 1). bottom ice. See: anchor lce.

bolonrnter. An Instrument that measures the bottoming. The occurrence of rapidly in-
intensity of radiant energy by employing a creasing acceleration forces when a load or

thermally sensitive electrical redstor (Ref. device, supported by resilient mountings, Is
1). subjected by shock or vibration stimulation

bolson. A basin; a depression or valley hav- to displacements exceeding normal limits
ing no outlet; a wide valley drained by a such that the resilient mounting no longer
stream flowing through canyons at each provides a cushioning effect.
end. boulder. A piece of rock, separate from bed-

Boltzmann' constant. The ratio of the uni- rock, more than 256 mm In maximum dl-
veral gas constant to Avogadro's number; mension. Sometimes considered to apply
equal to 1.8806 X 10"- 1 J m-1. Sometimes only to rounded stones of this size (Refo 1).
called gas constant per molecule, Boltz. boulder clay. See: till.
mann's universal conversion factor (Ref. 3). bounce. 1: A colloquial term used in sound

bonfire. See: cascade, recording, implying that reverberation Is rol-
bora. A fall wind whose source is so cold atively high and for high.frequency compo-

that when the air descends to the lowlands nents.
or coast the dynamic warming is insuffi- 2: In shock and vibration mechanics, a term
cient to rais the air temperature to the nor- used to denote repetitive resonant bottom-
mal level for the region; hence, it appears as Ing (Ref. 1).
a cold wind. The terms borino and boraccia bounce test. A loose cargo vibration test.
denote a weak bora and strong bora, respec- The material to be tested is placed on a
tively. The term was originally and still is platform that is driven at constant frequen-
applied to the cold northeast wind on the cy and amplitude for a specified time.
Dalmatian cout of Yugoslavia in winter boundary friction. See: friction.
when cold air from Russia crones the boundary layer. 1: The layer of fluid in the
mountains and descends to the relatively immediate vicinity of a bounding surface,
warm coast of the Adriatic. The term bora referring ambiguously to the laminar
is now applied to similar winds in other boundary layer, turbulent boundary layer,
parts of the world (Ref. 1). and the planetary or surface boundary layer

boraccia. See: boea. (Ref. 3).
bore; abo egre. A restricted tidal current of 2: A thin layer of fluid next to the surface

considerable force and size (Ref. 11). of a body in a moving stream (as an airfoilboreal forest. The forested region that ad- In an airstream) having distinctive flow
joins the tundra along the arctic tree line, It characteristics as a result of friction be-
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tween the fluid and the urface of the body. stead of spilling or pluneing, tkey surge up
The flow in the boundary layer may be lam- on the beach face (Ref 18).
inn, turbulent, or transitional between lam- breeks. An area in rolling land eroded
1w and turbulent (Ref. 7). by small ravines and gullies; also used to

bowdon tube. A closd, curved tube of eflp. indicate any sudden change in topography,
tical aros section used in some tempera- as from a plain to hilly country (Ref. 10).
tur-sensing and presum.enslng indru. breekup. In general, the spring melting of
mants. One end Is fixed, and the exoanslon snow, Ice, and frozen pound. Specifically
of the fluid due to a tempirature chatge the destruction of the ice cover on rivers
causes an increase in the radius of curveture during the spring thaw or the occurrence of
of the tube. The curvature may then be the solid sheet of ice on rivers breaking into
masured by the travel of the tip of the pieces that move with the current (Ref. 11).
tube. The curvature is a masurm of the dif- breakwater. &oe: jetty.
ference between the pressure inside the breech blast. ee: back blast.
tube and that outside (Ref. 1). breese. 1: Wind of force 2 to 6 (4-31 mph or

box. See: chamber. 4-27 kt) on the Beaufort scale. Wind of
brackish. Containing alt to a moderate de- force 2 (4-7 mph or 44 kt) is classifled a a

"pree, such a me water that has been diluted light breeze; wind of force 8 (8-12 mph or
by fresh water, so near the mouth of a river. 7-10 kt), a gentle breeze; wind of force 4
Brackish water has salinity values ranging (18-18 mph or 11-16 kt) a moderate breeze;
from approximately 0.50 to 17.00 parts per wind of force 5 (19-24 mph or 17-21 kt) a
thousand (Ret. 18). fresh breeze; mad wind of force 6 (25-81

braided steam. A stream flowing in several mph or 22-27 kt), a strong breeze.
channels, which divide and reunite in a pat- 2: Any light wind. A land breeze flows
tern resembling the strands of a braid (Ref. from the land to the sea, and usually alter.
1). nates with a me breeze blowing in the op.

brash. Loose accumulation of fragments of posite direction. A mountain breeze blows
mea ice (or fresh-water ice); each piece is lea down a mountain slope due to gravity flow
than 6 ft acrota and is called a "bit" of Ice. of cooled ar, and a valley breese blows up a
Sometimes called rubble (Ref. 1). valley or mountain dope because of the

brashnoss. An abnormal condition some- warming of the mountainside and valley
times associated with fungous attack or floor by the sun. A puff of wind, or light
with short pain that causes some pieces of breeze affecting a =all area, may be called
wood to be relatively low in shock resist- a cat's paw. Absence of wind is sometimes
ance for the species. When broken in flex- called ash breze (Ref. 15).
iue, the wood falls abruptly without splin- bridgewire. The part of an electroexploslve
taring and at comparatively small deflec- device that is heated by electrical energy to
tions (Ref. 19). initiate the detonation of munitions.

breakaway. The separating of a boundary brightness. See: luminance.
layer from a surface (Ref. 7). The onset of a brightness contrast threshold. The limiting
condition in which the shock front moves or threshold value of the contrut between
away from the exterior of the expanding the apparent luminance of an object and
fireball produced by a nuclear explosion, the luminance of the background at which

breaker. A wave breaking on the shore, over the object is only just visible.
a reef, etc. Breakers may be roughly clani- brightness level. See: adaptation luminance.
fied into three kinds, although the catego- brine. Sea water containing a higher concen-
ries may overlap: tration of dissolved salt than that of the
(a) Spilling breakers break gradually over a ordinary ocean. Brine is produced by the
considerable distance; evaporation or freezing of sea water, for in
(b) Plunging breakers tend to curl over and the latter cane, the sea ice formed is much
break with a crash; and les saline than the initial liquid, leaving the
(c) Surging breaker peak up; but then, in- adjacent unfrozen water with increased a-
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-int.---The liquid remaining after sia water 2: Storage of liquids, such as petroleum
has been concentrated by evaporation until products in tanks, as distinguished from
salt has crystallized is called bittern (Raf. drum or packaged storage (Ref. 5). See
1). alk: storage.

brimsee. The shattering effect of an explo- bump. A mechanical shock of relatively low
slon on materials (Ref. 1). magnitude (Ref. 8).

bitlfmi .The quality of a material that bump teeter. A shock machine that Is caps-
leads to crack propagation without appreci- bl of generating bumps repetitively (Ref.
able plastic deformation (Ref. 1). 1).

broken Iee; aWo loose Iee; open ice; slack buoyancy. 1: The property of an object that
ice. In sea ice reporting, ice that coven enables it to float in a liquid, or ascend
one-half to four-fifths of the local sea our- through and remain freely suspended in a
face (Ref. iIll. compressible fluid such as the atmosphere.

"Brownian motion. The rapid Irregular mo- Quantitatively, it may be expressed as the
tion of small p•aicles in a fluid. It occurs ratio of the specific weight of the fluid to
due to random collisions between the mole- the specific weight of an object; or, in
culs of the fluid and the dispersed partcles another manner, by the weight of the fluid
"of a colloidal system in which the particles displaced minus the weight of the object
are les than 0.1 Pm In diameter. For lager (Ref. 3).
particles, the collisions are so numerous as 2: The upward force exerted upon a parcel
to cancel and no motion results. of fluid (or an object within the fluid) in a

browning reaction. A type of food spoilage gravitational field by virtue of the density
that results in darkening or "browning" of difference between the parcel (or object)
the product, lon in flavor, decrease in cer- and that of the surrounding fluid (Ref. 1).
tain nutrients, and undesirable changes in burble. 1: A sepration or breakdown of the
taste. streamline flow put a body.

brush. Shrubs and stands of short, scrubby 2: The eddying or turbulent flow resulting
tree species that do not reach sufficient size from this (Ref. 7).
for use as timber (Ref. 19). bailed soil. Soil that has been covered over

Btu Abbr. for Bitish therm• l unit. by deposition of other material. The depth
bubble or bubble high. The snall anticy- of deposited material Is generally greater

clones (i.e., shallow domes of cooled air) than the thickmess of the solum (Refo 2).
causing slightly higher pressure, complete bum. A ection of forest or scrub devastated
with clockwise circulation, of the order of by fire; the clearing made by fire (Ref. 11).
50 to 800 mi acros, that are caused by burt. Increased energy thrsmission of brief
precipitation and verticl• currents associ- duration; particularly, increased radio wave
ated with thunderstorms. Then transitory or thermal radiation from the sun, lating
small highs have the effect of a different from a feration of a second to about a min-
alirmass, and unstable air overrunning them ute. An isolated burst is one of lage magni-
may form squall lines on their leading edge. tude occurring during a relatively quiet peri-

bucket temperature. See: temperature, sur- od (Ref IS).
face. bush. See: cascade.

bulk petroleum products. Liquid petroleum butte. An isolated, flat-topped hill or moun-
products that are normally transported by tain with steep sides, smaller than a mes.
pipeline, rail tank car, road tank truck, road Buttes are most common in arid regions
tank trailer, barge, harbor or coastal tanker, (Ref. ).
and oceangoing tanker and stored in a tank buzz. 1: A rapid vibration or oscillation of a
or container having a fill capacity greater structure or body.
than 55 U 8 gallons (45 Imperial gallons) 2: The noise resulting from the rapid vibra-
(Ref. 5). tion or oscillation of a structure or body

bulk stomre. 1: Storage in a warehouse of (Ref. 7).
supplies and equipment in large quantities, bum. To vibrate or oscillate rapidly, making
usually in original containers, as distin- a humming noise (Ref. 7).
guished from bin storage.
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C

C Abbr. for Celsius (°C: deoree Celsius). Ing instrument to aree with a reference
o Abbr. for centi (10"2); cycle; continental standard; to standardize (Ref. 1).

(air). mliche. Secondary calcareous material oc.
=Mbinet. See: diamber. curring in a layer or layers at or near the
cable. An insulated conductor or twisted surface. It may be a soft or hard horizon of

group of conductors used for the transmis- lime accumulation in the soil, but more
sion of electrical energy (Ref. 4). commonly the term refers to a cemented

cable effect. The effect on the measured re- layer a few inches to many feet in thickness
sponse of a structure caused by the stiffness containing impurities of clay, sand, or gray-
and weight of attached instrumentation el. Most caliche deposits appear to form by
cables; electrical noise caused by cable a variety of processes whereby soil moisture
movement; and the resistance, capacitance, evaporates or deposits its content of calci-
and inductance effect on the frequency re- urn carbonate (Ref. 20).
sponse of the measured signal (Ref. 22). California bearing ratio. (Abbr: CBR). A

cabling. The act of twisting together two or parameter, based on a standard test proce-
more insulated components by machine to dure, describing the ability of a soil or soil-
form a cable (Ref. 4). like material to support a load. It is given as

cake ice or ice cake. Flat pieces of sea ice 100 times the ratio of the load-supporting
larger than brash. Cake Ice often is tightly ability of the material to that of a reference
packed giving a mosaic appearance, but its standard material. The reference material
surface is generally smooth in contrast to requires 1,000 lb in.-2 to produce a 0.1 in.
rough, hummocked pressure ice (Ref. 3). penetration.

cal Abbr. jbr calorie, calm. The absence of apparent motion of the
caleareous soil. A soil that effervesces visibly air. In the Beaufort wind scale, this condi.

when treated with a cold solution of 0.1N tion is reported when smoke is observed to
hydrochloric acid as a result of the presence rise vertically, or the surface of the sea is
of calcium carbonate along with, many smooth and mirrorlike. In United States
times, magnesium carbonate (Ref. 2). weather observing practice, the wind is re-

calcium carbonate. A mineral comprising ported as calm if it is determined to have a
one of the principal constituents of the speed of less than 1 mph (or 1 kt) (Ref. 3).
crust surface in many dry salt fiats and calorimeter. An instrument for measuring
playa depressions, quantities of heat.

calcium sulfate. A mineral comprising one of Campbenl.Stokes recorder. A sunshine re-
the principal constituents of the crust sur. corder of the type in which the time scale Is
face in many dry salt flats and plays depres- supplied by the motion of the earth. It con.
sions. slats essentially of a spherical lens which

caldera. A basin-shaped volcanic depression bums an image of the sun upon a specially
with a diameter many times greater than prepared card. The instrument must be ori.
that of the included volcanic vent or vents. ented carefully so that the time scale on the
Many calderas contain one or more volcanic card agrees with the sun time. The depth
cones within them (Ref. 1). There are three and breadth of the trace may be interpreted
major types: (a) explosion, (b) collapse, and in terms of the intensity of the sun. This
(c) erosion. instrument is used at many European

callirate. To fiz, check, or correct a measur- weather stations (Ref. 3).
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cumouflage. The use of concealment and dis.- carbonation. A process of chemical weather-
guise to minimise the possibility of detec. Ing by which minerals that contain lime,
tion and/or identification of troops, materi- soda, potash, or other basic oxides ae
el, equipment, and installations. It includes changed to carbonates by the action of ca.
taking advantage of the natural environ- bonic acid in water or air.
ment as well as the application of natural carbon dioxide (CO ). A colorless, odorlm,
and artificial materials (Ref. 5). nonpoisonous gas that is a normal part of

"mouflet. See: crater, the ambient air. CO is a product of fossil
cannibalize. To remove serviceable parts fuel combustion, and some researchers have

from one item of unserviceable equipment theorized that excess CO2 raises atmos-
in order to install them on another item of pheric temperatures (Ref. 9).
equipment (Ref. 5). carbon monoxide (00). A colorless, odor-

canopy. In a forest, the cover of leaves and less, highly toxic gu that is a normal by.
branches formed by tv.a crowns of all the product of incomplete fomli fuel combus.
individual trees. Its dsrity is ordinarily ex- tion. 00, one of the major air pollutants,
pressed a the smoteit (or percentage) of can be harmful in smalel mounts if breathed
the pround that wovld be completely coy, over a certain period of time (Ref. 9).
ered by the forest if the sun were directly cargo tiedown point. A point on military
overhead (Ref. 1). material designed for attachment of various

cantilever bem accelerometer. An acceler- means for aeuring the item for ransport
ometer in which four strain gages, con. (Ref. 5).
nected as a Wheatstone bridge, are bonded cargo transporter. A reusable, metal shipping
to a cantilever beam. The device is sensitive container designed for worldwide surface
to acceleration perpendicular to the beam and air movement of suitable military sup.
in the bending plane of the beam. plies and equipment through the cargo

canyon; a/so submarine canyon. 1: A deep transporter service (Ref. 5).
ravine or gorge with steep sides. Carnot cycle. An idealised, reversible
2: A long narrow submarine depression thermodynamic cycle consisting of four
with relatively steep sides. If the sides are stages:
more gently sloping, the depression is called (a) An isothermal expansion of gas
a submarine valley. Most canyons penetrate (b) An adiabatic expansion of the gas
a continental or insular shelf more or less (c) An isothermal compression
perpendicularly to the ciit line (Ref. 15). (d) An adiabatic compression to the initial

capacitance. The ratio c, the electrostatic state thus completing the cycle.
charge on a conductor to the potential dif. The work done is the difference between
ference between the conductors required to the heat input at the higher temperature
maintain that charge (Ref. 4). and the heat extracted at the lower temper-

capacitive coupling. Electrical interaction be- atere.
tween two conductors caused by the capaci- cascade. 1: The maes of spray thrown out-
tance between them (Ref. 4). ward from around the base of a waterspout

capillarity. The phenomenon whereby the (Ref. 18). Also called bonfire, bush.
surface of a liquid, where it is in contact 2: A fall of water over steeply sloping rocks
with a solid, is elevated or depressed de. (Ref. 15).
pending on the attroative forces between 3: Disturbed ice of a glacier over a steep
molecules of the liquid and between mole- incline, called ice cascade (Ref. 15).
cules of the liquid and the solid; the raising CAT Abbr. for clean air turbulence.
or lowering of a liquid column in a tube due cataract. A waterfall, usually of great vol-
to the action of surface tension. ume; a cascade In which the vertical fall has

capillary action. The phenomenon of liquid been concentrated in one sheer drop or
rising in a small interstice due to surface overflow (Ref. 10).
tension (Ref. 4). calena. Pedology. A sequence of soils having

carbonaceous. Relating to, containing, or different characteristics due to variation in
composed of carbon (Ref. 3). relief and in drainage although derived from
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similar parent material, of the same is, and prIsur. This effet is sometime called
under siia climatic conditions. pesudocavdtation, to distinguish it horn the

cathode. A negatively charged electrode, effect In pur dega d liquids, where an
edhodie protection. Reduction or preven- actual rupture of the the medium occurs (at

tion of corrosion on a metal by a change of much higher sound preisures). Collapse of
polar qualities by either electrical, manet- such cavities produces very large Impulsive
ic, or electrostatic moans so that the surface pressures that may oas considerable
will repel corrosive oxideproducing materi. mechanicl damage to neighboring solid mur-
al; 64., by use of sacrificial ancdes or im. facet (Ref. 1).
premed currents (Ref. ). cavitation damap. Wering away of solid

cathods4a tube. A vacuum tube consisting material through the formation and collapse
of an electron gun producing a concentra- of cavities in an adjacent liquid (Ref. 1).
ted electron beam (or cathode ray) which C7 Abbr. for cumulonimbus.
Impinges on a phosphorescent coating on CBR A bbr. for California bearing ratio.
the back of a viewing face (or semen). The Cc Abbr. for cbrocumulus.
excitation of the phosphor produces light, COM Abbr. for convective condensation lev.
the intensity of which is controlled by regu. eL
lating the flow of electrons. Deflection of ad Abbr. for candel.
the beam is achieved either electromagnet- CM Abbr. for International Commission on
Ically by cumets in coils around the tube, Rules for the Approval of Electric Equip-
or elactrostatically by voltages on internal meot.
deflection plates. ceig The height above the surface of the

at lee; cho died ice. Ice, on a body of earth of the lowest layer of the clouds or
water, that remains as an unbroken srfaee obscuring phenomena that is reported as
when the water level drops so that a cavity broken, overcut, or obscuration, and not
Is formed between the water surface and clasaified a thin or partial (Ref. 15).
the ice (Ref 18). ceing light. A type of cloud-height indica.

cat's paw. See: breeze. tor that uses a searchlight to project verti-
cave. A hollow space dveloped in a portion cally a narrow beam of light onto a cloud

of the crust of the earlh. A ea cave may be base. The height of the cloud base is deter-
produced by the action of the waves and mined by using a clinometer, located at a
also by boulders and pebbles being thrown known distance from the ceiling light, to
sginst a cliff by the sea. It may also be measure the angle included by the Bllunina.
formed by the contraction and expansion ted spot on the cloud, the observer, and the
of the air in a rock fissure as the waves clling light (Ref. 3).
advance and retreat. Inland eaves are often eoilometr. An automatic, recording, cloud-
formed in a limestone region where water height Indicator (Ref. 1).
containing carbon dioxide dissolves out celestial sphere. The apparent sphere of inftl.
underground channels and enlarges them in nitt radius, having Earth a its center. It is
places to form caves, usalily with a stream upon the "inner surface" of this sphere that
flowing through them. all heavenly bodies appear, and across

cavern. A large natural underground cave or which the sun moves along the ecliptic
sries of caves. Often but not always used (Ref. 3).
to imply largeness or indefinite extent to cellulose. Any of several fibrous substances
distinguish from cave (Ref. 1). constituting the chief part of the cell walls

cavitation. The formation of local cavities in of plants and of many fibrous products.
a liquid or vapor, as a result of the reduc. crlsius temperature sode; some as centigrade
tion of total pressure usually occurring in a temperature scals. The moat common and
sound wave. For nondegaseed liquids, then convenient temperature scale in which the
cavities are filled with the pae dissolved f'i temperature interval between the ice and
the liquids and aen produced whenever the steam points is divided Into 100 degrees
instantaneous pressure falls below the vapor starting with O' C at the ice point. The
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Ninth General Conference on Weights and vironmeutal phenomena, singly or in vad-
Measures (I1941) replaced the desigation oue combinations (Rief. 1).
'4do"e centigpede"t by "4degree Celsius". chamber, sacc relraed, weathering. An on-

CON Abbr. for European Committee for dlosed laboratory facility designed to wooel-
ftandaaiduinson. orate the effect. of natural aging. Some are

WN3L Abbr. for European Electrical oriented to a single matrial others to sev-
Standards Coordinating Committee, eand materials. Usually contains conltrols for

centPade temperature esale. A temperature light and heat, and, in moms cases, for hu.
msaee with the toe point at 0 deg and, the midity (Ref. 1).
boiling point of water at 100 dog. Conver- chamber, altitude. A combined-function test
don to the fahrenheit temperature mcale is chamber furnlishing controlled conditions of
according to the formula *C n 5/9 (*F - tpeaure and low absolute pressure (alti-
82). (Ref. 8). See also: celsus temperature tude). Temperature requirements vary from
m01118. -730C (-100*F), or lower, to 588C

cenkifoe. A machine wsed in environmental (1,000*F). Altitude requirements very up
temllng:to sbject material to steady-state to and above 1.52 X 100 m (5 X 10ft)
rotational acceleration about a fixed axis which is a pressure of 2.88 X 10-4 N mn-2
(Reft. U) A rotating machine that uses con- (1.75 X 10-6 mm Hg) (Ref. 1).
trilftqga force for subjecting materials or as. chanber, arid. An environmental toot facility
memblies to various forces, for testing, partic. simulating high temperature, low humidity,
ularl for simulating various gravitational and molar radiation heat and light as found
effect, and for separain materials of dif- in arid areas of the earth (Ref. 1).
ferent densities. chamber, dlean An encosed area in which

CPR Abbr. tor Codet of Federal Resplations. airborne contamination (particulate matter)
CH Abbr. for heavy clay, and, if necessary, temperature, humidity,
CHABA Abbr. for Committee on Hearing, end air pressure are controlled to a tar high-

Bloecoustica, and Biomecohanlos. or degree than in conventional air..
chain. A mountain system consisting of a conditioned areas. Commonly referred to as

collection of moae or lees Parallel ranges, olean room. (Foderal Standard No. 209)
* and possibly including plateaus, provided (Ref 1)

that the general longitudinal arrwageent Is chamb~er, fog.ý A confined space in which
maintained. supermauratlon of air or other gas is pro-

chalk A vury soft, white to light pray, fine- duced by reduction of pressure, cooling, or
gralned variety of limestone composed other means, producing an artificial fog
largely of the calcareous shells of smasl (Ref. A)
marine organisms MRe. U) chamber, high temperature. An einclosed

cbalb* A surface coating failure common facility for producing thermostatically con-
to paints, varnishes, lacquers, and related trolled high temperatures (usually by resist-
formulations, particularly when exposed to once heates.) used to determine the effect
exterior environmental weathering. It is of high temperatures on a test Itam (Ref.
characterizedI by the formation of a chalk- 1).
like powder on the surf ace attributed to chamber, humidity. A laboratory facility
film deterioration by the blue and ultra- constructed with a conditioning device used
violet wavelengths of molar radiant energy. to maintain a specified humidity at a sped-
In white ezterlo paints, chlidng may be fled temperature. The control range may
desirable to impart self-cleaning properties, vary with specific applications and con-
In colored exterior paint. on buildings or siruction. The normal range Is: humidity,
equipment, chalking Imparts a faded-out frost point (1.1.) -15SC to dewpoint 850C;
appearance and dullness from accumulation dry bulb temperature, 150 to 98*C; bear-
of surface chalk (Ref. 1). metric pressure, 24.90 to 30.27 in. of mer-

chamber. An encosed environmental labora- cury. This chamber Is a specialized facility
tory facility used for duplicating, macoelms- with difficult control requirements (Ref. 1).
ting, or simulating one or more natural en- chamber, low temperature. An enclosed,
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thermally Insulated facility with equipment 6: The complete route for transmksion of
and controls to produce an internal temper- data, from source to recorder.
ature below the ambient temperature. Re- d ia aon. The sdraghtening and deep.
frigaration can be accomplished by mechan- ening of shunms to permit water to move
fcel single4tege systems, mechanical two- faster, to reduce flooding, or to drain
stage compound systems, multistage cas- marshy acreage for farming. Channelisation
cede systems, dry Ice, or liquid carbon reduces the organic waste assimilation
dioxide. Low temperatures can be attained capacity of the stream and may disturb fish
down to -101"C (-150"F), depending on breeding and destkoy the natural beauty of
the system and the refrigerant used. The the sream (Ret. 9).
chambers maintain internal temperature clannel, telemeter. The complete route for
conditions by convection and/or radiation transmission of a telemetered function, in.
(Ret. 1). cluding pickup, commutator, modulator,

chamber, reverberant. A type of acoustical transmitter, receiver, demodulator, decoder,
testing facility in which a specimen is sub. and recorder.
Jected to simultaneous impingement of chavardal. Low dense scrub vgetation, prin.
acoustieal energy fom many directions. It cipally drought-resistlant shrubs and buiehs
is characterised by highly reflective walk which is characteristic of regions having a
and may have nonparallel opposing wails or subtropical summer-dry (Meditermmn)
multiple energy sources (Ref. 1). climate; usually applied to the pat of Call.

chamber, sat spray. An environmental test fornia that enjoys this climate. It cor-
chamber for accelerated corrosion testing, sponds to the maquis of the Mediterranean
A mit solution is atomized by the use of aroa in Europe. In some place it is almost
suitable nozzles in conjunction with a com- impenetrable, consisting of thickets of stiff
premed air supply and sprayed into the or thorny shrubs or dwarf trees (Ref. 1).
chamber. The chamber is also equipped for Chapman curves. A eerie of curves that re-
heating the system (Ref. 1). lates mechanical condition of rotating

chamber, solar radiation. An enclosed facil- machinery to the measured vibration levels
Ity provided with a moens for producing a of the machinery.
simulated solar radiation environment in- chatter. In cutting or braking procsese, a
cluding thermostatically controlled temper- self-induced vibration caused by forces gen.
ature. There a two types of solar simula- erated in the cutting or braking process.
tion: terrestrial and space (Ref. 1). Chatter calibration. A type of accelerometer

chamber, temperature. An enclosed, ther- calibration employing a gravity-constrained
mally insulated space with equipment and "chatter-ball" mounted on a vertical vibra.
controls to produce a chamber temperature tion table. One g of downward acceleration
differing from ambient (Ref. 1), is indicated by separation of the bell tfom

channel. 1: A band of radio frequencies wide the table (Ref. 22).
enough to allow transmission without inter- checking. A surface coating failure of paints,
ference from transmission on adjacent varnishes, lacquers, and related formula-
bands. tions. It is characterized by the formation
2: A natural or artificial waterway that of small surface breaks in the coating which
either periodically or continuously contains do not penetrate to the underlying surface.
moving water, or that forms a connecting If the underlying surface is visible, crackling
link between two bodies of water (Ref. 18). is the term used to denote these breaks
3: The part of a body of water deep enough (Ref. I).
to be used for navigation through an area chemical conversion coatings. Thin inorgan.
otherwise too shallow for navigation (Ref. ic films produced by chemical or electro.
18). chemical reactions with the surface of a
4: The deepest portion of a stream, bay, or base metal, They differ from paints and
stit through which the main volume or most metallic coatings in that they an an
cure nt of water flows (Ref. 18). integral pert of the base metal. Conversion
5: A lead in pack ice (Ref. 18). coatings can be divided into phosphate,
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chromate, chemical oxide, and anodic coat. generally determined in order to permit the
znp (ReA#1). calculation of salinity.

di•moaul smay. fnergy produced or ab. chocking. The condition that prevais in
sorbed in a chemical reaction. compressible fluid flow when the upper

dhemicale oxygen demand (COD). A mesure limit of mmm flow Is reached, or when Mach
of the amount of oxygen required to oxil. I i reached in a duct (Ref. 1).
dise organic and oxidizable inorganic com. choppy. 1: Of the sea, having short, abrupt,
pounds in water. The COD test, like the breaking waves dashing against each other;
BOD test, Is used to determine the degree chopping.
of pollution in an effluent (Ref. 9). 2: Of the wind, variable, unstable, change-

chemical stability. The ability of a material able; chopping (Ref. I).
to redst decomposition caused by chemical CI Abbr. for cone index.
attack (Ref. 1). cinder.cone; also ash cone. A conical eleva-

chemical weathering. The weathering of rock tion formed by the accumulation of volcan-
by chemical processes such as oxidation, ic ash or cinderlike material around a vent
carbonation, hydration, and solution. (Ref. 10).

chnihlumlnescent. Any luminescence pro- cinders. See: volcanic cinders.
duced by chemical action (Ref. 3). cinder surface. The surface formed by small

chemoaphere. The portion of the atmos- particles of vesicular lava ejected from a vol-
phere in which photochemical reactions cano. Often many feet deep around the
occur (Ref. 3). vent and gradually thinning out until the

chemosterint. A pesticide chemical that layer is no thicker than the individual cin-
controls pests by destroying their ability to der at distances of a few miles (Ref. 1).
reproduce (Ref. 9). circular rail. A measurement used in deter-

chernosem. A very black soil, rich in humus mining the area of wire. The area of a circle
and carbonates, that forms under cool to one-thousandth inch in diameter (Ref. 4).
temperate, semiarid climatic conditions circular motion. A special cas of curvilinear
(Ref. 20). motion in which the path of motion follows

chmin effect. The lowering of the tempera- a curve of constant radius.
ture of the earth due to the increase of circular polarization. See: polarization.
atmospheric particulates that inhibit pene- circumpolar. Around either the North or the
tration of solar energy (Ref. 9). South Pole.

chinook. The name given to the warm dry cirque. A deep, steep-walled recess in a
wind or foehn on the eastern side of the mountain, caused by glacial erosion (Ref.
Rocky Mountains generally blowing from 1).
the southwest and sometimes producing a drrocumudus (Abbr.: Cc). A principal cloud
temperature rise of 20 to 40 deg F in 15 type appearing as a thin white petch of
rain. See: foehn. cloud without shadows and composed of

chloride. A compound in which chlorine is mnall merged or separate elements more or
combined with another element or radical less regularly ananged.
(e.g., a salt of hydrochloric acid). One of cirrosratus (Abbr.: Ca). A principal cloud
the constituents of sea salt particles, type appearing as a whitish veil, either ft.

chlorinity. A measure of the chloride con- brous or smooth, which may cover the en-
tent, by mass, of sea water (grams per kilo- tire sky.
gram of sea water, or per mille). Originally, CISPR Abbr. for International Special Com.
chlorinity was defined as the weight of mittee in Radio Interference.
chlorine in gamns per kilogram of sea water civil day. A mean solar day reckoned from
after the bromides and iodides had been midnight, usually divided into two 12-hr
replaced by chlorides. To make the defini- divisions, although now often regarded as a
tion independent of atomic weights, chlo. single 24-hr series (Ref. 3).
rinity is now defined as 0.8285288 times civil twilight. The interval of incomplete
the weight of silver equivalent to all the ha- darkness between sunrise (or sunset) and
lides (Ref. 1). The chlorinity of sea water is the time when the center of the solar disc is
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6 deg below the horizon. The limiting angle clay loam. Soil that contains 20 to 45 per-
of solar depression of 6 deg was chosen to cent sand and 27 to 40 percent clay (Ret.
correspond approximately to the minimum 16).,
sky illumination required to carry on nor- daypan. A dense, compact layer in the sub-
real work out of doors. It also represents soil separated from overlying material by a
the time at which stars of the first magni. sharply defined boundary. It has a very high
tude ase just discernible near zenith. As in clay content compared with the overlying
the coo of any of the several defined types material and is formed by downward move-
of twilight, the actual duration of civil twi. ment of clay or by synthesis of clay in place
light varis considerably with latitude and during soil formation. Claypana are usually
time of year (Ref. 3). hard when dry, and slippery and sticky

CL Abbr. for loan clay. when wet. Because of their poor porosity,
ecddkab A method of applying a layer of they usually impede the movement of water

metal over another metal, whereby the and air, and the growth of plant roots (Ref.
junction of the two metals is continuously 2).
welded (Ref. 4). dean chamber. See: chamber, clean.

clames of supply. 84o: suppies. dean room. See: chamber, claea
elmslca abscpti. Extraction of energy clew. The state of the sky when it is cloud-

from a sound wave propagating in still, lea or when the sky cover is less than 0.1,
homogeneous air as a result of inertial and the term may be applied to average cloudi.
frictional forces involved in molecular mo- nose of an entire day or to the general con-
tion. It is a function of the frequency dition of the atmosphere.
squared, but independent of humidity. dear air turbulence (CAT). Turbulence en-

dastlcs. Deposits made up of Aragments of countered by aircraft when flying through
preexisting rocks or of the solid products air space devoid of clouds. The main causes
formed during the chemical weathering of are wind shears and small-scale rising cur-
such older rocks, Familiar examples of sedi. rents of clear air (thermals) (Ref. 1).
ments belonging to this group are gravel, clear ice. See: ice, clear.
sand, mud, and clay, and their consolidated deavage. The characteristic of many crystal.
equivalents, conglomerate, sandstone, and lized substances of splitting readily in one
"shale (Ref. 1). or more definite directions. The surfaces

claus reaction. A chemical reaction between thus cleaved are always parallel to actual or
sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide produc- possible crystal faces.
ing elemental sulfur and water. cliff. A high steep face of rock. A cliff of

day. 1: A soil material that is plastic when considerable length is often called an es-
moist but hard when fired, composed main- carpment or scarp. Cliffs are usually pro-
ly of fine particles of hydrous aluminum duced by erosion, less commonly by fault-
silicates, and other minerals. ing (Ref. 1).
2: Soil Mechanics, In the Unified Soil Clas- climate. The long-term manifestations of
sification System, defined as a soil that con- weather, however they may be expressed.
tains more than 50 percent particles with More rigorously, the climate of a specified
diameter less than 0.047 mm and that hu area is represented by the statistical collec-
a high plasticity at Its liquid limit. Types are tive of Its weather conditions during a speci-
identified as CL (lean clay), CH (heavy fied Interval of time (usually several dec.
clay), OL (organic clay of low plasticity) ades) (Ref. 1).
and OH (organic clay of high plasticity) climatic categories. Specific climatic regions
(Reft 28). defined by regulation (AR 70-38) for use in
8: Pedoloey. The U 8 Departmcnt of Agri- specifying and designing material (Ref. 29).
culture textural class name for soil that con- The eight climatic categories are wat-warm,
tains 40 percent or more of clay, less than wet-hot, humid-hot coastal desert, hot-dry,
45 percent of sand, and less than 40 percent intermediate hot-dry, intermediate cold,
of silt (Ref. 16). cold, and extreme cold. These are character-
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1ued by the occurrence of particular combi- ogy, synoptic climatology, upper-air clim.-
nation of natural environmental factors and tology, descriptive climatology, and others
factor values. (Ref. I).

climatic chamber. A generic term embracing clinkers. Stony matter vitrified or funed to-
all enclosures in which the conditions am. gether; usually formed as impurities or un-
elated with various climates can be simulat. wanted byproducts in furnaces, boilers, and
ed or in which specific climatic environ- other high temperature combustion chain-
mental factors can be controlled within cer- ban.
tain limits. clinometer. Any of various instruments for

climatic snow line. The altitude above measuring angles of alope, inclination, eleva-
which snow accumulates in excess of abla- tion, or the like, such as the angle between
tion over an extended period of time. It the horizontal and the line of sight to the
corresponds closely to the firn line and to spot of light thrown by a ceiling proJector,
the average summer position of the snow or between the horizontal and the axis of a
line. The climatic snow line specifically ap. ship (Ref. 7).
plies to flat surfaces fully exposed to sun cia. The unit of measurement used in evalu.
and wind; however, most glaciologists con- sting the insulative quality of clothing. A
sider the precise application as theoretical, etc is the amount of insulation needed to
rarely observable in nature (Ref 11). aure a mean skin temperature of 38.38C

climatic stress. See: stress, climatic, in an ambient temperature of 21.10 C, with
climatic test. A generic term describing any relative humidity not over 50 percent and

tat designed to evaluate the effects of cli. air movement of 0.1 m 0' or less, and with
matic conditions on the equipment under- an assumed metabolic rate of 50 Kcal m_'
going the test. Climatic tests usually include hW'. Allowing 76 percent hest loss through
sunshine, rain, hail, snow, sleet, wind, hu- clothing, a clo has been defined as the
midity, sand, dust, temperature, fungus, amount of Insulation required to permit the
and salt spray (Ref. 1). escape of 1 Kcal m" hr' with a tempera-

climatic type. Principal natural combina ture gradient of 0.18 deg C between the
tiona of environmental factors and factor two surfaces (Ref. 1).
values that occur. The four climatic types clock-hourly rainfall rate. Total rainfall in 1
ar hot-dry, hot-wet, cold, and interme- hr, measured on the hour, every hour.
diate. More detailed descriptions of differ. clod. An artifically produced soil mass rang-
ant climates are employed in the definitions ing in size from 0.5 to as much as 25 cm.
of the climatic categories used in the Plowing, digging, etc., form clods, especially
RDT&E of materiel (Ref. 29). when soils are too wet or too dry for nor-

dimatiuation. All measures taken to provide mal tillage operations (Ref. 2).
for the satisfactory operation, packaging, close ice. Ice floes that cover at least 80 per-
transportation, and storage of equipment cent of the sea surface but are not frozen
under specified climatic conditions (Ref. 1). together (Ref. 3i).

climatology. The scientific study of climate, cloud. 1: A visible aggregate of minute water
In addition to the presentation of climatic and/or ice particles in the atmosphere above
data (climatography), it includes the analy. the surface of the earth. Cloud differs from
alo of the causes of differences of climate fog only in that the latter is, by definition,
(physical climatology), and the application in contact with the surface of the earth
of climatic data to the solution of specific (Ref. 1).
design or operational problems (applied 2: Any coiection of particulate matter in
climatology). Climatology may be further the atmosphere dense enough to be percep.
subdivided according to purpose or point of tible to the eye, as a dust cloud or a smoke
view: agricultural climatology, airmas cloud (Ref. 3).
climatology, aviation climatology, bioclima- cloud bank. Generally, a fairly well defined
tology, dynamic climatology, medical man of cloud observed at a distance; it cov.
climatology, macroclimatology, mesoclima- era an appreciable portion of the horizon
tology, microclimatology, paleoclimatoi- sky, but does not extend overhead (Ref. 3).
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cdoudbursL A sudden and extremely heavy coetal plain. A plain that borders the sea
downpour of rain, sometimes limited to a coast and extends from the sea to the near-
ralufall rate greater than 100 mm hr" (Ref. est elevated land. It Is sometime formed
15). through denudation by the sea, the beach

cloud-chamber effect. The condensation of being later raised by earth movement to
moisture in the air due to cooling caused by form a plain, frequently known as a raised
the rapid expansion of air after an explo- beach, or by deposition of solid matter at
sion (analogous to the effect used by nuck.- river mouths.
ar physicists in the Wilson cloud chamber) coating, anodized. An oxide coating, pro-
(Ref. I). duced by electrolytic means, for aluminum,

doud column. The visible column of smoke magnesium, and their alloys. Generally,
subsequent to an air bunt of an atomic anodized coatings ame hard, abrasion resist-
weapon, which may extend to the tropo, ant, and offer excellent resistance to corro.
pause and the corresponding smoke column sion (Ref. 1). See also: anodizing.
subsequent to any other type of burst (Reo. cobble or cobblestone. Rounded or partially
1). rounded rock or mineral fragment between

cloud eleetrlflcatlon. The process whereby a 3 and 10 in. in diameter (Ref. 1).
cloud acquires a net electrical charge. Con. cochlea. A cavity of the inner ea containing
tinued cloud electrification leads to light- the essential organs of hearing. Its shape
ning discharges, resembles a snail shell.

cloud physics. The body of knowledge con. COD Abbr. for chemical oxygen demand.
carned with physical properties of clouds in coefficient of attenuation. The proportion
the atmosphere and the orocemses occurring of the light flux removed from a beam of
therein. Cloud physics, broadly considered, light in unit distance. Sometimes called the
embraces not only the study of condensa, coefficient of extinction.
tion and precipitation processes in clouds, coefficient of theral expansion. The rela-
but also radiative transfer, optical phenom- tive increase of the volume of a system (or
ena, electrical phenomena, and a wide vari- substance) with increasing temperature in
ety of hydrodynamic and thermodynamic an isobaric proem (Ref. 1).
processes peculiar to natural clouds (Ref. coefficient of viscosity. see, viecosity,
1). dynamic,

cloud seeding. Any technique carried out COESA Abbr, for United States Committee
with the intent of adding to a cloud certain on Extension to the Standard Atmosphere.
particle@ that will alter tho natural develop- COH Abbr. for coefficient of haze. See:
ment of that cloud. Cloud seeding may in- COB unit.
volve a number of different types of seeding coherence. A property of two periodic func-
particles and may be done with the objec- tions indicating the degree of correlation
tive of increasing the amount of precipita- between them. It is described by a correla-
tion obtainable from the cloud, decreasing tion function which is zero if the two func.
the amount, or merely changing the phase tions tire completely uncorrelated or which
of the cloud particles (Ref, 3). is one if they are completely correlated.

clutter. Atmospheric noise, extraneous sig. Coherent radar waves have fixed phme rela.
nals, etc. that tend to obscure the receptior, tionships. Coherent optical waves, brought
of a desired signal In a radio receiver, radar Into coincidence, produce interference phe-
scope, etc. As compared with interference, nomena.
clutter refers more particularly to unwanted cohesion. The force that causes like mater'.
reflections on a radar display, such am ali to stick or adhere together. Shear
ground return, but the terms are often used strength of soll is due to two causes: (a)
interchangeably (Ref 15). cohesion and (b) interparticle friction. True

coalescence. In cloud physics, the merging of cohesion is attributed to the shearing
two water drops into a single larger drop strength of the cement or to the absorbed
such as occurs in warm clouds to produce water films that separate the Individual
precipitation (Ref. 3). rains at their areas of contact. Apparent
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cohesion of moist soils, which is due to our- minerals of various kinds. Not all clay parti-
face tension in capillarys openings, dap. t cles are colloids; usually only forticles
pass completely on immersion (Rea . 32). smaller than 0.00024 mm are so designated

cOH unit. The quantity of P1eticulete mat- (Ref. 21).
tco on white filter paper that produces an holluvium. A deposit of rock fragmente and
optical density of i.01 when measured by soil material accumulated at the base of
Hit teanomittence in the spect od range of steep iopes u a result of gravitticnal ac-
l75-450 nm. COH nr an acronym for "coef. tion (Ref. 1).
facientpofrhaze". colorimatry. The science measurement of

col. A short ridge connecting two higher ele- the quantitative differences of colos.vations; a narrow pean joining two valleys; a column. A type of ice crystal found, for ex.

pus between adjacent peaks in a mountain amplie, in ice fog and hoarfrost and having a
choln (rea . i0). relatively short prismatic form either solid

cold pole. The location tha has the lowest or hollow. Its ends may be Plane, pyiia
mean annual temperature in ith hemisphere. dal, truncated, or hollow. Pyramids and
In the Northern Hemispheiae, the cold pole combinations of columns ) e included inis in Siberia near Verkhotansk with an annu- this clue (Ret. 3).J

al mean temperature of -16cC. In the combat l Burnig. The arengement ofipeyronp
Southern Hemisphere, the cold pole is in nei a cd the stowage of equipment and $up-
Antarctica. plies in a manner designed to conform to
.cold rain. Rain formed by condensation of the anticipated tactical operation of the
cater vapor onto ice crystals abov me e0C- organization embarked. E)ch individual
temperature level in the atmosphere. The item is stowed so that it can be unloaded at
ice meltf before the precipitation reaches the required time (Ret. 5).the surface. combustion. Burning. Technically, a rapid

cold soak. The exposing of equipment to oxidation accompanied by the release of
low tempertalb s for an extended period Of energy in the form of helt and light. It in
time. Cold )ak of engines sometimes neces- one of the three bade contributing factorssitates preheating before their use, as lubri- causing air pollution, the others being attri-

cants have thickened, metal has become tion and vaporization (Ref. 9).
brittle, and toleranau have diminished common supp)es. Supplies common to two
(R ef. 91). or more Services (Ref. 5).

csd work. The hardening and embrittlerent commonmer milty land trat undmer
of a metal by repeated flexing action (Ref. tcon. Point-togpoint land tranhporation
4). service operated by a tingle Service for

cotentrm index. An index of the purity of common ule by two or more Services (Ref.water baned on a count of its coliform bac- 5).

teria (Ref. 9). commones, ter minal fteios. A militaryan
collform i gls ism. Any of a ni mber t ofrga- installation, part of a military installation,nisma common to the Intestinal tract of or a commercial facility operated under °

man and animals whose presence in waste contract or arrangement by the Military
water is an indicator of pollution and of Traffic Management and Terminal Service
potentially dangerous bacterial contamina- that regularly provides for two or more
tion (Ref. 9). Services, terminal functions of receipt, tran-

colloidal system. An intimate mixture of sit storage or staging, and loading and un-
two substances, one of which, the colloid, is loading of passengers or cargo aboard ships
uniformly distributed in a finely divided (Ref. 5).
state throughout the second substance, communications band. The portion of the
which is the dispersing medium. electromagnetic spectrum encompassing the

colloid, soil. Organic or inorganic matter of If, mf, hf, vhf, and uhf bands including fre-
very small particle size and very large sur- quencies from approximately 20 kHz to 2
face area per unit of mass. Inorganic colloi- GHz.
dal matter consiial almost entirely of clay compaction. 1: Geology. The changing of
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loon sediments to hard, firm rocks. fog, or cloud. It is important to avoid con-
2: BOal Mechanics Any proces by which fusing condensation with precipitation, for f
soil sains a rearranged to decrem void condnsation it by no means equivalent to
space and bring them into closer contact precipitation, though it must always pro-
with one another, thereby increasing the cede precipitation (Ref. 1).
weight of solid material per cubic foot. condensation nuclei. Particles of any nature
Noncohedve soils ae most effectively com. in the atmosphere upon which molecules of
pacted by vibration; moderately cohesive water or ice accumulate. They are common-
soils are compacted by sheepdoot or other ly classified as: (a) Aitken (r , 0.1 pm), (b)
types of rolers (Ref. ). large (0.1 pm r < 1.0 pm), and (c) giant (r

compass rose. A graduated circle, usually > 1.0 pm) where r is the particle radius,
marked in degrem, indicating directions, Large nuclei are the principal agents in fog
and printed or inscribed on an appropriate formation.
medium (Re. 5). condesation trail; also vapor trail; con-

compatibility. The particular quality or char- trail. A visible cloud streak, usually brll-
acteriatic of a component, an item of equip- liantly white in color, that trfls behind a
ment, or a system that permits it to func- missile or other vehicle in flight in clear,
tion in harmony with other equipment, en- cold, humid air. Condensation trails may
vironments, or systems with a minimum result either from the water vapor in engine
mount of adapters, extensions, transform- exhaust products in high attitude flight or
ea, or other equalizer units (Ref. 1). from the condensation of atmospheric

complex periodic vibration. Vibration water vapor caused by low-preesure-induced
whom amplitude can be described by a peri- cooling at propeller and wing tips during
odic function having a DC component and a low altitude flight (Ref. 1).
Ilae number of sinusoldal components. conduction. The transfer of energy within

complex wave vibration. See: vibration, and through a conductor by means of inter-
complex wave. nal particle or molecular activity, and with-

compliance. The ratio of the change in de- out any net external motion. Conduction is
Election of an elastic elament to the change to be distinguished from convection (of
of applied force (Ref. 22). heat) and radiation (or all electromagnetic

compremion set. The difference between the energy). Heat is conducted by molecular
original thiciness of a cushioning material motion within only a few centimeters of a
and the thicknes of the same material after source (eg., the surface of the earth). The
having been released from compression. distribution of heat away from that source

concretion. 1: An agregate of rounded is accomplished by convection and (in anal.
masses found in sedimentary rocks and usr- ogy to molecular conduction) by eddy heat
ally formed around a central core. conduction (Ref. 1).
2: A nodule or grai of varying size, shape, conduction current. The flow of energy re-
hardness, and color occurring a a result of sulting from conduction. In the atmos-

the local concentration of some chemical phere, the flow of electrical current due to
compound such as calcium carbonate (Ref. the movement of charged particles acted
3). upon by an electric field.

condenation. The physical proces by which conductive hearing lao. A reduction or loss
a gas or vapor becomes a liquid or solid; the of hearing in which the conduction of
opposite of evaporation. In meteorological sound to the cochlea is attenuated due to
usage, this term Is applied only to the trans- some outer or middle ear problem.
formation from vapor to liquid; any proce conductivity. E•ectricaL A measure of the
in which a solid forms directly from its capability of a material to carry an electri.
vapor is termed sublimation, as is the re- cal charge; i.e., the conductance of a unit
verse proce. In meteorology, condensation cube of any material. Conductivity of met-
is considered almost exclusively with refer- ala is often expressed as a percentage of
once to water vapor that changes to dew, copper conductivity, copper being 100 per-

cent (Ref. 4). In absolute terms, the units
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of conductivity are (ohm.cm)'t; ie., the niferous or cone-bearing trees carrying
reciprocal of resistivity. needle-shaped leaves. From such forests is

conductometry. A method of determining obtained the valuable soft-wood timber of
the cocmetration of ionizable substances commerce.
present in a solution by measuring the con- conimeter. See. konimeter.
duotivity of the solution. It depends on the conjunctiva. The mucous membrane cover-
fact that the conductance of electrolytes in ing the anterior surface of the eyeball and
solution is proportional to the number and lining the lids.
uaobflitis of the ions present in solution. conjunctivitis. Inflammation of the mucous

conductor. Any material capable of easily membrane lining the inner surfaces of the
carrying an electrical current (Ref. 4). eyelids and covering the anterior surface of

con index. An index of the shearing redst- the eyeball.
mnce of soil obtained with the cone pene- consensus. A collective opinion or general
tromeater; a number representing resistance agreement. Consensus is employed by many
to penetration into the soil of a 30-d•g cone organizations that prepare or coordinate
with a Va-in. base (actually, load in pounds standards and specifications to insure im-
divided by cone bans area in square inches) partiality and broad acceptability. Consen.
(Ref. A). sus i achieved through balanced represents-

cone of silence. An inverted cone-shaped tion of producers, consumers, and other
space directly over the aerial towers of interested parties throughout the develop-
some forms of radio beacons in which sig- ment, review, and acceptance proce.
nab are undetected or greatly reduced in consolidated ice. Ice that completely covers
strength (Ref. 5). the sea surface; the floes are frozen together

cone penetrometer. An instrument used to (Ref. 31).
measure the ability of a soil to support tra- consolidation. 1: Geology. Any or all of the
fc movements (Ref. 12). processes whereby loose, soft, or liquid

oonflned compression test. See: triaslal test. earth materials become firm and coherent.
confluence. 1: The rate at which adjacent Any action that increeaes the solidity, firm-

flow is converging along an axis oriented neo, and hardness is important in consoli-
normal to the flow at the point in question. dation. Cementation Is probably the most
It is the opposite of diffluence (Ref. 3). important factor, followed by mechanical
2: The juncture of streams. rearrangement of constituents through pres-

congelifraetion. The splitting of rocks as the sure, crystallization, and lon of water. The
result of the freezing of the water contained term also describes the change of lava or
in them (ReM . 1). See aeo: frost action, magma to firm rock.

congellturbation. The stirring and mixing of 2: SoDl Mechanics. The adjustment of a sat-
soil caused by repeated cycles of freezing urated soil in response to increased load,
and thawing (Ref. 1). See also: frost action. Involving the squeezing of water from the

conglomerate. Hard rock formed by the pores and decrease in void ratio. The rate of
natund cementing together of rounded peb- consolidation depends upon the rate at
bles (gravel). A similar rock formed of lag. which the pore water escapes, and hence
er fragments may be called a cobble con- upon the permeability of the soil (Ref. 1).
glomerate or a boulder conglomerate, as the contact hazard. A hazard resulting from
case may be (Ref. 1). direct bodily contact with foreign sub-

conifer. A tree or shrub belonging to the stances (nuclear, chemical, biological), or
order Congfrcle& Most conifers aue needle- from prolonged contact with contaminants
leaf plants, but some have scalelike leaves (Ref. A).
ranging from small, as in many junipers and contact corrosion. See: corrosion crevice.
cedars, to more than an inch wide, as in the contact pesticide. A --hemlcal that kills pests
monkeypuzule tree. Most species of conifers on contact with the body, rather than by
ar evergreen, but the Iaches, and some ingestion (stomach poison. (Ref. 9).others, are deciduous (Ref. 1). contamination. The deposit or absorption ofconifeou forest. A forest of evergreen co- radioactive material, biological, or chemical
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agents on and by structures, areas, person- 3: Atmospheric Electricity. A procem of
nel, or objects (Ref. 5). vertical charse transfer by transport of air

continental aik. A type of air whom chsrace containing a net space charge, or by motion
teristic. are developed over a large land area of other media (e.g., rain) carrying net
and that therefore has the basic continental charge. Eddy diffusion of air containing a
characteristc of relatively low moisture net charg gradient may also yield a convec-
content (Ref. 3). tion current (Ref 3).

continental climate. The climate that is char- convection current or convective cur-
acteristic of the interior of a landmau of rent. Any current of air involved in con-
continental size. It is marked by large annu- vection. In meteorology, this is usually ap.
al, daily, and day.to.day ranges of tempera- plied to the upward moving portion of a
ture, low relative humidity, and (generally) convection circulation, such as a thermal or
by a moderate or small and irregular rain- the updraft in cumulus clouds (Ref. 3).
fall. The annual extremes of temperature convection temperature. The surface temper-
occur soon after the solstices (Ref ). ature that must be reached to Initiate con-

continental drift. The horizontal displace- vective currents that will extend high
ment of portions of the original continent enough to reach saturation. The convection
that comprised the entire landmass of the temperature is found on an adiabatic chat
earth to form the present-day continents, by ascending from the mean dewpoint to
This process continues at a very slow but the moist layer along the mixing ratio curve
detectable rate. to the sounding, then descendingf along the

continental ice. See: ice sheet. dry adlabat to the surface pressure.
continental shelf or continental platform. A convective condeanation level. (Abbr.:

zone adjacent to a continent extending CCL). The level in the atmosphere whem
from the low water line to the depth at saturation occurs when surface air under-
which theo is usually a marked incre1se of goes adiabatic f ao nt due to hda ting. This
slope to heater depth (Refi 18). may be found on an adiabatic chart by

continental slope. A declivity seaward from starting at the mean mixing ratio of the sur-
a continental shelf edge into greater depth face moist layer (or lowest 150 mB, which-
(Ref. 18). ever is most representative) and ascending

continuous spectrum. A distribution of the this constant mixing ratio line to its inter.
amplitude of the components of a wave as a section with the sounding. This point is the
function of requency in which the ampli- convective condensation level.
tude does not vanish at any frequency in a convective rain. Rain resulting from convec-
specified range. tive uplift of air.

contour line. A line on a map or chart con- convergence. The coming together or gradual
necting points of equal elevation (Ref. 5). merging of a flow or other property; may

contrPAl. See: condensation trail. be applied to mass flow, windspecd, or
contrast. The ratio of the apparent lumi. wind direction. Both conditions are usually

nance of an object minus that of its back- indicative of mass convergence.
ground to the apparent luminance of the cooling power. In the study of human biocli-
background. matology, one of several parameters devised

controlled humidity warehouse. See: debu- to measure the cooling effect of air upon a
midifled structural storage. human body. Essentially, cooling power is

convection. 1: Mau motions within a fluid determined by the amount of applied heat
resulting in trwnsport and mixing of the required by a device to maintain it at a con-
properties of that fluid. Convection, along stant temperature (usually 340 C); the entire
with conduction and radiation, is a princi. system should be made to correspond, as
pal means of energy transfer, closely as pomsible, to the external heat ex-
2: Meteorology. Atmospheric motions that change mechanism of the human body
are predominantly vertical, resulting in ver. (Ref U).
tical transport and mixing of atmospheric COPANT Abbr. for Pan American Standards
properties; distinguished from advection. Commission.
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coquina. Soft porous limestone composed of ly surrounding the disk of the sun, moon,
broken shells, with or without corals and or other luminary when veiled by a thin
other orpnic debris (Ref. 1). cloud. The corona is due to diffraction by

coral. The haerd calcareous skeleton of varn- numerous water drops. It can be distin-
ous small sea animals (polyps), or the stony guished from the relatively common halo of
solidified mas of a number of such skele. 22 dog by the much smaller angular diame-
tons. In warm waters colonial coral forms ter of the corona, which Is often only a few
extensive reefs of limestone. In cool or cold degrees, and by its color sequence, which is
water coral usually appears in the form of from blue Inside to red outside, the reverse
isolated solitary individuals. Occasionally, of that in the 22-deg halo (Ref. 1).
large reefs formed in cold waters by calcare- 2: The pearly outer envelope of the sun. It
ous algae have been referred to as coral is observed at solar eclipse or with the coro-
(Ref. 18). nagraph (Ref. 1).

coral reef. A ridge or man of limestone built 8: A discharge due to ionization of a gas
up of detrital material deposited around a (usually air) due to a potential gradient ex-
framework of the skeletal remains of mol- ceeding a certain critical value (Ref. 4).
lusks, colonial coral, and massive calcareous corona discarge. The flow of electrical ener-
algae. Coral may constitute less than half of gy from a conductor at high potential to
the reef material (Ref. 18). Three more or the surrounding air. If the conductor has an
less distinct kinds of coral reef are recog- insulating covering, the corona discharge
nized: (a) fringing reefs, (b) barrier reefs, will take place at the outer surface of the
and (c) atolls. insulation, and if there are voids or air

corduroy road. A form of support or road- spaces between the conductor and its inmu-
way over sog or soft terrain, usually made lation, corona discharge will probably take
from lop laid crosswise to the direction of place at these points. The discharge is so.
travel (Ref. 1). companled by a faint glow and a "frying"

core sample. A sample of rock, soil, snow, or noise and has the ability to convert the oxy-
ice obtained by driving a hollow tube into gen In the air to ozone (Ref. 1).
the medium and withdrawing it with the coronagraph. An instrumaet for photograph.
contained ample or core. ing the corona and prominences of the sun

cadolls effect. 1: The apparent deflection of at times other than at solar eclipse. An oc.
an object (e.g., a missile, airplane, or air. culting disk is used to block out the image
mass) in motion above the surface of the of the body of the sun in the focal plane of
earth relative to positions on the surface, the objective lens. The light of the corona
which is rotating beneath the moving ob- passe the occulting disk and is focused on a
ject; the deflection is to the right in the photographic film (Ref 8).
Northern Hemisphere and to the left in the corona resistance. The ability of a material
Southern Hemisphere. to withstand the effects of corona discharge
2: A phenomenon observed in rotating (Ref 1).
systems (Ref. 1). See also: Coriolis force. corrasion. Mechanical erosion performed by

coriolls force. An apparent force on a body moving agents such as wear by glacial ice,
moving within a rotating system. It is al. wind, running water, etc., but generally re-
ways at right angles to the direction of the stricted to basal rather than lateral excava.
motion of the body and proportional to the tion (Ref. 18).
angular velocity (w) of the rotating system corrective maintenance. Maintenance per-
and to the mcmentum (my) of the body; formed to restore an item to a satisfactory
the magnitude is 2 wimn (Ref 1). See also: condition by providing correction of a mal-
corloll effect. function that has caused degradation of the

corneaL A transparent membrane in the ante- item below the specified performance (Ref.
rior portion of the eyeball. 33).

corn snow. See: sprng snow. couelio. A mutual relationship between
corona. 1: A set of one or more prismatical- variables or other entities, a form of

ly colored rings of small radii, concentrical. statistical dependence.
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corrosion. The gradual deterioration of faces which is accelerated by relative vibra-
material by chemical processes, such as oxi- tion between the two surfaces of amplitude
datlon or attack by acids; if caused by at- high enough to produce slip (Ref. 34).
mospheric effects, a form of weathering. Of corrosaon, glvanic. Metallic corrosion
peat significance is the corrosion due to the caused by electrolytic action resulting from
combined effects of atmospheric tempera- the flow of electric current between two
ture, humidity, and suspended impurities; dissimilar metal electrodes forming a galvan-
for example, the rusting of iron (Ref. 1). ic cell (Ref. 34).

corrosion, cathodic. Corrosion of electro- corrosion, interpanular. A type of electro-
chemical origin usually caused by the reac- chemical corrosion that progresse preferen-
tion of alkaline products of electrolysis tdaly along the grain boundaries of an alloy,
with an amphoteric metal (Ref. 34). usually because the grain boundary regions

corrosion, crevice. Corrosion of a metal at contain material anodic to the central re-
an area where contact is made with another gions of the grains (Ref. 1).
material, usually nonmetallic. Also known corrosion prevention. The protection given
as contact corrosion (Ref. 1). metallic items by covering surfaces subject

corroidon, diructlve Any type of corro- to corrosion to prevent contact with water,
sion that so weakens the basic metal that it water vapor, acids, and other contaminating
can no longer function or support the func- substances; or storage in a dehumidified air.
• tons for which it was originally intended It includes careful cleaning of all or part of
(Ref'. 1). the items; the application of a barrier of oil,

corrosion, electrochemical. Localised corro- grasm, or moisture-vaporproof paper to ex-
sion that results from exposure to an elec- clude air and moisture; and the covering of
trolyte or an assembly of dissimilar metals the barrier to provide for its protection
in contact or coupled with one another; or (Ref. 12).of a metal containing macroscopic or micro- corrosion prvve/ve. Any agent such as oil,
scopic areas dissimilar in composition or plastic, paint, wrap, or other surface treat-

structure. The dissimilar elements form ment of metals whose primary fUnction is
short.circuited electrodes; the corrosive me- to prevent corrosion. It may exclude atmos-
dium is the electrolyte and an electric cur- phere by means of a continuous film, or It
rent is induced, which results in the dissolu- may direct corrosion to another element
tion of the electrode that has the more (cathodic protection) (Rot 12).
anodic solution potential, while the other is corrosion preventive compound. A com-
unattacked. The same condition may result pound applied to metal surfaces to prevent
from local differences within the corroding rust or corrosion. The term is usually ap-
medium (Ref. 1). Major factors in electro, plied to a compound that can be removed
chemical corrosion are salt water and air- by water or solvent cleaners in order to dis-
borne salt particles. tinguish them from paint films (Ref. 12).

corrosion embrlittlement. The severe loss of corrosion, stray current. Metallic corrosion
ductility of a metal or alloy resulting hfom caused by electrolytic action resulting from
corrosion, usually intergranular and often the flow of current through paths other
not visually apparent (Ref. 1). than the intended circuit or by an extrane-

corrosion fatigue. The reduction of the abil- ous current in the earth. Buried current-
Ity of a metal to withstand prolonged stress carrying conductors are particularly iascep-
cycling as a result of exposure to a corrosive tible (Ref. 34).
environment (Ref. 34). corrosion, stre.. Corrosion of a metal accel-

corrosion fatigue limit. The maximum re- erated by stress (Re. 1).
peated stress that a metal can withstand corrosion test. A test designed to determine
without failure in a stated number of stress the adequacy of a part for withstanding cor-
applications under defined conditions of roslon under specified conditions for a
corrosion and stressing (Ref. 34). known length of time. Various test proce-

corrosion, feetting. Corrosion occurring at dures are spelled out in applicable literature
the interface between two contacting sur- of the Institute of Environmental Science,
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ASTM, American Electroplater's society uteep.walled, tranchlike valleys cut into the
(ADS), National AsociatJon of Corrosion Columbia Plateau lava aheets in the State of
Engineers, and in Government specifica- Washington, and formerly occupied by gla.
•ions (Ref. 1). cial meltwater river (Ref. 1).

cvomlom, underflhn. Metallic corrosion coulomb damping or dry friction damp.
that occurs underneath protective coatings lg. Ariass from the rubbing of dry sur.
(msch a paints and lacquer) on metals. It faces with each other. The damping force is
occurs es randomly distributed hairlines, assumed to be independent of the velocity
sate, or bubbles (Ref. 84). and acceleration of the oscillating mass and

cosmic ay (or comic radiation). Extremely is a function only of the materials involved
high.saerlychrwzged prticle. ariving in the and the normal force acting on them.
vicinity of earth from beyond the solar coupled mode. See: modes, coupled.
aystem (alwactic comic rays) or from the wover. Shelter or protection, either natural
sun (solar cosmic rays), They consist mostly or artificial (Ref. 5).
of protons (hydrogen nuclei) and alpha cover, forest. All trees and other woody
particles (helium nuclei). Secondary cosmic plants In a forest (Rot 19).
rays as produced by the interaction of the covetness. Marked as or by concealment;
incoming (primary) comic rays with the kept hidden or camouflaged: concealed.
atmosphere (Rf ). crack. 1: Fissure or crevice in a rock or Ice

aomic rays, huad component. The portion formation (Ref. 11).
of comic radiation that penetrates a mod. 2: A water-revealing narrow break in ma ice
erate thickness of an absorber (usually 10 that may be expanded to lead size by bor-

an of lead). The hard component, except ing. It is usually possible to jump across a
nea the top of the atmosphere, consists of crack (Ref. 31).
meons predominatly but includes some 8: A fissure or crevice type of failure in
&At protons and electrons (Ret. 1). materials caused by operational or environ-

comic ray shown. The simultaneous sp. mental tests.
pearance of several or many light ionizing crackling. See: checking.
particles with or without accompanying crash safety test. A type of shock test in.
photons, the particles being directed pro- tended to determine the mechanical integ-
dominantly downward and having a com- rity of equipment hardware under simula-
mon ultimate origin in an event caused by a ted aircraft crash landing loads (Ref. 1),
single coamic ray. Showes reveal them. crater. 1: The bowl-shaped depression
sdve by the simultaneous actuation of sep. around the vent of a volcano or a geyser.
arated countrs and (sometimes spectacular. 2: A hole formed by the Impact of a mete.
ly) in cloud chambers. They can be clasi. orite, the detonation of a mine, or the like
faed roughly sacouding to their properties as (Ref 10).
narrow showers, exclusive (or Auger) 3: The pit, depression, or cavity formed in
showers, penetrating showers, and cacade the surface of the earth by an explosion. It
showers (Ref. 1). may range from saucer shaped to conical,

cosmic mys, soft component. The portion of depending largely on the depth of burst. In
omiWc radiation that is absorbed In a mod. the cam of a deep underground burst, rup.
tate thickness of an absorber (usually 10 ture of the surface may not occur. The re-

cm of leid). It consists mainly of electrons, suiting cavity is termed a camouflet (Ref.
positrons, and photons, but contains some 5).
slow mesons, slow protons, and other heavy crazing. A network of checks or cracks,
particles often present in cosmic radiation caused by extremes of temperature, appear.
(Ret 1)A ing on a surface. It may also be caused in

coulee; alo rroro; barranca; dry wash; plastics by certain cleaning fluids, age, and
wadf. 1: A steep.walled, trenchllke valley ultraviolet exposure (Ref. 1).
of considerable size through which water acep. 1: The flow or plastic deformation of
flows intermittently, materials held for long periods of time at
2: More specifically, any of a number of stresses lower than the rupture stress.
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2: Geology. A slow downAloPe movement direction or cdanp in sdope in a ridge or
uf soil or rock dobel, usually Imperceptb1 sdream (Ref. 11).
except by prolonged observation, tree tilt, elat" temperature. 1:. The temperature at
or ragged smam In the ground cover. Creep is which magnetic materials lose thei magnet-
caused by the combined actions Of gravty, ic properties; about 8000 C for kon and
ground water flow, freezing and thawln& o~r steel.
swelling and shrinking of the soil (fief. I1). 2: The temperature at which eOMe 611011e

creosote. A heavy, oily liquid obtained from occurs in a metal or alloy during boating or
coal tar or wood tar. Applied to wood by Cooing.
surface coating or pressure impregnation as 8: The temperature above which a give gas
a preservative, cannot be liquefied (RoJ. 1).

=@st 1: The summit land of any eminence; crocking. 1: The loome black perticles coflac-
the highest natural projection thatcrowns a ted from combustion as on pots and kettle,
hill or mountain, from which the surface or in a chimney; sOot.
dips downward in opposite directions (Ref. 2: Coloring Matter that rube Off Cloth, dyed

10). leather, etc. (Ref. V.
2:Tehihs5).o wv rswl e product of the amplitudde of two wave-
8: The more at lses narrow, irregular long-. frsidctv fth ~~a~~so h
tudinal top of an elevation of the saa bot- two waveforms at any point in time.

tom orseaoun (Rf. 5). crossmcouiw tarrain. Terrain not ipecifical.
4: A terrain feature of such altitude that it ly improved for vehicular traffic (Af4.85).
restricts fire or observation in the ambe crow talk. 1: An inturfering signal received
yond resuting in dead space, limits the frm a transmaitter other than that to which
minimum elevation, or both (Rief. 12). a reeivr is tuned. aross talk can coccu be-

awevsses. 1: A fissure or rift in a glacier or twemen adjacent channels of multichannel In-
othe lad Ie mas, ausd bymovmen of strumentatlon (Ref. 15).

other Il Rf 1.Tand vermo s e moorbmvaemen deef 2: Electrical interference between two adO-
op acros a glacier wherever ther is a mak- cent insulathed conductors, whl erPedy aUPga
ed steepening of the slope of Its flow. in eotecnuorwfbpcsp
Longitudinal cevasems, roughly parallel to by the adjacent conductor (Mef. 4).
the direction of flowage, are formed when- crosswind. The wind vector component that
ever Ice is obliged to spread out. Marginal is perpendicular to the course of an exposed
crevasses paint upstream from the sides of moving object. A wind blowing in a direc-
the glacier. tion approximately 90 deg from the head-
2: A break in a loevs or otheraItream em- ing of ashipis called abeam wind. In com-
bankment (Rer. 10). mon usage these two expressions are often

crevice corrosion. See: corrosion, crevice. used synonymously, crosswind being
critical energy. The minimum or critical favored by aviators and beam wind by mard-

quantity of heat energy per unit arm neces- nets (Ref. 18).
mary to produce a defined change in a given crown. The upper pert of a tree, including
material; e~g., charring, melting, burning; the branches with their foliage (Rof. 1)
expressed in calories per square centimeter CRRUL Abbr. for U 8 Army Cold Regions
(Ref. 1) Research and Engineering Laboratory.

critical point. The thermodynamic dtate in crumb. A soft, porous, More or less rouhded
which liquid andgaSmphamseof asubstance unit of soil structure from 1ito 5m Mwin
coexist in equilibrium at the highest pond. diameter (Rof. 1).
ble temperature; at higher temperatures, no crust. 1: The surface layer of ice or hard
liquid phase can exist. The critical point of snow overlying a deposit of softer snow. AI
water is at 647 K and a vapor pressure of crust is formed by the melting and refreez-
2.21 X 10 ' mb. ing of the superficial layer, SOMetimes Aug-
2: A point at which there is a change in mented by wind compaction (Ref. I11).
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A soil arface layer significantly more striated, and almost flattened. This pert
compact, hard, and binttle, when dry, than often spreads out in the form of an anvil
the mder Immediately beneath it. Its (incus) or vAst plume (Ref. 3).
thiclmess varies, with a maximum of p cumulus (Abbr.: Cu). A principal cloud
proximately I In. (Ret. 2). type (cloud pnus) in the form of individ-

cayopnlue 1: The study of physical pho- ual, detached elements that are gmmneally
nomena at temperatuars below approxi, donse and posses sharp nonfibrous out-
miely - 1I5C (-2WF). Ibes. Thes elnomet develop vertically,
2: More generally, a term rofemrng to meth- appearing as rising mounds, domes, or tow-
ode of producing very low temperatures ere, the upper perts of which often resem-
(tef. 1. bling a cauliflower. The sunlit prts of these

cryology. 1: The study of We and mow (Ref. clouds aoe mostly brilliant white; their bases
11). are relatively dark and nearly horizontal.
2: The study of sa& ice (Ref. 11). Near the hotson the vertical development
8: In the United States, the study of refrig- of cumuhus often causes the individual
sration (Ref. 11). clouds to appear mer.ed. If proeclp- t ion
4: In Europe, a synonym for glaciology. occurs, it Is usually of a showery - "-

NoW: The term cryology has become al- (Ref ).most meeningsres unless It in defined in oon. cup anemometer. A rotation anemometertext (Ref. A). whose axis of rotation is vertical. Cup ans-

cryopedology. The study of intensive frost mometers usually consist of three or four
action and punfta, their causesJ and oc- hemispherical or conical cups mounted with

currences, and the engineering devices and their diametrial planes vertiod and distrib-
practices that overcome difficulties brought uted symmetrically about the xis of rota-
about by them (Ref 11). tion. The rate of rotation of the cups,
yeditlie rock. Rock consisting of closely which Is a messure of the windspeed, is
fitted mineral crystals rather then of ce- determined indirectly by paring a mechanl-
mented rains or volcanic 8isl ; e.g., most cal or electrical counter to the shaft (Ref.
metamorphic end Igneous rocks (Ref. I I).

Ce Abbr. for cirrostratus. curent. 1: A horizontal movement of water
Cu Abbr. for cumulus. (Ref. 18).

usest. An asymmetric ridge with a steep 2: Air in essentially vertical motion, usually
dope or cliff on one side and a gently dop- called air current (Ref. 15).
ing plain, the dip-dope, on a gently inclined 8: The flowing of liquids, pges, particles, or
layer of resistant rock, on the other (Ref. electrons, In conductors.
1). curvilinear motion. Motion along a curved

cultural eutrophication. Acceleration by path.
man of the natural aging process of bodies cushioning. 1: The protection from physical
of water (Reo. 9). and mechanical damage afforded an item by

cultural landscape. See: landscape, means of compressible and resilient materi-
culture. Features of the terrain that have als designed to absorb the energy and vibra-

been constructed by man. Included are such tion caused by external forces.
Items as roads, buildinp, canals, boundary 2: Material used in packaging to protect
Lines, and, in a broad snnse, all names and material from shock and vibration. Typical
legends on a map (Ref. 5). materials include blankets, cotton padding,

aumulonmnbus (Abbr.: Cb). A principal crushed paper, and various types of crush-
cloud type (cloud genus), exceptionally able foam and plastic particles.
dense and vertically developed, occunring cutoff. A now and relatively short channel
either as isolated clouds or as a line or wall formed when a stream cuts through the
of clouds with separated upper portions, neck of an oxbow or horseshoe bond (Ref.
These clouds appear as mountains or huge 10).
towers, at least a pert of the upper portions cutbthrough resistance. The ability of a
of which are usually smooth, fibrous, or material to withstand mechanical presure,
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usually a sbap edge of prescribed radius, time is spent between haltpQwe points for
without separation (Reot 4). resonant systems of equal trmnamiuuibility

CW Abbr. for continuouswave. (Ref. 1).
cycle. The complete range of states or values cycling, log-log. A type of cycling in which

through which a phenomenon or periodic the rte of change of frequency is propor-
function passe before repeating itself iden- tional to the square of the frequency. An
Ucafy (Ref. 8). equal number of vibratory stress reversals is

cycli peservation. See: preservation, generated between half-power points for
cyclic. resonant systems having equal transmissbil-

cyclic salt. Wind-deposited salt on the sur- Ity (Ref. U).
face of the earth having as its origin the cycling test. Vibration. A simple test to sim.
oceans or other mlt-water bodies (Ref. 2). ulate actual transportation vibrational envi-

cyclin& A type of vibration testing in which ronments in which the amplitude and fre-
the applied frequency is periodically in. quency of the vibration applied to the test
cressed and decreased between two he- Item can be varied.
quency limits, the rate of change of he- cyclone. A closed atmospheric circulation,
quency being a particular function of time counterclockwise in the Northern Hemi.
or frequency (Ref, 1). sphere and clockwise in the Southern Hemi-

cycling, liner. A type of cycling in which sphere. Usually coexisting with a low pres-
the rate of change of frequency is propor- sure region and inclement weather.
tional to time. An equal tims is spent at all cyclonic rain. Rain resulting from cyclonic
frequencies in the range of interest (Ref. 1). uplift of air associated with frontal action.

cyclfng logarithmic. A type of cycling in cytoplasm. The ped of the protoplasm of a
which the rate of change of frequency is cell outside the nucleus.
proportional to the frequency. An equal

D
d Abbr. for deci (10' ); day. have u sole component with the same vol-
ds Abbr. for deka (10). ume and temperature, provided there is no
dally mean. 1: The average value of a mete- chemical interaction (Ref. 3).

orological element over a period of 24 damage risk. In noise exposure limit., the
hours. The "true daily mean" is usually risk of temporary or permanent threshold
taken as the mean of 24 hourly values be- shift in a portion of the noise-exposed pop-
tween midnight and midnight, either as con- uation.
tinuous values taken from an autographic damage summation. An analytic process in
record or as point readings at hourly inter- which the assumed or measured physical
vais. When hourly values are not available, parameters of the materials and mechanical
approximations must be made from obser- structure of a system, and of the fatigue-
vations at fixed hours. producing enerw applied to the system, are
2: The long-period mean value of a climatic analyzed to establish a relationship between
element on a given day of the year. (Ref. 1) damage accumulation and time, or to pre-

Dalton's law of partial preesure. The empiri- dict the time to failure (Ref. 1).
cal generalization that, for many so-called damped oscillation. An oscillation in which
perfect gues, a mixture of these gaues will the amplitude of the oscillating quantity
have a pressure equal to the sum of the par- decreases with time.
tial pressures that each of the gses would damp hue. Small water droplets or very
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hyposcopic particles in the air, reducing d.bh. Abbr. for diameter, breast height
the horizontal visibility somewhat, but to (trees).
not lees then 1.25 mi. Damp haze is sim'ilar DDT Abbr. for dichlorodiphenyltrichlor-
to a very thin fog, but the droplets or parti- oethame.
eles are more scattered than in light fg and deactivation. 1; Metallurgy. The process of
presumably smaller (Ref, ). prior removal of the active corrosive con.

damping. The dissipation of energy with stituenta, usually oxygen, from a corrosive
time or distance, such us the effect of k'c- liquid by controlled corrosion of expend-
tion or its equivalent in reducing oscillation able metal or by other chemical meari.
of a system. Other dissipative mechanisms 2: Act of render'ing ordnance inert (Ref
include coulomb, viscous, structural, eddy- 12).
current, nonlinear, material, interface, and dead space. 1: An area within the maximum
tuned dynamic damping (Ref. 1). range of a weapon, radar, or observer which

damping capacity. The ability of a material cannot be covered by fire or observation
to absorb vibrations by changing the from a particular position because of inter-
meclunical energy into heat (Ref. 1). vening obstacles, the nature of the ground,

damping coefficient. The quotient of the the characteristics of the trajectory, or the
force applied to a viscous damper divided limitations oZ the pointing capabilities of
by the relative velocity between Its connect- the weapon.
ing points, when the displacement of a 2: An area or zone that is within range of a
vibrating system is zero; i.e., in the charac- radio transmitter, but in which a signal is
teriatic equation of a second-order linear not received.
system, say MR +B* + Kx - 0, the coeffl. 3: The volume of space above and around a
dent B of the first derivative of the damped gun or guided missile system into which it
variable x (Ref. 24A cannot fire because of mechanical or elec.

damping, critical. The minimum viscous tronic limitations (Ref. 5).
damping required to eliminate oscillation in debacle. 1: The rush of water or ice in a
a mechanical system. A critically damped stream immediately following the ice break.
system when displaced will return to its ini- up (Ref 18).
tial position without oscillation (Ref. 22). 2: Any violent rush or flood of water (Ref.

dagerous caego. Cargo, which because of its 15).
dangerous properties, is subject to special 8: A violent disruption.
regulations for its transport (Ref. 8). debris. 1: Any accumulation of loose materi-

dart leader. The initiating portion of a light- ol, consisting of rock hfagments, sand, earth,
ning stroke associated with strokes of a and organic matter. Such an accumulation
composite flash after the first stroke and at the foot of a slope is called a talus.
following in the path of the residual ioniza- 2: The waste silt, sand, and gravel produced
tion from the previous return streamer. by hydraulic mining operations.

dmhpot. A device between shock input debris ice; also muddy ice. Ice that contains
source and materiel, used for cushioning or mud, stones, shells, etc. (Ref. 15).
damping a movement to attenuate shock. It decay. 1: The decomposition of wood by
consists of a fluid-filled (air or liquid) cylin- fungi. Two stages of decay, the incipient
der in which a piston moves, and advanced stages, are ordinarily rocog-

dstum. A reference point, line, or surface nized (Ref. 19).
from which unknown positions are calcu. 2: The decrease in the energy of anything
lated or measured, such as mean sea level in after new energy ceases to be supplied, as in
a topographical survey, the case of wind waves after the wind ases

day with precipitation. A day in which the to act (Ref. 15).
total precipitation received equals or ex- 3: Decrease in quantity, activity, or force.
ceeds a specified amount (in the United 4: Aerobic decomposition of proteins by
States, water qquivalency - 0.01 in.) (Ref micro-organisms.
1). decay curves (radioactive). Graph lines rep-
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resenting the decrease of radioactvity with matter because of the actions of aerobic or
the pasg of time (Ref. 5). anaerobic mioro. gmnilmJ (Ref. 9).

decay rate (radIoactive). T7% time rate of decompuslo. The act or process of lower-
the disintegration of radioactive material ing the air pressure within a cabin, chamber,
generally accompanied by the emission of etc., at of subjecting to, or undergoing, a
particles or gamme radition (Ref. 5). decrease in air or atmospheric pressure

decaemtrafted items. Items of supply for (Ref. 7).
which appropriate authority has prescribed dicontamination. The process of making any
local management and proeurement (Ref. person, object, or an& safe by absorbing,
a). destroying, neutralIzing, or making harm.

"dobeL. 1: Unit to express differences of less, by removing chemical or biological
power level. Example: The decibel is 10 agents, or by removing radioactive material
times the common logarithm of the power clinging to or around It (Ref. 5).
ratio. It is used to express power gin in decouplig The process of designing or rede.
amplifiers or power loss in passive circuit, signing a mechanical structure to possess a
or cables (Ref. 4). minimum number of resonances in the fre.
2: A unit for expressing the loudness of quency range of the vibration enviromnont.
sounds, one decibel being approximately Decoupling reduces the number of coupled
the leat change detectable by the average resonators between the vibration environ-
human ear. The difference in decibels of ment and the component to be protected.
two sounds is exactly equal to 10 times the deep ecotour. A line connecting points of
common logarithm of the ratio of their equal depth below the hydropraphic datum
powers (Ref. 15). (fRe a).

deciduous. In botany, losn the leaves deep fordbin The ability of a self-propelled
during a certain period of the year, general. gun or ground vehicle, equipped with built-
ly either the cold season or dry sesson (Ref. in waterproofing and/or a special water-
1). proofing kit, to negotiate a water obstacle

deciduous foresL A forest consisting of trees with its wheeis or tracks in contact with the
that lose their leaves at some season of the ground (Ref. 5). See also: flotation; shallow
year. In the case of the monsoon forests, fordlu.
much as those of India and Burma, the trees defaeme standmdization program. An activ.
shed their leaves during the hot season in ity to obtain uniformity in materiel specifi-
order to protect themselves against exces- cation, procurement, and uege within the
sive Ion of moisture by evaporation. Much Department of Defense. It was established
of the valuable hardwood timber of com. pursuant to the Cataloging and Standrdisa-
merce is obtained fom deciduous forests. tion Act, Title 10, United States Code,
The deciduous forests of the temperate Chapter 145, Sections 2451-2456. It is de-
mones low their leaves at the onset of the scribed in the Defense Standardization Man-
coid season. (Ref. 20) uel 4120.3-M.

declination. In trrestrial manetism, the deflledo. 1: Protection from hostile ground
angle between true north and mognetic observation and fire provided by an obsta-
north. It is either east or west of the po* cle such a a hill, ridge, or bank.
graphical meridian. Lines of constant dec11- 2: A vertical distance by which a position is
nation us called isogonic lines, concealed from enemy observation.

declivity. A demsnding slope, as opposed to 8: To shield from enemy fire or observation
acclivity (Ref. 10). by using natural or artificial obstacles. (Ref.

decomposition. 1: The chemical separation 5)
of a substance into two or more substances, defile. A deep, narrow mountain pms (Ref.
which ma differ from each other and from 10).
the original substances (Ref 1). deflatiou. 1: A reduction in size or impor.
2: Reduction of the net eneay level and tanme; P release of air or gas from, so es to
change in chemical composition of organic reduce size,
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2: The process by which fine soil particles dehumidified nonstructural storage. Storageare removed from the soil and become air of individual items in sealed containers In

borne by wind (Ref 2). which the relative humidity Is maintained at
defloeeulate. To reduce or break up from a 40 percent or lea.

flocculent or clumped state; to disperse or dehumidified structunal stomeb. Storage of
maintain In a dispersed state. materiel in structures in which atmospheric

defoliant. A chemical used to remove pro- humidity Is maintained at 40 percent rela-
maturely the leaves from plants (Ref. 12). tive humidity or les.

defolate. To cause a tree or other plant to dehumidifier. A substance or apparatus for
lose its leaes (Reo. 1). removing moisture, A material or device

deradation. Deterioration, usually in the employed to remove water vapor from the
snes of a physical or chemioal proces rath. atmosphere, thus providing a drier and less
er than a mechanical one. There may be a deteriorative atmosphere for most materiel.
specific amount of degradation permitted es dehumidify. To reduce, by any process, the
a result of performance of environmental amount of water vapor in a space (Ref. I).
testing (Ref. 1). deicing The removal of ice accumulation on

deoe day; also reaming deree day. 1: Gen- aircraft, ships, and other objects by Ice
sully, a measure of the departure of the pick, shovel, steam jet, chemical treatment,
mean daily temperature from a given stand- heating, or mechanical devices (Ref. 81).
ard: one degree day for each degpee (des C delayed fallout. Radioactive fallout resulting
or dog F) of departure above (or below) the from high.yield atomic or thermonuclear
standard during one day. Recently, degree detonations that thrust their clouds into the
days have been applied tn fuel and power stratosphere, the fallout occurring some
consumption, with the standard being period of time after the detonation. Storage
6501. times vary from loss than 1 yr to as high u2: As used by U 8 Army Corps of Engi. 10 yr, depending upon the latitude and alti-

neers, degree days are computed as depar- tude of detonation. The particles are of sub.
ture above and below 82"F, positive if micrometer size (Ref. 1).
above and negative If below. (Ref. 1) deliquescence. The change undergone by ow.-

degree hour. As used by the U.S. Army tain substances that become damp and fi.
Corps of Enjineers, the departure (in dog F) nally Liquefy when exposed to the air,
of the hourly temperature from a standard owing to the very low vapor pressure of
of 82'F, positive if above and negative if their saturate solutions (Ref. 1).
below. Degree hours may be accumulated delta. A deposit of alluvium at the mouth(s)
(summed) over any period of time, depend- of a river. The term refers particularly to
ing upon the use to which they are applied that part of the deposit forming a tract of
(Ref. 3). land above water, usually roughly triangular

dogres-otdfveedom. In a mechanical system, in shape, as the Greek letter A (Ref. 15).
the minimum number of independent coor- demairid (climate). A climate in which 4 or
dinates required to define the positions of 5 mo of the year average no more than 3
all parts of the system at any spocific tine. days per month with 0,1 In. or more precip-
It Is usually equal to the number of inde- Itation and a total of at leut 10 mo having
pendent displacements that are possible averages of no more than 6 days per month
(R ef, 22. In an electrical system, the num. with 0.1 in. or more precipitation (Ref. 23).
ber of independent meshes, closed paths, or dendritic drainage. A treelike arrangement of
loops (Ref. 24). a main stream and successively smaller trib-

dehumidification. The removal of water utaries joining it at acute angles (Ref 20).
vapor from air by chemical or physical density. 1: The quantity per unit volume,
(adsorption) methods, such as the c.%nden- unit area, or unit length,
sation of water vapor from air by cooling 2: Soil Mechanics. The unit weight of a soil
below the dewpoint (Ref. 1). in pounds per cubic foot, The type of
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densaity--I~e., nattural or in place, wet, dry, equipment to supported retail echelons of 4j
reokied natural, relative, etc.-lhould be supply anid to collateal• depot maintenance •
specified (Ref. 25). act~vties (Ref. 26).
8: Ooe~onopphy. The equivalent of specific depresson. 1: Meteorololy. An area ot low

waiyo teraiatamoperc~pressure; a low or a trough. This Ii usuallysavre, of the oftiof atgve votmoperi ofe applied to a certain stege in the develop-.
• sure, of the ~weight o tfvnvouef tet tofneuavlm odnlad ment of a trpical cyclone, to mipurtory

weatr totat an0" (equa voumo)isile lows, and troughs, and to upplerlevel lows

4: Optia.. A measure of the lih tnmnt and troughs that are only weakly developed
tingaor reflective properties of an aroea or A o laeo aysz

densidty altitde. The heiglht above oea level on a plain surface, with drningep under.
at which the existng densty of the ateeos. pfound or by evaporation; a holiow com.
phase would be4 duplicated in the standard pletely surrounded by higlher p~ound and
atmuosphere; atmospheric density expressed having no natural outlet for surface drain.
as height according to a standard salre (.Ref. qe (Ref. 1 (1).
15). depth hoar .ir seEM mow. 1: Ice crystals

deposit. A material that has been transport. (usually cup crystals) formed by sublinia-
od from sme• other geooraphic loeetions t tion within mow but 10aneath the snow sur
Ito presnt position by natural trnmsporting fac; a typ. of harfrost. This is oMe way in
aglents such as water, wind, ieo, or 8ravi, which tim formation may begin. Depth
or by the activity of man (Ref. 9), hoar is Siia in physia origin to crvmv

depodit attack. Corroson that occurs under o•
or around a discontinuous deposit on • 2: (Rare) Hoarfrost composed of crystals
metallic urface (Ref. 84). that have built up a thrae-dlmansional

deposition. The laying down in a new lot. complex (Ref. 3).I
tion of material that has been carrlhd from dermal toxicity. The ability of a cehmical to
another plac, poison an animal or human buln• by skin

depot nmndntenance. Maintenance performed Cb5Orptlon (Ref. 9).
on materiel requiring major overhaul or a desert. An almost barren trc of land in
complete rebuilding of parts, assmblies, which the precipitation is so scanty or
subeasmblies, and end items, including the spaunodic that It will not adequately sup-
manu~cture of par'ts, modifications, test. port vegtation (Ref. 20).

inlLandrecamaton reuire, Dpot desert clmate. The single outstandingl char.
iang, ande relaation aspprtoeqred Deotto acteriatic of desert climate is aridity. Dy
marine•o antanceeure to suport ower ate-hi most cesl~mflcatioesmystemsu, ara with an
goieo maintenee anceb pero viding t chntm lnte annual rainfall of less than 10 in. are consid.

cal ssisanceand erfrmin tha maite red desert. Aroes considered as deserts are
nenco beyond their responsibwlty. Depot also characterized by clear atmospheres and
malintenance provides stocks of serviceable hihmrriton

', ~~~equipment by usingf more extensive facil. ig solrt er.Thhardiation.aorofh
ties for repair than mr available in lower earth in desert regions. It contains deposit-

Slevel maintenance activities (Ref. B) ed calcium carbonate, gypsum, and similar
depot supply. Depot supply Is that service materials which bond or cement the Individ-

authorized and p~resdbed to be performfed wipl ains together (Ref. 2).
by specially trained and dasilnsted semi. desert fiat.. The essentially fiat surface ox.
mobile and fixed osganisatlons and/or tending from the edges of playu to the allu-
specially trained personnel of fixed instella- vial fans or baads (Ref. 1).

, ions in the determination of requiroments deser pavement, A mosaic of closely packed
:.for, acquisition of, accountingf for, and pebaanbrknocfrmntusly

wholesael distribution of supplies and coated with a stain or crust of manganese or

4O
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Iron oxide (See: d t varnish) and caused sure of the item. Also, it can be generated
by wind removal of sand, silt, and clay by internal conditions and can be promoted
particles (Ref. U). by the environmental stem (Ref. 1).

desnt soL. A zonal gpet soil group formed deterioration product. New or changed
in Nid legions under speu shrub vegeta. compounds formed a a result of a particu-
tion. It has a thin, light-colored surface lar deterioration process (Ref 1).
horizon underneath which is calcareous deterioration resistance. The ability of an
Materal (Ref. 2). item to withstand the effects of environ-

desert %arnish. The glosy surface or coating mental exposures and to prevent deteriora-
on stones and pebbles occu:rlng in desert tion that might result from internal item
regions (Ref. 2). conditions (Ref. 1).

dedscant. A drying or dehydrating agent detrainment. See: entrainment.
that absorbs water vapor by physical or detritus. An accumulation of the frogments
chemical means (Ref. 1). resulting from the disintegration of rocks

desicant mschines. Devices used in humid- (Ref. JO).
ity-controlled warehouses to remove water detunng. 1: The proem of separatlnj the
vapor from the atmosphere Inside the ware- resonant frequencies of structural members
house, thus reducing the humidity. and components from other structural

deslicator. An enolosed apparatus in which resonant frequencie by adjusting inertial
substances can be kept in a dry atmosphere. and stiffness properties to eliminate coinei-
The latter is obtained by the inclusion of dent resonant frequencies.
drying agents such as phosphoruhpentoxide 2: Decreasing the response of an electrical
or concentrated sulphuric acid (Ref. 1). circuit to a particular frequency or band of

destructive local storm (Abbr: DLS). Atmos- frequencies for which it possesses a greater
pberlc disturbamces of limited extent exem- response.
puffed by tornadoes, hail, and thunder- deviation. The difference between two num-
storm gusts over 50 kt at the surface, ban, usually of a variable from its mean

destructive te0. See: test, destructive, value or of an observed value from a theo-
detector, infrared. A device for observing retical value.

and measuring infaed radiation, smh as dew. Water condensed onto grass and other
the bolometer, radlomicrometer, thermo- objects near the ground, the temperature of
pile, pneumatic cell, photocell, photograph- which has fallen below the dewpoint of the
Ic plate, and photoconductive cell (Ref. 1). surface air due to radiational cooling during

detarkxaion. 1: The los in the value cf a the night, but Is still above freezing. If the
material or a d4 uease in the ability of a temperature falls below freezing after dew
product to fulfill the function for which it has formed, the frozen dew is known as
was intended, white dew (Ref, 1).
2: A process of transition from a higher to a dew cel. An instrument used to determine
lower energy level (Ref. 1). the dewpoint. It consists of a pair of spaced

deterloration pattern. Listing of the various bare electrical wires wound spirally around
deterioration processes noticed on an item an insulator and covered with a wicking
in the order of their intensities or rates of wetted with a water solution containing an
progress or in the order of their deteriora- exces of lithium chloride. An electrical
tion potentials (Ref. 1). potential applied to the wires causes a flow

deterioration potential. The minimum of current through the lithium chloride
chane resulting from a deterioration proc- solution which raises the temperature of the
oe that affects the suitability of the item to solution until its vapor pressure is in equi.
serve its intended purpose (Ref. 1). Ubrium with that of the ambient air (Ref.

deterioration process. Any change in physi- 1).
col characteristics or any chemical reaction dew point. The temperature to which a given
occurring as the result of the storage or uu weight of air must be cooled %t constant
of an item. As a rule, a deterioration proc. pressure and constant water-vapor content
eas is the result of the environmental expo. in order for saturation to occur. When this
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temperature Is below 09C, it is sometimes occurs a a powder or a porous, rigid solid
called the fros point (Ref. 1). end is used as an abrasiv cra pottury glue.

dswpeint hygrmee or dewpoint appen. (Ref. 2)
ii.. An instrument for determining the dielectric. An insulating msaerial usually
dewpolnt; a type of hygrometer. It operates having a vTay low lose fat~or (Ref. 4).
in the foflowing manner. A parcel Of air IS dielectric coceteat. The property of an hiss-
cooled at constant pressure, usually by con- !ating material, which la the ratio of the par.
tact with a refrigerated, polished metal our. Aliel capacitance of a given configuration of
face. Condensation appears upon the metal electrodes with the materald as the dielec.
surface at a temperature slightly below that tric, to the capacitance of the sein else.
of the thermodynamic dewpolnt of the air. trade configuration with a vacuum as the
The obeerved dewpolnt will differ from the dielectric (Ref. 4).
thermodynamic dewpolnt depending upon dielectric strength. A term used to describe
the nature of the condensing surface, the the limiting potential gradient at voltage
condensation nuclei, and the sensitivity of per unit distance, that can be applied to a
the condensate-detecting apparatus (Ref~ dielectric materia without damage.8). differential transformer. A special electrical

dswpoint index. The difference between the transformer used for detecting displacement
500-mb temperature and the mean dew. in which the transormer core and windings
point of the moist layer raised along a -r movable with respect to each other. One
pseudoadiabat to 500 mb. This index varies component (the core or the winding) is
less than the stability index with diurnal attached to the moving object and the other
surface heating. to a reference point. Electrical output of

disamtier, breas high (Abbr: d.bh.). The the differential transformer Is proportional
diameter of a tree at 4.5 ft above average to the relative displacement between core
ground level. In National Forest practice, it and winding..
is measured from the highest ground level. dlffluenoe. The rate at which adjacet flow
The abbreviations o.b. and iLb. are used to is diverging along an axis oriented normal to
designate measurement outside or inside the the flow.) bark (Ref. 19)t diffracted wave. 8ee: wave, diffracted.

diamond duet or ice crystals. Precipitation diffraction. 1: The bending of the rays of
composed of slowly faMing, very small, radiant energy around the edges of an
unbianched crystals of ice which seem to obstacle or when passing near the edges of
float in the air. It may fall from a cloud or an opening, or through a small hole or slit,
from a cloudles sky. resulting, in the case of light, In tL 9 forma-

diastroPhi... Deformation of the crust of tion of a spectrum or alternate light and
the earth by folding, bending, warping, or dark bands.
faulting. 2: The bending of awave a it pasesan

diathermy equipment. Therapy apparatus in obstruction. (Rer. 15)
which microwave radiation is used to pro. diffraction zone. With respect to radio prop.
duce local heating in body tissues below the agation, the portion of any propagation
skin, path that lies below a line-of-sight, path. It is

diatom. One of a ases of maicroecopic phyto. generally applied to the region below the
plankton organisms, possessing a wall of radio horizon of the earth and, in this case,
overlapping halves (valves) impregnated is often referred to us the earth shadow.
with silica. Diatoms are one of the most Energy enters this zone by diffraction and
abundant groups of organisms in the sea scattering processee, and the interference
and the most important primary food lobes produced by the addition of the
source of marine animais (Ref. 18). direct and surface-reflected waves for line.

diatomaceous earth. A deposit of siliceous of-sight conditions are not present (Ref. 8).
material consisting principally of the re- diffuse acoustic field. A volume in which

mins of plants classified as Diatomaceas. it sound comes from all directions equally
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(with random phase restiondhips); normal. dipole antennas or dipole. A type of antenna

diffuse reflection. 1: Any reflection process ductor one-half wavelength long energized
in which the reflected radiation is sent out across a gap at it& midpoint. It is frequently
in many directions usually bearing no used as the radiation element in radar
simple relationship to the angle of inci. antennas because of its directivity (fif. 3).
dence; the opposite of specular reflection. direction of current. The direction toward
2: A tem frequently applied to the pro•e, which a current is flowing, called the set of
by which solar radiation is scattered by dust the current (Ref. 15).
and other suspensolds in the atmosphere. direction of waves. The direction from
(Ref. 3) which waves are moving (Ref. 15).

diffuse sky radiation or skylight. Radiation direction of wind. The direction from which
reaching the surface of the earth after hav- a wind is blowing (Ref. 1).
ing been scattered from the direct solar direct runoff. The runoff entering stream
beam by molecules or suspensoids in the channels promptly after rainfall or snow.
atmosphere. Of the total light removed melt. Superposed on base runoff, it forms
from the direct solar beam by scattering in the bulk of the hydrograph of a flood (Ref.
the atmosphere (approximately 25 percent 6).
of the incident radiation), about two-thirds direct shear test. Soil Mechanics. A test to
ultimately reaches the earth as diffuse sky determine the maximum shearing strength
radiation (Ref. 1). and angle of friction of soils for use in seta-

diffusion. 1: The spreading out or scattering bility analyses (Ref. 1).
of anything. For example, light is diffused direct solar radiation. In actinometry, the
when reflected from a rough surface (Ref. portion of the radiant energy received at
15). the instrument or pyrheliometer "direct"
2: The proces by which particles of liquids, from the sun, as opposed to diffuse sky
gIes, or solids intermingle as the result of radiation, effective terrestrial radiation, or
their spontaneous movement from a region radiation from any other source (Ref. 1).
of higher concentration to a region of lower discharge (strenmflow). The rate of flow of
concentration, water past a point in a stream, expressed as

dike. 1: Geoloy. A sheetlike body of igne- volume per unit time (usually cubic feet per
ous rock that fills a fissure in older rocks second). This measure of stream flow is
which it entered while in a molten condi- used in preference to stage in most techni-
tion. Dikes occur in all types of material, cal studies and where volume of water is of
igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary; if primary importance (Ref. 3).
in sedimentary rocks or bedded volcanic discrete component circuits. Electrical cir-
rocks, they "cut" the formations or tran- cults consisting of a number of individual
sect the beds at an angle. Dikes vary from components connected together.
le than 1 in. in width and a few yards in disinfectant lamps. Lamps that provide light
length to thousands of feet in width and output in the ultraviolet region of the light
many miles in length. spectrum; such lamps are used for their
2: Civil Entineering. A bank of earth, germicidal effect by directing their rays to
stones, etc., constructed to prevent low, surfaces on which it is desired to kill bacte.
lying land from being inundated by the sea, ria.
a river, etc. (Ref. 1). disinfection. Effective killing by chemical or

dip. The angle at which a stratum or any physical processes of all organisms capable
planar feature is inclined from the horizon- of causing infectious disease. Chlorination is
tal. the disinfection method commonly em.

dipcost. A method of applying a protective ployed in sewage treatment processes (Ref.
or decorative coating to an article by dip. 9).
ping the piece into the coating material disintegration, nuclear. A nuclear transfor-
(Ref. 1). mation characterized by the emiasion of
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Umm and energy from the nucleus. If the odors. Low dissolved oxygen concentra-
emission Is spontaneous, it is said to be rad- tions generally as due to exceesive organic
cactive; if the disintegration results from solids in the water that react with the oxy-
collision, It Is maid to be induced. When gen that is present. This often results from
numbers of nuclei ame involved, the process Inadequate waste treatment. (Ref. 9)
is characterized by a definite half-life (Reot distillation. A process whereby osn or vapor
1). Sae nl.e: radioectivity. is obtained from liquids or solids by heating

disintepatioa rate. 1: The absolute rate of and is subsequently condensed so as to
deaW of a radioactive substance, usually ex- separate substances having different boiling
presed In terms of disintegration per unit points or to purity, by separating a sub-
of time. stance from othm having lower or higher
2: The absolute rate of the transformation boiling temperatures.
of a nuclide under bombardment. (Ref. 1) distribution point. A point at which supplies

dispersn. 1: The process in which radiation and/or ammunition, obtained from support-
is separated into its component wave- ing supply point. by a division or other
lengths. Dispersion results when an optical unit, ae broken down for distribution to
proem, such as diffraction, refraction, or subordinate units. Distribution points usual-
scattering, varies according to wavelength. ly carry no stocks; drawn Items re issued
2: The rate of change with wavelength of completely se soon us possible (Ref. 5).
the index of refraction of any refractive distribution system. The complex of facili-
interface or discontinuity. (Ref. 1) ties, Installations, methods, and procedures

displacement. A vector quantity that specd- designed to receive, store, maintain, distrib-
fies the change of position of a body or ute, and control the flow of military materi-
particle and is usually measured from the el between the point of receipt into the
mean position or position of rest. In goner- military system and the point of issue to
as, it can be represented as a rotation vector using activities and units (Ref. 5).
or a translation vector, or both (Ref. 1). See disturbed ice. Any land ice that is broken by
aso: amplitude, peak to peak. pressure into a chaotic pattern of elevations

displacement meter. A generic term applied and depressions (Ref. 15).
to instruments designed to measure dis- dither. A signal of controlled amplitude and
placement. A variety of types with different frequency applied to the servo motor op-
displacement sensors are employed, erating a transfer valve, such that the trans.

displacement pickup. A device that converts for valve is constantly being "quivered" and
a detectable change in a medium, such as cannot stick at its null position (Ref. 1). I
that produced by a sound wave or an elec- diurnal. Daily, especially pertaining to
tromagnetic wave, into some form of elec- actions that are completed within 24 hr and
trical energy (Ref. 1). that recur every 24 hr; thus, most reference

dissipation factor. A measure of the energy Is made to diurnal cycles, variations, ranges,
los in a dielectric material situated in an maxima, etc. (Ref. 1). I
electromagnetic field. It is a function of the divergence. A drawing apart, acquisition of
material temperature and of the frequency dissimilar characteristics, or changing of
of the field and is equal to the cotangent of course. The expansion of a vector field;
the phase angle between the applied voltage also, a measure thereof.
on a capacity in which the material serves as divide. The line of separation between drain-
a dielectric and the current flowing. It Is age systems; the summit of an interfluve.
also equal to the ratio of conductance of a The highest summit of a pass or gap (Ref.
capacitor, in which the material is used as a 10).
dielectric, and it. susceptance. DIS Abbr. for destructive local storm.

dissolved osypn (DO). The oxygen dis.- DNA Abbr. for desoxyribonucleic acid.
solvwd in water or sewage. Adequate DO Abbr. for dissolved oxygen.
amounts of dissolved oxygen are necessary DOD Abbr. for Department of Defense.

for the lire of fish and other aquatic orga- DODISS Abbr. for Department of Defense
nisms and for the prevention of offensive Index of Specifications and Standards.
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doldua s; aim equatorial u,,L. A iautlcsi may be lighter or darker than normal (Ref.
term for the equatorial trough, with special 19).
refence to the light and variable nature of double-laf wall. A wall containing two
the winds (Ref 3). planar members separated by an sar space,

dolomite. 1: A rock whose primary ingredi- such as in dry-wall construction.
ent is msagnesum carbonate and/or calcium downrush. The strong downward-flowing air
carbonate. currents associated with thunderstorms.
2: Limestone or marble having large downrush temperature. The temperature
amounts of magnesium carbonate, found by lowering the wet-bulb-zaro down

dome. A curved stratum of rock in which a pesudoadlabat to the surface pressure.
the slope is in all directions away from a This closely approximate# the temperature
central point. of downrush currents in thunderstorms

Doppler effect. The phenomenon evidenced when they reach the surface.
by the change in the observed frequency of downtime. The portion of calendar time
a sound or radio wave caused by a time rate when an item is not in condition to perform
of change in the effective length of the path its intended function (Ref. 33).
of travel between the source and the point downward atmospheric radiation. Down-
of observation (Ref. 5). ward longwave atmospheric radiation,

Doppler radar. A radfr that detects and mainly emitted by the atmosphere.
interprets the Doppler effect In terms of the downward radiation. Downward solar and
radial velocity of a target. The signal re- atmospheric radiation.
ceived by a radar from a moving target dif- dowuwash. The downward flow of gases
fare slightly in frequency from the transmit- under pressure resulting from the applica-
ted wave (Bef. 3). tion of power to the lifting or propelling, or

dormant storage. Storage in which the pack. both, of airborne vehicles, vertiplanes, heli-
aged item is protected by preservation, seal. copters, rockets, guided missiles, etc. (Ref.
ing, covering, and placing in shelter and 12).
bulkdings, either dehumidified or nonde- downwind. In the direction toward which
humidified. Items in dormant storage are the wind is blowing. The term applies par-
not operated. ticularly to the situation of moving In this

dosage. Radiation. The amount of nuclear direction, whether desired or not. Before
radiation received by a person under a given the wind implies assistance from the wind
set of circumstances (Ref 1). in maldng progress in a desired direction.

dose. Radiation. Properly, the absorbed dose Leeward applies to the direction toward
from any Ionising radiation. Sometimes which the wind blows, without Implying
refers to the exposure dose, properly ex- motion. The opposite Is upwind (Ref. 15).
pressed in roentgens, which is a measure of drag. The frictional impedance offered by a
the total amount of ionization that X rays fluid to the motion of bodies passing
or gamma rays produce in the air. Some- through it. more precisely, the component
times improperly used for radiation outside of aerodynamic or hydrodynamic force par-
the applicability of the roentgen, as the allel to the direction of mean flow (Ref. 1).
ionization that would be produced in air. It drainage area. The area, measured In a hori-
is Umoe advisable to restrict the term to the zontal plane, that is enclosed by a drainage
absorbed dos, commonly given in rada divide (Ref. 4). See aso: divide.
(Ret U). drainage basin. A part of the surface of the

dosimeter or doesmeter. An Instrument for earth that is occupied by a drainage system,
measuring and registering total accumulated which consists of a surface stream or a body
exposure to Ionizing radiations (Ref. 1). of impounded surface water together with

dote. An early stage of wood decay. It is all tributary surface streams and bodies of
usually chacterized by a change in color impounded surface water (Ref, 6).
of the wood in patches or streaks which drainage divide. See: divide.
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drainge system River, streams, and other about close to the ground (less than 6 ft
inland Miss features (Ref. 8). above the. surfae), differing from blowing

draw. A shallow dry wash or arroyo, charsc- mow in that vertical visibility is not appre-
tersted by low banks that an gentler than ciably affected (Ref. 11).
those of the wash or arroyo (Ref. 1). drizzle. Fairly uniform precipitation com-

drawbar pull. The pulling force exerted at posed exclusively of fine drops of water
the drawbar of a pound vehicle (Ref. 5). (diameter loew then 0.6 mm or 0.02 in.),

DRC Abbr. for damage risk criteria. very close to one another (Ref. 36).
drift. 1: The effect of the velocity of fluid drinle drops. See: raindrop.

flow upon the velocity (relative to a fixed drop beight. The vertical distance between
external point) of an object moving within the drop zone and the aircraft (Ref. 5).
the fluid; the vector difference between the droplet or drop. A small spherical particle
velocity of the object relative to the fluid of any liquid; in meteorology, particularly,
and its velocity relative to the fixed refer- a water droplet. There is no defined size
ence (Ref. 18). limit seprating droplets from drops of
2: To the meriner, drift is the speed of a water, but it is sometimes convenient to
field of Ice floe usually given in nautical denote two disparate size ranges, such as
miles per day or in knots (Ref. 18). the often-used distinction of liquid cloud
8: To the oceanographer, drift Is a wide, perticles (droplets) from liquid precipita-
slow-moving current principally caused by tion (drops), thereby implying that a maxi-
winds (Ref. 18). mum diameter of 0.2 mm Is the limit for
4: The component of an aihraft.' ground droplets (Ref. 8).
speed perpendicular to the heading (Ref. drop-size distibution. The frequency distri-
15). bution of drop sixes, either in terms of
6: Material moved orom one place and diameter or volume, that is characteristic of
deposited in another, a sand by a river, a cloud or of a rainfall. It is an importeit
rocks by a glacier, material washed ashore parameter in determining the radar reflec-
and left stranded, or snow or sand piled up tivity of a cloud or of precipitation.
by wind (Ref. 15). drop test. A type of rough handling test in
6: Gradual movement from a set position, which the materiel is dropped from speci-
as of a control by vibration (Ref. 15). fled heights in specified orientation on a
7: The change of frequency in an oscillator specified hard surface. Types of drop tests
during wumup (Ref. 15). include edgewise drop, cornerwise drop,
8: For a gyroscope, the horizontal compo- and free-fail drop.
nent of precesson or wander, or the algp- drosometer. An instrument used to measure
braic sum of the two. When It is desired to the amount of dew formed on a given sur-
differentiate between the sum and its com- face (Ref. 1).
ponents, the sum is called total drift (Ref. drought. A period of abnormally dry weath-
15). er sufficiently prolonged for the lack of

drift, glacial. AD rock material in transport water to cause a marked hydrologic imbal-
by glacier ice, all deposits made by glacier ance in the affected area.
Ice, and all deposits predominantly of gla. drowned valley. A valley, the lower part of
cial origin made in the sea or in bodies of which has been inundated by the sea as a
glacial melt water, including rocks rafted by result of submergence of the land margin
icebergs. Glacial drift occurs as scattered (Ref. 4).
rock f1ragments, a till, and as outwash (Ref. drumlin. An elongated, half-egg-ehaped hill
11). made up of material deposited beneath gla-

drift ice. See: peck Ice. cial ice; it occurs in a previously glaciated
drifting sand. An ensemble of particles of region, the long axis lying parallel to the

dust or sand raised from the pround to direction of flow of the ice, with the thick,
small or moderate height by a sufficiently steep end to the north (Ref. 20).
strong and turbulent wind (Ref. 38). dry adiabat. A line of constant potential

drifting snow. Snow particles being blown temperature on a thermodynamic diagram.
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It is Intended to represent the lifting of dry travels downstream by the movement of the
air in an adiabatic process. sediment up the upstream dope and the

dry ai. Air with relative humidity not ex. deposition of it on the downstream slope.
oseding 65 percent. For types, me: barchan, longitudinal dune,

dry-bulb tempeors is. The temperature of alef dune, star dune, transverse dune, whale-
the air, pestic•.ary a measured by the back (Ret. 11)
dry.bulb themometer of a psychrometer. duninae. Various types of packing material

dry-bulb thermometer. A thermometer with placed around cargo to prevent shifting and
an uncovered bulb, used with a wet.bulb damage during transportation.
thermometer to determine atmospheric durometer. An instrument used for measur-
humidity. The two thermometers constitute Ing the hardness of a substance.
the essential pas of a psychrometer (Ref. dust. Solid matter consisting of minute parti-
15). des, smaller than sand particles, and occur-

dry Mot.L Sea sdt particles that have fallen ring everywhere In the atmosphere; it Is
from the atmosphere to the surface of the often carried large distances by the wind
earth by gravity. and is constantly being deposited on the

dry tog. A fog that doos not moisten ex- surface of the earth. The sources of dust are
poed surfaces (Ref. 3). various: in and near industrial ress, the

dry frition damping. See: coulomb damp. smoke from factory and domestic chimneys
ins. charges the atmosphere with particles of

dry iee. Carbon dikxide in solid form; it sub- carbon and other substances; in the deserts
limes to a gas at -78.5*C and is used as a dust is ramed from the ground by the wind;
refrigerant, while volcanic dust enters the air during an

dry laik. See: plays. eruption (Ref. 20).
dry tank. A large tank constructed of metal, dust devil. See: dust whirl.

usually with a concrete floor. It is sealed dust electrification. The proces whereby
and used for long-term storame. Most dry suspended dust particles acquire electrical
tanksame laid out In long lines to facilitate charge.
humidity control. Materiel not destined for dustfal. Dust that has settled from the
use for a number of yeams ar stored atmosphere due to gravity. It is measured as
therein, dust weight on a unit area in a unit time

dry wash or wael. A broad, dry bed of a (usually 1 mo).
stream; a dry stream channel (Ref. 10). dusting. The breakdown and disintegration

DOMA Abbr. for Defense Supply Manage- of materials into small particles.
ment Agency. dustatorm. An unusual, frequently severe

DOP Abbr. for Defense Standardization weather condition characterized by strong
Program. winds and dust-filled air over an extensive

ductile. Not brittle, capable of being ham. area, A thick mas of airborne dust may
mered, drawn, and stretched without frio- obscure the atmosphere to the extent that
ture. it reduces visibility very considerably, some-

dummy load. A substitute device employed times practically to zero (Ref. 1).
with radio and radar transmitters and other dust test chamber. A chamber for testing
electm.nic transmission apparatus which has material in which exposure to airborne sand
the impedance and dissipative character- and dust can be controlled.
istics of the substituted device but which dust whirl; also dust devil. A rapidly rotating
does not radiate or transmit, column of air, usually about 100 to 300 ft

dune. 1: A heap of sand or other material in height, carrying dust, straw, leaves, or
accumulated by wind. The external form other light material. It has no direct rela-
may be that of a hill or ridge. tionship to a dust storm, and usually devel.
2: A sand wave of approximately triangular ops on a calm, hot afternoon with clear
cross section (in a vertical plane in the skies, mostly in desert regions (Ref. 15).
direction of flow) with gentle upstream dyn Abbr. for dyne.
dope and steep downstream dope, which dynamic aging. Aging of materials, particu-
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larly elstomers, that occurs more rapidly circulation to loca weather (Ref. 3).
than static aging because the application of dynamic dehumidifteation. The removal of
dynamic stresses expose frsh surface arms moisture from the atmosphere by dehumid-
of the material to attack by the environ- ification machines that use power-driven
ment. It is characterized by cracks caused blowers (Ref. 1).
by the combination of dynamic fatigue and dynamic excitation. An external vibratory
oxidation or ozone attack. force or other type input applied to a sys-

dynamic climatology. The climatology of tom tha causes the system to respond (Ref.
atmospheric dynamics and thermodynam- 87).
ila; a climatological approach to the study dynamic meteosology. The branch of
and explanation of atmospheric circulation, meteorology that deals with the motions of
Confusion exists regarding the distinction the atmosphere and their relations to other
between this and synoptic climatology, meteorological elements (Ref 15).
Among the comparisons drawn are: (a) dynamic pressure. See: premsr, dynamic.
dynamic climatology Is global while synop- dynamic oftron. See: stres, dyamic.
tic climatology As regional; (b) dynamic dynamic unbalance. A condition in rotating
climatology is for the theoretical metaorol- machLidry in which the total inertia (amod.
ogMit while synoptic climatology is for the ated with the center of gravity) with refer-
forecaster and practical climatologist, once to the rotational centerline Is nonzero.
Dynamic climatology generalizes from local dynamic vbscosty. See: viscosity, dynamic.
observations to the energy processes of the dyne. A unit of force that will produce an
entire atmosphere while synoptic climatol- acceleration of I cm s' if applied to a body
ogy peartcularizes from the atmospheric with a mass of 1 g (Ref. 1).

E
early fallout. Fallout near the site of an ex- hazy atmosphere from mountain peaks at

plosion (Ref. 1). times of sunrise or sunset; not to be con-
earth. 1: The lithosphere, the solid matter of fused with the twilight phenomenon of the

the planet Earth. dark segment which is not truly a shadow
2: The loose or softer material on the sr- effect (Ref. 3).
face of the earth as distinguished from rock. ease of maintenance. The degree of facility
(Ref. 32) with which equipment can be retained in,

earthquake. A perceptible trembling to vio- or restored to, operation. It is a function of
lent shaking of the pround produced by the the rapidity with which maintenance opera-
sudden shift of part of the crust of the tions can be performed to avert malfunc-
earth (Ref. 1). Earthquakes sometimes tions or correct them if they occur. Ease of
cause a permanent change of level at the maintenance is enhanced by any considera-
surface, but often the damage done by the tion that will reduce the time and effort
shaking provides the only lating visible necessary Lo maintain equipment at peak
effect. They may be produced by a volcanic operating efficiency (Ref. 33).
explosion. Earthquakes are common in ebb tide; also falling tide; ebb current. The
most volcanic areas and often precede or movement of a tidal current away from the
accompany eruptions, coast or down an eslbuary or tidal waterway;

earth radiation. See: terrestrial radiation, the opposite of flood current (Ref. 3).
earth shadow. Any shadows projecting into a echo. The signal received by a radar or sonar
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met s a resuit of the reflection of a Uwen- periodic sound preemures, the interval
mitted radio or sound puke from objects in should be long enough to make the value
the field of scan (Ref 12). obtained essentially independent of emall

echo flutter. A rapid succeemion of reflected changes in the length of the interval The
pues resulting from a inge initial puke tam effective sound premure is frequently
(Ref. 1). shortened to sound premure (Ref. 38).

ediptic. The great circle in the eleostial effective temperature. 1: The temperature at
sphere which is the apparent path of the which motionlesm, saturated air would in-
sun around the earth. duce, in a sedentary worker wearing ordi-

eola. The interrelationshipe of living nary indoor clothing, the sme menmation of
things to one another and to their environ- comfort ma that induced by the actual
ment or the study of such interrelationships conditions of temperature, humidity, and
(Ref. 9). air movement (Ref. 1).

ecosyatem. The interacting system of a 2: With rempoct to radiation, ascrlbed to an
biological community and its nonliving imperfectly radiating body: the tempera.
environment (Ref. 9). tumr at which a perfect radiator (blackbody)

edqhkic. Relating to or determined by condi- would emit radiation at the same rate.
tiona In the soil, rather than by climatic fic. Thus, the effective temperature is always
tort (Ref. 2). lss then the actual temperature (Ref. 8).

eddy. A current of air or fluid that runs con- effective terrestrial radiation. The difference
trary to the main stream, especially a mall between the outgoing (positive) terrestrial
vortex of air that runs counter to the main radiation of the surface of the earth and the
airflow. Eddies tend to form on the lee side downcoming (negative) counterradiation
of an object (Ret 14). In electronics, eddy from the atmosphere. It is to be emphasized
currents exist in conducting mama. due to that this difference is a positive quantity, of
voltage& induced by a variation in magnetic the order of several tantha of a langley per
flux. minute, at all times of day (except under

RED Abbr. for electroexploaive device, conditions of low overcast clouds). It typi-
effective gust velocity. The vertical compo- cally attains it. diurnal maximum during

nent of the velocity of a mharp-edgmd gust the midday hourm when high soil tempera-
that would produce a given acceleration on turn create high rates of outgoing terres-
a particular airplane flown in level flight at trial radiation. However, in daylight hours
the deodn cruising speed of the aircraft and the effective terrestrial radiation is generally
at a given air density (Ref. 8). much smaller than the insolation, while at

effective precipitation. 1: The portion of night it typically dominates the energy
the precipitation that produce. runoff. budget of the surface of the earth (Ret. 1).
2: A weighted averae of current and ante- efflorescenoe. The process by which sub-
cedent precipitation that is "effective" In stances change to a powder forn lon of
correlating with runoff. water of crystallization. In nature, this may
3: As described by U 8 Bureau of Reclama- remilt in a white powder or powdery crust
tion, the part of the precipitation falling on on the surface of coils in arid area.
an Irrigated ma that Is effective in meeting elaticity. The propxrty of a material by vir-
the consumptive use requirement.. (Ret 6) tue of which it tends to recover automati-

effective sound premure or zuot-menenquare caily its original size and ehupe after
sound prmeure. The effective sound pres- deformation (Ref. 1).
iure at a point is the root-mean-square value elastomer. Any elatic rubberlike substance,
of the instantaneous sound prmeures over a such a natural or synthetic rubber (Reot 4).
time interval at the point under consider&- deltical breakdown. The sudden d4creme
tion. In the came of periodic mound prm- in the electrical resistivity of a material
suns, the Interval must be an integral num- when the applied electric field strength ex-
bar of periods or an interval that is long ceeds a certain value.
compared to a period. In the cme of non- electric discharge. Flow of electric current
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through a gas such that radiation is emitted system circuit, the tendency for the anodic I
that is characteristic of the gas and of the metal to go into solution is decreased (Ref.
intensity of the current. 1).

electric field strength; also electric field, elec. alectrouagnetic. Pertaining to the combined
tric intensity, electric field Intensity, else. electric and magnetic fields associated with
tric potential gradient, field stengm. The radiation or with movements of charged
eletrical force exerted on a unit positive particies (Ref. 1).
chme placed at a given point in space. The esctrmagnstie damping. The reduction of
electric field strength is expressed, in the mechanical vibrations by application of
practical system of electrical units, in terms electomapgetic forces to the physical
of volts per centimeter, and Is a vector components of the vibrating system.
quantity (actually, the magnitude of the Damping forces associated with magnetic
electric.field vector). The electric field hystereais and eddy currents no examples.
strength of the atmosphere is commonly electromagnetic interference. Impairment of
referred to a the atmospheric electric field the reception of a wanted elactromagnetic
(Ref. 8). signal caused by an electromagnetic

electrochemical cell. A system consisting of disturbance; the inhibition of performance
cathode, anode, and electrolyte plus those in electronic communications, navigation,
connections necessary for the cell to receive control, and computing equipment as a
or provide current, result of spurious electromagnetic signals.

electrochemncal corrosion. See: corrosion, electromagnetic lineofsigLht. The maximum
electrochemncal. distance at which direct wave transmission

sectrochemoal series or electromotive is possible between transmitting and
series. A listing of metals arranged receiving antennas of liven height,
according to their electromotive potential negiecting propagation anomalies (Ref. 1).
as compared with hydrogen. electromagnetic pulse. A sudden, intense

electrode. A conductor through which a discharge of electromagnetic energy. It
current enters or leaves an electrolyte, gas, occurs naturally as a result of lightning dis-
vacuum, or other nonmetallic conductor charge and is induced by nearsurface nucle-
(Ref. 4). ar explosions.

estromncephadugram. Medical Electronics. electromagnetic radiation. Radiation made
A raphic record of the changes with time up of oscillating electric and magnetic fields
of the surface potential generated on the and propagated with the speed of light.
scalp as a result of neuroelectric activity of Includes gamma radiation, X rays, ultra.
the brain, violet, visible and infrared radiation, and

electroexplouive device. An explosive device radar and radio waves (Ref. 5).
that is actuated by an electrical impulse, electromagnetic spectrum. The ordered ar-

electrolysis. The production of chemical ray and identification of all known electro-
changes by passage of current through an magnetic radiations, extending from the
electrolyte (Ref. 4). shortest gamma rays through X rays, ultra-

electrolyte. A nonmetallic conductor of violet radiation, visible radiation, inhrred
electricity in solid or liquid form in which radiation, including microwave and the
the charge carriers are ions rather than longer radio wavelengths. The known fre-
electrons, as in metals. quencies of the spectrum range from 0 to

electrolytic corrosion. Corrosion caused by 1025 Hs.
electrochemical proceses, electromagnetism. 1: Magnetism caused by

electrolytic protection. Protection from the flow of an electric current (Ref. 4).
electrochemical corrosion by use of the 2: A branch of physical science that deals
protected material a the cathode in the with the relationships between electricity
corrosion cell. If an electromotive force and magnetism.
counter to the normal flow ut current in a electromechanical coupling factor. A numer-
corroding system can be impressed on Lhe ical factor indicating the extent to which
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the electrical characteristics of a transducer Stokes' law. In elutriation, a dust sample Is
ae modiied by a coupled mechanical sys- Introduced into an upward-moving fluid
temn, and vice versa (Ref. 22). stream of controllable velocity. By varying

elec anetsor. A v/isibl or audible manifcs- the velocity of the fluid stream, different
tation of atmospheric electricity. Electro- particle size. are separated (elutriated), and
meteors either correspond to discontinuous the sies can be calculated from the known

electrical discharges (llghtning, thunder) or velocity of the fluid.
occur as more or les continuous phenom- eluviation. The movement of dissolved or
ena (St. Elmo's fire, polar aurora) (Ref. 38). suspended material within the soil by move-

elctron affinity. 1: A measure of the ability ment of water when there is an excess of

of an atom or molecule to attract additional rainfall over evaporation. Horizons that

electrons, have lost material through eluviation are

2: The minimum energy required to remove referred to as eluvial and those that have

an electron from a negative ion to produce received material a illuvisl. Uluviation may

a neutral atom or molecule, take place downward or sidewise according
electronic Jamming. The deliberate radiation, to the direction of water movement. As

reradiation, or reflection of electromagnetic used the term refer especially, but not

energy with the object of impairing the use exclusively, to the movement of colloids,

of electronic devices, equipment, or systems whereas leaching refers to the complete

(Rf. 5). removal of material in solution (Ref. 20).

electronic line of sight. The path traversed emanometer. An instrument for the me"-

by electromagnetic waves that is not subject urement of the radon content of the atmos-

to reflection or refraction by the atmos- phere. Radon is removed from a sample of

phere (Ref. 8). ai by condensation or adsorption on a sur-

electronics. The broad field that includes face, and is then placed in an ionization

devices, circuits, or systems that use devices chamber and its activity determined (Ref.

wherein electrons move through a vacuum, 3).
vas, or semiconductor. embayed coast. A coast with many project-

electronic warfare. Military action involving ing headlands, bays, and outlying Islands
the use of electromagnetic energy to deter- (Ref. ]).
mine, exploit, reduce, or prevent hostile ue embedment. The process in which vehicle.
of the electromagnetic spectrum and action lose traction and the capability to move as a
that retains friendly use of the elactro- result of miring in soft terrain such as mow,
magnetic spectrum. mud, or sand.

electron volt. An energy unit equal to the embrittlement. An increase in the suscepti-
differenee in energy between two electrons bility of a metal to fracture under stress
separated In potential by one volt. caused by the introduction of gas or other

electrophoreals. Migration of charged parti. foreign atoms, by segregation of brittle
cles in a liquid as caused by an external constituents, by internal oxidation, by cold,
electric field. or by certain types of corrosion (Ref, 1).

electrostatics. The branch of science that is emiesivity. The ratio of the rate of emission
concerned with electric phenomena associ- of radiant energy in a given wavelength in-
ated with electric charges that are at rest. terval from a given surface to the rate of

elevation. 1: The height to which something emission of a blackbody mt the same tern-
is elevated. perature in the same wavelength interval
2: The angular distance of a celestial object when the radiation emitted by the surface is
above the horizon, due solely to its temperature (i.e., excludirg
3: The vertical distance of ground forms, transmitted radiation, heat generated by
usually measured in feet or meters, above chemical or other reactions, etc.) (Ref. 1).
mean sea level (plus elevation) or below The greatest value that an emissivity may
mean sea level (minus elevation) (Ref. 8). have is unity, the least value zero.

elutriation. A technique for determining the emittance. A measure of the total radiant
size of a particle from its rate of fall by energy given off by a unit area of a surface

so)
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in unit time into the surface hemisphere at under various worldwide conditions. It is

a given wavelength. Total emissive power formed from a contraction of the words

refers to emittance at all wavelengths. environment and analysis (Ref. 1).
IM Abbr. for electromagnetic pulse. environment. 1: The totality of natural and
emplacement. A prepared position for weap- induced conditions occurring or encoun-

one or military equipment. tared at any one time and place (Ref. 1).
emcapmlatian. The process of surrounding 2: The integrated total of all stresses that

components with a foam or liquid that sub- influence the performance capability of
sequently hardens providing protection to man and equipment during transit, In stor.
the components. Encapsulation provides sge (or confinement), or under field operat-
vibration protection by coupling the system Ing conditions (Ref. 39). See also: artificial
together so that its inertial and stiffnes envkronment, induced environment, natural
properties are distributed instead of having environment, operational environment.
the components vibrate at their various euvironmenmtal control. A method by which
resonant frequencies. Used especially with the severity of a damaging environmental
electronic equipment to eliminate high fe- stress Is reduced to a level tolerable by
quency resonance and to protect from equipment or personnel (Ref. 1).
shock and vibration. environmental damping. The dissipation of

annustment. The coating of the ground and energy from a system vibrating in air or in a
surface objects with a layer of malt particles fluid. The damping force is approximately
during driving windstorms. proportional to the square of the fluid

end moraine. See: terminal moraine, viscosity.
mndotherml. A type of chemical reaction in environmental design criteria. Environmental

which heat Is absorbed. parameters that represent a given degree of
endurance limit. See: fatigue limit, severity of conditions existing in nature, in
endurance test. See: test, endurance, equipment operation, or in storage, which
enegy dissipater. A material used to dissi. ar to be incorporated in the design of

pate kinetic energy during impact. Paper equipment (Ref. .).
honeycomb, MIL-H-9884, is the approved environmental element. See: environmental

V energy dissipater for airdrop operations, factor.
Paper honeycomb dissipates the kinetic environmental engineering. The branch of
energy by crushing (Ref. 17). engineering concerned with the designing,

enthalpy. A thermodynamic function of developing, and testing of equipment or
state; a change in enthalpy represents the materials to function reliably under all
heat transfer to a system by a reversible environmental conditions expected during
isobaric process. their intended operutional, transportation,

entrainment. The drawing along with u of or storage life (Rel. ').

dust or mow in a wind. In meteorology, the environmental factor. One of the compo.
mixing of environmental air into a preexist- nents of an environiment; often referred to
ing organised air current so that the envi. as an environmental element. Environ-
ronmental air becomes part of the current; mental factors may be either:
the opposite of detrainment. (a) induced, including those conditions

entropy. 1: A meanure of the unavailable resulting from the operation of a structure
energy in a system, i.e., energy that cannot or item of equipment; I.e., produced by
be converted into another form of energ man or his activities; or
or is not available to do work. (b) natural, including those conditions gen-
2: A meaure of the degree of mixing of erated by the forces of nature and whose
different kinds or sizes of sediments; high effects are experienced when the equipment
entropy approaches an unmixed sediment or structure is at rest u well u when it is in
of one kind (Ref. 18). operaticn. The distinction between natural

envanal. An empirical method of recording and induced environmental factors cannot
data which reflects the performance of always be clearly discerned nor precisely
equipment and materiel when operated defined; however, for purposes of this hand-
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book they have been classified es follows: internal conditions that might lead to date.
(1) Natural factors: terrain, temperature, riormtion (Ref. 1).
humidity, pressure, solar radiation, rain, environmental services. The various combi-
"solid piecipitation, fog and whiteout, wind, nations of scientific, technical, and advisory
salt, salt fog and salt water, ozone, macro- activities (including modification processes;
biological organisms, and microbiological i.e., the influence of manmade and natural
organisms. fActon) required to acquire, produce, and
(2) Induced factors: atmospheric pollut- supply information on the past, present,
ants; snd and dust; vibration, shock, and and future states of space, atmospheric,
acceleration; acoustics; electromagnetic oceanographic, and terrestrial surroundings
radiation; and nuclear radiation. for use in military planning and declison-

envkonmemtal field test. A test or program making processes, or to modify those sur.
of teats in which an item of materiel Is sub- roundings to enhance military operations
Jected to storage and functional testing in (Rot 5).
one or more specific environments (Rof. 1). environmental simulation test. See: test,

.avikonmental lapse rate. The rate of de- environental simulation.
crease of temperature with elevation. The environmental stress. See: stres, environ.
conoep, may be applied to other atmos, mental.
pharic variables (e.g., lapse -ate of density) environmental test. A test of equipment,
if these am specified. The environmental supplies, and techniques under a specific set
lap. rate is determined by the distribution of environmental conditions in which each
of temperature in tho vertical at o given is intended to be used. Such a test will nor-
time and place and should be carefully dis. madly be an integral part of other tests; i.e.,
tiniulshed from the proces lapse rate, engineer design, engineering, and service
which applies to an individuil air parcel tests (Ref. 39).
(Ref. U). eolian. See: asolian.

environm tal operating conditions. The fac- EPA Abbr, for Environmental Protection
ton of the environment which singly or in Agency.
combination have a significant effect upon ephemeral lake. See: playa.
military operations, and must, therefore, be ephemeral stream. A stiemn channel that
considered in the design and testing of carries water only during and immediately
materiel (Ref. 39). after periods of rainfall or mow melt 'Ref.

environmental protection. Research and its 3).
application designed to maintain or improve ephemeris. A publication giving the corn-
the degree of effective performance of man puted places of the celestial bodies for each
and equipment under all types of environ- day of the year, or for other regular inter-
mental stress (Ref. 1). vals (Ref. 5).

anvrosimantal research. The systematic Eppley pyrheliometer. A thermoelectric
study and investigation of any en- pyrheliometer in which radiation is allowed
vironmental factor or combination of fac. to fall on two concentric silver rings, the
ton for the purpose of discovering basic outer covered with magnesium oxide and
rules or principles governing their cause and the inner covered with lampblack. Thermo-
behavior, extending knowledge of their couples are used to measure the tempera-
occurrence and distribution, or ascertaining ture difference between the rings (Ref 3).
the relation between them and other as- equatorial air. 1: According to some authors,
pects of the environment, both natural and the air of the doldrums or the equatorial
induced (Ref. 1). See ako: resesreh and trough, to be distinguished somewhat
applied environmental research, vaguely from the tropical air of the trade-

environmental resistance features. The char. wind zones. Tropical air "becomes" equato-
acteristice or the properties of an item that rial air when the former enters the equato-
protect the Item against the effects of an rial zone and stagnates. There is no signifi-
environmental exposure and that prevent cant distinction between the physical
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properties of thee two typos of air In the exposure to air of a given humidity, temper.
lower troposphere (Ref 3). ature, and pressure (Reof 1).
2: An airmas- that invade. the Gulf Coast equinox. 1: Either of the two points of
region of the United States from time to intersection of the apparent annual path of
time. It hba very high temperature and high the sun and the plane of the Equator of the
moisture content. It is usually conditionally earth; i.e., a point of intersection of the
and convectively unstable, without a signifi- ecliptic and the celestial Equator.
cant Inversion or dry layer (Ref. 18). 2: Popularly, the time at which the sun pn-

equatorial forest or tropical rain forest. The an directly above the Equator; the "thie of
hot, wet, evergreen forest of the equatorial the equinox." (Rof. 3)
region, where rainfall is very heavy and equipment. All articles needed to outfit an
where there is no dry season; it extends in individual or an organization. The term
parts into monsoon areas. Because of the refers to clothing, tools, utensils, vehicles,
extreme heat and moisture, the growth is weapons, and other similar items. As to
dense and luxuriant, type of authorization, equipment may be

equatorial trough. The quasi-continuous belt divided Into special (or project) equipment,
of low pressure lying between the subtrop- equipment prescribed by tables of allow-
ical high-presure belts of the Northern and ances, and equipment prescribed by tables
Southern Hemispheres. This entire region is of orgenisation and equipment (Ref. 26).
one of very homogeneous air, probably the equivalent drop height. The height from
most ideally barotropic region of the atmos- which a load dropped in free fall would
phere. Yet, humidity i sav high that slight achieve the same impact velocity as that
variations in stability cause major variations experienced in a parachute drop (Ref. 17).
"in weather (Ref, 3). equivalent temperature. 1: Isobaric equiva-

equilibrI•um. 1: A static or dynamic state of lent temperature. The temperature that an
balance between opposing forces, air parcel would have if all water vapor were
2: •hermodynamics. Any state of a system condensed out at constant pressure, the
that would not undergo change if the sys- latent heat released being used to heat the
tem were to be% isolated. Processe in an air.
isolated system not in equilibrium are irre- 2: Adiabatic equivalent temperature: the
versible and always in thd direction of equl- temperature an air parcel would have after:
lHbrium. (a) dry-adiabatic expansion until saturated,
3: Mechanics. A state in which the vector (b) pseudoedlabatic expansion until all
sum of all forces, i.e., the acceleration vec- moisture is precipitated out, and (c) dry.
tor, Is zero. In hydrudynamics, it is usually adlabatic compression to the initial pressure
further required that a steady state exist (Ref. 3).
throughout the atmospheric or fluid model, erg. 1: Physics, The work performed by a
The equilibrium may be stable or unstable force of 1 dyn acting through a distance of
with respect to displacements therefrom. 1 cm. The erg is the unit of energy or work
(Ref. 3) in the centimetor-gram-escond system (Ref.

equilibrium vapor pressure. The vapor pres- 15).
sure of a system in which two or more 2: Geology. An extensive area in a dert
phases of a substance coexist in equilib- where the surface is loose or almost uncon.
rium. In meteorology the reference Is to solidated sand, usually forming high dunes,
water unless otherwise specified, If the Sometimes called a sand sea (Ref. 1).
system consists of moist air in equilibrium erode. Removal and transport of material
with a plane surface of liquid water or ice, from a surface, usually the earth, by wivd,
the more specialized saturation vapor pres- water, or other natural agents (Ref. 2).
sure is usually employed, in which came the erosion. 1. Geology. The wearing away of
vapor pressure is a function of temperature the land surface by detachment and trans.
only (Ref. 1). port of soil and rock materials through the

equilibrium water. The water content ef a action of moving water, wind, or other
solid that will remain unchanged by further geological agents (Reo 16).
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2: Metafnurgy. Destruction of metal or stance is changed from the liquid into the

other material by the abrasive action of vapor state. In hydrology, evaporation is
Ikluid or go. vaporization that takes place at a tempera.

eroson, amcelerated. Rapidly occurring ero- ture below the boiling point (Ref. 6).
aion (compared to natural processes) due to evaporation pan. A type of atmometer; a
the activities of man or, rarely, the activities pan used in the measurement of the evapo-
of animals (Ref. 2). ration of water Into the atmosphere. The

wrti©c. A larle rock fragment tramsported National Weather Service evaporation pan
from a distant source, especially by the (clm-A pan) is a cylindrical container fabri-
"action of glacial ice (Ref. 32). cated of galvanized iron or monel metal

erythena. 1: A reddening of the skin due to with a depth of 10 in. and a diameter of 4
caplilry congestion. Several forms of cry- ft (Ref. I).
thema can be caused by undue exposure of evaporation, total. The sum of water lost
the human body to weather elements. The from a given land ares during any specific
most common is sunburn; frostbite is not time by transpiration from vegetation and
uncommon nor is windburn; snowburn is budding of plant tissue; by evaporation
common in Alpine regions (Ref. 3). from water surfaces, moist soil, and snow;
2: Redness of the skin caused by heat, and by interception. It has been variously
drugs, ultraviolet rays, or ionizing radiation, termed evaporation, evaporation from land

escarpment. A cliff or steep slope of consid- areas, evapotranspiration, total loss, water
arable length facing in one general direc- loses, and fly off (Ref. 3).
tion. Escarpments are produced by faulting evaporative power. A measure of the degree
or by erosion; however, the abbreviated to which the -eather or climate of a region
form "scarp" is usually limited to cliffs is favorable to the proess of evaporation. It
formed by faulting (Ref. 32). to usually considered to be the rate of evap-

asker. A long, narrow sinuous ridge com. oration, under existing atmospheric condl-
posed chiefly of irregularly stratified sand tions, from a surface of water that is chemi-
and gravel. It was once the bed of a stream cally pure and has the temperature of the
flowing beneath or in the ice of a glacier lowest layer of the atmosphere (Ref. I).
and was left behind when the ice melted evaporativity. See: evaporative power.
(Ref. 20). evaporimeter. An instrument for measuring

estuary. The widoned channel at the mouth the rate of evaporation of water into the
of a river, in which the infiaence of the atmosphere (Ref. 15).
tides is felt. The water in an estuary is nor. evaporite. One of the sediments deposited
mally brackish (Ref. 1). Ftuaries are deli- from an aqueous solution as a result of
cate ecosystems; they serve as nurseries, and extensive or total evaporation of the sol-
spawning and freding grounds for a large vent.
group of marine life and provide shelter and evapotranspiration. The combined processes
food for birds and wildlife (Ref. 9). by which water is transferred from the sur-

ETL A bbr. for US Army, Engineer Topo- face of the earth to the atmosphere; evapo-
graphic Laboratories. ration of liquid or solid water plus tranpi-

evacuation. 1: The process of moving any ration from plants (Ref. 1).
perron who is wounded, injured, or ill to evergreen. Any of the various needled and
andlor between medical treatment facilities, broad-leaved trees, shrubs, and herbs that
2: The clearance of personnel, animals, or retain their green foliage throughout the
materiel froin a given locality. year, and that do not shed this foliage until
3: The controlled process of collecting, cle- the new leaves have developed (Ref. 11).
siftying, and shipping unserviceable or aban- exoneration fea.tor. 1: The factor by which
doned materiel, United States and foreign, a real-time environment stress level must be
to appropriate reclamation, maintenance, multiplied in order to simulate a real-time
technical intelligence, or disposal facilities service life by laboratory test of short dura-
(Ref. 5). tion (Ref. 22).

evaroration. The process by which a sub- 2: The factor used in short-term environ-
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mental testing which specifies the amount form of Bouguer's law (or Beer's law) (Ref.) by which the level of an environmental fea. 3):
tur must be raied In a short duration test
to simulate long-term environmental expo- -

sure in the service environment.
excitation. The process of applying an exter. where

nal force or other input to a system in such I - illuminance (luminous flux
a manner that the system responds in some density) at a selected point
fahion (Ref. 22). in space

exfoliation. A weathering process that con-
sists of the peeling off of thin layers of rock Io " source iuminance
fom the surface. In hot deserts it is caused x - distance of point from source
by the heating of the rocks by day and their - the extinction coefficientc~oolng by night, loading to alternate expan. , =teetnto ofiin

sion and contraction, The corners of rock extraction prachute, An auxiliary parachute
masses are broken off, and the surfaces designed to releas and extract caro from
assume a rounded form. The process is aircraft in flight and deploy cargo para-
often assisted by others, such as the chemi. chutes (Ref. 5).
cal weathering of the outer layers. The term extraction system. A system used to with-
"onion weathering" is sometimes used for draw airdrop items from aircraft in flight
exfoliation (Ref. 20). (Ref. 17).

exosphme. The uppermost layer of the extraterrestrial radiation. 1: Radiation (slec-
atmosphere, the outer boundary of which is tromagnstic and charged particles) originat-
variously estimated to- be at 500 to 1,000 ing in space beyond the atmosphere of the
km altitude and is the critical layer of earth; eg., solar radiation and primary cos-
escape from the atmosphere into space. mic roys.

exposure. 1: State of being open to the 2: Meteorology. The solar eletromagnetic
effects of a certain natural or simulated fac- radiation received at the outer limits of the
tor or condition. Natural exposure refers to atmosphere (Ref. 1).
the subjection of a material to normal ser. extreme. Climatology. The highest and, in
vice conditions; accelerated exposure refers some cases, the lowest value of a climatic
to subjection to more stringent conditions, element observed during a given period or
2: Meteorology. The physical location of an durbig a given month or season of that peri.
instrument (Ref. 3). od. If this is the whole peovod for which
8: The general surroundings of a site, with observations are available, it Is the absolute
special reference to ita openness to wind extreme (Ref. 3).
and sunshine (Ref. 3). extremely arid (climate). A climate in which

external exposure. Exposure to ionizing at least 10 mo of the year have no more
radiations coming from a source outside the than 1 day with precipitation of 0.1 in. or
body (Ref. 1). more (Ref. 23).

extinction. The attenuation of light; i.e., the eye of the storm or eye. Meteorology. The
reduction in illuminance of a parallel beam roughly circular area of comparatively light
of light as the light panses through a mnedi. winds end fair weather found at the center
umn wherein absorption and Lattering occur of a severe tropical cyclone. The winds are
(Ref. 3). generally 10 kt or less; no rain occurs;

extinction coefficient. A measure of the sometimes blue sky may be seen. Eye
space rate of diminution, or extinction, of diameters vary from 4 to more than 40 mi;
any transmitted light; thus, it is the attenua, common magnitudes seem to be 12 to 25
tion coefficient applied to visible radiation. mi (Ref. 1).
The extinction coefficient Is identified in a
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F

F Abbr. for farad. operating characteristics of some part or
f Abbr. for femto 10"-1. parameter resulting in a complete failure of
FAA Abbr. for Federal Aviation Agency. the item; e.g., circuit opens or shorts, or
facility. A physical plant, such as real estate structural failure (Ref. 33).

and improvements thereto including build- failure, random. Any catastrophic failure
ings and equipment, that provide the means whom probability of occurrence is invariant
for assisting or making easier the perform. with time and whose occurrence within any
ance of a function, given interval of time is, consequently, un-

facsimile. A system of telecommunication predictable; e.g., O-ring leakage, shorted
for the transmaison of fixed images with a electron tubes, or wire breakage (Ref. 33).
view to their reception in a permanent failure, wear out. A failure that occurs as a
form. result of deterioration processes or mechan-

fadeout or radio fadeout; also Dellinger of- ical wear and whose probability of occur-
feet; Mogel-Dellinger affect. A type of rence increases with time. Wear out failures
fading in which the received signal strength are those failures that occur generally near
is reduced to a value below the noise level the end of life of an item and are usually
of the receiver. The most common cause of characterized by chemical or mechanical
fadeout is a disturbed ionosphere (Ref. 3). changes; i.e., those failures that could have

fading The resultant change or loss in the been prevented by a replacement policy
original color of protective coatings or based on the known wear-out character-
materials due to exposure to solar radiant istics of the item; e.g., motor brush wear
energy, heat, chemicals, chemical fumes, or out (Ref. 33).
combinations of these (Ref. 1). fair-weather route. A road that quickly be-

fahrenheit temperature scale (Abbr. F). A comes impassable in adverse weather and
temperature scale with the ice point at 320 that cannot be kept open by maintenance
and the boiling point of water at 212". Con- short of major construction.
version to the centigrade or Celsius temper- fallback. The part of the material carried
ature scale (C) is accomplished by the for- into the air by a surface or subsurface atom-
mula (Ref. 3): F = J- C + 32. ic explosion that ultimately drops back to

failure. 1: Any operational or performance the earth or water at the site of the explo-
degradation, or any irreversible material or sion (Ref. 14). See: fallout.
structural change, when examined in ac- falling tide, The portion of the tide cycle
cordance with specific failure criteria (Ref. between high water and the following low
1). water (Ref. 3).
2: A detected cessation of ability to per- fallout. The process of precipitation to earth
form a specified function or functions, of radioactive particulate matter from a
within previously established limits, in the nuclear cloud; also applied to the particu-
area of interest. It is a malfunction that is late matter itself (Ref. 5).
beyond adjustment by the operator by fallout contours. Lines joining points that
means of controls normally accessible to have the same radiation intensity that
him during the routine operation of the define a fallout pattern, represented in
device (Ref. 33). terms of roentgens per hour (Ref. 5),

failure, catastrophic. A sudden change in the fallout pattern. The distribution of fallout
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portrayed by fallout contours (Ref. 5). 2: A list, catalogue, or systematic report
false horizon. A line resembling the visible with keys or descriptions pertaining to the

horizon but above or below it (Ref. 40). animals of a specific region, hence arctic
fan. See: alluvkl cone. fauna, alpine fauna (Ref. 9).
FAR Abbr. for Federal Aviation Regula- FDP Abbr. for fatigue.decreased perform-

tions. ance.
far-field region. See: Fraunhofer region. Federal Stock Number. A two-part number
fast ice Any type of sea, river, or lake ice assigned to each item of supply repetitively

attached to the shore (ice foot, ice shelf), used, purchased, stocked, or distributed
beached (short ice), stranded in shallow within the Federal Government. The first
water, or frosen to the bottom of shallow part of the number consists of the appli'
waters (anchor ice) (Ref. 3). cable 4-digit elms code number of the Fed.

fatigue. A reaction that takes place in mate- eral Supply Classlfication (FSC). The sec-
rial under repeated cyclic stressing, resulting ond part of the number consists of a series
in a tendency for that, material to fadl below of seven numbers and Is known a the Fed-
its static ultimate strength (Ref. 1). eral Item Identification Number (FIIN). It

fatigue-decreased performance (FDP). Ap- is a nonsignificant number and is serially
plied to the reduction in performance of number-assigned (Ref. 26).
human beinp when exposed to vibration. Federal Supply Classification. A uniform
Traciking performance, visual acuity, orien- supply classiflcation system designed to
tation sensing, speech, and reaction time serve the commodity classlfication system
can all be affected by various amplitudes needs of supply operations within the Fed-
and frequencies of whole-body vibration, eral Government. It divides the universe of

fatigue lIfe. The number of cycles of stress items of supply into broad commodity
or str reversals that can be sustained groups, each Federal Supply Classification
prior to failure for a stated test condition group being further subdivided into classes.
(Ref. I). The Federal Supply Classification utilizes a

fatigue limit. The maximum stress below 4-digit coding structure. The first two digits
which a material can presumably endure an of the code number identify the group; the
infinite number of stress cycles. If the stress second two digits of the code number iden-
is not completely reversed, the value of the tify the classes within each group (Ref. 26).
mean street, the minimum stress, or the Feret's diameter. A term used in particle siz-
stress ratio should be stated. The fatigue ing by microscope which is the mean of the
limit of a material is frequently referred to distances between two tangents on opposite
as its endurance limit (Ref. 1). sides of each particle image, the tangents

fault. A fracture in the crust of the earth being drawn perpendicular to the direction
accompanied by a displacement of one side of traverse.
with respect to the other in a direction par- fetch. 1: The area in which ocean waves are
allel to the fracture (Ref. 10). generated by the wind. It is generally delin-

faulting, Movement along a fault. Faulting is eated by coast lines, fronts, or areas of wind
the most usual cause of earthquakes (Ref. curvature or divergence.
1). 2: The length of the fetch area, measured in

fault-line scarp. A scarp created by erosion the direction of the wind (Ref. 3).
from an original scarp that resulted from FIDO Abbr. for fog investigation and disper-
faulting. It may have the same relief as the sal operation.
original scarp but is usually behind it and field army. Administrative and tactical
much more irregular in outline (Ref. 32). organization composed of a headquarters,

fault-scarp. A scarp caused by movement certain organic army troops, service support
along a fault, even though erosion may have troops, a variable number of corps, and a
greatly scarred the initial topography (Rel. variable number of divisions (Ref. 26).
32). field brightness. See: adaptation luminance.

fauna. 1: The animals of a region, zone, or field luminance. See: adaptation luminance.
environment, field maintenance. Maintenance authorized
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and performed by designated maintenance mow field, surplus area. In the Interna-

activities in direct support of using organi- tional Snow Calssficatlon, old wow that
zations. It is normally limited to replace- has lasted through at lest one summer; the
ment of unserviceable parts, subassemblies, flakes have changed to pains of spherical
or assemblies (Ref. 6). shape which may or may not be bonded

field moisture capacity. The percentage of together. Firn may later become glacial ice
water left in an originally saturated soil (Ref. 11). See also. firm line.
after free drainage has practically ceased (2 fin line. The highest level to which the fesh
or 8 days are required) (Reo 2). snow on a glacier surface retreats during the

field moisture deficiency. The quantity of melting season. The line separating the
water that would be required to restore the accumulation area from the ablation area
soil moisture to field moisture capacity (Ref. 6). 0e also: firm.
(Ref. 6). firm mow. Se: old mow.

field streogth meter. An instrument used to first bottom. The normal flood plain of a
measure the electrical field strength of elec. stream, subject to frequent or occasional
tromagnetic signals in a given location, flooding (Ref. 16).

field supply. The service authorized and pre- first Ught. The beginning of morning nautical
scribed to be performed by designated twilight; i.e., when the center of the morn-
mobile, semimobile, and fixed organizations Ing sun is 12 deg below the horizon (Ref.
and/or installations in providing initial 5).
replacement and replenishment supply sup- first-,cder climatological stadon. As defined
port to using units and to collateral field by the World Meteorological Organization
maintenance activities. (1956), a meteorological station at which

FUN Abbr. for Federal Item Identification autogaphic records or hourly readings of
Number. atmospheric pressure, temperature, humid-

filiform corrosion. A form of metallic corro- ity, wind, sunshine, and precipitation are
sion (the primary phase in electrolytic cor- made, together with observations at fixed
rosion) characterized by a threadlike or fila- hours of the amount and form of clouds
mentlike configuration, and notes on the weather (Ref. 8).

fine.Jrahed soil. A soil of which more than fishtail wind. Wind that is constantly chang.
50 percent of the prains, by weight, will ing direction back and forth (Ref. 12).
Sa No. 200 sieve (smaller than 0.074 fltile. Said of a material or substance that
mm in diameter) (Ref. 41). can be split or ',leaved.

inish. 1: The quality of a surface as deter- fisure. A cleft or narrow crack resulting
mined by color, brightness, texture, and from the parting of a material or substance.
general surface appearance. fixed echo. A radar echo that is caused by
2: Any surface treatment accomplished for reflection from a fixed object such as a ter-
the purposes of protecting equipment rain form or building detected by the radar
aainst environmental depreciation, enhanc- set (Ref. 12).
ing appearances, for camouflage purposes, flagellum. A long whiplike appendage that
or for identification (Ref. 1). projects singly or in groups from a call and

fiord o. fjord. A deep, narrow, and steep- is used as the organ of locomotion of many
wailed inlet of the sea formed in most in- micro-organisms.
stances by hnense glacial erosion of a val- flaking. A protective coating failure usoci-
ley. Most are the direct result of erosion by ated with paints, varnishes, lacquers, and
tongues of ice entering the ocean and mov- allied formulations. It is characterized by
ing along the bottom (Ref. 82). actual detachment of pieces of the coating

ftebeU. The luminous sphere of hot gases either from its substratum or from paint
that forms a few millionths of a second previously applied. Flakhrg is sometimes
afte detonation of a nuclear weapon and referred to as scaling and is generally pre-
immediately starts expanding and cooling ceded by checking or cracking. Flaldng is
(REf a). attributed to loss of adhesion of the coating

fim; also accumulation area, firn field, nMvi, (Ref. 1).
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flame Ionisation. A method of measuring barometer. The mechanically magnified
hydrocarbons present. The hydrocarbons motion of a float resting on the lower mar-
are burned in a hydrogen flame, producing cury surface Is used to record atmospheric
a flow of Ions which can be measured elec- pressure on a rotating drum (Ref. 3).
trically. The number of ions produced by a floating base support. A form of logistic sup-
hydrocarbon molecule is proportional to port in which supplies, repairs, maintenance
the number of carbon atoms present In the and other facilities, and services are provid-
molecule. ed for operating forces from ships and craft

flame photometry. A method of determining within a harbor or anchorage (Ref. 5).
the concentration of chemical elements floaUng ice or drift ice. Any sea ice that has
based on the measurement of the intensity drifted from its place of origin. The term is
of specific spectral lines characteristic of used in a broad sense to include any area of
the material. These spectral lines result sea ice, other than fast ice, no matter what
from quantum excitation and decay of form it takes or how disposed (Ref. 18).
elements in the heat of a flame. flocculate. To aggregate or clump together

flanmable-toge wrmhouse. A storeroom individual tiny soil particles, especially fine
for the storage of flammable material. It is clay, into small groups or granules. The
constructed of noncombustible materials opposite of deflocculate, or disperse (Ref.
and has firewals with a 4-hr fire resistance I@).
rating. Automatic deluge-type sprinklers are floe. A single piece of sea ice, other than fast
installed along with an alarm-reporting ice, large or small, described if possible as
system. "light" or "heavy" according to thickness.

flash blindness. Temporary impairment of A vast floe Is over 10 km (5.4 nmi) acrom; a
vision resulting from an intense flah of big floe is I to 10 km (3,281 ft to 5.4 nmi)
light. It includes loss of night adaptation across; a medium floe is 200 to 1,000 m
and dazzle, and it may be associated with (656 to 8,281 ft) across; a small floe is 10
retinal burns (Ref. 3). to 200 m (32.8 to 656 ft) acros (Ref. 18).

flab burn. A burn caused by excessive expo- floebeag. A mass of hummocked ice, formed
sures (of bare skin) to thermal radiation by the piling up of many ice floes by lateral
(Ref. 5). pressure; an extreme form of pressure ice. It

flash flood. A flood that rises and falls quite may be more than 50 ft high and resemble
rapidly with little or no advance warning, an Iceberg (Ref. 3).
usually as the result of intense rainfall over flood. 1: An overflow or inundation that
a relatively small area. Other possible causes comes from a river or other body of water
are ice jams and dam failure (Ref. 8). and causes or threatens damage.

* flashover. Electric breakdown across the sur- 2: Any relatively high streamflow overtop-
face of insulators. On exposed power lines ping the natural or artificial banks in any
in seasonally dry areas, airborne particles reach of a stream.

, collect on insulator surfaces, and, when the 3: A relatively high flow as measured by
first rain occurs, the soluble components of either gage height or discharge quantity
the dust film form a conducting electrolyte, (Ref. 6).
greatly decreasing the resistance across the flood-frequency curve. 1: A graph showing
surface and causing flashover. the number of times per year on the aver-

flatted cargo. Cargo placed In the bottom of age, plotted as absclssa, that floods of mag-
the holds, covered with planks and dun- nitude, indicated by the ordinate, am equal
nage, and held for future use. Flatted cargo or exceeded.
usually has room left above it for the load- 2: A similar graph but with recurrence
Ing of vehicles which may be moved with- intervals of floods plotted as abscissa (Ref.
o~t interfering with the flatted cargo. Fre- 6).
quentiy, flatted cargo serves In lieu of bal- flood plain. 1: A strip of relatively smooth
last. Sometimes called understowed cargo land bordering a stream, built of sediment
(Ref. 5). carried by the stream and dropped In the

float barograph. A type of recording siphon slack water beyond the influence of the
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swiftest current. It is called a living flood fluid threshold. The windapeed at which
plain if it is overflowed in times of high- and movement is initiated by wind pros-
water; but a fossil flood plain if it is beyond aura alone.
the reach of the ighost flood, flume. A channel, either natural ot man-
2: The lowland that borders a river, usually made, that carries water (oef 9).
dry but subject to flooding, fluorescence. The process whereby a sub.
8: The land outside of a stram channel stance emits visible light while being irradl.
described by the perimeter of the maximum ated with some form of energy.
probable flood (Ref. 8). flurry. A brief shower of snow accompanied

flood stage. 1: The gage height of the lowest by a gust of wind, or a sudden, brief wind
bank of the reach in which the gage is situ. squall (Aef. 15).
ated. The term "lowest bank" is, however, flux; Wolso transporu t. The rate of flow of
not to be taken to men an unusually low some quantity, often used in reference to
place or Iveak in the natural bank through the flow of some form of energy (Ref. 3).
which thw water inundates an unimportant flux density. The flux (rate of flow) of any
and small a quantity of, usually, a form of energy,
2: The stag at which overflow of the natu. through a unit area of specified surface.
rl banks of a stream bei•ns to cause dam- (Note that this is not a volumetric density
age in the reach in which the elevation is like radiant density.)
measured (fief. 6). flyng levels. A line of levels in surveying, to

flood wave. A distinct rise in step culmi- determine approximate elevations to hun.
nating in a crest and followed by recession dredths or tenths of a foot (Ref. 12).
to lower stages (Ref. 6). FM Abbr. for frequency modulated.

flood sone. The land bordering a stream that focus. In seismology, the source of a given
is subject to floods of about equal frequen, set of elastic waves. The true center of an
cy; for example, a strip of the flood plain earthquake, within which the strain energy
subject to flooding more often than once is first converted to elastic wave energy
but not as frequently as twice in a century (Ref. I).
(Ref. 6). foehn. A warm, dry wind that descends the

flora. 1: The vegetation of a region, zone, or leeward side of mountain ranges. Its charac-
environment. teristics are the result of forced ascent, dur-
2: A list, cata•ogue, or systematic report ing which It absorbs the heat of condense.
with keys or descriptions pertaining to the tion of its moisture, then descent, during
plants of a specific region; hence alpine which it warms at the dry adiabatic rate,
flora, bog flora (Ref. 11). "Chinook" of the northwest United States

flotation. 1: The capacity of a vehicle, gun, (Ref. 13).
or trailor to negotiate water obstacles with. fog. A hydrometeor consisting of a visible
out being in contact with the bottom. aggregate of minute water droplets suspend-
2: The capacity of a vehicle to negotiate ed in the atmosphere near the burface of the
soft, unfavorable terrain such as mud, sand, earth. According to international definition,
or snow (Ref. 5). fog reduces visibility below 1 km (0.62 ml).

flow broeeca. A type of lava flow, usually of Fog differs from cloud only in that the base
"silicic composition in which fragments of of fog is at the surface while clouds am
solidified or partly solidified lava, produced above the surface. When composed of ice
by explosion or flowege, have become weld. crystals, it is termed ice fog (Ref. I). See
ed together or cemented by the still fluid also: advection fog, round fog, radiation
parts of the same flow. to.

flow-duration curve. A cumulative frequency fog bank. A fairly well-defined mass of fog
curve that shows the percentage of time observed in the distance, usually at sea.
that specified discharges are equaled or fog chamber. See: chamber, fol.
exceeded (Rt. 6). fogging. The application of a chemical com-
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pound, in the form of vapor, to interior sur- reckoned on besl area or volume rather
faoes or relatively inaccessible surfaces (Rf. than number of tram (Ref. 19).
12) forest, secoadlrowth. 1: Forest growth that

fooktmdle. A unit of illuminance or illumi, ocmr after removal of the old stand by
nation equal to I lm ft"2. Full sunlight with cutting, fr, or other caue.

enith sun produces an illuminance of the 2: In lumberman's palance, the smaller
order of 10,000 f an a horizontal eurface. tres lft after lumbering o the tree. avail-
Full moonlight provides an iliuminance of able fra m second logging (Ref 1).
about 0.02 fa. Adequate Illumination for Meent type. A deseriptive term used to cla-
steady reading Is taken to be about 10 fe; iy a stand of similar composition and
that for close machine work is about 30-40 development due to certain ecological fta-
fc. ton. The term sugests repetition of the

foothill. One of the lower mubsdiady hills at rome type under "imilar conditions. A type
the foot of a mountain or of higher hills. is temporary if due to pasing influnces
Commonly used in the plural (Ref. 10). such am loging or fire; permanent if no

forb. A nongraoslike herbaceous plant (Ref. appreciable change is expected and if the
19). type Is due to ecological factors alone;

force balance a1e1eom9e1t11 . An electro- climax if It Is the ultimate state ofaa uces-
mechanical feedback system actuated by a don of temporary types (Ref. 19).
mismic -m. fork lift truck. A self-propelled machine for

forced oscilltion or forced vibration. The raising and transporting material by means
steady-state owillation of a system caused of two or more steel fingers that ae insert-
by a periodic excitation. (Transient ocilla. ad under the load and drawn up a verticaltions ar not considered.) (Ref. 8). guIde to the required level.

fores factor. In an electromechanleal trans- formation. In botany, one or more plant
ducer, it 13 equal to (a) the force required to communities exhibiting a definite structure
block the mechanical system divided by the and physiognomy; a structural or physlog-
corresponding current in the electrical nomic unit of vegetation; eg., a graminoid
system; (b) the open circuit voltage In the marsh or a deciduous broadleaf forest (Ref.
electrical system divided by the velocity in 1).
the mechanical system. Current may be fortin4ype barometer. A type of cistern
replaced by charge in (a) and velocity by barometer. The principal feature of this
displacement in (b) (Ref. 22). Instrument is that provision Is made to in.

ford. 1: A place where a stream or other crease or decrease the volume of the cistern
water is commonly peased by man or beast so that when a pressure change occurs, the
by wading, level of the cistern can be maintained at the
2: A place when a road or trail crosses a ero of the barometer scale (the Ivory
body of water without a bridge or ferry point). This is accomplished by the rotation
(Ret. 10). of a screw which operates against the leath-

fordability. See: deep fording, shallow ford. er lower surface of the cistern (Ref. 3).
ln& forward scatter. The scattering of radiant

fonr limit. See: timberline, energy into the hemisphere of space bound-
forest, mixed. A forest composed of trees of ed by a plane normal to the direction of the

two or more species, usually with at lent Incident radiation and lying on the side
20 percent being other than the principal toward which the incident radiation was

Sspecies (Ref. 19). advancing; the opposite of backward scatter
forest park. An open stand of tress with (Ref. 1).

Sgnames underneath rather than the under. forward slope. Any slope that descends
brush characteristically associated with towards the enemy (Ref. 5).
forests (Ref. 19). fossil fuels. Coal, oil, and natural gas; so.

forest, pure. A forest in which 80 percent or call. d because they an derived from the
more by number of the trees are the smei remains of ancient plant and animal life
species. In special cases the percentage is (Ref. 9),
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FJ?. Abbr. for frost point. 2: Meteorocky. The partion of the atance
bkadrer. 1: The proemu of breaking a solid phirf abov the planetary boundar layer,

material. in which the dedfc of the surface friction of
2: The cracking or breaking of a mineral the earth on the air motion Is negligible,
acoss its normal clseava direction. and in which the air is uinal~ly aestad n

m 401y. The ability of materiel to withstand ikdea fluid; alo called free atmosphere.
shock and vibration, expressed -a maximum 8: Aerodynunise Nonturbulent air; eat
permissible acceleration (Ret. 22). undisturbed by a movings body, as by an

begilty sating. A quantitative description of aifil (Ref. 14).
the ability of an item to withstand impact 4: In contexts regarding atomic explosions,
without damang.. air sufficiently remote from aUrfca of

bame4wisir read. A teat rood used to objects that an explosive effect, se bleat, is
Imapast severe torsional Itess to vehi11cle not modified by reflected @hock or scatter-
eliuctures as the vehicles traverse the road. Ing objects (Rief. 14).

Famuhhofer, ration. The br-field region of en freekl anomaly. The difference between
antenna. The region extending from a dis- observed gravity anid theoretical gravity

tan d W fom he atena t Ininit, wichhasbeen computed for latitude and
Xuc ~ fo heatnat correte for elevation of the station above

where L -length of antenna end Xw wave- or below the geold, by application of the
length. normal rate of change of gravity for change

fred. Discoid and arysiallnaie tha for of elevation, us in hee-eli (Rat 5).
in supeORcol wafte without coagulating Im air overpressure. The untefleoted pres-
into an ice sheet. It is the product of a criti- aminecsoftembnttoR

ed s teperbM nd wlastemeraure pressure, created In the air by the bleatcondition with teletter possibly domi. wave from an explosion (Ref. 5).
natad by radiational hms losesa. Formation Aee drop. The dihipping of eupipment or
takes place in the more or leas quiescent or supis MW 06~f Wit"o- the use of
tranquil flowing reaches of a abream where parachutes (Ref. 5).
the critical supercooling may take place and bee Wal. A parachute manuever in which the
prevail for sufficient time for the individual parachute is manually activate at the die.
particle to form rather than for en ice sheet cretlon of the jumper or Automatically at a
to pow outward from a shore. When the ice preset altitude (Ref. 5). See also: eair move-
reaches a rapids or other area of excessive ment; bree drop; higi velocity drop.
turbulence, it altommrtes and becomes bee fishd. A wae" or potential field in a
vary noticeable. It a&so forms in the se homogeneous, Isotroplc medium bee from
(where it is called lolly toe). It mayaccumu.. boundaries. In practic It Is afiled In which
late as anchor ice on socks or other obsiuc- the effects of the boundaries are negligible
tdons on the bottom of a river (Ref. J). over the region of interest. The actual pres-

gme. The condition of the substancoe within a sure impinging on en object (e.g., electro-
mixture when it Is not chemically combined acoustic transducer) placed in an otherwise
with the other components of the mixture. fte sound field will differ from the pres-
Forexa--plI,ironnouidein soilh may be by sure that would exist at the point with the
Itself as bree iron oxide, or it may be corn- object removed, unless the acoustic imped-
bined with othier elements in a mineral anca of the object matches the acoustic
(Rief. 16). Impedance of the medium (Ref. 1).

bee siowade field. A region which sound kee oscilation or- free vibration. Oscillaton
propagates by spherical divergmnce and Is, that occurs after the disturbance or original
directional; diermoterlatlo of outdoor mess- cause of the ocdllton is no longer present
uremimsnt. Oe

fiesair 1: he orton o th atmsphr beese-~died. A food preparation proem in
undisturbed by objects on the surface of which the food Is quickly frozen end the
the earth, as by mountains or buildings fram water subsequently removed by sub-
(Ref. 14). limation in a vacuum. It produces a high
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quality product that doe. not require re&W. frequency response. Thecabityotetr
emdton. meeasringeqimntorsndoth

fteeu4haw cycling. A tarm primarily up. various frequency components of an cite-
plied to foodstuffs in which the materiel is nal oeciflatory stimulus (ief. 1).
exposed alternately to below..freealng and Am&s breeme. In the Besaufort wind scale, a
above-fbessing taempraturee. Such cycling wind whose speud is.17 to 21 kt (19 to 24
adversely affects the nutritive and physical mph).
cheracterlstic of the foodstuffs. aem"e MgOM. The near-fleld region of an

bteaming Wadx. As used by the U B Army antenna. The region extending brorn the
Corpe of Engineers, the number of dege antenna to a distance d aS- where L
days (above and below 32'F) between theX

hihs n owest points on the cuuatv length *. antenna and X - wavelength.
degree-deys time curve for one freezing bremie zonA. Used to describe the amount of
season (Ref. 8). clearance (or obstruction) encountered by

bieaming polut. Tho temperature at which a an electromagnetic wave. The nth fresnel
liquid solidifies under any given set of con- sons may be defined n a cylindrical surface
ditions. It mayor may not be the am* as of revolution having the direct path as ts
the melting point or the more rigidly de- axis, and possessing a contour such that the
fined true freezing point at (for water) ice distance from the transmitting antenna to a
point (Ref 1). point on the surface, plus the distance from

bsumg rein. ee: rain, beaming. this point to the receiving antenna is n/2
frequency. 1: In general, the number of wavelengths greater than the direct path

times a designated phenomenon occurs between trannamitter and receiver (Ref. 1).
within a given period. It may be expressed besting corrosion. See: corrosion, bresting.
in units of radians per secnd or of oscila- hblabe. A term denoting the ases with which
tiona (cycles) per second. See: heft.. soils crumble (Ref. 2). .
2: Climatology. The number of times a friction. The rubbing together of two sub-
designated phenomenon occurs within a stances or bodies In contact with each
given period. It may be expresseduasoccur- other, orof abodyIn contact with agas of
rence frequency (e~g., number ofl rainy days fluid, Ptc.; the resistance to relative motion *
per month, number of hours of sunshine caused by this contact. Somec specific types
per week) or percent frequency (percent of of friction are (Ref. 14):
observations) (Ref. 1). (a) boundary friction. Friction~ occurring

bequenicy band. See. band, frequency when rubbing surfaces are soeprated by a
bequency, fundamental. 1: The reciprocal vary thin layer of lubricant.

of the fundamental period. -(b) dry friction. Friction between solid our-
2: The lowest natural frequency. The nor- faesn without benefit of lubricant.
mel mode of vibration aseoclated with this (cý fluid friction. Friction occurring when
frequency Is known as the fundamental two bearing surfaces are covered with a
mode (Rot. 8). lubricating fluid.

frequency, infrared. The range of Invisible (d) .olling friction. Friction due to the
radiation frequencies, which adjoins the indernatlon of the surfaces in rolling con-
visible red spectrum and extends to micro- tact. It Is frequently substituted for sliding
wave radio frequencies. It ranges from be- friction, but is lass than sliding friction.
low 10"1 Hz to over 10241 Ha (Rot. 1). Example: the us of bellbearlngs.

frequency modulation. Seo: modulation, be.- (a) shin Moction. (1) Aerodynamics. The
quency. friction of the air against the outside of a

bequency, natural. The rate at which a free- moving aircraft, rocket, or the like, especial-
ly vibrating body oscillates (Reot 1). ly at high spesas; the dragl of resistance

frequency, remonant. The frequency of exci- caused by this friction. (2) Hydrodynamics.
tation at which a body or system in forced Siilarly, the friction of water against the
vibration has its maxwimum response (Rief. hall of a ship.
1). resoneaance. (f) surface friction. The friction of a liquid4
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flowing through pipes, caused by rate of weather when radiation or evaporation
flow, pressure, liquid viscosity, etc. reduces a surface temperature to a point of

fricton layer. Meteorology. The Iowa layer freezing or below (Ref. 14).
of the troposphere, in which the friction of frost action. In general, cycles of freezing
the air •inst the surface of the earth af- and thawing of water contained in natural
fects the movement of- the ak. The riction or manmade materials. This is especially
layer is considered to be anywhere from applied to the disruptive effects of this
1,500 to 3,000 ft thick. Above thi layer action. In geology, two basic types of frost
lie the free atmosphere (Ref. 14). action are described: (a) congelifraction,

blgocr•meter. An instrument to measure the the shattering or splitting of rock material;
physiological cooling power in Ulllicalories and (b) congeliturbation, the churning,
pe squae centimeter pe minute. It con- heaving, and thrusting of soil material (Ref.
sist. of a blackened copper sphere, diameter 3).
7.5 cm, the surface of which is maintained frost heave; also frost thrusting; frost lift.
electrically at 86.50 C (97.7"F) against the ing. The upward or sideways movement of
heat loos due to all meteorological condi- surface soils, rocks, and vegetation through
tions of the ambient air. The temperature the expansion of freezing subsurface soil
36.5*C corresponds to the constant deep and gravel (Ref. 11).
body temperature of man. (An older model frosting. 1: The accumulation of frost on
was set at 380C.) (Ref. 1) optical elements such as windshields and

fringing reef. A coral reef that is attached to lenses, so as to reduce vision.
the shore with no lagoon or open water 2: Obscuration of vision through optical
between the reef and the land to which it is elements resulting from surface roughness
attached. It is usually built upon a shallow (sandblasting effect) caused by impinge-
platform extending outward from the ment of small airborne particulate matter.
shoreline. At time of vey low tide, the reef eost line. The maximum depth of frozen
may not be submerged (Ref. 32). ground during the winter. The term may

front. Meteorology. Generally, the interface refer to an individual winter, to the average
or transition zone between two airmasses of over a number of years, or to the greatest
different density. Since the temperature depth recorded since observations began.
distribution is the most important regulator The frost line varies with the nature of the
of atmospheric density, a front almost in. soil and the protection afforded by vegetal
variably neparates airmasses of different ground cover and snow cover, as well as
temperature. Along with the basic density with the amount of seasonal cooling (Ref.
criterion and the common temperature 3).
criterion, many other features may distin- fost mound; also ice mound; pound ice
guish a front, such as a pressure trough, a mound. A conical mound on a land sur-
change in wind direction, a moisture discon- face, caused by the freezing of water in the
tinulty, and certain characteristic cloud and ground. It is a product of frost heaving, but
precipitation forms (Ref. 1). Is unusual in that it requires a great concen-

frontal free-field. Applied to acoustic mess- tration of water in a relatively small subsur-
urements in which sound signals in a free- face volume. Usually, a frost mound is of
field are incident normal to the front at the seasonal duration (Ref. 3). See also: pingo.
microphone-transducing surfaces, frost point. The highest temperature at

frontal moraine. See: terminal moraine, which atmospheric moisture will sublimate
frot. 1: A feathery deposit of minute ice in the form of hoarfrost on a cooled pol-

crystals or grains upon a surface or object, Ished surface. It is analogous to the dew-
formed directly from vapor in the air. point, applying when the moisture in the
2: The process by which such ice crystals atmosphere will not condense above O*C
ar formed. (Ref. 3). See also: dewpoint.
3: Any temperature at which frost forms. host-point hygrometer. An instrument for
Frost often forms when the close-lying air is meaouring the frost point of the atmos-
above 00C (320 F), especially in calm, clear phere. Air under test is passed continuou.'ly
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ascros a polished surface whose temperature fungicide. A pesticide chemical that kills
Is adjusted so that a thin deposit of frost Is fungi or prevents them from cauoAng dis-
formed which is in equilibrium with the air -ma, usually on plants of economic impor-
(Ref. 3). tance (Ref. 9). See: pesticide.

frost table. See: permafrost table, fungus. Any of a major group of parasitic
fosk weathering. The mechanical disintegra- lower plants that lack chlorophyll, includ-

tion of earth materials brought about by Ing molds, mats, mildews, smuts, mush-
frost action (Ref. 1). rooms, and some bacteria. Beeause of their

fron fog. ee: Ice fog. inability to synthesize food, fungi an
frosme muokeg surface. A frozen mixture of wholly dependent on organic materials for

decayed vegetable matter and slitlike mate- their nutrient supply. This dependence
rial that resembles rough, hard pound (Ref. renders fungi capable of degrading almost
1), all materials of an organic origin (Ref. 1).

FPC Abbr. for Federal Supply Catalog; fungus-resistant coatings. Any of various
Federal Supply Classification. types of surface coatings applied to materiel

FSO Abbr. for Federal Supply Service, to reduce or inhibit the growth of fungi on
fuel system icing. A problem occurring fre. the materiel surfaces.

quently during operational exercises with funnel cloud. The popular name for tuba, or
vehicles in arctic cliraates in which water tornado cloud (Ref. 3).
droplets, occurring as a result of condenesa fusion. 1: The phase transition of a sub-
tion from the vapor or from other sources stance passing hfom the solid to the liquid
of contamination, freeze to Ice and clog state; melting. Additional heat at the melt.
fuel lines, cutting off the supply of fuel to ing point is required to fuse any substance.
the engine. This quantity of heat is called the ltdent

fume. Tiny solid particles commonly formed heat of fusion (Ref. 1).
by the condensation of vapors of solid mat- 2: In nuclear technology, the transforms-
ter (Ref. 9). tion of nuclei by combining two light nuclei

fumigant. A pesticide that is burned or evap. to form a heavier nucleus.
orated to form a gas or vapor that destroys
pests. Fumigants are often used in buildings
or greenhouses (Ref. 9).

G
G Abbr. for gip (109 ). gage, strain. A device for measuring "strain"
g Abbr. for gram; gravity, which is the deformation produced in a
gage. 1: To determine the size, dimensions, solid as a result of stress (Ref. 40).

or other measurable quantity, gaging station. A particular site on a stream,
2: An instrument for measuring or testing a canal, lake, or reservoir where systematic
parameter. observations of gage height or discharge are

gaee height. The water-surface elevation obtained (Ref 6).
referred to some arbitrary gage datum. Gage gae. 1: In general, and in popular use, an
height is often used interchangeably with unusually strong wind (Ref 3).
the more general term stage although gage 2: In storm-warning terminology: moderate
height is more appropriate when uged with gale, 28 to 33 kt; fresh gale, 34 to 40 kt;
a reading on a gage (Ref. 6). strong gale, 41 to 47 kt; and whole gale, 48

gale pressure. See: pressure, gaP. to 55 kt (Ref. 1).
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MIling. The localized mutual sizure of two are two forms of this instrument: (a) a type
metal surfaces during sliding friction accom. in which the gas Js kept at a constant vol-
panied by the removal of metal particles ume, and pressure Is the thermometric
from one or both surfaces (Ref. 1). property; and (b) a type in which the Cas is
lvanlc corrosion. See: corrosion, galvanic, kept at constant pressure, and volume is the

galvanometer. An instrument for measuring thermometric property. The gas thermom-
the magnitude of a small electric current or eter is the most accurate of all thermom-
for detecting the presence or direction of eters and is used u the standard instrument
such a current by means of motion of an for measurement of temperature (Ref. 3).
indicator in a magnetic field (Ref. 15). GC-FID Abbr. for gas chromatographic-

samua ray. 1: Electromagnetic radiation flame ionization detection.
of extremely short wavelengths, emitted by general cargo. Cargo that is susceptible for
nuclei. The wavelengths of the highest loading in general, nonspecialized stowage
energy gamma rays are shorter than X rays, areas; e~g., boxes, barrels, bales, crates,
but there Is an overlapping wavelength packages, bundles, lind pallets (Ref. 5).
region where the only distinction is the general purpose warehouse. A storage facil-
mode of origin; i.e., the gamma rays are ity constructed with roof, sidewalls, and
produced by nuclear tranitions whereas the endwalls. It may be heated or unheated,
X rays are produced by atomic processes, and it may be provided with loading docks
Gamma rays, produced in the atmosphere and cantilever.supported canopies. Most
by interactions of cosmic rays with the Army warehouses are of this type.
nuclei of air molecules, are of some impor. general supplies. Intraservice classification
tance to atmospheric electricity because applied to ordnance, quartermaster, and
they contribute to the ionization of the transportation supplies. Ordnance general
atmosphere (Ref. 1). supplies Include all ordnance supplies, with
2: Gamma rays are the most penetrating of the exception of ammunition, required for
thl' three type of radiation and are best the maintenance of an organization. Quar-
stopped by dense materials such as lead termaster general supplies include quarter-
(Ref. 9), mactar materials and equipment required

gantry crane. A large bridge crane in which for housing, feeding, and maintaining a
the beam is supported at each end by a tres. command but excluding fixed installations
tie that travels on tracks on the ground. La buildings, subsistence, fuel, clothing, and
Used particularly for heavy loads in port individual equipment. Transportation Ven-
areas. eral supplies include shelf items and items

lpp. 1: Geology. Any deep notch, ravine, or not ordinarily subject to special controls
opening between hills or in a ridge or moun- (Ref 26).
lain chain (Ref. 10). pnesis, soil. Pedology, Time mode of origin
2: Electric gap is the distance separating of the soil, with special reference to the
two glectiodes between which a spark or processes responsible for the development
ar is caused to pass. of the solurn, or true soil, from the uncon.
3: Magnetic gap is the distance %cross an air soildated parent material (Ref. 16).
gap separating two parts of a magnetic gentle breeze. In the Beaufort wind scale, a
uircuit. wind whose speed is from 7 to 10 kt (S to

Vs. The fluid form of a material that can 12 mi hr" ) (Ref. 3).
expand indefinitely to fill its container. A geodesy. The investigation of any scientific
form neither liquid or solid, without question concerned with the shape and
independent shape or volume. dimensions of the earth. The term is often

gas chromatographIc-flame ionization detec. used to include both the science, which
tion (GC.ID) method. A reference meth- must depend upon determinations of the
od for meseuring hyralocartbons corrected figure and size of the earth from direct
for methane. measurements made on its surface (triangu.

gas thermometer. A thermometer that uti- lation, leveling, astronomic, and gravity
liss the thermal prolwthis of ga. There deterininations), and the art, which utilizes

i| r .- .- , r • . - • , . . , . . , .. 7.. . .
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the scientific determinations in a practical the hydrosphera and the atmosphere. It
way (Ref. 18). signifies the physics of the earth linking the

geodetic control. Horizontal position of sciences of physics and geology (Ref 20).
points on the surface of the earth in the geopotential. The potential energy of a unit
computation of which, the curvature has mas relative to sea level, numerically equal
been taken into account (Ref. 12). to the work that would be done in lifting

geodetic survey. See: survey, geodetic. the unit mass from sea level to the height at
geographic coordinates. Latitude and longi. which the mass is located; commonly ex.

tude; north-south and east-west lines whose pressed in terms of dynamic height or gee.
intersections are used to locate physical potential height (Ret. 1).
points on a map. The origin for latitude is geostrophlc. Referring to the balance, in the
the Equator and increases north and south atmosphere, between the horizontal coriolis
to 90 deg. Origin for longitude is the merid- forces and the horizontal pressure forces
ian or great circle passing through Green- (Ref. 3).
wich, England, called the Prime Meridian germicide. A chemical or agent that kiUs
and increasing east and west to 180 dog micro-organisms such as bacteria and pre-
(Ref. 12). vents them from causing disease, Such com-

geography. The subject that describes the pounds must be registered as pesticides with
surface of the earth, its physical features, EPA (Ref. 9).
climates, products, peoples, and their distri. geyser. A special type of hot spring that
bution (Ref. 20). ejects intermittent jets of hot water and

geold. A term used to signify the shape of steam. The ejection of steam and water is
the earth, an oblate spheroid with certain caused by the contact of ground water with
variations (Ref. 20). rock or vapor iot enough to generate steam

geology. The science of the composition, under conditions that prevent continuous
structute, and history of the earth, It in. circulation (Ref. 32),
cludes the study of the materials of which gip.. A numerical prefix denoting one bil-
the earth 6, made, the forces that act upon lion; e.g., a glgahertz is one billion cycles
these materials and the resulting structures, per second (Ref. 4).
the distribution of the rocks of the crust of gilegi. Small irregularities of the soil surface
the earth, and the history, not only of the resulting from expansion and contraction
earth itself, but also of the plants and ani. with changes in moisture, Since clay can
mals that inhabited it throughout the differ. absorb large amounts of water, soils high in
ant ages. clay content produce the most clearly visi-

geomagnetic electrokinetograph. A device ble gilgai, The irregularities consist of a suc-
for measurement of the lateral component cession of microbasins and microknolle in
of the speed of an ocean current, by means nearly level areas or of microvalleys and
of two pain of electrodes towed astern of a microridges parallel to the direction of the
ship, and suitable registering apparatus slope (Ref. 2).
(Ret. 1i). girdle. To encircle the stem of a living tree

geomngnetism. 1: The magnetic phenomena, with cuts that completely sever bark and
collectively conidered, exhibited by the cambium and often are carried well into the
earth and its atmosphere. outer sapwood, for the purpose of killing
2: The study of the magnetic field of the the tree by preventing passage of nutrients
earth. (Ref, 3) (Ref. 1).

geomorphology. The study of the physical glacial. 1: Pertaining to the presence, size,
features of the earth, the arrangement and composition, or activities of extensive
form of the crust of the earth, and of the masses of land ice.
relationship between these physical features 2: Pertaining to alterations or distinctive
and the underlying geological structures. features of terrain resulting from the ac.

geophysics. The study of the physical proc- tions of glaciers (Rof. i1).
e-s relating to the structure of the earth, glacial drift. See: drift, glacial.
including not only the lithosphere but also glacial till. See: till.
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glaciation. 1: The alteration of any part of les sticky, compact, and often structureles
the surface of the earth, either by erosion (Ref. 32).
or deposition, as a result of glacier ice gley soil. Pedology. A soil horizon in which
passing over it; the erosive action of glacier waterlogging and lack of oxygen have
ice. caused the material to be a neutral Way in
2: Any of several periods of geologic time color. The term "gleyed" is applied, as in
during which glaciers were more extensive "moderately gieyed soil", to soil horizons
than at present, with :,ellow and gray mottling caused by
3: The geographic distribution of glaclers. intermittent waterlogging (Ref. 16).
4: The inundation of land by ice. Also global radiation or global solar radiation (for-
called glacierization, merly total radiation). The total of direct
5: The process by which glaciers accumu- solar radiation and diffuse sky radiation
late, move, and recede. (Ref. 11) received by a unit horizontal surface. Glob-

glacier. A body of ice (usually with some al radiation is measured by pyranometers
ne•), consisting of recrystallized snow, (Ref. 3).
lying wholly or largely on land, and show. glow discharge. Generic term for any gaseous
lIg evidence of present or former flow electrical discharge that produces luminos-
under the influence of gravity (Ref 1). ity. Thus, corona discharge and Andes light.

glacier Iceberg. An iceberg aerived from a ning are examples of glow discharges, but
glacier as distinguished from tabular ice- point discharge is not. Relatively high elec-
bergs derived from shelf ice (Ref. 18). It is tric field strengths are required for glow
usually much smaller than a tabular iceberg discharges, since the density of recombining
and Is bluish or greenish in color, with little gas atoms and molecules must be high (Ref.
or no mow covering. It often contains 3),
many crevasses (Ref 15). glucose. A natural sugar occurring in fruits

glaclofluvial. Pertaining to a stream or and honey. having the formula C6 H,20 O6.
streams formed by the meltwater of a gla- gneiss. A coarse-grained rock in which bands
cier or glaciers, or to deposits made by such ric" in pranular minerals alternate with
streams (Ref. 1). bands rich in platelike (mica) minerals.

glare. Any hindrance to vision caused by goldbeater's skin hygrometer. A hygrometer
scattering or reflection of light into an using goldbeater's skin as the sensitive ele-
observer's line of sight (Ref. 1). ment. Variations of the physical dimensions

glaze. A coating of ice, generally clear and of the skin caused by its hygroscopic char-
smooth but usually containing some air acter indicate atmospheric relative humid-
pockets, formed on exposed objects by the ity. (Note: Goldbeater's skin is the prepared
freezing of a film of supercooled water outside membrane of the large intestine of
deposited by rain, drizzle, fog, or possibly an ox; it is used in goldbeating to separate
condensed from supercooled water vapor, the leaves of the metal.) (Ref 3)
Glaze is denser, harder, and more tmnspar- gorge. A valley that is more than usually
ent than either rime or hoarfrost. Its den- deep and narrow, with steep walls; there is
sity may be as high as 0.8 or 0.9 g ci3. no sharp distinction between a gorge and a
Factors that favor glaze formation ar large canyon. The sides of a small gorge are some-
drop size, rapid accretion, slight supercool- times nearly vertical.
ing, and slow dissipation of heat of fusion graben. A block, generally long compared to
(Ref. 1). its width, that has been downthrown along

gleization. Pedology. A general term for all faults relative to the rocks on either side.
of the processes of soil formation leading to Compare horat (Ref. 1).
the development under the influence of gradation. Soil Mechanics. The distribution
-,cceasive moistening and lack of oxygen of and size of pains in a soil. It is determined
a neutral gray (gley) soil horizon in the by gradation analysis of soils, or by passing
lower part of the solum. The material is the soil through a series of screens of in.
ordinarily bluish gray or blue gray, more or creasing fineness. The result is usually pre-
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sented in the form of a cumulative grain- cation, a granule is a particle 2 to 4 mn in
size curve in which particle sizes are plotted diameter. (Ref. 32)
to a logarithmic scale with respect to per- grasslands. The regions of the world where
centage retained (or pausing), by weight of the natural vegetation consists of grass; the
the total simple, plotted to a linear scale rainfall is too light to permit forest growth
(Ref. 25). but is les scanty and irregular than that of

grade. 1: Engbweering The rate of ascent or the deserts; the grasslands are thus normally
descent; deviation from a level surface to an situated between the forest belts and the
inclined plane; stated: (a) u so many feet ard regions.
per mile, (b) as 1 ft rise or fall in so many graupel; also soft hail; sow pellets; tapioca
of horizontal distance, (c) as so much in snow. Precipitation consisting of white,
100 ft, or (d) as a percentage of horizontal opaque, approximately round (mometimes
distance; as a grade of 20 ft per mile, or I in conical) ice particles having a snow.like
264, or a 10-percent grade. structure, and about 2 to 6 mm in diameter.
2: Geomorphology. The continuous curve Snow pellets are crisp and easily crushed,
of descent of a stream floor which every- differing in this respect from snow grains.
where is just steep enough to serve the need They rebound when they fall on a hard sur-
of the current for its flow and the transpor- face, and they often break up. In most
tation of its sediment load. It is commonly cases, snow pellets fall in shower form,
said that a river is at grade when its active often before or toother with snow, and
downeutting ceases. (Ref. 1) chiefly on occasions when the surface tem-

gradeabllity. Capability of a vehicle to nego- perature is at or slightly below 00C (32 F).
tiate a slope, either ascending or descend- It is formed as a result of accretion of
ing, measured in percent (not in degrees) supercooled droplets collected on what is
(Ref. 12). initially a falling ice crystal (Ref. 3).

gradient. 1: Slope expressed as a fraction in gravel. Loose or unconsolidated coarse, pran.
which the vertical distance is the numerator ular material, larger than sand grains, result-
and the horizontal distance is the denomi- ing from reduction of rock by natural or
nator (Ref. 12). artificial means. Sizes range from 3/16 in.
2: Rate of change of temperature or pres- (No. 4 sieve) to 3 in. in diameter. Coarse
sure in a given direction; mathematical gravel ranges from 3 in. to 3/4 in., while
expression giving the direction and amount fine gravel ranges from 3/4 in. to 3/16 in.
of the most rapid rate of decrease of tem- (Ref. 25).
perature of pressure (Ref. 12). gravimetrlc. Measurement by weight, distin-
3: Meteorology. The space rate of decrease guished from volumetric, which is measure-
of a function. The ascendent is the negative ment by volume.
of the gradient (Ref. 1). gravitational pressure. See: pressure, hydro-

cram-rad. A unit of total energy absorbed static.
from ionizing radiation. It is the product of gravity, (Abbr. g). 1: The gravitational force,
the mas of the object irradiated and the as modified by centrifugal force due to
energy absorbed per unit mas. As adopted rotation, exerted by the earth on bodies at
by the International Commission on Radio. or near its surface, resulting in their having
logical Units (ICRU), 1 gram-rad = 100 ergs weight.
(Ref. 1). 2: A unit of acceleration equal to the accel.

granite. A very hard natural igneous rock eration resulting from the average force of
formation of visibly crystalline texture gravity at the surface of the earth. By inter.
formed essentially of quartz and orthoclase national agreement this "nit is equal to
or microcline. 9.80665 m s" s-f (Ref. 15).

granulation. A form of deterioration in gravity anomalies. Deviations between theo.
which the material breaks up into small retical gravity and actual gravity due to
particles, local topographic and geologic condItions,

granule. 1: A small particle or grain, such as Ihe existence of mountains, valleys,
2; In the Wentworth system of size classifi- ocens, or abnormally high or low density
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of the materials near the place of measure- diatmes this energy us heat waves that are
ment (Ref. 40). absorbed by the aft, specifically by carbon

gravity, specific. The ratio of the weight of a dioxide. The air thus behaves like glass in a
substance to that of an equal volume of greenhouse, allowing the passage of light
some other substance at the amem or a but not of heat. Thus, many scientists theO-
itandard temperature. The usual standard rise that an increae In the atmospheric con-
for liquids and solids is chemically pure contration of 00, can eventually cause an
water at 44C (Ref. 15). Increase in the surface temperature of the

gravity wave; olo gravitational wave. A wave earth (Ref. 9).
disturbance in which buoyancy (or reduced Greenwich mean time. Mean solar time at
gravity) acts a the restoring force on par- the meridian of Greenwich, England, used
ces displaced from hydrostatic equilibrium as a basis for standard time throughout the
(Ref. 3). world. Normally expressed in four numerals

gravity wind. A wind (or component there- 0001 through 2400 (Ref. 5).
of) directed down the slope of an incline grid. 1: Two sets of parallel lines intersecting
and caused by reater air density near the at right angles and forming squares; the grid
slope than at the same levels some distance is superimposed on maps, charts, and other
horizontally from the dope, This term similar representations of the surface of the
usually is applied when the density differ- eartih in an accurate and consistent manner
ence is produced by surface cooling along to permit identification of pround locations
the incline, as in the came of a mountain with respect to other locations and the
wind (Ref. 1). computation of direction and distance to

gry-brown podIolic soil. Pedolog,. A zonal other points.
Sgreat soil group consisting of soils with a 2: A term used in giving the location of a

thin, moderately dark Al horizon, a $ray- geographic point by grid coordinates (Ref.
ish-brown A2 horizon, and a B horizon that 5).
contains a high percentage of baerns and an grid north. The northerly or zero direction
appreciable quantity of silicate clay deposit- indicated by the grid datum of directional
ed from horisons above. It is formed on reference (Ref. 5).
relatively young land surfaces, mostly gla- groin. See: jetty.
calW deposits from material relatively rich in pound. ElectrlccL To connect to a pound,
calcium, under deciduous forests in humid the earth, or other large conducting body to
temperate regions (Ref. 2). serve as a ground, thus ma gng a complete

payout. Transient dimming or haziness of electrical circuit (Ref. 4),
vision caused by temporary reduction of ground or earth. 1: The conducting mass of
blood circulation to the brain, commonly the earth, or a conductor connected to it
occuning in pilots during acrobatic maneu, through a very small impedance.
ver in which accelerative forces cause pool- 2: A conductor that is usually considered to
ing of thi blood away from the brain, have zero electt.lual potential. The electrical

gmaing incidence. In acoustic measurements, potential of the earth is usually W.:en to be
the configuration in which the angle be- zero. (Ref. 8)
tween the longitudional axis of the trans- grouAd clutter. The pattern of radar echoes
ducar and the direction of travel of the from fixed pound tarIgets near the radar.
pressure pule is E•0 deg. This type of clutter tends to hide or con-

great soil group Pedology. Any one of sev- fuse the echoes returned from nearby mov.
eral broad groups of soil with fundamental ing or preeIpita!an targets (Ref. 1).
cherscteristics in common. Examples are ground cover. All herbaceous plants and low
chernozemn, gray-brown podIolic, and pod- growing shrubs on a specific area, and the
Sol (R#sf. 16). organic materials in various stages of decay

greenhouse effect. The heating effect of the (Ref I U).
atmosphere upon the earth. Light waves ground cushion. A cushion of air associated
from the sun pas through the air and are with ground effect (Rof 14).
absorbed by the earth. The earth then rera- ground effect machine. A machine that nor-
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many flies within the zone of the round through the ground water. The term
effect or pound cushion (Ref. 5). "underflow" is often used to describe the

pound effect phenomenon. Tne generation pound-water outflow that takes place in
of an air cushion artificially so that a vehi- valley alluvium (instead of the surface chan-
doi is supported on the air cushion close to nel) and thus is not measured at a gaging
the pound but nevertheless riding free, station (Ref. 6).
hence utilizing this effect to eliminate ground-water podsol soil. Pedology. A great
ground friction. Ground effect machines soil group of the intrazonal order and
utilize this phenomenon (Ref. 1•). hydromorphic suborder, consisting of soils

round eavionmuent. The environment that with four defined layers. On the surface is
surrounds and affects a system or a piece of an orglnic mat followed in downward order
equipment that operates on the pround by a very thin layer of acid humus material,
(Ref. 40). a whitish-gray leached layer, which may be

pound fog. According to United States as much as 2 or 8 ft in thickness, and, final-
weather observing practice, a fog that hides ly, a brown, or very dark-brown, cemented
less than 0.6 of the sky and does not extend hardpan layer. It is formed under various
to the bass of any clouds that may lie above types of forest vegetation in cool to tropi-
it (it*. 1). cal, humid climates under conditions of

ground host. A freezing condition injurious poor drainage (Ref. 2).
to vegetation, which is considered to have pound-water runoff. The pert of the runoff
occurred when a thermometer exposed to that has passed into the ground, has become
the sky at a point just above a pass surface pround water, and has been discharged into
records a minimum temperature (pras tern- a stream channel as spring or seepage water
pasture) of 80.e F or below (Re. 1). (Ref. 6).

pound Ice wound. Be@: host mound. ground-water table. The top of the saturated
Wound ice wedge. ee.: ice wedfe. zone in which pround water has completely
pround moraine. A heterogeneous, unstrati- filled the openinp between individual soil

fled accumulation of eath, sand, gravel, and rock particles. Most of the pound
and boulders, deposited by a glacier, ordi. water occurs within a few hundred feet of
nardly thin compared with its aresd extent the surface of the earth.
and usually with gsntly iregular topogrph- pound wave. 1: The portion of a radio
ic expression. Ground moraine is presumed wave In proximity to cund affected by the
accumulated largsly by lodgnent beneath pround, being somewhat refracted by the
the glacier ice but partly also by subsidence lower atmosphere and diffracted by the our-
from the upper surface as the glacier ice face of the earth. Such a wave travels more
melts or evaporates (Ref 32). See: moarine, or less parallel to the surface of the earth

pound visibility. Prevailing horizontal vilsi- (Ref. 15).
bility near the surface of the earth as re- 2: A wave formed in the pround by an ex-
ported by an accredited observer (Ref. ). plosion. It can be of three types: longlitu-

pound water. Water in the ground that is in dinal wave (compressioa), transverse wave
the zone of saturation, form which wells, (shear), and sueface wave (similar to a water
springs, and gound-water runoff ae sup- ripple). It can be induced by direct ground
plied (Ref. 6). shock (as in a ground or subsurface burst)

pround-water laterite soil. Pedology. A neat or by blast trasmittod through the air (as
soil group of the intasonal order and in any type of burst) (Ref. 40).
hydromorphic suborder, consisting of soils pound zero. The point on the surface of
characterized by hardpans or concretional land or water at, or vertically below or
horizons formed immediately above the above, the center of the burst of a nuclear
water table. These hardpans are ch in iron, weapon (Ref. 5).
aluminum, and sometimes manganese (Ref. pus. Deposits resulting from the weathering
2). of the various minerals Wrmlng igneous

pound-water outflow. The part of the dis- rock. The deposits consist of the acciunula-
charge from a drainae basin that occurs tion of countless discrete particles on the
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surface of the rock, sometimes to a depth than a squall and is followed by a lul or
of over 1 m (Ref. 1). slackening in the windsed. Generally,

GSA Abbr. for Government Supply Agency. winds we least gusty over large water our.
guleh. A narrow deep ravine with steep sides faces and most gusty over rough land and

formed by a torrent, near high buildinp. According to United
Gulf Stream. A warm, well-defined, swift, States weather observing practice, gusts are

relatively narrow ocean current originating reported when the peak windepsod reaches
off Cape Hatteres, N.C., and flowing north at least 16 kt and the variation in wind-
to meet the Labrador Current eut of the speed between the peaks and lulls is at least
Grand Banks. Sometimes the Florida Cur- 9 kt. The duration of a gust is usually less
rent, Gulf Stream, and North Atlantic Cur- than 20 s (Ref. 1).
rent are collectively referred to as the Gulf gymnosperm. A class of plants that produces
Stream. mseds without protective covering; eg., the

gully. A small ravine or miniature valley, conifers.
especially one cut by running water, but gyroscope, directional. A gyroscopic instru.
through which water flows only after a rain. ment for indicating direction, containing a
It is smaller than a ravine or valley (Ref. free gyroscope which holds its position in
15). azimuth and thus indicates angular devia.

gust. A sudden brief increase in the speed of tion from a preset heading (Ref. 40).
the wind. It is of a more transient character

H
H Abbr. for henry. ieparately or agglomerated into irregular
h Abbr. for hour. lumps. Hall fulls are generally observed
habitat. The sum total of environmental during heavy thundertorms (Roet 36).

conditions of a specific place that is occu- hailstone. A single unit of hail, usually
pied by an organism, a population, or a ranging in size from 0.5 to 2 cm, but,
community (Ref. 9). rarely, u large as 14 cm. Hailstones may be

haboob (many variant spellings, including spheroidal, conical, or generally irregular in
habbub, (abub, haboub, hubbob, hub-ding sheroid cpheroidal stones, the most
bub). A strong wind and sandstorm or common form, typically exhibit a layered
dustatorm in the northern and central interior structure resembling an onion, with
Sudan, especially around Khartoum, where alternate layers composed of glaze and rime
the average number is about 24 per year. (Ref. 1).
The name comes from the Arabic word hailstorm. A weather storm in which hail
habb, meaning "wind". Haboobs are mo;t falls to the ground.
frequent from May through September, hair hygrometer. A hygrometer that meas-
especially in June. Their average duration is ures relative humidity by means of the vari.
3 hr; they are most severe in April and May ation in length of a strand of human hair.
when the soil is driest. The average maxi- The length variation of a properly treated
mum windspeed is over 30 mph. Band and hair is approximately logarithmic between
dust form a dense whirling wall up to 3,000 relative humidity limits of 20 to 100 per.
Rt high. Enormous quantities of sand are cent. The ln time of the response of the
deposited by these storms (Ret. N). hair increases with decreasing temperatures

hall. Precipitation in the form of small balls and becomes virtually infinite at tempera-
or pieces of ice (hailstones), falling either tures below -40°C (Ref. 3).
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half-bog sAI. Pedology. A peat soil group, within warehouses, movement within
of the intrazonal order and hydromorphic depots, and transfer of materiel between
suborder consisting of soil with dark-brown storage and transport vehicles.
or black organic-rich material over grayish harbor. A restricted body of water, an
and rust-mottled mineral soil. It is usually anchorage, or other limited coastal water
formed under conditions of poor drainage area and its water approaches from which
under forest, sedge, or gras vegetation in shipping or boating operations are projected
cool to tropical humid climates (Ref. 2). or supported (Ref. 5).

half-life. The time required for the activity hard beach. A portion of a beach especially
of a given radioactive species to decrease to prepared with a hard surface extending into
half of its initial value due to radioactive the water, employed for the purpose of
decay. The half-life is a characteristic loading or unloading directly into or from
property of each radioactive species and is landing ships or landing craft (Ref 5A).
independent of its amount or condition, hadenin. A term applied to the process of

half.residaen time. As applied to delayed making materiel more insensitive to some
fallout, it is the time required for the particular environmental factor. Most often
amount of weapon debris deposited in a applied with respect to transient pressure
particular part of the atmosphere, to waves generated by explosions. Also applied
decrease to half of its initial value (Ref. 5). when rendering materiel more resistant to

half thickness. Thickness of absorbing mate. nuclear radiation. In this cue it is called
rial necessary to reduce by one-half the radiation hardening.
intensity of radiation that passes through it hardness. The ability of a material to resist
(Ref. 5). indentation or scratching. There are many

halo. Any one of a class of atmospheric arbitrary scales of hardness. Metals are
phenomena in which colored or whitish usually tested by indenting with a hard
rings or arcs are seen about the sun, moon, geometrical object under specific loadsor other luminous source. Halos ane casued using the Brinell, Rockwell, Diamond

by refraction and reflection by atmospheric Pyramid Hardness, or Knoop tests or by a
ice crystals. rebound test such as the seleroacope. The

halomorph soils. Pedalogy. A suborder of relative hardness of a mineral is determined
the intrasonal soil order formed under by comparing it with a standard series of
imperfect drainage in arid regions. These materials (Ref, 32).
saline and alkaline sods include the preat hardpan. A hard impervious layer, composed
soil groups solonchak or saline, solonets, chiefly of clay, cemented by relatively
and soloth (Ref. 2). insoluble materials, that does not become

hammada. A desert surface that is either plastic when mixed with water (Ref. 20).
bedrock or bedrock covered only by a very hard rime. Mixed glaze and rime produced
thin veneer of sand or pebbles. The term by alternative periods of drizzle and tog,
was originally applied in the Sahara (where with a density between those of true rime
it referred to a desert plateau of stones) but and glaze.
is now used for similar desert surfaces in hardctand. 1: A paved or stabilized area
other parts of the world (Ref. I). where vehicles are parked.

handbooks. Reference documents that bring 2: Open ground area having a prepared
together procedural and technical or design surface and used for storage of materiel
information related to commodities, proc- (Ret 5).
eae, practices, and services. Handbooks hard water. Water in which sufficient min-
may serve as supplements to specifications eral salt are dissolved, especially magne-
or standards to provide pneral design and slum and calcium salts, so that soap will not
engineering data. lather.

handling. The portion of the logistic cycle hardwood. Generally, one of the botanical
involving loading, unloading, stock rotation goup of trees with broad leaves, in contrast

U
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to the conifers which have needlelike or on the averase between the radiation
scalslike leavms. Also wood produced by received by the earth and atmosphere from
such trees regardless of texture (Rea. 19). the sun and that emitted by the earth and

lasmastsa (Wloo *p@lled bumatan, harmetan, atmosphere. That the equilibrium does exist
beI&an). A dry, dust-bearing wind from in the mean is demonstrated by the
the northeast or east that blows in West observed long.term constancy of the surface
Africa especially from late November until temperature of the earth.
mid.March. It originates in the Sahara as a 2: The equilibrium that is known to exist
deert wind and extends southward to when all sources of hat pin and Ioss for a
about latitude 5 deg N. in January and to given region or body m accounted for. In
latitude 18 dog N. in July (Ref. 3A general this balance includes advective,

bInonle. 1: A sinusoidal quantity having a evaporative, etc., terms as well as a
frequency that Is an integral multiple of the radiation term. (Reot 3)
frquency of a periodic quantity to which it heat capacity. The ratio of the heat absorbed
is related (Ref. 38). (or released) by a system to the
2: A wave or vibration having a frequency corresponding temperature rise (or fall)
that is an integral multiple of the (Ref. 1).
fundamental (lowest) or other reference heat engin. A system that receives energy in
frequency of vibration o a physical system the form of heat and that does work. The
(Reo. U). atmosphere is one such engine.

harmonic response. Sm: response, harmonic, heat equator. The line that circumscribes the
hasty crossing. A crossing of a river or earth and connects all points of highest

istream using croing means at hand or mean annual temperature for their
readily available without pausing to make respective longitudes (Ref. 1).
elaborate preparations (Ref 8), heath. 1: A tract of open wasteland covered

has.. A suspension In the air of extremely by low shrubs.
=nall (-0.1 gm), dry particles invisible to 2: Plants and shrubs that grow on heaths;

the naked eye and sufficiently numerous to especially, an evergreen subshrub of either
give the air an opalescent appearance. If the of two psnere having whorls of needlelike
particles grow in size due to slow leaves and clusters of small flowers.
condensation, the result is sometimes heat island effect. See: urban heat island
referred to as damp hue. Haze imparts a circulation.
yellowish or reddish tinge to distant brigut heat, latent. The heat released or absorbed
objects or lights seen through it, while dark per unit mass by a system in a reversible,
objects appear bluish, This effect Is mainly isobaric.isothermal chanp of pham. In
a result of scattering of light by the haze meteorology, the latent heats of evapora.
particles. These particles may have a color tion (or condensation), fusion, and sublima-
of their own which also contributes to the tion of water substance are of importance.
coloration of the landscape (Ref 36). At 00 C then are, respectively (Ref. 3):

headwind. A wind that opposes the intended
progrem of an exposed, moving object; e.g., /U - 597.8 cal g"
rendering an airborne object's airspeed Lf , 79.7 cal g-1
greater than its rcnindspeed; the opposite L,- 677,0 cal g-
of a tailwind (Ref. 3).

heat. A form of energy transferred between
systems by virtue of a difference in heat sijlstence. The ability of a material to
temperature, and existing only in the show little or no deterioration on
process of energy transformation. By the continuous or intermittent exposure to a
first law of thermodynamics, the heat predetermined elevated temperature (Ref.
absorbed by a system may he used by the 1).
system to do work or to raise its internal heat, specific, The heat capacity of a system
energy (Ref. 3). per unit mass; i.e., the ratio of the heat

heat balance, 1: The equilibrium that exists absorbed (or rele,sed) by unit mass of the
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system to the corresponding temperature hf (high bequency) band. The portion of the
rise (ur fall) (Ref. 1). electromagnetic spectrum extending from

beIt h uisfe. The transfer or exchange of approximately 2 X 106 to 2 X 10' Ha.
heat by radiation, conduction, or bigh. Meteorokowj. Synonymous with "amr
convection in a substance or between the of high premisu" raftring to 8 maximum
substance and its surroundings. Then three of atmospheric premme in two dimensions
processes occur simultaneously in the (closed hobart) in the synoptic surfce
atmosphee, and it is often difficult to chart, or a maximum of height (cloud con.
aasse theLr relative contributions. tours) in the constant-pmuure chart. Since

bnt tranefer coefficient. 1: A nondimen- a high b, on the synoptic chwt, always aso.
atonal number used to characterize heat dlated with anticyclonic circulation, the
transfer in fluids; It is the ratio of heat teim is used interchangeably with anticy.
transf•md to that which would have been clone (Ret 3). Ct: low.
transferred by conduction only. high ltdude. Conventionally, an altitude
2: The time rate of heat transfer per unit above 10,000 m (33,000 ft) (Ref 5).
area per unit temperaLure difference. (Ref. high dollar value item. An end item or repair
3) part for which the dollar value of issues

leat wave. A period of abnormally and from continental United States depots
uncomfortably hot and usually humid exceeds $10,000 annually (Ret. 26).
weather. To be a "heat wave", such a pail, highland. A relative term denoting the higher
od should last at least 1 day, but, conven- land of a region; It may include mountains,
tionally, it lasts from several days to several valleys, and plains (Ref. 10).
weeks (Ref. 83 1 higln Ice. $a: ice sheet.

bedplmw. A linear thicket of bushes, com. high temperature chamber. Sm.: chamber,
monly with some trem, left between two high temperature.
fields of cleared land, or planted in order to high velocity airdrop. Airdrop without con-
separate fields; especially common in parta ventional recovery parachutes, usually using
of England and France (Ref. Z). small stabilizing parachutes, at a terminal

halioaph. An instrument that records the velocity of approximately 70 to 90 ft a-'
duration of sunshine and gives a qualitative (Reot 17). See ako: low velocity airdrop.
"measure of the amount of sunshine by the high velocty drop. A drop procedure in
action of solar rays upon bluerhLit paper; a which the drop velocity Is greater than 30 ft
type of sunshine recorder (Ret. 3). aif and lower than free drop velocity (Ref.

' herb. Any flowering plant without a persl- 5).
tent or woody stenm above the ouUnd. high volume eaapler method. A method for
Herbs incldde all small seed plants, includ- sampling large volumes of sir for wuspendad
ing grames (Ref. 11). particulates. A filter is used to entrap the

herbicide. Any preparation used to kill or particles. The weillit pin of the filter
inhibit the growth of plants (Ref. 12). divided by the total airflow through the

hermetic. Made impervious to sir and otiher filter yields the average weight
fluids by fusion; originally applied to the concentration p~r unit voluaie.
closing of glass vessels by fusing the ends; l, stogram. A graphical representation of a
and by extension to any mode oý airtight frequency distribution 1: which the range
closure (Ref. 1). of the va.iable is divided into intervals for

hertz (pL harts or hertees) (Abbr. Hz). A which the frequency of occurrence is
unit of hfquency or a periodic process represenied by o column with a height
erual to one cycle per second (Ref. 1). proportional to the occurrence frequency.

heterogeneous nucleation. A nucleation hoarfro-t (common'y called •fast). A deposit
process in which foreign particles (dust, of interlocking ice crystals formed by direct
other particulate@, grain boundaries, foreip sublimation in objects, usually those of
material, etc.) serve u nucleation sites, small diameter freely exposed to the air,

hf Abbr. for high frequency. such as tree branches, plant st.'ms, leaf

U8
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edges, wires, poles. Also, hwrfrost may so formed as well as to such structures
form on the skin of an aircraft when a cold without visible surface expression (Ret 32).
aircraft flies into air that is warm and noiot Cf: pubes.
or when it passes through air that is hot. A colloquial term meaning highly radio-
supersaturated with water vapor. The active (Reo 9).
depoaition of hoarfrost is similar to the hot sprng. A stream of hot water issuing
proem by which dew is formed, except from the pound, often after being heated
that the temperature of the befrosted by buried lava, and commonly occurring in
object must be below freezing (Reo. 1). a volcanic region when ermptions hove

hemS-Pk. A long sharp ridge carved from ceased.
beds dipping at angles greater than 20 deg. hovereraft. An air transport craft, primarily
The ridge i shaped by differential erosion overwater, that employs the air-cushion
of a resistant layer or layers of igneous or effect for buoyancy. It is capable of high
sedimentary rock so inclined. In a hogback, speed over water surfaces.
the two dopes are approximately equal in HUF Abbr. for hang-up failure.
steepness (Refi. 32). hum. A low-pitched acoustic noise, consist.

hologram. A threedmensional image of an ing of several harmonically related frequen-
object consisting of recorded optical ciao; originating from magnetically induced
interference patterns from the object, to be mechanical vibrations in power supplies or
viewed by light passing through it. in apparatus asscated with power distrlbu-

bommoasbl The process whereby different tion systems.
elements or proups of elements of an human factors. Human psychological and
organism or group of organisms coexist as physiological characteristics relative to
interdependent units in a relatively stable complex systems and the development and
equilibrium. application of principles and procedures for

bomoganeous. Having the same character, accomplishirng optimum man-machine
structure, or composition throughout, integration and utilization. The term is used
essentially alike, in a broad sense to cover all biomedical and

homa•nneous nuceation. A nucleation proc- psychosocial considerations pertaining to
m Involving a pure material without for- man in the system (Ret. 33).
sign paticles. Homogeneous nucleation of human fog. See: blofog.
atmospheric water vapor requires a high humidification. A proreu for increasing the
dope" of supseraturation, water content of air or other gases (Ref 1).

homolopaphic projection. A mapping tech- humidifier. An apparatus that adds water
nique in which the various portions of the vapor to the atmosphere, thus increasing its
surface of the earth have their proper rela- humidity.
tire size and shape. humidity. A measure of the water vapor

borlse. In general, the apparent or visible content of air. Three measures of humidity
junction of the earth and sky, as men from are commonly used, according to the
any specific position. Also called the purpose (Ref. 13):
apparent, visible, or local horizon. A (a) Relative humidity Is used in determining
horilsontal plane passing through a point of whether air is saturated or unsaturated, and
vision or perspective center, The apparent the amount of moisture relative to
or visible horizon approximates the true saturation. Air is considered "moist" if its
horizon only when the point of vision is relative humidity is 65 percent or more,
very close to - level (Ref. 5). "dry" if its humidity is 66 percent or less,

horizons. The various layers, each being a and "very dry" if its relative humidity is 50
few inches to a foot or more thick, that percent or Is.
comprise a soll (Ref. 20). (b) Mixing ratio Is used as a measure of the

hbost. A long narrow block of the crust of absolute amount of water vspor available.
the earth raised with respect to adjacent (c) Dewpoint, in weather iorecasting, is
portions of the crust, between faults along used at the surface only, purely as a matter
itU side. The term applies to elevated ridges of convenience, due to its being the only

U.
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measure of humidity that is reported It pp readings plotted at time of observation
must be compared with the temperature to Ref. :),
determine the moltnese or dryness of the hydroup hN cheat. A nautical dut show-
eir and must be compared with the pressure ing depths of water, nature of bottom, con-
W determine the amount of w ter vapor tours of bottom and ookstline, and tides
avallable. Sm: absolute humidity, relative and currents in a given sea or sea and land
humidity, Wped& humidity, mining ratio, ares (Ref. 5).

humidity chamber. Sea: chamber, humidity. hydroamphic datum. The plane of refrence
humidity, citil. The relative humidity of soundings, depth curves, and elevations

above which the atmospheric corrosion rate of foreshare and offshore lentom (Ref.
of a given metal in meses sharply (Ref. 84). 12).

humid tropics. Are. in which the average hydragraphy. The science that deals with the
temperature of the coldest month is about measurement and description of the
64.4 F and the annual rainfall rate exceeds physical features of the oceans, sas, lakes,
the annual evaporation rate. Thes lands are rivers, and their adjoining coastal areas,
characterized by rainforest, Jungle, and with particular reference to their use for
savanna vegetation (Ref. 12). navigational purposes (Ref. 8).

huammoc. A low, isolated hill on an other- hydrologic budpt. An accounting of the
wise level surface, a rounded or conical hill- Inflow to, outflow from, and storage in, a
ock (Ref. 32). hydrologic unit, such a a drainage basin,

hmuMs. The more or le stable fraction of aquifer, soil zone, lake, reservoir, or
the soil organic matter remaining after the irrigation project (Ref. 6).
major portion of added plant and animal hydrologic cycle. A convenient ternm to
residues have decomposed. Usually, It is denote the circulation of water from the
dcark colored (Ref. 1). sea, through the atmosphere, to the land;

huricane. See: tropical cyclone, and thence, with many delays, back to the
hunresaneaforce wind. In the Beaufort wind sea by overland and subterranean routes,

scale, a wind whose speed is 64 kt (73 mph) and in part by way of the atmosphere; also
or higher (Ref. 1). the many other paths by which water is

hydrated. Combined with water, returned to the atmosphere without

hydraulic shaker. See: shaker, hydraulic. reaching the sea (Ref. 6),
hydrocarboms. A vast family of organic com- hydrologic geometry feature. A channel,

pounds containing carbon and hydrogen in stream, pond, lake, or other depresslon that
various combinations, found especially m exhibits a water depth of 25 cm or greter
fossil fuels. Some hydrocarbon vapors in for a total period of at least I week of the
the atmosphere are major air pollutants, yeou (Ref. 38).
some may be carcinogenic, and others con- hydrology. The study of water, especially in
tribute to photochemical smog (Ref. 9). relation to its occurrence in streams, lakes,

hydrogen-ion co•cantration. The acidity or wells, and snow, including its discovery,
alkalinity of a solution measured in grams uses, control, and conservation; the science
of hydrogen ions per milliliter. It is that relates to the water of the earth.
abbreviated as pH, and is expressed in terms hydrolysis. A chemical process in which a
of the negative logarithm of the compound reactswith the OH- and H* ions
concentration (ILe., pH 7 - 10' grams of of water to form a weak acid, a weak baew,
hydrogen per milliliter). A pH of 7 is or both.
neutral; numbers below 7 denote Increasing hyckometeor. Any product of condensation
acidity with decreasing pH values; numbers or sublimation of atmospheric water vapor,
above 7 denote increasing alkalinity with whether formed in the free atmosphere or
increasing pH values (Ref. 1). at the surface of the earth; also, any water

hydrograph. A graphical representation of particles blown by the wind from the
stage or discharge at a point on a stream as surface of the earth (Ref. 1).
a function of time. The most common type, hydromorphic soils. Pedology. A suborder of
the observed hydropraph, represents river intrazonal soils formed under conditions of

37
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poor drainage in marshes, mpae areas. or characteristic of which are appreciably
flail (Ref. 2). altered by effects of water vapor (Ref. 1).

rophilic. Having an attraction for water; hygroscopic nucle. Nuclvi that have a
i.e., readily wet by water, said of films marked ability to accelerat the condensa.
ciapable of swelling in water (Ref. 1). tion of water vapor.

hydrophobic. Having little or no affinity for bygrothermogreph. A recording instrument,
water. Water repeDent or not wet by water combining on one record the variation of
(Ref A). atmospheric temperature and humidity

kydrophyte. A plant that typically grows in content a a function of time. The most
water or in mturated soil. Hydrophytes may common h-,grothermopaph is a hair
be rooted or free floating, submerged, with hyrograph combined with a thermograph
floating leaves, or with leaves emergent (Ref 3).
above the water level (Ref. 1) hypeomak. Of or pertaining to speeds equal

hydrosphere. The water portion of the earth to or in ezcem of ,ive times the speed of
as distinguished from the solid part. called sound (Ref 5).
the lithosphere, and from the gaseous outer hypha. Any of the threadlike parts that
envelope, called the atmosphere (Ref 3). comprise the mycellum of a funguL

hydrostatic pressure. Se: pressure, hydro- hypnometer. 1: An instrument for measuring
mate. atmospheric pressure by determining the

hyetoap hpL 1: A chart showing rainfall in. boiling point of a liquid at the station.
tensity against time. 2: An instrument for determining the
2: A map showing the real distribution of height of trees or other objects (Ref. 1).
rainfall (Ref. 1). hysteresis. An effect, involving energy low,

hygrometer. An instrument for measuring found to varying degrees in magnetic,
the water vapor content of the air. The electric, and elastic media when they am
most common type is a psychrometer, subjected to variation by a cyclical applied
consisting essentially of dry-bulb and force. In such media the polarization or
wet-bulb thermometers (Ref. 1). stress is not a single-valued function of the

hygrometry. The study that deas with the applied force, or, stated in another way, the
measurement of the humidity of the condition of the medium depends on its
atmosphere and other gams (Ref, 3). previous history as well a the instantaneous

hygroscope. An instrument that indicates value of the applied force. Hysteresis may
variation in atmospheric moisture (Ref. 15). be visualized u resulting from some kind of

hygroscopic. 1: Pertaining to a marked abil. internal friction (Ref. 1).
ity to accelerate the condensation of water hysteresis damping. 8e: solid friction
vapor. damping.
2: Descriptive of a substance, the physical Hs Abbr. for hats.

n
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l.b. Abbr. for inside bark (tree diameter). parts attached to the tracks of tracked
I-beam. A structural shape whose cross vehicles to increase traction on ice, Ice

section resembles the capital letter 1. cleats are sometimes attached to the tires of
ICAO Abbr. for Intemational Civil Aeronau- wheeled vehicles as well.

tical Oranization. ice crysal. Any one of a number of macm-
ICC Abbr. for Interstate Commerce Commis. soopic crystalline forms in which ice ap.

sion. pears, including hexagonal columns, hezag.
ice. The solid form of water, in nature onal plateleta, dentritic crystals, ice needles,

formed either by (Ref. 31): and copbinations of them forms (Ref. 1).
(a) The frezing of water, as in the case of ice field. A relatively uniform unbroken ice
river or sea ice; floe of great extent; a continuous sheet of
(b) The conversion of atmospheric water ice formed when lumps of ice conjoin (Ref
vapor directly into ice crystals; 20).
(c) The compaction of snow, with or ice floe. An extensive mass of floating ice,
without the motion of a glacier; or detached from the main polar ice. Ice floes
(d) The impregnation of porous snow are smaller than ice fields; their limits of
masses with water which subsequently dimension are normally within sight.
freezes. Ice fog; aiso frozen fog; pogonip. A type of

ice age. A geological period in which ice fog, composed of suspended particles of ice,
sheets and glaciers covered large areas of the partly ice crystals 20 to 1 00 Mm in diameter
continents, reaching the sea in places and but chiefly, tiny ice particles 12 to 20 1m
lowering the temperature of the oceans. in diameter, The smaller size particles are
Also applied specifically to the Pleistocene predominant in dense fog. It occurs at very
glacial epoch, low temperatures, and usually in clear, calm

Iceberg. A large mass of detached land ice weather in high latitudes. It is often
floating in the sea or stranded in shallow associated with atmospheric water vapor
water. Irregular icebergs generally calve from manmade sources or activities.
from glaciers, whereas tabular icebergs and ice foot. See ice firmly frozen to the shore at

* ice islands are usually formed from shelf the high.tide line, and unaffected by tide.
ice. Icebergs are the largest form of floating This type of fast ice is formed by the
glacier ice, bergy bits and growlers being freezing of sea water during ebb tide and of
generally the fragments of broken icebergs spray. It is separated from the floating sea
(noft 18). ice by a tide crack; in many areas it offers a

ice blnk. See: blink, fairly level, continuous route for surface
ice cake. See: cake Ice. travel (Ref. 3).
Icecap. Any ice sheet covering a large por- ice brost. Specifically, a thickness of ice that

tion of a land arse; eg., the Greenland Ice gathers on the outside of a rocket vehicle
CAp (Rot. 11). over surfaces supercooled by liquid gases

ice cuscade See: cascade. inside the vehicle. This ice frost is quickly
oee, clear. Generally, a layer or mass of ice shaken loose and falls to the ground once

that is relatively transparent because of its the vehicle begins its ascent (Ref. 40).
homogeneous structure and small number ice isand. One of the many large tabular
end size of air pockets (Ref 1). icebergs found in the Arctic Oceaa,, The

ice ceats. Sn&.p teethlike or spiked metal area of the largest one known is about 300

00
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ml, They are about 150 ft thick overall, forming ganerally to the irregularities of the
and drift with ocean currents 7nther than land (Ref. 15).
with the wind (Ref, 1). ice shelf. 1: A thick ice formation with a

ice Jam. 1: An accumulation of broken river fairly level surface, formed along a polar
ice caught in a narrow channel, frequently coast and in shallow bays and inlets, where
producing local floods tUuring a spring it is fastened to the shore and often reaehes
breakup. bottom. It may grow hundreds of miles out
2: Pields of lake or sea ice thawed loose to sea, It is usually an extension of land ice,
from the shores in early spring and blown and the seaward edge floats freely in deep
against the shore, sometimes e2,erting great water.
pressures (Ref 3). 2: More specifically, a level ice formation

lee lens. 1: A discontinuous layer of ground over 2 in (6,6 ft) above the sea surface that
ice tapering at Its extremities. Ice lenses in originates from annual accumulations of

IoI occur roughly paralled to each other firn snow layers on bay ice or on the
and are commonly in repeated layers. seaward extension of a glacier (Ref 18).
2: A discontinuous horizontal ice band in ice spicule. See: ice needle.
firn or snow that tapers at its extremities ice wedge; also ground ice wedge, A vertical
(Ref. I). sheet of ground ice that tapers downward

ice mound. See: frost mound. (Ref. 11).
ice needle. A long, thin ice crystal. Its cross icing. 1: In general, any deposit or coating of

section perpendicular to its long dimension ice on an object, caused by the
is typically hexagonal (Ref. 1). impingement and freezing of liquid (usually

Ice pellets, Transparent or translucent pellets supercooled) hydrometeors.
of ice that are spherical or irregular, rarely 2: A mass or sheet of ice formed on the
conical, and that have a diameter of 5 mm ground surface during the winter by
(0.2 in.) or less. Ice pellets form in the successive freezing of sheets of water that
atmosphere by the freezing of raindrops or may seep from the ground, from a river or
by coating of snow pellets with ice and from a spring. (Ref. 1)
precipitate as sleet or small hail, ideal gas or perfect gas. A gas for which tWe

Ice point. The true freezing point of water; ratio of tWe product of pressure and volume
the temperature at which a mixture of air. to temperature is a constant for a given
saturated pure water and pure ice may exist quantity of the gas, An ideal gas has specific
in equilibrium at a pressure of one standard heats which are independent of
atmosphere. The ice point is often used as temperature. Most permanent gases
one fiducial point (0*C or 32"F) in estab. including air, closely approximate te
fishing a thermometric scale because it is behavior of an ideal gas and, since the water
reproduced relatively easily under labora- vapor content of air rarely exceeds 3
tory conditions. The ice point is frequently percent, the ideal gas law is universally uwed
called the freezing point, but the latter term in meteorology.
should be reservod for reference to the IEC Abbr. for International Electrochemical
solidification of any kind of liquid under Commission.
various conditions (Ref. 3). IEEE Abbr, for Institute of Electrical and

ice prisms. Unbranched ice crystals, in the Electronic Engineers.
form of needles, columns, or plates often so IFR Abbr. for instrument flight rules.
tiny that they seem to be suspended in the igloo. A storage structure for ammunition
air. These crystals may fall from a cloud or and explosives. It is constructed of masonry
from a cloudless sky (Ref. 36). and/or steel with an arched roof which

lee sheet. Any large area of continuous ice collapses first in the event of an explosion,
overlying a ltnd surface (Ref 18). It is thereby lessening the damage. Most Igloon
continental ice or Icecap if it is an ice sheet are partially covered witil eartn.
of vat extent, covering and flooding irreg, igneous meteor. In U.S. weatneruobserving
ularities of a large landmass, or highland ice practice, a visible electrical discharge in the
if It is a comparatively thin ice cover con. atmosphere, Lightning is the must common

gO
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and important type. but types of corona or at rest whereby the velocity of one or
discharge are also included (Ref 3). both masses is changed. The impact

Igneous rocks. Rocks formed by solidifica- coefficient is the ratio between the
tion of hot mobile rock material (magma) difference ýn velocities of the two masses
including thos formed and cooled at great after impact to the same differenee before
depths (plutonic rocks), which are crystal- impact, The coefficient is unity for impact
line throughout, and those that have pouted between perfectly elastic bodies and zero
out on the surface of the earth in the liquid for fully inelastic bodies.
state or have been blown as fagments into impact acceleration. A sudden acceleration
the air (volcanic rocks) (Ref. I). caused by impact, an occurs, e.g., in the

10 Abbr. for International Geophysical crash landing of an aircraft or by impact of
Year. an automobile with another object.

illuminance. The total luminous flux re- impact machine. A mechanical shock
calved on a unit area of a given real or imag- machine in which the test item Is attached
inary surface, expressed as lumens per to an anvil which is struck by a hammer. It
square meter or formerly as footcandle, Pux, is used to produce a specified mechanical
or phot. shock on materiel, genrrally for testing

illumination. 1: Thc process in which light is purposes.
brought to some surface or object. impactors. An apparatus for collection and
2: The illuminance of a material object, sampling of atmospheric particulate matter
3: In radar, sometimes used for the whereby the particulates are collected on
irradiance of microwave energy on a target, solid surfaces by impaction using graduated
(Ref. 3) airstream velocities to obtain samples

illuviation. An accumulation of material in a within successive size ranges.
soil horizon through the deposition either impact pressure. See, pressure, impact,
mechanically or chemically of suspended impact testing. A type of rough handling test
mineral and organic matter originating from in which materiel is subjected to impulsive
horizons above, Since at least part of the loading as a result of a speci)ied mass
fine clay in the B horizons (or subsoils) of impacting the material or its package at a
many soils has moved into them from the A specified velocity. Impact tests include
horizons above, these are called illuvial incline.impact and pendulum.impact tests.
horizons (Ref 18). impairment of operational readiness. A

imbibition. 1: The absorption by a gel of a materiel condition wherein environmental
liquid for which it has an affinity. efaects have producer, sufficient deterlora-
Imbibition is accompanied by an expansion tion that the materiel can no longer func-
or swelling of the gel. tion with 100 percent effectiveness.
2: The process by which plants absorb, impedance. 1: The apparent opposition to
water from the soil (Ref. 3). the flow of current in an electrical circuit,

immature soil. Pedology. A soil lacking clear The ratio of the potential difference be.
individual horizons because of the relatively tween two terminals of the current flow
short time for soii-building forces to act produced by that potential difference.
upon the parent material since its 2: The complex ratio of a forcelike quan-
deposition or exposure (R.'( 16). tity (force, pressure, voltage, temperature,

immersion proof. Unleu othierwise specified, etc.) to a related velocitylike quantity (ve.
immersion proof means that an item of locity, volume velocity, current, heat flow,
equipment when ready for field transport etc.) usually referring to single frequency
can be submerged for 2 hr in salt or fresh quantities and to systems wherein proper.
water to a covering dt.pth of 3 ft and be ties are independent of the magnitudes of
capable of uperating at normal effectiveness their quantities,
immediately after being removed from the impedance, angular mechasnical. The torque
water (Ref. 12). per unit angular velocity (Ref. 22).

imnpcL Collision ur a mass i, motion with a impedance, driving point. In a t•'i.canival
second mass whieb may he either In motion structure, the ratio of the absolute values of

g1
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force to velocity when both are meusured cause combustion, used especially as a
simultaneously at a point (Ref, 22). filling for certain bombs, projectiles,

impedance, mechanical. The reaistance to bullets, or the like (Ref. 14).
motion of a mechanical systeii . pressed as incline impact test. A srock test in which a
the ratio of a forcelike quantity to a wheeled dolly is rmied along an inclined
velocitylike quantity when the arguments steel track (with the test specimen in place
of the quantities increase linearly with time on the dolly) a prescribed distance up the
(Ref. 22). track and released to impact against a

impedance, transfer. 1: Between two points barrier at the foot of the track.
in a mechanical structure, the force divided index of refraction, See: refractive index,
by the velocity when force and velocity are indicator. 1: The part of electronic equip-
measured at different points. ment in which the data are obtained by
2: At the same point in a mechanical observation. This is usually in the form of a
structure, the foic R divided by the velocity scope or dial.
when force and velocity are measured in 2: The part of an instrument from which
different directions. (Ref 22) the reading is made. This may be at the

impermeable rocks. Rocks that, being nearly instrument or at a remote location, or both
nonporous, do not allow water to soak into (Ref. 15).
them. Collectively, such rock may be individual equipment. Referring to method
pervious owing to joints and fissures, of use, signifies personal clothing and

impervious tent. A tent in which all the equipment for the personal use of the
pores of the fabric are closed with a individual (Ref. 26).
material impervious to water. Such tents do indaced environmeait. An environment in
not "breathe" as do ordinary canvas or wilich manmade or equipment-made
duck fabric tents, They are particularly environmental factors predominate or are
susceptible to moisture condensation on of primary importance. The environmental
inner surfaces when occupied in cold factors produced by man's activities are
weather. referred to as induced environmental

impingement. The process whereby airborne factors.
"particles strike and stick to the surface of a induced radiation. Radiation produced as a
solid object. For example, the combing of result of exposure to radioactive materials,
sea-salt particles from the air by bushes and particularly the capture of neutrons (Ref.
trees,

impingern. Wet or dry samplers for the induced radioactivity. See: radioactivity.
collection of particles from an airstream induced str. See: stress, induced.
wherein collection is accomplished by inductance. Electricity. The property of an
impingement on a surface. electric circuit that induces an electro-

impulse. The product of the magnitude of a motive force into the circuit itself or into a
constant force and the time during which nearby circuit, which force opposes any
the force is applied, or the time integral of a introduction, change, or discontinuance of
variable force over the period of its the current. Inductance corresponds to iner-
application. The impulse equals the change tia in matter. It is the property that causes a
in momentum experienced by a mass, lag in time for an applied current to rise to

impulse machine. See: impact machine. Its full value (Ref. 14).
impulse sound. A ,ionperiodic variation in inductive accelerometer. An accelerometer

atmospheric pressure having a duration of employing a pair of coils that are used to
less than I a and a peak-to.rins pressure sense the motion of a magnetically coupled
ratio greater than 10 dB. mass.

incandescence. Emission of light due to high inert. Destitute of power to move itself or
temperattre. Any other emission of light is actively to resist motion impressed; not
called luminescense (Re' 15). having active properties; powerless for a

incendiary. Any chemical agent designed to desired effect (Ref. 1).
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inertia. The property of matter by which it body of water leading into a larger; a
resists any change in its state of rest or narrow strip of water running into the land
uniform motion in a straight line (Ref. 15). or between islands (Ref. 10).

inertial damping. Production of a damping inner transport arm. The area where most of
force directly proportional to the tMe unloading is accomplished, located as
acceleration of the vibrating mess. Its near the beach u conditions permit
amplitude decay characteristics are Normally, tne transport group moves Into
logarithmic, making inertial damping the inner transport area after the
suitable for large amplitude vibrations, probability of enemy interference is

infiltration. 1: The flow of a fluid into a reduced (Rief, 5).
substance through pores or small openings. in place. 1: Formed or accumulated on the
It connotes flow into a substance in spot. A rock may decay and break down
contradistinction to the word percolation, into smao particles where it Is first exposed
which connotes flow through a porous in the land surface. It is then said to have

substance (Ref. 6). weathered in place or in situ.
2: The entry of water Into tWe soil from 2: As a mass appears in the soil before any
above (Ref. 2). disturbance. For example, the deeper part

Infiltration capaeity. The maximum rate at of a profile may be massive and show no
which tie soil, when in a given condition, signs of structure in place but may break
can absorb failing rain or melting snow down into lumps of regula size and shape
(Ref. 6). when removed. (Ref. 16)

Infrared radiation. Electromagnetic radiation hwcta. Any of numerous small invertebrate
in the wavelength region between visible animals having three divisions of the body,
radiation and microwave radiation; usually three pairs of legs, and, typically, one or
considered to begin at 7600 A (0.76 pm) two pairn of wings.
and extending to 1,000 /m (1 mm) (Ref kIlbag. A small mountain or hill surround-
1), ed by more or esu level rock surfaces or by

infasoni hequency. Frequencies below the debris derived from and overlapping its
&eusency threshold of human hearing, slopes and rising out of a desert pediment
generuily those frequencies below 15 Hs. or peneplain (ReAf. 32),

inhited sol chetsWle. Any character- insertion loss. The energy Ion In a system
istic of a soil that is due directly to the resulting from the insertion of an additional
nature of the material from which it component or subsystem,
formed, as contrasted to the characteristics insolation. 1: In general, solar radiation
that are wholly or partly the result of smil- r ecelved at the surface of the earth.
forming procesese acting on parent material. 2: The rate at which direct solar radiation is
For example, some soils are red because the incident upon a unit horizontal surface at
parent material was red, although the color any point on or above the surface of the
of most red soils is due to soil-forming proc. earth. (Ref. 3)
els (Ref. 16). instantaneously airbome dust. Particles

Iahlblto,, 1: An agent that dows or Inter, made airborne by artificial means whose
fetes with a chemical action, settling velocities (90 cm V") are greater

S2: A substance that reduces the rate of cor- than the air motions usually encountered.
rosion of a metal when added in amall Such particles have diameters exceeding
amounts to the corrosive envivonment. 150 pm.
(Ref. 84) instantaneous rainfall rate. Total rainfall in 1

initial radiation. The nuclear radiation ac- mmn,
companying a nuclear explosion and emit- Instrument shelter. A bodlike structure de-
ted from the resultant fireball; immediate signed to protect certain meteorological
radiation (Ref. 5). instruments from exposure to direct sun-

injection temperature. See: tempeature shine, precipitation, and condensation,
surface, while at the same time providing adequate

Inlet. A small narrow bay or creek; a small ventilation. Instrument shelters are painted
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white, have louvred sides, usually a double across whiLk there is a discontinuity of
roof, and are mounted on a stand several some property, such as density or velocity,
feet above tie pound with the door side or of some derivative of one of these prop.
facing poleward (Ref. 1). erties in a direction normal to the interface

insulate. To separate or isolate a conducting (Ref. 18).
body from its surroundings by means of a interference. 1: An environmental effect on
nonconductor, so as to prevent transfer of materiel or personnel that inhibits optimum
electricity, heat, or sound (Ref. 15). performance of material or personnel. Such

hinilation. 1: A nonconductive material interference is of three types: (a) optical,
usually surrounding or separating two con- (b) electromagnetic (nonoptical), and (c)
ductive materials. Often called the dielectric audio.
in a radio frequency cable. 2: Extraneous signals, noises, etc., that
2: A material having relatively high resist- hinder proper reception, transmission, or
ance to flow of electricity, heat, or sound. recording of the desired signal in electronic

insulation remiis•tc• . 1: The property of an equipment (Ref. 15).
insulating material that resists electrical 3: The mutual effect of two or more meet.
current flow through the insulating material ing waves or vibrations of any kind. Some-
when a potential difference is applied (Ref. times called wave interference (Ref. 15).
4). 4: The aerodynamic influence of two or
2: The measured resistance of the insulation more bodies on each other (Ref. 15).
of a device or product. This measurement is interference, acoustic. The combined action
taken along the path over which the of two waves moving simultaneously
insulation is intended to be effective (Ref. through the same region, Two waves of the1). same frequency, in phase with each other

integrated logistic support. 1: The pooling of and moving in the same direction, produce
specified resources by nations for use by reenforcement. Two waves of the same
the same nations as decided by coordinating frequency, in phase opposition, and moving
agency or authority to which the in the same direction, produce destructive
subscribing nations have agreed (Ref. 5). interference; if further they have equal
2: The combination of all phases and amplitudes, tWe result may be a complete
elements of logistic supply for a given annulment (Ref. 1).
operation into one coordinated function, interference, optical. The combined action

intensity. A measure of the ratio of quantity of two light rays. Unless the two paths are
of energy or number of particles to the area of identical optical length, the two beams
or time over which the measurement is may not be in phase and can destructively
made. interfere. at some points (dark) and

intensity level or sound-energy flux density constructively interfere at other points
level. See. sound intensity level. (bright). The principle of the conservation

interaural masking. Masking of acoustic sig- of energy applies; tnerefore, the energy
nals that occurs when the signal reaches one missing in the dark points will be found in
ear and noise reaches the other ear simul. the bright points (Ref. 1),
taneously. interferometer. An apparatus used to pro.

interchangeability. The condition of two or duce and show interference between two or
more parts being physically and functional. more wave trains coming from the same
ly interchangeable in all possible applies- source, and also to compare wave lengths
tions; i.e., when both parts are capable of with observable displacements or reflectors,
full, mutual substitution in all directions or other parts, by means of interference
(Ref. 33). hringes. An interferometer is frequently

intarcoatal traffic. Sea traffic between At- used to obtain quantitative information on
lantic, Gulf, and Great Lakes continental flow around bodies in wind tunnels (Ref.
U S ports and Pacific continental US 1).
ports (Ref. 5). interflow. The water, derived from precipita.

Interface. A surface separating two media tion, that infiltrates the soil surface and
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then moves laterlly through the upper ephemeral stream, which flows for a few
layes of soil above the water table until it hours or days after rain, or a sasonal
rmeches a sam channel or returns to the stream, which flows for several months of
surface at some point downalope from its the year, as during the rainy amon or
point of infiltration (Ref. 5). during the season of snow melt (Ref. 1).

Interfiue. 1: The area between two streams ioterad hiction; also viseosity. The molec-
or rives; especially, in upland areas where ular property of a fluid that nabs it to
the stream flow in more or lees parallel support tangential strsess for a finite time
courses (ef. 32). and thus to reist deformation (Ref. 3).
2: The surface area of alluvial cones be- internasi oxiddi See: oxidation, internal.
tween dry washes (Ref. 1). intrnationl logistics. The negotiating, plan-

interamdr corrosion. See corrosion, in. niM and implementation of supporting
t meldr logistic mmgemnmta between nations, their
for mnire. A spurious inmag of an ob- form, and agencies. It includes furnishing
ject formed below the tr'. position of that logistic support (nmaor end items, maleriel,
object by abnormal refraction conditions and/or services) to, or receiving logistic sup-
along the line of sight; one of the most port from, one or more friendly foreign
common of all type of mhia, and the governments, intsrnational organizations, or
opposite of a superior mirage. The require- militry force, with or without reimburse.
ment for the appearance of an inferior meat. It also includes planning and actions
mirae is a very large lapse rate of tempera- related to the intarmeshing of a significant
ture in the layer of air containing the line of element, activity, or component of the mill.
eight from observer to object. This condi- tery logistic systems or procedures of the

tion, firquently satisfied during the day- United States with those of one or more
time in air layers close to the surfae of the foreign governmnt, international orpanis-
earth in desert regions and over paved high- tiona, or military forces on a temporay or
ways, leads to a banding of near-horisontal permanent basi. It includes planning and
light rays in such a fashion that they be- actions relaled to the utilization of United
come concave upward and create the im- States logistics, policies, systems, and/or
pression that distant objects lie well below procedures to meet requirements of one or
their true position. This type of mefation more foreign government., international
of horizon sky light may yield the false orgaiztions, or forces (Ref. 5).
imprueson that a body of water lies off intertroplcal convergence zone. The asb, or
toward the horizon, thus deluding Imavelers a portion thereof, of the broad trade wind
in desert regions (Ref 3). current of the Tropics. This axis is the

intermediate maintnce (field). Mainte. dividing line between the soutneut trades
nance that is the responsibility of and per- and the northeast trades (of the Southern
formed by designated maintenance activi- and Northern Hemispheres, respectively)
ties for direct support of user organizations. (Ref 1).
Its phases normally consist of calibration, intracoestal sealift. Shipping used primarily
repair, or replacement of damaged or un- for the carriage of personnel and/or cargo
serviceable parts, components, or smm- along a coast or into river ports to support
bligs; the emergency manufacture of non- operations within a given area (Ref. 5).
available parts; and providing technical ltraocular fluids. The fluids filling the inte-
assistance to user organizations (Ref. 5). rior of the eyeball.

intermediate scale map. A map, normally of intrapemufost water. Ground water within
a scale from 1:200,000 to 1:500,000, the permafrost (Ref. 12).
intended for planning strategic operations, intraxonel soil. Pedolofy. Any one of the
including the movement, concentration, great groups of soils having more or less
and supply of troops (RBf. 5). See also: well-developed soil characteristics that
medium-scale map. reflect a dominating influence of some local

intermittent stream. A stream that flows factor of relief or a parent material over the
only part of the time. It may be either an normal influences of the climate and the
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vegetation on the soil-forming processes Ionization. The poces by which neutral
Such proups of soils may be geographically atoms or groups of atoms become electrical-
associated with two or more of the sonal ly charged, either positively or negatively,
groups of soils having charactoristics by the loss or pin of electrons; or the state
dominated by the influence of climate and of a substance whom atoms or groups of
vegetation (Ref. 16). atoms have become thus chaired (eO. 15).

Intrenched meander. A meander inclosed by inizatiom chamber. An instrument consist-
valley walls (Ref. I). ing essentially of a closed chamber or tube

intrusion. The pr-ce. of mouble rock of air or gas with two electrodes, used for
material flowing into or between other detecting and measuring nuclear radiation.
rocks under great pressure. The term Radiation passing through an ionisation
generally refers to the invasion of older chamber ionizes the air o: as in the cham.
rocks at depth by molten rock or magma bar, permitting detection and meamumment
but it is also used to describe the plastic of the radiation by electrical means (Ref.
injection of slat domes into overlying rocks 14).
(Ref. 32). Iofosphere. A layer of ionised air high above

intrusive rock. Igneous rock formed by the the surface of the earth which is important
flow of magma from the depths of the in the transmnission of radio signals.
earth, but arrested and cooled before IPS Abbr. for International Pyrheliometric
reaching the surface. Shapes of intrusive Scale.
rocks include tabular or sheetlike dikes and MR Abbr. Jbr infrared.
sills, cylindrical necks and larger masses IR band. The infrared part of the optical
with steep walls and no apparent floor such spectrum extending from approximately 2
is stocks and batholiths (Ref. 32). X 10" to 5 X 1011 Ha. See also: infraed

inundate. To cover with a flood; overflow, radiation.
inversion. Meteorology. A departure from iris. The colored circular disc of the eye

the usual decrease or increase with altitude perforated by the pupil, It is suspended in
of the value of an atmospheric property, the aqueous humor in front of the lens.
also, the layer through which this departure Irlsation. The coloration of ice crystal clouds
occurs (the "inversion layer"), or the lowest within about 30 deg of the sun (Ref. 3).
altitude at which the departure is found Wiis diaphragm. A diaphragm used in an
(the "base of the inversion"). This term optical system to stop light with an
almost always means a temperature aperture constructed so that its diameter
inversion; however a moisture inversion may be continuously varied over a
and precipitation inversion are also defined considemble range.
(Ref. 3). irradiance. The radiant flux density. The

In vitro. Literally "in glass", normally used total radiant flux received on a unit area of
to connote or describe something occurring a given real or imaginary surface.
outside a living orjanlsm. irradiation. The exposure of a material to

in vivo. In the living organism. high energy radiation referring both to that
ion. 1: In atmospheric electricity, any of producing detrimental effects as well as that

several types of electrically charged sub- employed for desirable modification of
microscopic particles normally found in the properties.
atmosphere. Atmospheric ions are of two Irrigation. The controlled application of
principal types, small ions and large ions, water to amble lands to supply water re-
although a clas of intermediate ions has quirements not satisfied by rainfall (Ref. 6).
occasionally been reported. sallobar. A line of equal change in atmos.
2: In chemistry, atoms or specific groupings pheric pressure during a specified time
of atoms that have gained or lost one or interval; an ieopleth of pressure tendency
more electrons, as the "chloride ion" or (Ref. I).
"ammonlum ion". Such ions exist in aque- 180 A bbr. for International Organization for
ous solutions and in certain crystal struc- Standardization.
turn (Ref. 3), isobar. A line of equal or constant pressure;
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an isopleth of pressure, In meteorology, it vibrating foundation to the equipment or
most often refers to a line drawn through to reduce the magnitude of force
till points of equal atmospheric pressure transmitted from the equipmenit to its
along a given reference surface, such as a foundation (Ref. 22).
conmtant-height surface (notably mean sea 2: Any device or system for reducing or
level on surface charts) (Ref. I). eliminating interaction between objects or

isobaric. Of equal or constant pressure, with systems.
respect to either space or time. Because homer. One or more substances witn the
Isobar is a common meteorological term, same composition but with different
"isobiAric" can be taken to mean "of structures and, hence, different properties.
isobars". therefore leading to some Isopleth. 1: A line of equal or constant value
ambiguity, This latter use should be avoided of a given quantity, with respect to either
(Ref. t) space or time (Ref, 1).

isogonic line, A line on a map corresponding 2: A line drawn through points on a graph
to points on the surface of the eartn having at which a given quantity has the same
the same magnetic declination, numerical value (or occurs with the same

bohel. A line drawn through geographical frequency) as a function of the two
points having the same duration of sunshine coordinate variables (Ref. 3).
(or other function of solar radlation) during 3: A straight line along which lie
any specified time period (Ref. 3). corresponding values of a dependent and

bohyet. A line drawn through geographical independent variable (Ref. 3).
points recording equal amounts of laopycnie. Of equal or constant density, with
precipitation during a given time period or respect to either space or time (Ref. 1).
for a particular storm (Ref. 3), isostasy. The state of equilibrium existing

isolknetic sampling. A sampling technique between the highlands and the lowlands of
for dust particles in which the air velocity the earth, due to the fact that the highlands
inside the sample probe is equal to the air are made of lighter rock materials than the
velocity outside the probe. This type of lowlands.
sampling is usually required when sampling isoach. Line of equal windspeed.
from a laminar flow of dust particles, isotherm. A line of equal or constant

isolation. The procm by which a system is temperature (Ref. I).
rndered Iaa sensitive to external excite- isotope. A variation of an element having the
tion. For mechanical systems, vibration same atomic number as the element itself
isolation is attained by resilient supports or but heving a different atomic weight
other means of vibration attenuation. In because of a different number of neutrons
steady.state forced vibration, isolation is Different isotopes of the same element may
expressed quantitatively as the complement have different radioactive behavior (Ref 9).
of tranamisaibility (Ref. 38). issue, The release of supplies to consuming

isolation efficiency. See: tranmilsaibillty. or using agencies or activities,
isolator. 1: A device or system to reduce the isthmus. A narrow strip of land connecting

magnitude of motion transmitted from a two considerable bodies of land (Ref 10).
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J

J Abbr. for joule. often submerged, built to direct or confine
Jacobs-Hochheher method. A reference the flow of a river or tidal current is called a

sampling method for the measurement of training wall. A wall or embankment along
nitrogen dioxide in the atmosphere using a a waterfront to resist encroachment of the
chemical-colorimetric technique. ns, is called a sea wall (Ret. 18).

jamming. Intentional transmission or eradia- Johnson noie. See: nobe, thermal.
lion of radio signals in such a way a to jovint. A crack in a mass of rock that has
interfere with reception of desired signals been formed along a plane of weakness.
by the intended receiver (Ref. 15). joint amplitude probability density Aanc.

JAN Abbr. for joint Army.Navy. tion. A function in which the probability
jerk. A vector that specifies the time rate of density is plotted vermsu x and y. The vol-

change of acceleration with respect to an ume under the joint probability density
inertial reference frame, Jerk is the first plot between any two a points and any two
derivative of the acceleration with respect y points is equal to the probability that x(t)
to time (Ref. 8). and y(t) will simultaneously have ampi-

jet sbam. A narow band of high volociLy tudes within those ranges of any given time.
horiaonta wind In the upper troposphere or Total volume under the plot is unity.
in the stratosphere, usually exceeding jolt test. The application of repeated shocks
speeds of 50 kt. Two jet streams are to equipment (Ref. 1).
sometimes distinguished; the polar-tront jet jumble test. The application of repeated
stream of the middle to upper latitudes and tumbling to equipment in a box being
the subtropical Jet stream between latitudes rotated around Its diagonal axis (Ref. 1).
20 dog and 30 deg. jungle. A dense, tangled second-growth

Jetty. A structure, such as a wharf or pier, so vegetation of rasses, shrubs, small trees,
located as to influence current or to protect and vines; generally associated with
the entrance to a harbor or river. A jetty equatorial areas. The term is often used
extending into the sea to protect the coast improperly as a synonym for tropical
from erosion is called a goin. A jetty that rainforest, which is relatively clear of
breaks the force of the sea at any place is undergrowth (Retf 1).
called a breakwater. A jetty, wall, or bank,
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K Abbr. for kelvin. Kelvin is the unit of tern- limestone bedrock with type locality being
perature in the absolute or kelvin tempera- the Krst, a limestone plateau on the
turf scale being 1/278.16 of the thermo, eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea (Ref. 32).
dynamic temperature of the triple point of katabatic wind. Any wind blowing down an
wt•e. Also a kelvi. incline; the opposite of ansbatic wind. If

k Abbr. for kilo (10 ); cold (air). the wind is warm, it is called a foehn; if
fame. A mound, knob, or hillock deposited cold, it may be a fall wind (such as the

by stream and glacial action in which one or born), or a gravity or drainage wind (such as
more sides were in contact with the glacier a mountain wind) (Ref. I).
ice. Kames occur in a variety of shapes, kelvin tempeeture scale (Abbr. K). Same ia
sizes, and compositions and generally absolute temperature scale. In the kelvin
consist of poorly sorted, poorly stratified saede, the freezing point of water is 273.15
material (Ref. 32). K (0 Celsius) and the hoiling point of

kame terrace. Stratified, transported water is 373.15 K (100C) (Ref. 1).
material deposited by meltwater between ketone. An organic chemical compound
glacier ice and adjacent higher ground in the consisting of a CO (carbonyl) group
form of a constructional terrace after attached to two hydrocarbon radicals.
disappearance of the ice (Ref. 32). kettle hole. A depression in glacial drift

kapok. The soft, downy substance obtained believed to have originated when an isolated
from the inside of the seed pods of the block of ice from a glacier is partly buried
silk-cotton tree and used in pillows, by sediments and later melts entirely sway.
mattresses, and life preservers. Kettle holes are uasally undrained with the

karman vort•x phenomenon. The excitation larger ones containing Iskes and ponds (Ref.
into vibration of vertical, long, slender, 32).
elastic bodies, such as large space vehicles in k factor; also multiplication factor. The ratio
prelaunch configuration, by ground winds, of the number of neutrons produced by

karnt region. A limestone region in which nuclear fission to the number of neutrons
most or all of the drainage is by originally present; i.e., the number of
underground channels, the surface being neutrons produced in a chain reaction for
dry and harren. It is characterized by sink every neutron absorbed or otherwise lost.
holes and uneven topography caused by the In order to obtain a useful controlled
unequal dissolution of porous underlying reaction, the multiplication factor must be
limestone rock (Ref. 20). kept at a value of h equal to or slightly

karat topography. A type of landform greater than one (Ref. 1).
characterized by vast numbers of kinematic viscosity. See: viscosity,
depressions of all sizes, sometimes by great kinematic.
outcrops of fluted limestone ledges, sinks, knot (Abbr. kt or kn). The unit of speed in
and other solution passages, almost total the nautical system; one nautical mile per
lack of surface streams, and large springs in hour. It is equal to 1.1508 statute mi hr-1
the deeper valleys. Such topography is or 0.5144 m s- (Ref. 3).
developed in regions of very water soluble konimeter; also conimeter. An instrument
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for determining the dust content of a viscous substance, The caught particles are
sample of air. One form of the instrument counted and measured with the aid of a
consists of a tapered metal tube through microscope (Ref. 3).
which a sample of air is drawn and allowed kt Abbr. for knot.
to impinge upon a glass slide covered with a kT Abbr. for kiloton.

L

I Abbr. for liter, example, the localized excessive mowfall
lacustrine. Relating to a lake or lake downwind from Lake Erie.

materials. laminar flow. A flow in which the fluid
acutriem deposit Lakedeposited sediments moves smoothly in parallel layers, a

that have been exposed by elevation of the nonturbulent flow.
land or lowering of the water level (P,[. 2). land. The total natural and cultural environ-

lacustuine terraces. Benches or flats that ment within which production takes place.
mark the shore lines of ancient lakes or Land is a broader term than soil. In addi-
earlier high-water stages of existing lakes. tion to soil, its attributes include other
Nearly horizontal surfaces with relatively physical conditions such u mineral deposits
steep slopes facing the central portion of and water supply; location in relation to
the lake characterize this landform (Ref. 1). centers of commerce, populations, and

lag. 1: That part of the difference between other land; the size of the individual tracts
the output of an instrument and its input or holdings; and existing plant cover, works
that is due to the failure of the instrument of improvement, and the like (Ref. 16).
to respond instantaneously to variations of land breeaz. Se&: breeze.
the input signal. It is a function of the landform. The physical expression of the
instrument time constant (Ref. 3). land surface (Ref. 42).
2: The difference in phase between the land locomotion mechanics. An engineering
voltage and the current it produces in an discipline that Integrates parameters of soil
inductive circuit (Ref. 3). mechanics, vibration response, and vehicle
3: Variously defined an time from beginning geometry into analytical systems for the
(or center of mass) of rainfall to peak (or design of off-road automotive vehicles
center of mass) of runoff (Ref. 6). possessing optimum performance, ride, and

Ilg coefficient. See: relaxation time. handling characteristics (Ref. 1).
lagoon. A shallow body of water such as a landscape. The sum total of the characteris-

sound, channel, pond, or lake. The term is tics that distinguish a certain kind of area
most frequently applied to such bodies of on the surface of the earth and give it a
water that communicate with the sea (Ref. distinguishing pattern in contrast to other
32). kinds of areas. Any one kind of soil is said

lake. 1: Any standing body of inland water, to have a characteristic natural landscape,
generally of considerable size. and under different uses it has one or more
2: A pool of a viscous material, such as oil characteristic cultural landscapes (Ref. 16).
or asphalt. (Ref. 10) landscape type. A region throughout which a

lake effect. The modification in weather specific assemblage of environmental factor
resulting from the presence of a lake. In the classes occurs and throughout which factor
United States, it is often specific to the classes are related to each other In a similar
Great Lakes and is used to describe, for way (Ref. 35).
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landslide. The downward movement of a feature or combination of such features
large mass of earth or rocks from a that forces a vehicle to deviate laterally
mountain or cliff. It is often caused by from a desired path (Ref. 385).
rainwater soaking into the soil and other latiritic soil. A suborder of zonal soils of
material on a steep slope; their weight is warm, temperate, and tropical region& that
much increased, and they become more include the yellow podzollc, red podzolic,
mobile. A landslide may be caused by an and yellowish-brown lateritic and that are
earthquake or on the seacoast by the residual products of rock containing iron
undermining action of the sea (Ref 20). oxide and aluminum hydroxide.

lane. A clear route through an obstacle. A latitude. In geography, angular distauce
single lane is normally 8 m wide and north or south from the Equator measured
suitably marked; a double lane is 16 m wide through 90 del. In astronomy, angular dis-
(Ref 12). tance of a celestial body from the plane in

langley. A unit of solar radiation equal to 1 which the earth moves around the sun.
gcal cm"2 (Ref. 1). It is named in honor of lava. Fluid rock, such as that which issues
the American scientist, Samuel P. Langley, from a volcano or a fissure in the surface of
1834-1906, who made many contributions the earth; also the same material solidified
to the knowledge of solar radiation, by cooling (Ref 10).

lapse. A decrease from a higher to lower lava flow. A stream of molten lava that has
state or value. flowed over a part of the surface of the

lapse rate. The decrease of an atmospheric earth. If it spreads out over a large area, It is
variable with height, the variable beino called a lava bed or a lava field. Lava flows
temperature, unless otherwise specified or lava beds may be nearly smooth and
(Ref. 1). level, or they may be extremely rough (Refo
rge.lot storae. A quantity of material that 21).
will require four or more pallet columns layer principle. A technique of clothing
stored to maximum height. Usually design that utilizes the principle that two or
accepted as stock stored in carload or more thickneses of clothing, with interven.
greater quantities (Ref, 5). See also: ing air space, provide greater insulation than
,storage. the same thickness of clothing of the same

larg•eale map. A map having a scale of material in a single layer (Ref. IZ).
1:75,000 or larger (Ref. 5). leaching. The process by which water,

lashing. The fastening or securing of a load percolating downward in the soil or moving
to its carrier to prevent shifting during across the surface of the soil, chemically
transit (Ref. 5). removes soluble minerals from one place

Irtent heat. See: heat, latent. and deposits them elsewhere.
lateral mirage. A very rare type of mirage in lead. A long narrow passage through pack

which the apparent position of an object ice, navigable by a surface vessel and usually
appears displaced to one side of its true large eniough to allow a submarine to
position. As in any mirage, an anomalous surface in or through it (Ref. 31).
atmospheric density gradient is required for leader or leader streamer, The streamer that
its production, but in the lateral mirage the initiates the first phase of each stroke of a
isopycnic surfaces (surfaces of constant lightning discharge. Like all streamers, it is a
density) must be nearly vertical. The latter channel of very high ion density that
condition is almost never satisfied in the propagates through the air by the continual
free atmosphere, but may exist in the establishment of an electron avalanche
immediate vicinity of strongly heated walls ahead of its tip. Of the recognized types of
or cliffs. If the observer's eye is sufficiently leader, the stepped leader initiates the very
close to such a heated vertical surface, he first stroke and esti.blishes the channel for
may see a lateral mirage (Ref 3). all subsequent streamers of a lightning

lateral obstacle. An insurmountable terrain discharge, The dart leader initiates each
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subsequent stroke. It is postulated that a attached to rocks, soil, wood, or bark (Ref.
pilot streamer precedes the stepped leader 11).
(fief. 3). life, average. The mean value for a normal

leakage current. The electric current that distribution of lives. Generally applied to
flows or "leaks" along the surface or mechanical failures resulting from wear
through the body of an insulator, (Ref. 33).

lee. A place or location sheltered from the life cycle (materiel). The events occurring
wind. In nautical usage, the side of a ship between procurement and expenditure or
farthest from the side from which the wind disposal. It consists of two phases:
blows. (a) transportation and storage necessary to

eeward. The direction toward which the give time and place utility to materiel,
wind blows. (b) operational use.

length of record. The period during which life cycle (system). A system life cycle
observations have been maintained at a consists of five phases which describe the
meteorological station, and which serves as status of a system from its original concept
the frame of reference for climatic data at to its eventual realization as operational

that station. The standard length of record hardware. The five phases are: (a) concept
for the purpose of a normal has been fixed formulation, (b) contract definition, (c)
by the World Meteorological Organization development, (d) production, (e) operation.
as 30 yr, which is a fair practical average for life, service. The acceptable period of time
the length of a homogeneous record when an item can remain in storage and in
desirable for most of the meteorological tactical readiness with authorized
elements (Ref. 1), organizational and field maintenance being

levee. An embankment along the shore of a performed that does not affect its
river or the arm of the sea. Artificial levees operability for the intended tactical use
are built to protect property from flooding (Ref. 33),
during high water. Natural levees are built life, shelf. The acceptable period of time
by a river in times of flood by deposition of during which an tem can remain in storage
material upon the banks and are relatively without affectin:; its operability for the
low and wide (Ref. 32). intended tactical use (Ref. 33).

level of free convection. The level at which a life, useful. The total operating time
parcel of air lifted dry-Fdiabatically between being issued and being wown out
thereafter would first become warmer than (Ref. 33).
its surroundings, in a conditionally unstable lift-onflift-off transport. A combination of
atmosphere. Found at the pressure level motor and water transport in which
where the mean wet-bulb temperature of semitrailers are transported to a port by
the moist layer, raised along a tract-rs, lifted on board ships by cranes,
pseudoadiabat, first intersects the sounding, transported by water to another port,

It Abbr, for low frequency. offloaded from the ship by cranes, and then

If band. The low frequency portion of the delivered by highway to their destinations,
electromagnetic spectrum extending from light breeze. In the Beaufort wind scale, a
approximately 10" to 2 X 101 Hz. wind whose speed is from 1 to 3 kt.

LGP Abbr. for low ground pressure. lightfastness. Ability of a color or colored
liana. A woody climbing plant with gyound material to withstand exposure to radiant

roots (Ref, 1). energy without change from the original
lichen. Any plant of the class Lichenes condition (Ref. 1).

varying in bize, form, and color but always lightning, A luminous atmospheric manifes-
having a compound structure consisting of tation accompanying a sudden electrical dis-
an alg and fungus. A lichen is an air plant charge which takes place from or inside a
that lacks roots, stems, branches, leaves, cloud or, leo often, from high structures on
and flowers; it reproduces by spores or the ground or from mountains (Ref. 386).
through fragmentation. It is usually found lightning arrester. 1: Any device designed to
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carry to the ground (to "ground") the line.of.sight. A line in which visibility is
short-duration surge currents that appear on unimpaired by obstaclos. Microwave
power lines and telephone or telegranh lines transmiuion is limited to line-of-sight by
during severe thunderstorms (Ref. 3). the curvature of the earth, because of the
2: A device designed to protect apparatus straight-line propagation of microwave
from high transient voltage. It is connected energy.
usually between the electric conductors of a liquid.in-glams thermometer. A thermometer
network and ground. in which the thermally sensitive element is a

light sensitizers. Components that react to liquid contained in a graduated glass
sunlight and act as initiators of envelope. The indication of such a
photochemical reactions. Some relatively thermometer depends upon the difference
widespread light sensitizers include ozone, between the coefficients of thermal

nitrogen dioxide, and peroxides. expansion of the liquid and the glass.
lime pan. A dry lake having a surface of solid Mercury and alcohol are liquids commonly

or particulate calcium carbonate deposited used in meteorological thermometers (Ref.
from solution by the evaporation of water 3).
originally or periodically in the basin (Ref. lUquid limit. Soil Mechanics. A measure of
2). 1 soil consistency (See: Atterberg limits)

limestoie. A bedded sedimentary deposit defined as the water content, expressed as a
consisting chiefly of calcium carbonate percentage of the weight of the oven-dried
which yields lime when burned. (In a soil, at the boundary between the liquid
broader sense the term has been used for and plastic states (Ref. 32),
combinations or mixtures with magnesium liquid water content. The amount of liquid
carbonate in which the proportion of water in a given volume uf air.
calcium carbonate is less than one-half.) lithometeor. A meteor consisting of an en-
(Ref, 1) sembie of particles most of which are solid

limited.production.type item. An item under and nonaqueous. The particles are more or
development, commercially available, or less suspended in the air or lifted by the
available from other Government agencies wind from the ground. The litbometeors,
for which an operational requirement exists which have more or less the character of
and for which no other existing item is sub- suspensions in the atmosphere, are haze,
stitutable; the item appears to fulfill an dust haze, and smoke; they consist of very
approved materiel requirement or other Mil- small dust particles, of sea4alt particles, or
itary Department approved requirements, of combustion products (e.g., from forest
and to be promising enough operationally fires) (Ref. 36).
"to warrant initiating procurement and/or lithosois. Azonal soils having an incomplete
production for service issue prior to com- solum or no clearly expressed soil
pletion of development and/or test or adop- morphology and consisting of freshly and
tion as a standard item (Ref. 5). imperfectly weathered rock or rock

limited standard item. An item of supply fraqtments (Ref. 2).
determin-d by standardization action as lithosphere. The outer, solid portioi. of the
authorized for procurement only to support earth; the crust of the earth; usually used in
in-Service military materiel requirements contexts wherein the lithosphere is said to
(Re), 5). make contact with the atmosphere and the

limnology. The study of the physical, hydrosphere (Ref. 3).
chemical, meteorological, and biological littoral; also littoral benthal. Oceanography.
aspects of fresh waters (Ref. 9). The benthic zone between high and low

line map. Sce: planimetric map. water marks. According to some
linear acceleration. Acceleration along a authorities, the benthonic 7one between the

straight line, usually expressed in units of ft shore and water depths of approximately
0 or m ,2. A frequently used unit of 100 fathoms (200 m). Littoral benthal is
measure is the acceleration due to gravity g subdivided into the eulittoral and the
whose standard value is 32.1 740 ft a2 . sublittoral, The usage and Interpretation of
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this term vary widely in the literature (Ref. local winds. Winds that, over a small area,
18). differ from those that would be appropriate

live room. A room characterized by an to the general pressure distribution, or that
unubually small amount of sound possess sone other pecullarity (Ref. 1).
absorption, or stated conversely, a room locus. A set of lines, points, etc., satisfying
that has an appreciable reverberation time given conditions.
(Ref. 1). loesa Geological deposit of relatively uni.

lm Abbr. for lumen. form, fine material, mostly silt, presumably
load factor. The factor by which the weight transported by wind. Many unlike kinds of

of a piece of equipment is multiplied to soil in the United States having developed
determine the steady-state acceleration level from loess blown out of alluvial valleys and
to be applied through the equipment from other deposits during periods of arid.
center-af-gravity, the value and direction of ity (Ref. 16).
the factor being specified for the vehicle logarithmic decrement. In shock and vibra.
structure location at which the item of tton terminology, the natural logarithm of
equipment is to be installed (Ref. 1). the ratio of any two successive amplitudes

load range. For a shock and vibration of like sign in the decay of a single.fre.
isolator, or an Isolating interface material, quency oscillation (Ref. 1).
the range of static load or unit load that the logistical support. Maintenance and supply
isolator or material is designed to support support to be provided at organization,
(Ref. 1). field, and depot levels. Logistical support is

loaded height. For a shock or vibration influenced by the degree of unitization or
isolator or mounting base, the specified or modularization, ruggedness, cost and test
measured distance from its vehicle points, test equipment, tactical employ-
installation interface to a specified point on ment, and transportation requirements
the equipment side of the resilient medium, (Ref. 33).
when a specifled percent of the rated load is logistics. 1: The science of planning and car.
applied (Ref. 1). rying out the movement and maintenance

loam. The U S Department of Agriculture of forces. In its most comprehensive sense,
textural clan name for soil having a the aspects of military operations that deal
moderate amount of sand, silt, and clay. with (Ref. 5):
Loam soils contain 7 to 27 percent of clay, (a) design and development, acquisition,
28 to 50 percent of silt, and less than 52 storage, movement, distribution, mainte-
percent of sand (Ref. 16). nance, evacuation, and disposition of mate.

loamy sand. The U S Department of riel,
Agriculture textural clan name for soil (b) movement, evacuation, and hospitali.a-
containing more than 70 percent sand and tion of personnel,
less than 15 percent clay, mc' less than 85 (c) acquisition or construction, -nainte-
percent sand at 0 percent clay and more nance, operation, and disposition of facili-
than 10 percent clay at 0 percent silt (Ref. ties,
1). (d) acquisition or furnishing of services.

local procurement. The process of obtaining 2: For purposes of this handbook, a more
personnel, services, supplies, and equipment limited definition of logistics is employed.
from local or indigenous sources (Ref. 5). The logistic cycle is defined as beginning at

local relief. The difference in elevation the point of procurement and extending to
between the highest and lowest points in a the time of issue of materiel to operating
limited area. In terrain studies, the area of personnel; hence, it consists of procure.
uwally 1 mi2 (Ref. 42). ment, packaging, transport, storage, and

local speed of sound. The velocity of issue.
propagation of acoustic waves over a small logistic cycle. The events or operations that
region as determined by the conditions materiel encounters between the time of
there. It is principally a function of manufacture and time of use by the using
temperature (Ref. 1). agency. The logistic cycle, as defined here.
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in, consists of three basic operations: (a) low frequency radio waves as are in steries
handling, (b) transportation, and (c) stor- and in certain radio direction-finding
age. equipment (Ref. 3).

logistic materiel classe. Methods of clamify- loose ice. See: broken Ice.Ing Army materiel for management put. Localmidt number. The number of mole-
poses. Examples of classification criteria cules in 1 cm3 of an ideal gas at 0* C and 1
include: (a) cost, (b) clam of supply, and (c) atmosphere, equal to 2.687 X 10" ,
importance of Item. loudness. A rating scale of auditory evoked

logisti support (medical). Medical car, response, in terms of which sounds may be
treatment, hospitalization, evacuation, fur- ordered on a scale extending from soft to
niahing of medical services, supplies, mate- loud. Loudness is primarily a function of
riel, and adjuncts thereto (Ref. 5). the sound pressure of the stimulus, but also

Iilny ice. See: frazil. - depends on the frequency and wave form of
longitude. A measure of angular distance on the stimulus (Ref. 88).

the surface of the earth from the Greenwich loudness contour. A curve of sound pressure
meridian or a prime meridian numbered in level versus frequency required to produce a
degrees up to 180 deg in either direction given loudness sensation for the typical
(east or west). listener (Ref. 38).

longitudinal dunes. Long, narrow ridges of low. An "area of low pressure", referring to
sand, whose longitudinal axes are parallel to a minimum of atmospheric pressure in two
the direction of the prevailing winds. They dimensions (closed isobars) on a
are wider and steeper on the windward side constant-height chart or a minimum of
and taper to a point on the leeward side. height (closed contours) on a
Characteristically, they form behind constant-pressure chart. Since a low is, on a
topographic obstacles in areas where the synoptic chart, always associated with
wind is strong and varies little In directio i, cyclonic circulation, the term is used
and where sand is plentiful (Ref. 32). interchangeably with cyclone (Ref. 3).

longitudinal obstacle. A surmountabie low temperature chamber. See: chamber,
terrain feature (e.g., tall, thick grass) that low temperature.
inhibits the movement of a surface vehicle low velocity airdrop. The delivery of
by forcing it to slow down as the feature is personnel, supplies, or equipment from
negotiated (Ref. 35). aircraft in flight, utilizing sufficient

longitudinal wave. See: wave, longitudinal, parachute retardation to preys.. :'nJury or
longshore current. The resultant current damage upon ground impact. The nominal

produced by waves being deflected at an terminal velocity of low velocity airdrop is
angle by the shore. In this case the current 28.5 ft s-I (Ref. 17). See also: high velocity
runs roughly parallel to the shoreline, The airdrop.
longshore current is capable of carrying a lumen. A unit of luminous flux. The lumen
certain amount of material depending upon is equal to the luminous flux radiated into a
its velocity and the particle size of the unit solid angle (steradian) by a uniform
material; however, any obstruction, such as point source having a luminous intensity of
a submarine rock ridge or a land point one candela. It is the St unit for luminous
cutting across the path of the current will flux.
cause lots of velocity and consequent lots luminance. The total luminous flux
of carrying power (Ref 18). produced by light from a source falling on a

loop antenna. An antenna consisting of a unit surface area normal to the direction of
conducting coil, of any convenient cross propagation of the light at the center of the
section (generally circular), that emits and unit surface area divided by the solid angle
receives radio energy. The principal lobe of subtended by the source at the receiving
the radiation pattern is wide and is in the surface. The intervening medium between
direction perpendicular to the plane of the the light source and the receiving surface is
loop. Its primary application in radio assumed to be transparent (Ref. 3).
meteorology Is for the detection of such luminescence. Emission of light other than
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incandescence. Emission as a result of and tide-producing force of the moon (Ref. 3).
only during absorption of radiation from lIx. A photometric unit of illuminance or
some other source is called fluorescence illumination equal to 1 Im m"2 .
(Ref. 15). LWC Abbr. for liquid water content.

haminolty. See: lininous efficiency. Ix Abbr. for lux.
banlnous efficiancy; als luminosity. For a lyophifse. Rapid freezing and subsequent

given wavelength of visible radiation, the rapid dehydration under a vacuum. The
ratio of the flux that is effectively sensed tarm is most frequently used in biology and
by the human eye to the flux that is medicine. Popularly called freeze-drying.
Intrinsic in the radiation (Ref. 1). lysimeter. An instrument to determine (a)

klminous meteor. According to U.S. weather lonse from a soil column due to pekrcolation
observing practice, any one of a number of and leaching under prescribed conditions,
atmospheric phenomena that appear as or (b) gains and losses from a soil column
luminous patterns In the sky. This includes (Ref. 2).
halos, coronas, rainbows, aurorae, and theirmsaysrlatonsR~f.3).lyze. Produce or undergo decomposition.
many variations (Ref. 8). dsnertoo islto ao el)

huser tide. The portion of a tide due to the disintegration, or dieolution (a of cella).

M

M Abbr. for meoa (10'). the earth that, when it moves through the
m Abbr. for milli (10*3); meter; maritime outer shell of the earth and hardens, forms

(air). igneous rocks.
Mach number. The ratio of the speed of an magnesite. A mineral consisting of maine-

object to the speed of sound in the slum carbonate derived from the action of
undisturbed medium in which the object is carbonated waters on magnesium-rich.
moving. At 0°C and a pressure of 1 atm, the rocks.
speed of sound in air is about 34,400 cm magnetic declination. See: magnetic varla.
IrI. tion.

machine.generated dustatorms. Manmade magnetic field. Any space or region in which
duststorms on a localized scale caused by magnetic forces are present, as in the
helicopters at low altitudes and vehicular magnetic field of the earth, or in or about a
pamsge. Dustatorms of a local nature in magnet, or in or about an electric current
which the dust is made airborne by (Ref. 40).
operation or passage of materiel, magnetic storm. A worldwide disturbance of

mackerel sky. An area of sky with a forma. the magnetic field of the earth. Magnetic
tion of rounded and isolated cirrocumulus storms are frequently characterized by a
or altocumulus clouds resembling the pat. sudden onset, in which the magnetic field
tern of scales on the back of a mackerel undergoes marked changes in the course of
(Ref 15). an hour or less, followed by a very gradual

maerocllmatology. The study of macrocli- return to normalcy, which may take several
mate; the general large-scale climate of a days. Magnetic storms are caused by solar
lawge ar or country, as distinguished from disturbances, although the exact nature of
the mesoclimate and microclimate (Ref 3). the link between the solar and terrestrial

smlgot. The soft-bodied larva of many ape- disturbances is not understood. They are
ces of two-winged flies, more frequent during years of high sunspot

mumn. Molten material from deep within activity. Sometimes a magnetic storm can
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be linked to a particular solar disturbance. equipment provide adequately ato effective
In these cases, the time between molar flare and economical maintenanceo (R. . 38).
and onset of the magnetic storm Is about I maitenmae, field. The mainten.mce author-
or 2 days, sagesting that the disturbance is iaed and performed by designated mainte-
carried to the earth by a cloud of particles nance activities in direct support of using
thrown out by the sun (Ref. 8). organizations. This categMy will normally

amaetic varation; also magetic decline. be limited to maintenance conaisting of
tion. The angular difference between meg. replacement of unserviceable parts, subsa-
netic north and true north, as in the "meg. semblies, or assemblies (Ref. 83).
netic variation of X i 5 deg eaat". Magnetic maintename, periodic. Maintenance per-
variation is preferred over magnetic decline- formed on equipment on the basis of hours
tion to avoid confusion with declination as of operation or calendar time elapeed sine*
used in astronomy (Ref. 14). lest inspection (HRet 38).

mapsetometer. An Instrument that measures ma mneane, preventive. The systematic
the magnetic field intensity of the earth. carn, servicing, and inspection of equipment

main supply route. The route or routes and facilities for the purpoee of maintaing
designated within an area of operations them in serviceable condition and detecting
upon which the bulk of traffic flows In and correcting incipient failures (Ref. 38).
support of military operations (Ref. 6). maintenance status. 1: A nonopetating con-

maintainability. A built-in characteristic of dition, deliberately imposed, with adequate
design and installation which imparts to the personnel to maintain and preserve installa-
system or end item an inherent ability to be tionn, material, and facilities In such a con-
maintained (Ref. 33). ditlon that they may be readily restored to

maintenance. 1: All action taken to retain operable condition in a minimum time by
materiel in a serviceable condition or to the assignment of additional personnel and
restore it to serviceability, It includes without extensive repair or overhaul.
inspection, testing, servicing, classification 2: The condition of materiel that is, in fact,I as to serviceability, repair, rebuilding, and or Is administratively classified as, unserv-
reclamation. iceable, pending completion of required
2: All supply and repair action taken to servicing or repairs (Ref. 8).
keep a force in condition to carry out its malfunctio. A general term used to denote
mission, the failure of a product to give satisfactory
8: The routine recurring work required to performance. It need not constitute a
keep a facility (plant, building, structure, failure if readjustment of operator controls
pround facility, utility system, or other real can restore an acceptable operating
property) in such condition that it may be condition (Ref. 33).
continuously utilized at its Origtnal or malfunction drop. A drop in which the air
designed capacity and efficiency for its delivery equipment does not perform as
intended purpose (Ref. 5). intended; typical are the complete or partial

maintenance, depot. Maintenance required failure of a parachute to achieve proper
for major overhauling or complete rebuild- opening and descent or contents falling free
ing of parts, subassemblies, assemblies, or of pack or platform load (Ref. 17).
end items. Such maintenance is intended to management system. An integrated group of
augment stocks of serviceable equipment or procedures, methods, policies, practices,
to support lower levels of maintenance by and personnel used by a commander or
use of more extensive shop equipment and other supervisor in planning, organizing,
personnel of higher technical skill than directing, coordinating, and controlling an
available in organizational or field mainte- organization (Ref. 26).
nance activities (Ref. 88). mangrove. One of a group of halophytic

maintenance engineering. The application of evergreen broadleaf trees and shrubs of
techniques, engineering skills, and effort tropical and subtropical coasts, typically
organized to insure that the design and growing in muddy areas, such as lagoons
development of weapons, systems, and and estuaries, that are submerged
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perennially or at high tide by brackish or equipment. (Upwald-bemed echo sounders
salty water. Many species of mangrove have are sufficienit to allow surfacing in lakes.)
prop roots or root knees above the ground (Ref 31)
(Ref. 1). maripaph. See: tide pp.

- movablie. Items that can be towed, marine borer. Any of two general groups of
rolled, or skidded for short distances by an marine organisms (crustaceans and
individual without mechanical assistance molluscan boren) that attack submerged or
but that ar of such size, weight, or floating wood structures in malt or brackish
configuration a to preclude being carried, wataes (Ref 19).
Upper weight limit is approximately 425 lb maritime air. A type of air whose
per individual, characteristics are developed over an

mIanoeter. An instrument for measuring extensive water surface and that therefore
differences of pressure. The weight of a has the basic maritime quality of high
column of liquid enclosed in a tube is moisture content in at leat its lower levels
balanced by the pressure applied at its (Ref. 3).
opposite ends, and the pressure difference is marl. A mixture of clay and calcium
computed from the hydrostatic equation. A carbonate, although the term is loosely
mercury barometer is a type of manometer applied to a wide variety of rocks and soils.
(Ref. 1). Some of the maria are marine deposits while

man portable. Items that are designed to be others are of fresh-water origin (Ref. 20).
carried as a component part of individual, marsh. 1: In general, any area of continuous-
crew served, or team equipment of the ly saturated or sponsgy ground having poor
dismounted soldier in conjunction with his drainage, hence synonymous with swamp.
assigned duties. Upper weight limit is 2: Botany. An open, treeless, meadowlike
approximately 80 lb per individual. or tussocky, salt or bosh-water tract of wet

mantle rock. The unconsolidated weathered or spongy land, usually with occasional
material that has accumulated on the open, shallow pools of water, and with a
surface of the esrth (Ref. 20). vegetation of more or lees dense, erect,

man transportable. Items that are usually aquatic, or amphibious plants Including cat.
transported on wheeled, tracked, or air tails, passes, sedges, reeds, rushes, or other
vehicles but have integral provisions to succulont herbs (Ref. 11).
allow periodic handling by one or more marshallIng. 1: The proces by which units
individuals for limited distances (100.500 participating in an amphibious or airbornem). Upper weight limit is approximately 65 operation group together, ib ',nble when
lb per individual, feasible, or move to temporary c: ,ps in the

map. A drawing depicting selected features vicinity of embarkation points, complete
of some portion of the surface of the earth, the preparations for combat, and prepare
of which there are many types. One type of for loading.
map is the chart which gives those details 2: The process of assembling, holding, and
required by navigators. organizing supplies and/or equipment,

map chart. A representation of a land/sea especially vehicles of transportation, for
area, using the characteristics of a map to onward movement (Ref 5).
represent the land area and the Martin's diameter. A term used in particle
characteristics of a chart to represent the sizing by microscope, which is the mean of
sea area, with such special characteristics as the lengths of segments of parallel lines that
to make the map chart most useful in bisect each particle in the sample being
military operations, particularly amphibious examined into equal areas.
operations (Ref. 5). Marvin sunshine recorder. A sunshine record-

IaquI. Ser: chaparral. er of the type in which the time scale is
marginal sea le zone. The band of sea ice supplied by a chronograph. It consists of

from the ice edge to 75 mi inside pack ice two bulbs, one blackened, which communi-
under which any submarine can operate cate through a glass tube of small diameter.
with a minimum of special sonar The tube is partially filled with mercury
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and contains two electrical contacts. When riel required by a military organization to
the Instrument is exposed to sunshine, the support its wartime activities or contingsn-
air in the blackened bulb is warmed more ties, disaster relief (flood, earthquake, etc.),
than that in the cear bulb. The warmed air or other emergencies (Ref. 5).
expands and forces the mercury through materiel requirements. The quantities of
the connecting tube to a point where the items of equipment and supplies nece•sary
electrical contacts ar shorted by the mer- to equip; to provide a materiel pipeline; and
cusy, completingtheelectricalcircuittothe to sustain a service, formation,
pan on the chronograph (Ref. 8). organization, or unit in the fulfilment of its

mas. The property of a body that is a purposes or tsks during a specified period
measure of its inertia, which is commonly (Rot 5). I
taken as a measure of the amount of maturs soB. A soil in near equilibrium with
material contained in the body, which gives its environment. Mature soils have
the body weight inagravitational field, and well-developed soil horizons whose
which is one of the fundamental quantities characteristics ae produced by the natural
upon which all physical measurements are processes of soil formation.

based, the others being length and time. maximum thermometer. A thermometer in
mVA divegenme. A measure of the rate of which the mercury, or the indicator used

net flux of mans out of a unit volume of a for registering temperature, remains at the
system (Ref. 3). highest point reached since its last setting

mrass movement. A general term for a variety (Ref. 12).
of processes by which large masses of earth maximum water-holding capacity. The aver-
material are moved by gravity either slowly age moisture content, under equilibrium
or quickly from one place to mother. The conditions, of a disturbed sample of soil, 1
rapid translocation of material in cm high, saturated at its base by contact
avalanches, landslides, and related events is with a water table (Ref. 2).
one phase of mas movement but the Maxwel's equations or Mazwell's laws. The
slower, less noticeable actions of earth fundamental equations of macroscopic
flowage, soil-creep, and solifluction electromagnetic field theory obeyed by all
probably accomplish greater effects (Ref. physical electric and magnetic fields (Ref.
1). 24).

materfal handing. The movement of materi- meadow. A low, level tract of grassland
ala (raw materials, scrap, semifinished, and usually near a lake or stream.
finished) to, through, and from productive mean. Usually taken e the arithmetic mean;
processes; in warehouses and storage; and in i.e., the quotient of the sum of a set of
receiving and shipping areas (Ref. 5). values divided by the number of values in

materieL All items necessary for the equip- the set. In severe-weather forecasting, the
ment, maintenance, operation, and support mean is usually estimated by eye (e.g., the
of military activities without distinction as mean dewpoint of the moist layer is
to their application for administrative or normally the dewpoint in the middle of the
combat purpoees; excluding ships and naval moist layer, assuming a linear dewpoint
aircraft (Ref. 26). lapse rate).

materiel degradation. Damage to or deterio- mean annual range of temperature. The
ration of material that impairs Its perform- difference between the absolute maximum
ance. Two general types of processes are and minimum temperatures for a year,
responsible for degradation, (a) mechanical averaged over a given number of years (Ref.
and (b) chemical. 1).

materiel life cycle. See: life cycle, mean daily maximum (minimum) tempera-
materiel pipeline. The quantity of an item ture. Average of the maximum (minimum)

required in the worldwide supply system to temperatures for each day within a given
maintain an uninterrupted replacement period, usually a month, over a period of
flow (Ref. 5). years (Ref. 1).

materiel readiness. The availability of mate- meander. One of a series of somewhat
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regular winding or looping bends in a mean solar day. The duration of one rota-
strata (Ref. 10). tlon of the earth on Ite mxis, with respect to

mean deviation. A measure of dispersion of a the mean sun. The length of the mean solar
data mample with respect to a reference day Is 24 hr of mean solartime for 24 hr 08
value; obtained by dividing the sum of the min 56.555 s of mean sidereal time. A mean
absolute differences between each point solar day beginning at midnight is callod a
and the reference point by the number of civil day; &nd one beginning at noon, 12 hr
pointa later, is called an astronomical day (Ref.

mean hourly temperature. Average of the 15).
daily temperatures at a given hour for an m-chanleldeoustcel coupling The inter-
indicated period, generally a month, connection of mechanical and acoustical
averaged over a period of years (Ref. 1). elements. An example would be the produc.

mean monthly cloudiness. Average of the tion of noise by mechanical vibration of a
mean cloud cover of each day within a Par catng (Ref. I).
month, averaged over a period of yarm mechanical analysis. See: partcle*sae
(Ref. 1). analyss.

mean monthly dewpoint. Average of the mechancal hearing prtectonr. Devices to
mean dawpoints of each day (generally attenuate acoustic energy reaching the ear
computed from observations taken at equal from the ambient atmosphere. There are
time periods of 6 hr or les apant) within a four types: (a) earplugs, (b) semi.inserts; (c)

month, averaged over a period of years earmuffs, and (dM helmets.(Rot. 4) madw~lcal impedance. See: impoddinc,
mean monthly maximum (minimum) mechanical.

temperature. The highest (lowest) mechaned mobility. See: mobility, mechan.
temperature for a month, averaged over a ical.
period of years (Ref !). mechanicalshock. Sudden changes of excite.

mean monthly relative humidity. Average of tion that develop significant internal forces
the mean relative humidities for each day of in a system. Mechanical shock exists when
the month, averaged over a period of years an applied force is suddenly changed so as
(Ref. 1). to excite mechanical transients in a system

mean monthly temperature. Average of the (Ref. 8).
mean temperatures of each day within a mechanical turbulence. The erratic move-
month, averaged over a period of years. ment of air caused by local obstructions
Some weather services require that a such as buildings (Ref. 9).
prescribed length of record be available mechanical vibration. An oscillation in
before "mean" is used (Ref. 1). which the oscillatory quantity is a machen-

mean preipitable water. The mean of the ical parastetr such as force, strem, displace-
depths of liquid water that would be ment, velocity, or acceleration (Ref. 37).
obtained if all the water vapor above a unit mechanical weathering. The weathering of
area of the surface of the earth were rock by physical forces without chemical
condensed over the period for which the change (Ref. 20).
mean is quoted. mechanoreceptors. Receptors distributed

mean radiant temperature. The temperature throughout the body that sense vibratory
at which an object gives out as much forces and displacements acting on the
radiation as it receives from its body.
surroundings, In a room it is approximately median-middle. The middle value in an or-
the mean temperature of the walls, floor, dered set of values below and above which
and ceiling (Ref. 3). there are an equal number of values.

mean sea level. The average height of the medium dollar value item. An end item or
surface of the sea for all stages of the tide, repair pat for which the dollar value of
used as a reference for elevations (Ref. 5). issues from continental United States
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depota asepae than $1,000 but do not having charcteristic dimensions too small
exceed $10,000 annually (Ref. 26A to remain readily identifiable on the

meumta-ot storage Genrally defined ne a macroscale synoptic maps. Result@ of
quantity of material that will require one to mesoanalysis reveal systems that have
three pellet stacks, stond to maximum definite order, pattern, and chronological
height. Thus tk.e term rsete to relatively continuity such as mesohighs and
small, lots as distinguished from definitely muolows.
large or small loba (Reft. 5). meeosphere. The portion of the atmosphere

msdhamoecme zeep. A map having a scal between approximately 20 and 75 krn (Ref.
MWrp than 1:600,000 end smailer than SA.
2:75,000 (Ref. 5) metabolis. The interchange of materials

met. A subjective unit of pitch defined in between living organisms and their
terms of a single harmonic frequency of environment by which the organism pows
1,000 Hz that is 40 dS above the listener's and energy is secured for vital proceeses.
threshold. Such a signal is then defined to metal ftidgue. A weakening in the strength
produce a pitch of 1,000 mel, and the pitch of a metal caused by repeated or fluctuating
of any sound Juadged by the listener to be n stresses; (Ref. 14).
times that of a 1 mel tone isa neL meaorphic rocks. One of the thre peat

melting point. The temperature at which a groups of rocks. Metamorphi. rocks are
solid substance undergoesefusion; ie., melts, formed from original igneous or
changes from solid to liquid form. The sedimentary rocks through alterations
melting point of a substance should be produced by pressure, heat, or the
considered a property of its crystalline form infiltration of other materials at depths
only (Rief 1). below the surface zones of weathering and

meniscus. The upper surface of a column of cementation (Ref. 1)
liquid. The curvature of this surface is metamorphism. 1: A change in form,
dependent upon the crose-sectional are of 2: The process by which rocks ar changed
the liquid and the relative ability of the from preexisting forms by mineralogical
liquid to wet the walls of the enclosure. In textural and structural changes within the
the case of a mercury column enclosed in a original Mons.
gless container, the surface Is convex, since 8: The process by which snow loses its
mercury donsnot wetglass (Ref. 3). original crystalline form after being

MuR Abbr. for multiple ejection rock. deposited on the surface of the earth. Four
mercury barometer or mercurial bearme. types of metamrnophism contribute to the

ter. A gless instrument, employing mer- transformation of mow us follows:
cury in its vertical column, that is used to (a) Destructive metamorphism, in which the
memasre atmospheric pressure (Rief. U) original crystaline shapes are lost by

nmea. A flat-topped mountain bounded on sublimation and surface diffusion and an
at least one side by a steep cliff;.a plateau agregate of rounded or subangular particles
terminating on one or more sides in a steep results.
cliff; a tableland (Ref. 10). (b) Constructive metamnorphismn, in which a

mseemiE 'y The study of mesocl- process of prain growth occurs, depending
mates: tOe climtlogy of relatively small chiefly on the tranfer of material by
area that mqy not be climatcally repre- evaporation and condensation.

sentative of the general region. The data (c) Melt metamorphism, resulting from rise
used In mesoclimatology we mostly stand. of temperature to the melting point and
ard observations. The elm of the ame In. percolation Of sur&Mc Melt watr.L Crystals
volved is rather indefinite and may include become rounded and are covered by a water

toopphic or landscape features from a film. Surface tension effects tend to make
few acres to a few square miles, such as a water accumulate at intergrain contact,
small valley, aforest clearinga beach, ora leading to formation of strong bonds and
villag site (Act¶ 3). composite grains on refteesing.

mesoecele. The scale of atmospheric motions (d) Pr'essure metamorphism, the mechanical
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densification of snow by steady undergoing anaerobic decomposition (Rot.
compression or compaction. It is achieved 9).
by a rearrngement of the individual grains mf Abbr. for medium frequency.
to permit closer packing and eventually mho. An electrical unit of conductivity,
actual deformation of the grains and their being the conductivity of a body with the
bonds. resistance of 1 fl (Ref. 4).

meteor. 1: Commonly, the streak of light nad A bbr, for mile.
observed when a meteoroid (a body from mierobar. A unit of pressure equal to 1 dyn
apace) enters the atmosphere of the earth. cmW'. It is frequently used to measure air
2: Meteorology. A phenomenon observed In pressure, especilaly in acoustics, and is
the atmosphere or on the surface of the equal to 0.1 N rKI.
earth, which consists of a precipitation, a mincrobiological deterioration. Physical de.
suspension, or a deposit of aqueous or struction at functional disturbance of mate-
nonisqueosas liquid or solid particles, or a riles or equipment caused by the biochami-
phenomenon of the nature of an optical or cal action of microbiological agents such us
electrical manifestation (Rot8). 348e.' lsim fungi and bacteria (Ref. 1).
hydromefteo. miciocllnate. The fine climatic structure of

meteorite. The portion of a relatively Weae the air apace that extends from the very
body from space (a meteoroid) that survives surface of the earth to a height where the
Its p~sg through the atmosphere and effects of the immediate character of the
reaches the surface of the earth (Ref. 1). underlying surface no longer can be

meteorological check point. Arbitrarily distinguilshed from the general local climate
selected point for which meteorological (niesoclimate or macrocllmate) (Ret. 1).
corrections are determined as a timesaving znkcroclinatology. The study of microcli-
expolient. These corrections are applied to mate. It includes the study of profiles of
any target located within transfer limits of temperature, moisture, and wind in the
the meteorological check point (Ref. 12). lowest stratum of air, the affect of the vege-

meteorological data. Meteorological facts tation and of shelterbelts, and the effect of
pertaining to the atmosphere, such as wind, towns and buildings in modifying the
temperature, air density, and other phe- macroclimate (Ret. 1).
n omena that affect military operations , lrmeteorology. The portion of the scl-
(Ret N). ence of meteorology that deals with the

meteorol~ogical visibility. The greatest din. observation and explanation of the small.
tence at which a black object of suitable est-ecale physical and dynamic occurroene
dimensions can be seen and recognised within the atmosphere. Bo far, studies in
against the horizon sky or, in the cas of this field are confined to the surface bound-
night observations, could be seen and recog- any layer of the atmosphere; that Is, from
nized if the general illumination were rmised the surface of the earth to an altitude where
to normal daylight levels, the effects of the immediate underlying sur-

meteorology. The study dealing with the face upon air motion and composition
phenomena of the atmosphere. This become negligible (Reft 1).
includes not only the physics, chemistry, micrometry. The process of measuring
and dynamics of the atmosphere, but also is dimensions of very small objet. by means
extended to include many of the direct of enlarged visual images from microscopes
effects of the atmosphere upon the surface and precisely controllable indexes in the
of the earth, the oceans, and life in general. visual field.
The goals often ascribed to meteorology are microphone. A transducer used to convert
the complete understanding, accurate audio sound pressure into an electrical
prediction, and artificial control of signal.
atmospheric phenomena (Ref. 1). microrelief. Small-scaled differences in relief,

methane. A colorless, nonpoisonous, and such as small mounts, swales, or pits that
flammable gaseous hydrocarbon. Methane, are a few feet across and have difference3 in
Cli., Is emitted by marshes and by dumps elevation of a few inches to around 3 ft that
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are significant to soil.fomring proceishs, to military traffi. Department of Defense
growth of plants, or to preparing the soil personnel, mail, and cargo to be, or being
for cultivation (Ref. 16). transported (Ref. 5).

microscope. An optical instrument consist- Military Traffic Management and Terminal
ing of a combination of lense for produc- Service. The single manager operating
ing mlnbged imagee of small objcts. agency for military traffic, land

microwave. A very short radio wave, usually' transporation, and common-user ocean
but not precisely defined as having a wave- terminals. Also referred to as MTMTS (Ref.
langth in the range of 0.01 to 100 cm. 5).

miowawve bend. The portion of the electro- milky weather. See: whiteout.
magnetic spectrum extending from approxi- milvan. Military-owned demountable
mately 3 X 10' to 8 X 101 Hs. container, conforming to United States and

Mie scatterin Scattering of light in the international standards, operated in a
atmosphere by particles with diameters in centrally controlled fleet for movement of
the range 0.1 to 5.0 pm. Scattering is military cargo (Ref. 5).
asymmetric and is a complicated function mlvan chasis. The compatible chmis to
of the angle of observation, particle size, which the milvan is attached by coupling
and light wavelength, the lower four standard corner fittings of

mildew. A fungous growth that is white and the container to compatible mounting
superficial and that can occur on any blocks in the chassis, to permit road
organic matter, It may be unsightly but movement (Ref 5).
does not usually cause severe degradation of mineral. A natural inorganic substance with
the substrate material, fairly definite chemical composition and

Military AMRt Command. The single manag- with distinctive physical characteristics such
er operating agency for designated airlift as crystal form, hardness, color, luster, and
service. Also referred to as MAC (Ref. 5). type of fracture (Ref. 20).

military sge c documentation. Military mineramliation. 1: Geology. The process by
geographic information that has been which a body of rock becomes (a) a mass of
evaluated, processed, summarized, and economic value, (b) a mare of potential
published (Ref. 5). economic value, or (c) mause of rock that

military gaopaphic information. Comprises are related to (a) and (b) in origin. It
the information concerning physical usually results from a change in
aspects. resources, and artificial features composition or structure of the original
that is necessary for planning and rock (Ref. 32).
operations (ReA 5). 2: Pedology. The conversion of material

military geography. The specialized field of from an organic to an inorganic form as a
geography dealing with natural and result of microbial decomposition (Ref. 2).
manmade physical features that may affect mineralize. 1: To convert a metal into a
the planning and conduct of military metal oxide.
operations (Ref. 5). 2: To convert organic matter into inorganic

military land transportation resources. All matter (mineral). Petrified wood is an
military-owned transportation resources example.
designated for common-user, over the minimum essential equipment. The part of
gpound, point-to-point use (Ref 5). authorized allowances of Army equipment,

military standad transportation and move- clothing, and supplies needed to preserve
ment procedures. Uniform and standard the integrity of a unit during movement
transportation data, documentation, and without regard to the performance of its
control procedures applicable to all cargo combat or service mission. Items common
movements in the Department of Defense within this category will normally be
transportation system. Also referred to as carried by, or will accompany troops to the
MILSTAMP (Ref. 5). port and will be placed aboard the same
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ships with the troops. As used in movement mo Abbr. for month.
directives, minimum essential equipment motAf•ty. 1: A quality or capability of mill-
refers to specific items of both tary forces that permita them to move from
organizational and individual clothing and place to place while retaining the ability to
equipment (Ref. 5). fulfill their primary mission (Ref. 5).

mdinmum thsrmSmeter. A thermometer that 2: The drift velocity of a charged particle In
automatically registers the lowest aunit electric field.
temperature occurring since its last setting mobility deradation (Impairment). An en-
(Ref. 15). vironmmntal effect on material or personnel

minor secondary item. An item that has not that Inhibits movement. It occurs as a result
been clamified as a principal or major of embedment, trapping, los of traction,
secondary item (Ref. 26). abrupt terrain barriers, and water barriers.

mingo. A refraction phenomenon wherein mobility, mechanical. The reciprocal of
an image of soene object is made to appear mechanical impedance.
displaced from its true position. Simple mock fog. A simulation of true fog by
mirages may be any one of three types, the atmospheric refraction (Ref. 15).
inforior mirage, the superior mirage, or the mockup. A man used to simulate a piece of
lateral mirage, depending, respectively, on equipment, having certain properties or
whether the spurious image appears below, characteristics of the equipment but
above, or to one side of the true position of differing considerably from the equipment
the object (Ref. 1). in other key characteristics.

mire. 1: A small muddy marsh or bog. model atmosphere. Any theoretical reprosen.
2: Wet spongy earth. tation of the atmosphere, particularly of
3: Soft deep mud. (Ref. 10) vertical temperature distribution (Ref. 3).

miscibility. The ability of two or more mode of transport. The various modes used
substances to mix completely forming one for a movement. For each mode there are
homogeneous phase, several means of transport (Ref. 5):

mission reliability. The probability that, (a) inland surface transportation (rail, road,
under stated conditions, a system or and inland waterway),
equipment will operate in the mode for (b) sea transport (coastal and ocean),
which It was designed (i.e., with no (c) air transportation,
malfunctions) for the duration of a mission, (d) pipelines.
given that it was operating in this mode at mode of vibration. A characteristic motion
the beginning of the mission (Ref. 33). pattern of a vibrating system in which the

mist. 1: According to international motion of every particle is simple harmonic
definition: a hydrometeor consisting of an with the same frequency (Ref. 22).
aggregate of microscopic and more-or.less mode of vibration, normal. An uncoupled
hygroscopic water droplets suspended in mode of vibration; i.e., one that can exist
the atmosphere. It produces, generally, a Independently of other vibration modes of
thin grayish veil over the landscape. It a system (Ref. 22).
reduces visibility to a lesser extent than fog. mode, resonant. A vibration mode in wiich
Relative humidity with mist is often less maximum system response to excitation
than 95 percent. Mist is intermediate in all occurs, A change in excitation frequency
respects between haze and fog. from the resonant frequency results in a
2: In popular usage in the United States, reduced system response (Ref. 22).
same us drizzle. (Ref. 1) modes, coupled. Modes of vibration in which

mixing ratio. In a system of moist air, the energy transfer from one mode to another
dimensionless ratio of the mas of water can occur. Such modes affect one another;
vapor to the mes of dry air. For many they do not occur independently of each
purposes, the mixing ratio may be other (Ref. 22).
approximated by the specific humidity mode, uncoupled. See: mode of vibration,
(Ref. 1). normal.
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modified rhyme test. A speech intelligibility from a sound wave propagating in still,

test consisting of 800 words in 50 groups of homogeneous air. The phenomenon is
6 words each. related to the relaxation behavior of gas

modulaton. 1: The modification of the molecules. It is a function of frequency,
amplitude, frequency, or phase of a carrier temperature, and humidity,
wave in accordance with the character of a moment. The product of a quantity and a
signal, distance to some significant point
2: The variation of some parameter that associated with the quantity. The two
characterizes a periodic oscillation. (Ref. principal moments are the statical moment
22) and the moment of Inertia. ,

modulation, amplitude. A type of modula. monaural masking. Masking of acoustic
tion in which the amplitude of a continuous signals that occurs when the signal and
carrier wave is varied in accordance with noise reach the ear at the same time.
properties of a second, or modulating, wave monitoring. 1: The act of detecting the
(Ref. 3). presence of radiation and the measurement

modulation, frequency. A type of modula- thereof with radiation measuring
tion in which the frequency of a continuous instruments (Rof. 5).
carrier wave is varied in accordance with the 2: The act of observing and recording
properties of a second (modulating) wave laboratory and field environment test
(Ref. 1). conditions, test specimen responses, and

modulation, phase. A type of modulation In performance parameters.
which the phase of the carrier wave is varied monolayer. A surface layer or film whose
in accordance with the properties of a thickness is one molecule.
second, or modulating, wave (Ref. 1). monomer. A term denoting a single property

modulus of elasticity. The ratio of stress to or ingredient. A molecule of low molecular
strain in an elastic material (Ref. 4). weight used as a starting material for

Mols' scale. A scale of hardness applied to polymerization to produce molecules of
minerals. Values range from 1 (talc) to 10 larger molecular weight, called polymers
(diamond). (Ref. 4).

moist adilabat. See: saturation adlabst. monsoon. A name for seasonal winds
moisture. The total water vapor content of (derived from Arabic mausim, a mason). It

the atmosphere or the total water substance was first applied to the winds over the
(gas, liquid, or solid) in a volume of air. Arabian Sea, which blow for 6 mo from

moisture content. Soil Mechanics. The water northeast and for 6 mo from southwest, but
content of a soil expressed as a percentage it has been extended to similar winds in
of the dry weight of the soil. The weight of other parts of the world. The primary cause
the water Is determined by differential is the much greater annual variation of
weighings before and after oven-drying a temperature over large land areas compared
sample (Ref. 25). with neighboring ocenn surfaces, causing an

moisture equivalent. The percent, by weight, excess of pressure over the continents In
of water remaining in an originally satu- winter and a deficit in summer, but other
rated soil sample 1 cm thick after being sub- factors such as the relief features of the
jected to a centrifugal force of 1,000 g for land have a considerable effect. In India the
30 min (Ref. 2). term is popularly applied chiefly to the

moistureproof. Able to resist transmission of southwest monsoon and, by extension, to
A water vapor (Ref. 1). the rains that It brings (Ref. 1),

molar concentration. The number of moles monsoon forest. Partially or wholly
of a substance per unit volume, deciduous forest in a tropical region where

mole. A unit of mass numerically equal to rainy seasons alternate with long dry
the molecular weight of the substance; a sessons, the trees being more-or-less leafless
gram-mole or a gram molecular weight, during the dry season. Monsoon forests are

molecular absorption. Extraction of energy rich in woody vinelike plants, but the trees
are not as large as in rainforests (Ref. 1),
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moraine. Any accumulation of loose materi- MRT Abbr. for modified rhyme test.
al deposited by a glacier (Ref. 10). muck. Highly decomposed organic soil

morass. A swamp. marsh, or bog having rank material developed from peat, Generally,
vegetation and muddy or offensive muck has a higher mineral or ash content
appearance (Ref. 10). than peat and is decomposed to the point

mosaic. An assembly of overlapping that the original plant parts cannot be
photographs that have been matched to identified (Ref. 16).
form a continuous photographic mud. A slimy, sticky mixture of water and
representation of a portion of the surface of finely divided particles of a solid such as
the earth (Ref. 5). dirt, having little or no plasticity (Ref. 15).

moss. A bryophytic plant having a small mudflow. A well-mixed mas of water and
green leafy, often tufted stem bearing sex alluvium that, because of its high viscosity
organs at Its tip. Mosses pow in velvetlike and low fluidity as compared with water,
clusters on rocks, trees, moist pound, etc. moves at a much slower rate, usually piling

motimorsons. See: response, motion, up and spreading over the fan like a sheet of
motion sickness. Physiologically disturbing wet mortar or concrete (Rot. 6),

effects produced in human beings as a result mud lime slury course. See: wallow course.
of whole body motion, generally mull. Pedolory. A humus-rich layer of
accompanied by nausea. forested soils consisting of mixed organic

mottled. Pedology. Soid horizons irregularly and mineral matter. A mull blends into the
marked with spots o! color. A common upper mineral layers without an abrupt
cause of mottling is imperfact or impeded change in soil characteristics (Ref 16).
drainaip although other causes, such as soil multifactor analysis. As used in this hand-
development from an unevenly weathered book, the analysis of the interdependencies
rock and different kinds of mineraiw, may and effects on materiel of more than two
cause mottling (Ref. 16). environmental factors occurring simultane-

nountain. A landmass reaching ously or near simultaneously.
comparativoly high altitude and having multiple degree-of.fr••dom system. In shock
most of its surface in slope and of greater and vibration terminology, a system requir-
altitude than its surroundings. ing more than one independent coordinate

mountain and valley winds. A system of to define the system configuration at any
diurnal winds along the axis of a valley, specific time.
blowing uphill and upvalley by day, and Munson test course. An extensive network
downhill and downvalley by night; they of automotive test courses laid out at
prevail mostly in caim, clear weather. The Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. Each of the
upvalley component or valley wind is due test courses ha been engineered basd on a
to the temperature difference between the specific requirement for test operation. The
air heated over the slopes and that at the course covers the following: amphibious
same height in the free air. The downvalley lands, rolling hills, mud, slopes (30 deg left
component or mountain wind at night is and right), washboard, straightaway,
duo to nocturnal cooling and is somewhat imbedded rock, fording, wave course, soil
weaker, up to 9 mi h"' (Ref. 1). dynamomneter, cobblestone, bowl, staggered

mountain breeee. See: breeze, bump, corduroy, loose rock, shell hole,
mounting ban. A mounting system for the bridging device, vertical wall, gravel road,

support of a piece of equipment and for its turning circles, slope grade of 5. 10, 15. 20,
protection against shock and vibration. It 30, 40, 50, and 60 percent, and Belgian
consists of hardware and fastening devices block (Ref. 1).
for attachment to the piece of equipment muskeg. 1: A swamp or bog in an undrained
and to the vehicle structure, and resilient or poorly drained area of alluvium or glacial
members and media, if used (Ref. 1). till, or, more especially, in a rocky basin

mouth. The place of discharge of a stream filled with water-saturated muck, deeayed
into the cean or entrance to a bay from vegetal matter, and sphagnum moss
the ocean (Ref. 18),
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incapable of sustaining mucb weight. The mutual capacitance. Capacitance between
surface is commonly hummocky. two cozuductors when all other conductors,
2: Organic terrain that consists of two including gound, are connected together
physical strata, an upper layer of living and then regarded as an ignored grourH
vegetal cover frequently referred to as the (Ref. 4).
"mat" and a sublayer of peat. Underlying MWDP Abbr. for Mutual Weapons Develop-
the peat is a mineral soil or rock. The ment Program.
overall depth of the muskeg may vary ftom myrkpod (many leoed). A former group
a few feet up to more than 30 ft. (Myriapoda) of arthropods with long.

mutation. The process of changing. In multlsegmented bodies, each segment of
biology, It refers to a sudden variation hi which bean one or more pairi of jointed
some inherited characteristic rather than a leg.
slow, gradual change.

N
N Abbr. for newton; North. terminology, the natural processes that tend
n Abbr. for nano (10"I ), to exhaust or remove pollutants from the
nadir. The point on the celestial sphere atmosphere,

directly beneath the observer and directly nautical mile. A measure of distance
opposite the zenith (Ref, 40), approzimately equal to 1 min of arc on the

Nmsen bottle. A device used by o-t•nogra. surface of the earth. The United SLates has
phers to obtain subsurface water samples. adopted the International Nautical Mile

narrow(s) (usually used in the plural). 1: The equal to 1,852 m or 6,076.11549 ft (Ref.
contracted part of a stream, lake, or sea. 8). It Is equivalent tn 1.1508 statute miles,
2: A strait connecting two bodies of water, nautical twilight (morning and eve-
(Ref. 70) ning). The period during which the sun

NASA Abbr, for National Aeronautics and travels fromi a position 12 dog below the
Space Administration. horizon to its position at sunrise; the period

NAST]AN Abbr. for NASA Structural during which the sun travels from its posl.
Analysis. tion at sunset to a position 12 deg below

NATO Abbr. for North Atlantic Treaty the h-rlion. This is a period when general
Organization. outlines may be visible, although the hori-

natural aging. The change with time of zon probably cannot be distinguished (Ref,
material exposed in the natural 12).
environment (Ref. I). NBS Abbr, for National Bureau of

natural environment. The part of the total Standards,
environment that comprises the complex of NDIR Abbr. for nondispersive infrared.
conditions found in nature. The term is near-field region. See: Fresnel region.
loosely used for an environment dominated neck. 1: A narrow strip of land connecting
by natural environmental factors (Ref. 1). two larger land areas or a narrow body of

natural frequency. The lowest frequency of water between two larger bodies og water
oscillation for a system as determined by its (Ref. 32).
components. 2: The narrow band of water flowing

natural landscape. See: landscape, swiftly seaward through the surf (Ref. 18).
natural scavenging. In air pollution needle; also ice opkcule. A lonr,, thin Ice
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crystal whose cros section perpendicular to and neutrons comprise atomic nuclei, and
its long dimension Is typically hexagonal. they are both classed as nucleons (Ref. 3).
Ice needles are not identical in form or neutron induced activity. Radioactivity
genesis to hexagonal columns, for the induced in the ground or an object u a
former form by sublimation at result of direct irradiation by neutrons
temperatures of about -56 to -8°C, while (Ref. 5).
the latter are formed by sublimation at ndW See: &im.
substantially lower temperatures, usually new snow. See: snow, new.
-15' to -20 C (Ref. 3). newton (Abbr. N). A unit of force in the

neoprene. Synthetic rubber made by the International System of Units (SI); a forcepolymerization of 2-chloro-l,3.butadiene. that, when applied to a body having a mans
Vulcanized neoprene. are outstanding In of 1 kg, gives the body an scceleration of a
their resistance to environmental m C2. One newton is equivalent to 105 dyn
deterioration. (Ref. 1).

nephelsmeter. A photometric instrument for Newton's second law. An expression relating
determining the amount of light force, mass, and acceleration expressed as:
transmitted (or scattered) by a suspension F - mA.
of particles. NIF Abbr. for nose-in failure.

net radiation. Net flux of downward and nitric oxide (NO). A gas fomr.ed in great part
upward total (solar, terrestrial surface, and from atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen
atmospheric) radiation; net flux of all when combustion takes place under high
radiations, temperature and high pressure, as in

net solar radiation. Net flux of downward internal combustion engines. NO is not
and upward solar radiation. itself a pollutant; however, in the ambient

net terrestrial radiation. Net flux of atmos- air, it converts to nitrogen dioxide, a major
pheric and terretfal surface radiation, contributor to photochemical smog (Ref.

nettle. 1: Any of a genus of plants (Urtica), 9).
chiefly coarse herbs, armed with stinging nitrogen dioxide (NO 1 ). A compound pro-
hairs. duced by the oxidation of nitric oxide in
2: Loosely, any prickly or stinging plant, the atmosphere; a major contributor to
(Ref. 1) photochemical smog (Ref. 9).

net weight. Weight of a ground vehicle nitrogen dioxide photolytic cycle. A reac-
without fuel, engine oil, coolant, operating tion occurring in the atmosphere in which
personnel, cargo, or on-vehicle materiel abnospheric nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide,
(Ref 5). and oxygen during daylight hours undergo a

neutral density flltel. An optical filter that series of reactions resulting in the cyclic for.
reduces the intensity of light passing mation and decomposition of nitrogen
through it without changing the relative dioxide.
spectral distribution of the energy, nivation. Erosion behind and peripheral to a

neutralize. 1: To make harmless anything snowbank, caused by frost action, mass
contaminated with a chemical agent (Ref. movement, transport by melt water, or
12). other related processes, Nivation is most
2: More generally, to destroy the effective, noticeable behind summer snowbanks when
ness of. nightly freezing alternates with daytime

neutral soil. Pedology. A soil that is neither melting (Ref. 11).
significantly acid nor alkaline. Strictly, R nmi Abbr. or nautical mile.
neutral soil has pH of 7.0; in practice, a node. In an oscillating system, a point (or
neutral soil has a pH between 6.6 and 7.3 line or surface) marked by absolute or
(Ref 16). relative absence of oscillatory motion.

neutron. A subatomic particle with no Nodes may be considered tn be produced
electric charge, and with a mass slightly by the interference of two waves moving in
more than the mass of the proton. Protons opposite directions with the same speed,
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and are often observed on the surface of a transmitted through the ears or hearing, and
liquid in wave motion or in the passage of the effects of sound on materiel.
soundwaveuinacylinder(Ref. 3). nondestructive test. See: test,

noise. Any undesired signal. By extension, nondestructive.
noise is any unwanted disturbance within a nondispersive infrared (NDIR) method. A
usful frequency band that interferes with reference method for measuring carbon
the desired signal (Rer 38). monoxide concentration in the atmosphere.

noise, ambient. The noise associated with a It is based on the absorption of infrared
particular environment. It consists of a energy by carbon monoxide.
composite of all sounds reaching the point nonweapons operations. Operations that do
from many sources near and far (Ref. 38). not involve combat weapons or normally

noise, audible. See: audible sound. direct contact with the enemy such as
noise, biackground. The cumulative total of engineering, medical, logistics, and

the contributions of all sources of transportation.
interference in a system used for the normal. Clmatology. An average based on a
production, detection, measurement, or standardized period of record; e.g. a 30-yr
recording of a signal. Ambient noise normal (Ref. 1).
detected, measured, or recorded with the normal acceleration. In curvilinear motion,
signal becomes part of the background normal acceleration is the component of
noise (Ref 38). the total acceleration taken in a direction

noise level 1: The total intensity of noise perpendicular to the velocity, directed
from all sources present at a given point. It toward the center of curvature of the path
Imposes a limit below which signals cannot of motion.
normally be distinguished from noise, normal distribution. The statistical
2: For airborne sound, the noise level is distribution of a quantity x with the
generally the weighted sound pressure level; probability density function given as
the weighting must be indicated. (Ref. 36) 1

noise, random. An oscillation whose p(x) = - exp [-(x - ,)2/(2u')]
instantaneous magnitude is not specified fxr

,N any given instant of time, The
instantaneous magnitudes of a random where
noise are specified only by probability p(x) . probability density function
distribution functions given the fraction of
the total time that the magnitude, or some M = mean of distribution
sequence of magnitudes, lies within a a - standard deviation.
specified range (Ref. 1). normal impact. Striking of a projectilespeifidoran e noise Inaicit soiae)i. gis

noise, thermal; alto Johnson noise. 1: against a surface that is perpendicular to the
line of flight of the projectile (Ref. 12).the thermodynamic interchange of energy normal mode of vibration. See: mode of

nece y to maintain thermal equililbium vibration, normal.
between the circuit and its surroundings. normal soil. Pedology. A soil having a profile
2: The noise produced by thermal agitation in near equilibrium with it. environment;
of charges in a conductor. (Ref. 1) developed under good but not excessive

noise, white. A noise whose spectrum drainage from parent material of mixed
density (or spectrum level) is substantially mineral, physical, and chemical
independent of frequency over a specified composition. In its characteristics it
range. White noise need not be random expresses the full effects of the forces of
(Ref. 1). climate and living matter (Ref. 16).
onoaumrl effects. When applied to sound, normal water. Sea water whose chlorinity
nonaural effects are the physical and has been adjusted to 19.381 oo, used asa
physiological effects on personnel produced primary standard in the determination of
by high intensity sound other than that chlorinity.
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northern operations. Operations which take detonation of a nuclear weapon, measured
place in both the Arctic and subarctic. The in terms of the kilotons or megatons of tri-
terms "cold weather operations", nitrotoluene (TNT) required to produce the
"operations in the northern latitudes", and same energy relem. Yields are categorized
"northern operations" are all synonymous u (Ref. 1):
and for purposes of definition are combined (a) Very low-less than I kT
under the all-inclusive term "northern (b) Low-1 to 10 kT
operations" (Ref 12). (c) Medium-10 to 50 kT

nuclear airbusst. The explosion of a nuclear (d) High-50 to 500 k`T
weapon in the air, at a height greater than (e) Very high-over 500 kT
the maximum radius of the fireball (Ref 5). nucleation. Any process by which the phase

nuclear cloud. An all-inclusive term for the change of a substance to a more condensed
volume of hot gases, smoke, dust, and other state (condensation, sublimation, freezing)
particulate matter from the nuclear bomb is initiated at certain loci (See: nucleus)
itself and from its environment, which is within the less condensed state (Ref. 3).
carried aloft in conjunction with the rise of nucleus. 1: An agent of nucleation.
the fireball produced by the detonation of 2: In physical meteorology, a particle of
the nuclear weapon (Ref. 5). any nature upon which, or the locus at

nuclear surface bunt. An explosion of a which, molecules of water or ice
nuclear weapon at the surface of land or accumulate as a result of a phase change to
water; or above the surface, at a height less a more condensed state (Ref. 3).
than the maximum radius of the fireball 3: In nuclear technology, the positively
(Ref 5). charged core of an atom, with practically

nuclear underground burst. The explosion of the whole mass of the atom but occupying
a nuclear weapon in which the center of the only a minute part of its volume (Ref 1).
detonation lies at a point beneath the nunatak. In glacial geology, an isolated hill
surface of the ground (Ref. 5). or peak that projects through the surface of

nuclear underwater burst. The explosion of a a glacier, or that was formerly surrounded
nuclear weapon in which the center of the but not covered by glacial ice (Ref 11).
detonation lies at a point beneath the nymph. Any of various immature insects;
surface of the water (Ref. 5). especially a larva of an insect with

nuclear yields. The energy released in the incomplete metamorphosis.

0
oasis. An isolated area within a desert, with constitutes a ceiling the height of which is

ground water at or near the surface, the value of vertical visibility into the
resulting in a fertile or green spot, varying obscuring phenomenon.
in size from a small grove of palms to an 2: A surface-based obscuring phenomenon.
area of over 100 mi 2 (Ref 10). (Ref 3)

o.b. Abbr. for outside bark (tree diameter). obstacle. A definable environmental feature
obscuration; also obscured sky cover. 1: In that inhibits the movement of a vehicle

U S weather observing practice, the (Ref 35).
designation for the sky cover when the sky occluded front. A composite of two fronts,
is completely hidden by surface-based formed as a cold front overtakes a warm
obscuring phenomena. It is encoded "X" in front or quasi-stationary front. This is a
aviation weather observations; it always common process in the late stages of
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wave-cyclone development but is not swelling, softening, rnd lowering of
limited to occurrence within a wave cyclone mechanical properties (Ref. 1).
(Ref 1). okta. A unit of cloud cover corresponding to

ocean current. A movement of ocean water one-eighth of the sky being covered.
characterized by regularity, either of a OL Abbr. for organic clay of low plasticity.
cyclic nature, or more commonly sa a old snow; also firn snow. Deposited snow in
continuous stream flowing along a definable which the original crystalline forms are no
path (Ref. 1). longer recognizable, such as firn and spring

ocean manifest. A detailed isting of the snow (Ref. 3).
entire cargo loaded into any one ship olfactory. Of or pertaining to the function
"showing all pertinent data that will readily of smelling.
identify such cargo and where and how the oligotrophic lakes. Deep lakes that have a
cargo is stowed (Ref. 5). low supply of nutrients and thus contain

oceanogesphy. 1: The study of the sea, little organic matter. Such lakes are
embracing and integrating all knowledge characterized by high water transparency
pertaining to the physical boundaries of the and high dissolved oxygen (Ref. 9).
sea, the chemistry and physics of sea water, olivine. A rock-forming mineral consisting of
and marine biology, solid solutions of Mg2 S104 and Fe2 SiO4.
2: In strict usage, oceanography is the omnldirectionmd microphone. A microphone
description of the marine environment, whose response to a sound pressure wave is
whereas oceanology is the study of the uniform, regardless of the direction of
oceans and related sciences (Ref 18). incidence of the sound pressure wave on the

oceanology. See: oceanography, microphone.
octave. The range of frequencies between omnivorous. Eating of both animal and

"two oscillations related by a basic vegetable food.
frequency ratio of two, generally appliec to on berth. Said of a ship when it is properly
audio oscillations, moored to a quay, wharf, jetty, pier, or

off-road. Away from terrain specifically buoy or when it is at anchor and available
improved for vehicle use (Ref 35). for loading or discharging passengers and

offshore bar. The narrow ridge of sand cargo (Ref. 5).
deposited parallel to the shore in shallow open air slab. A drained, hard-surfaced area
"water. Its accumulation is due to the used for the storage of materiel requiring no
deposition of sand in the breaker zone (Ref protection from ambient atmospheric
1). climatic factors.

off-the-shelf items. Items regularly stocked open ice. See: broken ice.
by commercial organizations to supply open improved storage space. Open area that
normal demands, either principal, has been graded and hard mrfaced or
secondary, or repair items, prepared with topping of some suitable

OH Abbr. for organic clay of high plasticity. material so as to permit effective material
oil dilution. Contamination of engine handling and storage operations (Ref. 5).

crankcase oil with foreign liquids. It can be open storage. Storage in an area exposed to
a severe problem in arctic climates. The two the extremes of the local, natural
main dilutants arn water and fuel. Water environment.
aLcumulates as a result of condensation and open unimproved wet space. The water areaSfuel dilution occurs most rapidly in cold specifically allotted to and usable for

temperatures when fuel mixtures are rich at storage of floating equipment (Ref. 5).
engine idling speeds. operability. The condition of being capable

oft resistance, The ability of a material to of or ready for operation,
withstand degradation by oil. Such opercing level of supply. The quantities of
degradation is usually characterized by materiel required to sustain operations in
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the interval between requisitions or the including stated allowable warning time.
arrival of successive shipments. These Thus, total calendar time is the basis for
quantities should be based on the computation of operational readines (Ref
established replenishment period (monthly, 83).
quarterly, etc.) (Ref. 5). 2: The capability of a unit, ship, weapon

operating time. The time during which a system, or equipment to perform the
system or equipment is operating in a missions or functions for which it is
manner acceptable to the operator, organised or designed. May be used in a
although unsatisfactory operation (or general sense or to express a level or degree
failure) is sometimes the result of the of reediness (Ref. 5).
Judgment of the maintenance man (Ref. operational storage. The portion of materiel
83). life cycle when materiel hu been issued to

operation. A military action or the carrying the user but is not actually being used.
out of a strategic, tactical, service, training, operations (operational) environment. 1: A
or administrative military mission; the composite of the conditions, circumstances,
process of carrying on combat, including and influences that affect the employment
movement, supply, attack, defense, and of military forces and bear on the decisions
maneuvers needed to gain the objectives of of the commander (Ref. 5).
any battle or campaign (Ref. 5). 2: Within this handbook the operational

operational chmarcterlstics. The characteris- phase of the materiel life cycle is defined us
tics that pertain primarily to the functions those conditions, circumstances, and
to be perforted by equipment, either alone influences that affect materiel during the
or in conjunction with other equipment; period of time from issue to a user
e.g., for electronic equipment, operational organization until expenditure or exposure.
characteristics include such Items as fre- optical density. For filter tape used in
quency coverage, channeling, type of modu- atmospheric particulate sampling, optical
lation, and character of emission (Ref. 8). density is defined as the ratio of the optical

"opeational environment. As pertains to the intensity transmitted through clean filter
military, it is a composite of the conditions, paper to the intensity transmitted through
circumstances, and influences that affect the filter paper and collected particulates,
the employment of military forces and that optical interference. Reduction of visibility
bear on the decisions of the commander affecting human vision, signaling, and
(Ref. 5). communications employing optical

operationally ready. 1: As applied to a unit, wavelengths. Interference occurs primarily
ship, or weapon system. Capable of as a result of particulate matter in the
performing the missions or functions for atmosphere, darkness, and physical barriers
which organized or designed. Incorporates such as vegetation and high relief terrain.
both equipment readiness and personnel optical pickup. A vibration-measuring
readiness, instrument in which a beam of light,
2: As applied to equipment. Available and deflected or reflected by the vibrating
in condition for serving the functions for body, is used to sense the vibration. There
which designed. are a variety of optical pickups, and their
3: As applied to personnel. Available and primary advantage is that they do not load
qualified to perform assigned missions or the structure under observation.
functions. (Ref, 5) optical spectrum. The portion of the

opertiond maintenance. Maintenance that electromagnetic spectrum extending from
is performed without interrupting the approximately 2 X 1011 to 5 X 1017 Hz,
satisfactory operation of the item (Ref. 38). including infrared, visible, and ultraviolet

operational readiness. 1: The probability radiation.
that, at any point in time, a system or order. 1: Pedoloty. The highest category in
equipment is either operating satisfactorily soil classification. The three orders are
or ready to be placed in operation on zonal, intrazonal, and azonal soils.
demand when used under stated conditions, 2: A category in the classification of plants
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and animals, ranking below the clas and representation is called a scope or screen
above the family. (Rief. 15).

oadnanee. Explosve, chemicals, pymrtech, ommods. 1: The tendency of a fluid to pan
nic and simidr storm; eg., bombs, gun and through a semipermeable membrane typi-
ammunition, files, smoke, and napalm cally separating a solvent and a solution so
(Ref. 5). a to tend to equalize their concentrations;

organic soil. Pdolo&. A general term especially the puae of solvent in distinc-
applied to a soil or to a soil horizon that tion from the passe of solute.
consists primarily of organic matter, such as 2: Diffusion of fluids through a membrane
peat soils and muck soils (Ref. 16). separating two solutions.

onmgrphic. Of, pertaining to, or (frequently outbound trfi. Traffic originating in con-
in meteorology) caused by mountains (Ref. tinental United States destined for oversas
3). or overseas traffic moving in a general direc-

oroqMheq precipitation. Precipitation that tion away from continental United States
results from the lifting of moist air over an (Ref. 5).
oropaphic barrier such as a mountain outcrop. The bare, exposed part of a body
range. Strictly, the amount so designated of rock that appears at the surface of the
should not include the part of the ground. It is also applied to areas where the
precipitation that would be expected from rock formation occurs next beneath the
the dynamics of the asociated weather soil, even though it is not exposed (Ref
disturbance, were the disturbance over flat 32).
terrain (Ref. 1). outlet. 1: Th e lower and of a take or pond.

rthoclase. A mineral (KAISilOo) of mono- 2: The point at which a lake or pond
clinic structure. discharges into the stream that drains it.

oscllation. The change in amplitude of a (Ref. 10)
signal, displacement, or other quantity in outwash. 1: Stratified accumulation of
which the amplitude is alternately greatet water-deposited glacial drift (See: drift, gla-
and smaller than a fixed reference. Such cla). The material is laid down by the melt-
variations are generally specified with water streams issuing from the face of the
respect to time. glacier ice. Usually laid out in nearly level

oscillation, stable. An oscillation that is plains.
either damped (i.e., continually decreasing 2: Sometimes used to mean any water-
in amplitude) or steady-state (i.e., maintains derosited material carried and laid down by
constant amplitude) (Ref. 1). streams. (Ref. 21)

oscillation, unstable, Any oscillation that is outwah fan. See: outwash plain.
not stable; i.e., an erratic, intermittent, outweh plain; also outwash apron; outwash
non-self-sustaining oscillation, or one that fan. A broad deposit of detrital material

grows in magnitude until it breaks down sloping gently away from a glacial terminus

(Ref. 1). or terminal moraine. An outwash plain may
oscillator. The general term for an electrical merge downstream with the valley train

device that generates alternating currents or (Ref 11).
voltages. The oscillator is classified overcast. A condition of the sky in which
according to the frequency of the generated the sky cover is 95 percent or more and at
signal (Ref. 3). least a portion of this is due to clouds as

oell1ograph. A device for graphically record- opposed to surface-based obscuring
ing or indicating oscillations or changes in phenomena.
an electric current (Ref. 15). overland flow. 'he flow of rainwater or

oscilloscope. An instrument for producing a snowmelt over the land surface toward
visual representation of oscillations or stream channels. After it enters a stream, it
changes in an electric current. The face of becomes runoff (Ref. 6).
the cathode ray tube used for this overpackaging. The use of more (quantita-
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tive or qualitative) preservation, packgigng, the abandoned channel after a river has
or packing materials than is necessary to formed a cutoff and the ends of the original
protect an item adequately. This term bend have been filled. Also called oxbow
should not be confused with overpacking lake. (Ref. 10)
(Rer. 12). oxidant. Any oxygencontaining substance

ovypaeklbg Repecking of containers or that reacts chemically to produce new
items into a more substantial and suitable oxygen-containing substances. Atmospheric
container to withstand handling and trans. oxidants are the primary contributors to
portation hazards, or the addition of pack. photochemical smog.
Ing materials such as steel strpping, water. oxidation. A chemical reaction in which
proof asellnern, and fiberboard deeves oxygen unites or combines with other
onto fiberboard boxes to render the exist- elements. Organic matter is oxidized by the
ing aontalner lees suseptble to dAm e or action of aerobic bacteria; thus oxidation Is
pilferage during handling, transportation, used in waste water treatment to break
and storage (Ref. 12). down organic wastes (Ref. 9).

ovespresur. The pressure resulting from the oxidation, internal. The precipitation of one
blast wave of an explosion. It is referred to or more oxides of alloying elements
as "positive" when it exceeds atmospheric beneath the external surface of an alloy as a
pressure and "negative" during the passage result of oxygen diffusing into the alloy
of the wave when resulting pressures are less from an external source (Ref. 1).
than atmospheric pressure (Ref, 5). ozone. A form of molecular oxygen, each

oversas. All locations, including Alaska and molecule consisting of three atoms. Ozone
Hawaii, outside the continental United has a characteristically pungent odor and is
States (Ref 5). a colorless, toxic las. It Is formed by

overvoltas. The application of an electrical electrical discharge in air but in the upper
voltage higher than that recommended, atmosphere is believed to be produced by
Some components are very sensitive to the effect of ultraviolet radiation from the
overvoltage and fail quickly with small sun on oxygen.
overvoltages. ozonizer. An apparatus that converts

overvoltage protectors. Any of a variety of ordinary oxygen into ozone (as by passing
devices employed to protect sensitive high-voltage electric discharge through
equipment from exposure to voltages that flowing oxygen or air).
sre greater than specified values. ozonosphere. The portion of the upper

oxbow. 1: A river bend shaped like an atmosphere in which ther are significant
oxbow with only a neck of land left amounts of ozone, occurring at altitudes of
between two parts of the stream. from 10 to 50 km.
2: The crescentshaped lake remaining in
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P
P Abbr. for polar (air or region). on a pellet in a specified manner and
p Abbr. for pico (10"Is), securely strapped or fastened thereto so
packaged petrolemu, Petroleum products that the whole Is handled as a unit (Ref.

(generally lubricants, game, and specialty 17).
items) normally peckaged by a manufactur- polloDiaph. An instrument for detecting and
or and procured, stored, transported, and measuring low frequency vibrations (Ref.
isiued in containers having a fill capacity of 22).
55 el or less (Ref. 20). PAN. Peroxyacetyl nitrate, a polutant creat.

packaging. Application or use of appropriate ed by the action of sunlight on hydro.
wrappings, cushioning, interior containers, carbons and nitrogren oxides in the air.
and complete identification marking, up to PAN Is an integral padt of photochemical
but not including the exterior shipping smog (Ref 9).
container (Ref 12) pancake fee. Pieces of newly formed ice,

pack Ice. Any area of sea ice other than fast usually approximately circular, with rased
ice composed of a heterogeneous mixture rims and from 1 to 6 ft in diameter (Ref.
of size and age types. Pack Ice is usually in 31).
motion and is often referred to as drift ice. parabolic flight path. An aircraft maneuver
The concentration of pack ice can be of any used to obtain short periods of weightless-
deg"ee (Ref. 31). Pack ice is formed on the nes for the purpose of simulating a saeog
surface of the sea when the ice-field is environment.
broken up by winds and waves, and the pm drag drop. Ultra low level airdrop
blocks of ice have drifted from their technique using the drag of an arrester
original position. They are termed "close parachute to extract and halt airdrop loads
pack" if they are not. Most pack ice (Ref. 5).
gradually melts and disappears in warm paradrop. Delivery by parachute of
weather. personnel or cargo from an aircraft in flight

packing, Application or use of exterior (Ref. 5).
shipping containers and assembling of items paraglider. A flexible, delta-shaped wing that
or packages therein, together with necessary is made by suspending a flexible membrane
blocking, bracing, or cushioning, between a rigid keel and each of two rigid
weatherproofing exterior, strapping, and leading edges (Ref. 17).
marking of shipping containers (Ref. 12). parallax. The change in apparent position of

paboehoe, Solidified lava that is character- a nearby object compared with more
ised by a smooth, billowy, or ropy surface remote reference objects when viewed from
having a skin of glass a fraction of an inch different positions.
to several inches thick. Pahoehoe is distin- pirarosan/line method. A reference method
guished from the an type of lava by Its for the determination of sulfur dioxide in
smooth surface (Ref. 1). the atmosphere.

pellet. A flat base for combining stores or parhelion. One of the bright-colored spots
carrying a single item to form a unit load commonly called "sun dogs" which appear
for handling, transportation, and storage by about 22 deg above and below the sun due
materlis handling equipment (Ref. 5). to refraction of sunlight by minute ice

palletized. A quantity of any items, crystals in the air.
packaged or unpackaged, that is arranged partial node. The point, line, or surface in a
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standing wave resonant system where some waterway transport in the continental
characteristic of the wave field hu a United States, u seatuate miles (Ref. 5).
nonzero minimum amplitude (Ref. 22). passive. Used to describe metals or alloys

!partial presure. See: pressure, partial, that substantially resist corrosion In an
particle mae diameter. The diameter of a environment where thermodynamically

sphere having the same crom-ectional area ther is a large free energy decrease smoclat.
as the particle, ad with tnsformation from a metal to

particle area diameter (projected). The appropriate corrosion products (Ref. 34).
diameter of a circle having the same area as passive vibration halation device. Devices
the projected area of the particle. consisting of a variety of sprin and

paMide ans4sngth diameter. The diameter dashpots that m used to attenuate
obtained by dividing the projected area of vibration in assemblies and systems.
the particle by the measured particledi. patina. 1: A thin green or reenash-blue film
mater. or coating on the surface of copper and

particle diameter. The measured diameter of bronse caused by long exposure to the
a sphere or particle in one direction. atmosphere. The film is a basic sulfate

particle she. In a dust sample, particle size sometimes containing small amounts of
refer to the mean diameter of the particles carbonate or chloride (Ref. 34).
in the seeple; also called Stokes' diameter. 2: Same se desert varnish.

part elsa enalysis. SOil Mechanics Deter- patterned Wound. A collective term for
mination of the various amounts of the dif- ground suface patterns resulting from frost
"fornt parates in a soil sample, usually by action; the surface expression of soil
sedimentation, ieving, micrometry, or com- structures. It is common but not exclusive
binatiosa of thes methods. Formerly to permafrost regions; It includes a large
termed mechanical analysis (Ref. 1). group of soil forms that have distinct linear

patsic volum (mass) diameter. The dim- or polygonal elements in Wound plan (RA*.
estr of a sphere having the same density and 1).
volume (or mess) as the particle. paulih. A sheetlike piece of fabric or plastic

particle volumemafeee diameter. The diem- used to cover materiel during open storage,
eter of a particle obtained by dividing the use, or transport. It is used to reduce or
volume of a particle by it. surfac area. prevent materiel exposure to falling precipi-

partic -1 matte. Finely divided solid or tation and to some extent exposure to
liquid particles in the air, including dust, wind.
mnoke, fumes, mK spray, and fog (Ref. 9). PS Abbr. for phonetically balanced.

parting 1: MetallwtJ. The selective corro- peak level. The maximum instantaneous
sion of one or more components of a solid value of a parameter occurring during a
solution alloy (Ref. 34). specified time interval (Ref. 38).
2: Geology. A thin layer of different com- peak pressure level. When considering
position separating two larger mase of impulse noise or blast, the highest pressure
similar composition. It can be depoeitional level reached.
in nature, as shale in a coal seam; or intru- peak overpressure. The maximum value of
sive as in a joint or fissure (Ref. 32). overpressure at a given location, which is

poss. 1: A break in a mountain range, generally experienced at the instant the
permitting easier passage from one side of shock (or bloat) wave reaches that location
the range to the other. Also called col (Ref. (Ret 6). See also: shock wave.
15). peat. An acid, dark.colored, soft, usually
2: A narrow connecting channel between coarsely fibrous, unconsolidated soil with a
two bodies of water; also the inlet through 96 to 99 percent content of partly
a barrier reef atoll or sand bar or a navigable decomposed, somewhat carbonated plant
channel at the mouth of a river (Ref. 18). material accumulated under conditions of

pessengr mile. One passenger transported 1 excessive moisture (Ref. 1).
mi. For air and ocean transport, use peat bag. An area of soft, wet, spongy
nautical miles; for rail, highway, and inland pround, consisting chiefly of decayed or
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decaying mos and other vegetable matter, WtONs of a rock or soil, except the move.
where peat is formed (Ref. 1). See also: ment through large openinp such as caves

swamp. (Ref. 6).
peat soil. Soil containing more than 50 perelatok. An isolated layer of frozen

percent organic matter (Ref. 2). See also: ground between the thawed part of the
peat; muck. active layer and a talik, usually lasting only

pebble. A small stone worn smooth by the a season or two and formed whenever,
action of water, ice, sand, etc., or any stone owing to excessive winter cold or to
between 4 and 64 mm (about 0,16 to 2.5 subnormal summer temperatures, the
in.) in diameter (Ref, 15). summer thaw does not completely melt the

pedafler. One of the two types into which active layer (Ref. 12).
soils are sometimes classified; it is roughly perennially &oaen pound. See: permafrost.
equivalent to "soil of a humid region", and perfect gas. See: ideal gPs.
is rich in iron and clay. The pedalfers are pagellsol. See: permarost.
divided into podzolic and lateritic soils perielase. A mineral consisting Ilaply of
(Ref. 20). magnesium oxide.

pedestal rock. Rock supported by a perihelion. The point on the orbit of the
relatively slender column or pedestal; earth that is nearest to the sun.
usually, the cap rock is a harder material period. 1: The time interval needed to
and the supporting material underneath is complete a cycle.
softer so that the support is eroded away 2: The smallest increment of the
leaving a large rock on a slender column independent variable for which the function
(Ref. 32). repeats itself.

pediment. A gently inclined erosion surface periodic maintenance. See: maintenance,
of low relief typically developed in arid or periodic.
semiarid regions at the foot of a receding periodic vibration. An oscillation having a
mountain slope. The pediment may be bare waveform that is repeated at certain equal
or mantled by a thin layer of alluvium increments of the independent time variable
which is in transit to the adjoining basin. (Ref. 37).
Some pediments resemble alluvial ones in perishable cargo. Cargo requiring refrigra-
outward form (Ref. 1). tlon, such as meat, fruit, fresh vegetables,

pedocal. A soil with a well.developed and medical department biologicals (Ref.
calcium carbonate or, more rarely, some 5).
other carbonate horizon (Ref. 32). perishable Items. Food items that require

pedology. The science of the study of soils. controlled conditions of temperature and/
pendulum Impact test. A shock test in which or humidity during transportation and stor-

the test item is placed on a carrier that can age (Ref 26).
swing through an arc to impact against a permafrost; also perennially frozen pound,
solid barrier. pergelisol. 1: Permanently frozen gpound.

peneplain. A rolling area that has experi- 2: A thicknes of soil, superficial deposit, or
enced a long period of erosion during which bedrock of variable depth beneath the sur-
mountains were generally worn down to face of the earth in which below-freezing
form relatively flat temin. temperature has existed continuously for a

penetrometer. A pointed device that indi- long time (Ref. 11).
cates the amount of resistance encountered permafrost isand. An area of perennially
when it is forced into a material such as frozen ground surrounded by unfrozen
snow or soil (Ref. 3). ground (Ref. 11).

penumbra. The area (as in an eclipse), be- permafrost, passie. Ground perennially fro-
tween the perfect shadow and the full light, sen under climatic conditions colder than
that receives partial illumination. See alAq: those now present, which will not refreeze
umbra as permanently frozen ground when once

percolation. The movement, under hydro. disturbed (Ref. 11).
"static pressure, of water through the inter. permafrost table. The surface that represents
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the upper boundary of perennially frozen mounted externally on the optical axis of a
pound. Sometimes called frost table (Reo camera. The lena of the camera forms an
11). image of the sun which Is reflected by the

pesmatrost aone. The aggegate of regions in hemispherical mirror so that as the sun
which permafrost occurs (Ref. 11). moves across the sky, the image traces an

pennanust aitbome dust. Particles leos than are of a circle on the photographic paper
2 jAm in diameter whose settling velocities (Reo 3).
we small compmd to normal atmospheric pesticide. A chemical meant used to control
motions. Settling times of 9 to 90 yr have pests. This includes insecticides for use
been estimated for particles of 1.pm against harmful insects; herbicides for weed
diameter. control; fungicides for control of plant dis.

pemmanent threshold shift. A reduction of eass; rodenticides for killing rats, mice,
the sensitivity of human hearing that is not etc.; and germicides used in disinfectant
temporary, products, algaecides, slimicides, etc. Some

peumable. Open to pamage ar penetration; pesticides can contaminate water, air, or
used especially of a substance that allows soil, and can accumulate in man, animals,
the passage of fluids. and the environment, particularly if they

permeability. The material property that are misused. Certain of these chemicals have
permits fluids and guns to pass through. been shown to interfere with the reproduc.
The standard coefficient of permeability tive processes of predatory birds and posai.
used in the hydrologic work of the U S bly other anitals (Ref. 9).
Geological Survey is defined as the rate of Peter mow. Snow consisting of relatively
flow of water at 60F, in gallons per day, uniform fine particles formed by
"through a crow section of 1 ft', under a disaggregation of aged snow with a rotary
hydraulic gradient of 100 percent (Ref. 32). type snow plow known as a Peter snow

peanesado tube. Sources of known gas miller and having predictable mechanical
concentration used in calibration of sulfur properties.
dioxide and nitrogen dioxide monitors, One petri dish. A small shallow container with a
type uses Teflon tubes containing pure loosely fitting overlapping cover used
sulfur dioxide or nitrogen dioxide which especially for culturing bacteria.
diffuse slowly through the wall of the tube petroleum. An oily, liquid solution of
and into the surrounding air at a slow rate. hydrocarbons that, when fractionally

pesmittivity. A property of a dielectric that distilled, yields paraffin, kerosene, fuel oil,
determines the force between two charges gasoline, etc, (Ref. 5).
in the dielectric; a given by Coulomb's law petroleum, oils, and lubricants (Abbr.

F - q, q2 /(er2) POL). A broad term that includes all
e - permittivity petroleum and associated products used by

q, q2 - electric charges the Armed Forces (Ref. 8).
r - distance between charges petrology. The study of the composition,
F - force acting between charges structure, and history of the rocks forming

the lithosphere or crust of the earth and
persistent pesticides. Pesticides that will be their mineral structure.

present in the environment for longer than pH. A numerical designation of relative
one growing saison or 1 yr after application acidity and alkalinity. Technically, pH is
(Ref. 9). the common logarithm of the reciprocal of

personel. The individuals required in either the hydrogen-ion concentration of a
a military or civilian capacity to accomplish solution. pH is represented on a scale of 0
the assigned mission (Ref. 5). to 16. A pH of 7.0 indicates precise

Poa suishine recorder. A sunshine recorder neutrality, higher values Indicate Increasing
of the type in which the time scale is alkalinity, and lower values indicate
supplied by the motion of the sun. The increasing acidity (Ref. 16). See: hydrogen
instrument, which Is pointed at the celestial ion concentration.
pole, consists of a hemispherical mirror phase. 1: A measure of the stage of progress
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in the cycle of any periodic motion, usually 2: The process of making precise
expremed as a phase angle, one complete measurements by the use of photography.
cycle representing phase angle of 860 dog; (Ref. 14)
e.g., a phase angle of 90 dog indicates that photographic barogaph. A mercury
the cycl, is one-quarter completed. barometer arranged so that the position of
2: In a propagating sine wave (simple the upper or lower meniscus may be
harmonic wave), points of equal phase are measured photographically. In one design
separated by a distance of one wavelength the Image of the meniscus is formed on a

(Ref 1). rotating drum covered with sensitized paper
phase diagram. A graph showing the so that a continuous record is obtained of

condition of equilibrium between various pressure se a function of time (Ref. 3).
phases of a substance or between different photolysis. Decomposition or dissociation
subotancew. caused by eypoure to light.

phase modulation. See: modulation, phase. photomap. A reproduction of a photograph
phase shift. A change in phase of a voltage or or photomosaic upon which the grid lines,

current after paseing through a circuit or marginal data, contours, place names,
cable (Ref. 4). boundaries, and other data may be added

phase emd. Sem. wave eloiy. (Ref. 5).
phon. A unit of loudness which is a measure photon. The elementary quantity, or

with reference to the sound pressure level "quantum" of radiant energy. It is regarded
of a pure tone of 1,000 Hz judged by the as a discrete quantity having a mass equal to
listener to be of equal loudnes. If the hp/c2, where h - Planck's constant, P = the
median sound pressure level is n dB above frequency of the radiation, and c - the .
the reference level of 2 X 10' N m-2, the speed of light in a vacuum. The photon is
loudness is equal to n phon. The loudness never at rest, has no electric charge, and has
of a Jet aircraft engine is about 140 phon no magnetic moment, but does have a "spin
whereas that of a steam locomotive is about moment". The energy of a photon (the unit
100 phon. "quantum" of energy) is equal to hp (Rif.

phometially balaneed monosyllable word in. 3).
tefligiblty tae A test of speech intelligi- photosphere. The intensely bright portion of
bility consisting of 20 lists of 50 phonetical. the sun visible to the unaided eye. It is a
ly balanced words each. shell a few hundred miles in thickness

phosphorescence. Emision of light without marking the boundary between the dense
sensible heat, particularly as a result of but interior gases nf the sun and the more
continuing after absorption of radiation diffuse cooler gases in the outer portions of
from some other source (Ref. 15). the sun. The photosphere is the portion of

phot. A photometric unit of illuminance or the solar atmosphere that emits the
illumination equal to 1 Ir cm"1. continuous radiation upon which the

photochemical oxidants. Atmospheric pol. Fraunhofer lines are superimposed (Ref. 3).
lutants formed by irradiation of the oxides photosynthesis. The formation of chemical
of nitrogen and hydrocarbons in the air compounds by exposure to light, sometimes
with sunlight. Primary components of pho. including the near infrared or near
tochemical smog (Ref. 9). ultraviolet; especially the formation of

photochemical smog. Air pollution mociat- carbohydrates from carbon dioxide and a
ad with oxidants rather than with sulfur source of hydrogen (as water) in the
oxides, particulates, etc. Produces necosis, chlorophyll-containing cells of green plants
chiorosis, and growth alternations in plants exposed to light.
and is an eye and respiratory irritant in phototactic. Relating to or exhibiting
human beings (Ref 9). phototaxis; i.e., responding to light as a

photogrammetry. 1: The art, science, or stimulus.

proceu of making maps and scale drawings phycomycetes. A diverse group of fungi that
from photographs, especially of making includes mildew, potato blight, and bread
maps from aerial photogaphs. mold.
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physical adsorption. See: van der Weak' are loaded and sealed at point of-origin,
adsorption. moved by highway to a railway, placed on

physical climatology. The major branch of rail cars, transported by rail, off-loaded,
climatology, which deals with the coupled to towing vehicles, and delivered to
explanation of climate, rather than with their destinations by highway.
presentation of it (climatogaphy) (Ref. 3). pilot balloon. A small balloon whose ascent

physical meteorology. The branch of mete- is followed by a theodolite in order to
orology that deals with optical, electrical, obtain data for the computation of the
acoustical, and the thermodynamic phe- speed and direction of winds in the upper
nomena of the atmosphere, its chemical air (Ref. 3).
composition, the laws of radiation, and the pilot streamer. The first stage in
explanation of clouds and precipitation cloud-to-earth lightning discharge, The
(Ref. I). velocity of propagation is about 1,5 X 10l

physiogaphy. The study of the physical m 87.
features of the earth, their causes, and their pingo. A form of frost mound; specifically, a
relation to one another. It is primarily an large mound of ice covered with soil. Pingos
attempt to reveal the complex are not uncommonly 100 ft or more in
interrelationships between the origin (and height, and are persistent, prominent
therefore material composition) of surface landscape features. The crust may be
features and the causes of surface alteration broken which allows mud to ooze out
(erosion, weather, crustal upheaval, etc.). during a thaw (Ref. 11),

phytometar. An apparatus to measure the pin-holing. A film defect characterized by
amount of water transferred to the the presence of tiny holes. The term is
almosphere by a plant (Ref 3). rather generally applied to holes caused by

pibal or pibal observation. Contraction for solvent bubbling, moisture, other volatile
pilot-ballon observation (Ref, 3). products, or the presence of extraneous

pickle. 1: To loosen or remove corrosion particles in the applied film (Ref. 1).
products such as scale and tarnish from a pitch. 1: The attribute of auditory sensation
metal (Ref 1). by which sounds are ordered on a scale
2: A solution or process used to loosen or extending from low to high. Pitch depends
remove corrosion products such as scale and primarily upon the frequency of the sound
tarnish from a metal (Ref. 34). stimulus, but the sound pressure and

piecewise-linear sweep. A type of frequency waveform of the stimulus also affect a
sweep in vibration cycling tests in which the perceived pitch (Ref. 38).
vibration frequency range is swept at a 2: Oscillation of a missile, airplane, or ship
number of constant sweop rates, used when about a lateral axis; e.g., the alternate rising
available equipment cannot provide a and falling ef the bow and stern of a ship
continuously variable or programmable (Ref. 40).
sweep rate. The piecewise-linear sweeps are pitot pressure. See: pressure, dynamic.
chosen to approximate a logarithmic sweep. pitot tube. An instrument for measuring the

piezoelectric accelerometer. An accelerome- relative speed of a fluid. In one arrangement
tar in which piezoelectric crystals are sub- it consists of a concentric pipe arrangement
jected to forces generated by the response in which the inner pipe is open at one end
of an internel mas to acceleration. The and the outer pipe is perforated and closed
change in electrical characteristics of the a&t both ends; each pipe is connected to a
piezoelectric crystals in response to bending manometer. The unit is operated with the
or compression, provides an analog electri- open end pointing upstream, so that the
cal output proportional to acceleration. inner pipe measures the total pressure und

piezoelectric shaker. See: shaker, piezoelec- the outer pipe measures the static pressure.
tric. The difference in these pressures, the

piggy-back transport. A combination of rail dynamic pressure, is proportional to the
and motor transport in which semitrailers square of the fluid speed (Ref. 3), See also:

pressure, dynamic.
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pitot-tube anemometer. A pressure-tube the horizontal position of features.
anemometer, consisting of a pitot tube Sometimes called a line map (Ref, 5).
mounted on the windward end of a wind plankton. The passively floating or weakly
vane and a suitable manometer to measure swimming animal and plant life of a body
the developed pressure and calibrated in of water; most are very small (Ref. 1).
units of windapeed (Ref 3). planosol. Pedology. An intrazonal group of

pitting hter. The ratio of the depth of the soils with eluviated surfaco horizons
deepest corrosion pit to the average underlain by claypans or frigipans,
penetration as calculated from weight loss developed on nearly flat or gently sloping
(Ref 34). uplands in humid or subhumid climates

plagloclase. A common rock-forming mineral (Rot 16).
of the feldspar group, which consists of plant growth regulator. A chemical antiplant
NaAISli Oj and CaAI2 Si6 O in a complete agent that regulates or inhibits plant growth
range of mixtures. (Ref 12).

plain. A comparatively flat, smooth, and plant nutrient. Any element taken in by a
level tract unbroken by hills, mountains, or plant, euential to its growth, and used by it
valleys (Ref. 32). in elaboration of Its food and tissue (Ref.

Planck's constant. A constant, usually 16).
designated h, equal to 6.626 X 10"" J a. It plasma. An electrically conducting gas in
scales the enorgy of electromagnetic which the number of positive ions is equal
radiation of frequency Y such that the to the number of electrons and negative
radiation appears only in quanta &'Y, n ions so that neutrality exists.
being an integer (Ref. 3). plastic. Any of a variety of ionmetala

Planck's radiation law. An expression for the containing an organic substance of high
variation of monochromatic emittance molecular weight, They are produced from
(emissive power) as a function of organic compounds by polymerization, can
wavelength of blackbody radiation at a be molded into various shapes, and are solid
given temperature; it is the most in final form.
fundamental of the radiation laws. plasticity. The property of a material that
Mathematically, Planck's law Is enables it to undergo permanent

c . deformation without appreciable volume
,. change or elastic rebound and without

exp [C2 /(T)]-1 rupture (Ref. 20).
plasticity index. The difference in the water

where Sh = the emittance of blackbody content of a soil between its liquid limit
radiation of wavelength X per unit and at its plastic limit. Clayey soils, for
wavelength per unit area of blackbody example, have higher plasticity indexes than
surface at temperature T; c and 02 are nonclay soils, because they remain plastic
universal constants (Ref 3). over a wider range of water content (Ref.

plane polarization. See: polarization. 1),
planetary boundary layer; also friction layer; plasticizer. A chemical agent added in

atmospheric boundary layer. The layer of compounding plastics to make them softer
the atmosphere from the surface of the and more flexible (Ref. 4),
earth to the geostrophic wind level, plastic limit. Soil Mechaniaca. One of the
including, therefore, the surface boundary measures of soil consistency (See: Atterberg
layer and the Ekman layer. Above this layer limits,'. The lowest moisture content.
lies the free atmosphere (Ref, 3), expressed s a percentage of the weight of

plane-wave tube. A type of acoustical testing the oven.dried soil. at which the soil can be
facility in which impingement of acoustic rolled into threads 1/8 in. in diameter
energy upon a test specimen is inherently without the thread breaking into pieces
undirectional (Ref. 1). (Ref, 1).

planimetric map. A map representing only plastic range. The stress range it, which a
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material will not fail when subjected to the bedrock by the movement of glacial ice
action of a force but will not recover (Ref. 11).
completely, so that a permanent plutonic. Originating nr situated deep within
deformation results when the force is the earth.
removed (Ref. 5). plutonic rocks. See: Igneous rocks.

plastic zone. The region beyond the rupture podsol. Pedolo.y, A zonal group of soils
zone associated with ciater formation having surface organic mats and thin,
resulting from an explosion in which there organic-mineral horizons above gray leached
is no visible rupture but in which the soil is horizons that rest upon iluvial dark-brown
permanently deformed and compressed to a horizons developed under coniferous or
high d'nmity (Ref. 5). See also: rupture mixed forests or under heath vegetation in a
gone. cool-temperate, moist climate (Ref. 16),

plagean. 1: A level on which little or no podaolsation. Pedology. The process by
change takes place; a representation of this which soils are depleted of bases, become
on a graph. Used especially of trends, more acid, and develop leached surface
materiel requirements, learning processes, layers from which clay has been removed
etc. (Ref. 14). (Ref. 16).
2: A tableland or flat-topped area of pogonip. Same as Ice fog; an American
considerable extent elevated above Indian word applied particularly to ice fop
urrounding country on at least one side. A occurring in the mountain valleys of

plateau is larger and more 3xtensive than a western United States (Ref. 3).
mesa but the two cannot be strictly poise. The unit of dynamic viscosity equal to
separated. The surface may be fairly 1 g cma" aV or 0.1 N a m72 . The dynamic
smooth but not necessarily so, large viscosity of water at 20"C is 1.002 centi-
mountain niasses may rise above it, aud poise while that of gases is in the micro-
deep canyont may be cut into it (Ref. 1). poise range.

platform. A metal or wooden skid designed polar air (Abbr. P). In the Bergeron system
to hold bulk supplies and heavy equipment of airmass classification, air typical of the
for airdrop (Ref. 17). subpolar high pressure areas; thus a polar

platform drop. The airdrop of lo;ded airmns usually originates farther south than
platforms from rear-loading air•raft with an arctic ainusas (Ref. 11).
roller conveyors (Ref. 5), See also: polar blackout. See: arctic blakout.
platform. polar ice. Extremely heavy sea ice up to 10

platy soil structure. Soil aggregates with thin ft or more thick and of moi than one
vertical axes and long horizontal axes. Flat, winter's growth. Heavily hummocked, It
tabular; a three-dimensional object that has may ultimately be reduced by weatheuing
one dimensioo much smaller than the other to a more-or-les even surface (Ref. 31).
two (Ref. 16). polarization. The state of electromagnetic

plays; also dry lake. The flat or nearly flat, radiation when transverse vibrations take
low part of an enclosed basin or temporary plac% in some regular manner; e.g., all in
lake without outlet. Includes dry, moist, one plane, in a circle, in an ellipse, or in
crystal body, compound, lime pan, and some other definite curve. Radiation may
artificial playas (Ref. 1). become polarized because of the nature of

playa lake. A very shallow lake occupying a its emitting source, as is the case with many
playa, usually temporary in nature (Ref. types of radar antennas, or because of some
32). processes to which it is subjected after

pleistocene. The latest epoch in the leaving its source, such as that resulting
geological time scale that includes all of from the scattering of solar radiation as it
postpliocene time. It is sometimes called passes through the atmosphere of the earth
the Ice Age. (Ref. 3).

plucking; also quarrying. The process by polar regions. Those parts of the surface of
which rock fragments are det',ched from the earth that have an average temperature
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of the warmest month of lea than 32"F 4: A small body of water, usually smaller
(Ref. 12). than a pond, especially one that is quite

polder. Land reclaimed from the sea or other deep. One left by an ebb tide is called a tide
body of water by the construction of an pool (Ref. 15).
embankment to restrain the water (Ref. 5: A small and comparatively still, deep
15). part of a larger body of water such a a river

polyethylene. One of a variety of crystalline or harbor (Ref. 15).
lightweight thermoplastic&. It has good port. A place at which ships may discharge
insulating properties and is resistant to or receive their cargoes. It includes any port
chemicals and moisture. accessible to ships on the seacoast,

polygonal soil. More or less regular sided navigable rivers, or inland waterways. The
ground surface patterns created by frost term "ports" should not be used in
action, by thawing, or ground ice wedges, conjunction with air facilities that are
or both. A widespread phenomenon over designated as acrisl ports, airports, etc.
the permafrost area, indicating poor (Ref. 5).
drainage (Ref. 12). post capacity. The estimated capacity of a

polymer. A material having molecules of port or an anchorage to clear cargo in 24 hr,
high molecular weight, formed by usually expressed in tons (Ref. 5).
polymerization of lower molecular weight potential evapotranspiration. Water loss that
molecules (Ref. 4). will occur if at no time there is a deficiency

polymeriza•tion. A chemical reaction in of water In the soil for use of vegetation

which two or more like molecules combine (Ref. 6).
to form a larger molecule whose molecular potential gradient. In general, the local space
weight is a multiple of the original but rate of change of any potential, as the
whose physical properties are different, gravitational potential gradient or the

polynya. Any enclosed sea water area in velocity potential gradient. In atmospheric
pack ice, other than a lead, not large electricity, the electric potential gradient
enough to be called open water. In summer (electric field strength) of the atmosphere in
it may be referred to as a lake; in winter commonly referred to as the atmospheric

with a covering of relatively thin ice, it may electric field (Ref. 3).
be called an ice skylite (Ref. 31). potential atuural water loss. The water loss

pond. A relatively small body of water, during years when the annual precipitation
usually surrounded on all sides by land. A greatly exceeds the average water loss. It
larger body of water is celled a lake (Ref. represents the approximate upper limit to
16). water loss under the type and density of

pondage. Small-scale storage ata waterpower vegetation native to a basin, actual
plant to equalize daily or weekly conditions of moisture supply, and other
fluctuations in riverflow or to permit basin characteristics, whereas potential
irregular, hourly use of the water for power evapotranspiration represents the
generation to accord with fluctuations in hypothetical condition of no deficiency of
load (Ref. 6). water in the soil at any time for use of the

pool. 1: To maintain and control a supply of type and density of vegetation that would
resources or personnel upon which other develop (Ref. 6).
activities may draw. The primary purpese potential temperature. The temperature that
of a pool is to promote maximumn a parcel of dry air would have if brought
efficiency of use of the pooled resources or adiabaticelly from its initial state to a
personnel; e.g., a petroleum pool, a labor pressure of 1,000 mb.
and equipment pool. porosity, soil. The degree to which the soil
2: Any combination of resources that serve mass is permeated with pores or cavities.
a common purpose (Ref. 5). Porosity can be generally expressed as a
3: Any enclosed, relatively small sea area in percentage of the whole volume of a soil
pack ice or drift ice other than a lead or a horizon that is unoccupied by solid
land (Ref. 18). particles (Ref 16).
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potentiometer. An instrument for measuring group of soils formed in temperate to
differences in electric potential. Essentially, cool-temperate, humid regions under tall
this istrument balances the unknown gram vegetation (Ref. 2).
voltage ageinst a variable known voltage. precipitable water. The depth of liquid water
Potentiometers are frequently used in that would be obtained if all the water
conjunction with thermocouples for vapor above a unit area of the surface of the
measuring temperature (Ref. 1). earth were condensed.

potentlometer acealerometer. Consists of a precipitation. 1: Any or all of the forms of
mase-spring.damper system and a water particles, whether liquid or solid, that
potentiometer circuit. During operation, fall from the atnosphere and reach the
the man displacement, which is coupled to ground. Precipitation includes drizzle,
the potentiometer, causes the graupel, rain, snow, ice cryitals, ice pellets,
potentiometer resistance to change, thus and hall.
producing an electrical output signal. 2: The amount, usually expressed in Inches
Primarily used for low frequencies and of liquid water derth, of the water
accelerations, substance that has fallen at a given point

pothole. A hole formed in the beds of rivers over a specified period of time (Ref. Z). See
by the grinding action of stones or gravel also: hydrometeor.
whirled around by water in a particular spot precipitation attenuation. The decrease in
(Ret. 32). flux of a "parallel beam" of radiation

potometer. See: phytometer. caused by the effect (mainly absorption and
Potting. The sealing of a cable termination scattering) of precipitation in the

or other component with a liquid that atmoephere.
thernosets into an elastomer or solid precipitation current. The downward
compound to exclude moisture (Ref. 4). transport of electric charge that occurs in

pmmding. The impact of waves on a ship precipitation.
when all parts of the ship bottom are in the precipitation effectiveness. In general, the
water. Compare: damming, actual efficacy of precipitation in plant

powder snow. See: snow, powder. growth. The dependence of the effect of
power dendty spectrum (vibration). A precipitation on temperature or evaporation

graphical presentation of values of power has been expressed in many ways, such as
density displayed as a function of frequen. K6ppen's formulas for defining desert
cy. It represents the distribution of vibra. climate and Thornthwalte's precipitation
tion energy with frequency (Ref. 87). effectiveness index (Ref. 1).

power factor. The ratio of the power to the precipitation inversion or rainfall
effective values of the electromotive force Inversion. As found in some mountain
multiplied by the effective value of current, areas, a decrease in precipitation with
in volts and amperes, respectively. The increasing elevation of ground above sea
cosine of the angle between voltage applied level. In the lowest few thousand feet, the
and the current resulting (Ref. 4). precipitation increases with height until the

power spectral density. The limit of the zone of maximum precipitation is reached,
mean.square value in a given rectangular above which the inversion is found (Ref. 3).
bandwidth divided by the bandwidth, as the precipitation static. Radio interference
bandwidth approaches zero (Ref. 1). (static) to aircraft communication caused

power spectral density level. The level at a by corona discharge from radio antennas or
specified frequency of the part of a other protuberances on aircraft flying
particular signal in a band that is 1 Hz wide through clouds containing ice particles
and centered at the frequency of (Reft A).
measurement. The level is expressed in preservation, cyclic. The representation,
decibels (Ref. 22). repackaging, or repacking of material in

prairie soils. Pedology. A zonal great soil store on which previously applied
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protective measures have subsequently hydrostatic equilibrium; i.e., the pressure at

matured or deteriorated to a state where a point due solely to the weight of fluid
renewal of protection is necessary (Ref. 1). above (Ref. 1).

pressure. 1: A type of stres characterized by pressure, impact. The pressure exerted when
uniformity in all directions. In dynamics, it one object strikes another, consisting of
is the part of the stress tensor that is pressure derived from both static pressure
independent of viscosity and depends only and dynamic pressure (Ref. 14).
upon the molecular motion appropriate to pressure, partial. The pressure exerted by
the local temperature and density. It is a one constituent of a mixed gas. The sum ofscalar quantity expressed in units of force the partial pressres of each constituent of

per unit area (Ref. 1). the mixture equals the total gna pressure
2: In meteorology, commonly used for (Ref. 1).
almospheric pressure (Ref. 3). pressure, recovered. The pressure actually

prumssre, absolute. The pressure referred to obtained when the static pressure is
that of a perfect vacuum. It is the sum of Increased by the conversion of a portion of
the gage pressure and atmospheric pressure the kinetic energy in the stream of gas to
(Ref. 1). pressure energy. The maximum recovered

pressure altitude. 1: The altitude, in the pressure would be stagnation pressure were
standard atmosphere at which a given it not for losses in the conversion process
pressure will be observed. It is the indicated (Ref. I).
altitude of a pressure altimeter at an pressure, reflected. The pressure from an
altimeter setting of 29.92 in. Hg (1,013.2 explosion, which is reflected back from a
mb); therefore, it is the indicated altitude solid object or surface, rather than
above the 1,013.2 mb constant'pressure dissipated in the air. Said especially of an
surface (Ref. 3), airburst bomb (Ref. 14).
2: The simulated altitude condition created pressure, saturation. The pressure at a given
in an altitude chamber by changing (usually temperature where vapor and liquid, or
by lowering) the pressure in the chamber vapor and solid, can exist in stable
(Ref. 7). equilibrium (Ref. 1),

pressure, dynamic. The difference between pressure spectrum level. The effective sound
static and pitot pressure due to relative pressure level for the sound energy
motion of fluid when compressibility of the contained within a bank 1 Hz wide,
fluid is not considered. Pitot pressure is the centered at the specified frequency.
pressure at the open end of a pitot tube Ordinarily, this has significance only for
(Ref 15). sound having a continuous distribution of

pressure envelope duration; also energy within the frequency range under
B.duration. In impulse noise and blast, the consideration. The reference pressure
total time that the envelope of pressure should be explicity stated (Ref. 1).
fluctuations (positive and negative) Is pressure, stagnation. The static pressure that
within 20 dB of the peak pressure level, could be realized if the flow could

pressure front. See: shock front. isentropically be brought to rest. It depends
pressure, gage. The pressure above upon the static pressure, the Mach number,

atmospheric (barometric) pressure (Ref 1). and the kind of gas. At low Mach numbers,
pressure gradient; also barometric gradient it approaches the sum of the static pressure

(Meteorology). The rate of decrease and the incompressible velocity head, but is
(gradient) with displacement of pressure in increasingly greater than this sum at higher
space at a fixed time. The term is Mach numbers (Ref. 1).
sometimes used loosely to denote simply pressure, static. 1: The pressure exerted
the magnitude of the gradient of the upon an object by air or other fluid as a
pressure field but is properly a vector result of its own molecular activity as a
quantity (Ref. 3). function of its density and temperature, no

pressure, hydrostatic or gravitational gain being due to outside work (Ref. 14).
pressure. The pressure in a fluid in 2: Acoustics. The air pressure present at a
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point in the absence of sound wave (Ref. which is, or is about to be, increasingly
38). active. A high value item or an item whose

pressure tendency or barometric tendsn- procurement will be difficult due to long
cy. The character and amount of atmos- lead time, shortage of strategic materials, or
pheric premure change for a 3-hr or other difficulty of manufacture.
specified period ending at the time of obser- probability forecast. A forecast of the
vation (Ref. 1). probability of occurrence of one or mole of

pressure, total. The resultant of all a mutually exclusive set of weather
components of pressure acting at a point. In contingencies, u distinguished from a series
relation to a pitot tube, the expression may of categorical statements (Ref. 3).
be used at the equivalent of pitot pressure process lapse rate. The rate of decrease of
(Ref. 15). the temperature of an air parcel as it is

pressure tube anemometer. An anemometer lifted (Ref. 3).
that derives windspeed from measurements procurement. The process of obtaining
of the dynamic wind pressures. Wind personnel, services, supplies, and equipment
blowing into a tube develops a pressure (Ref. 5).
greater than the static pressure, while wind profile. A geometric representation of a
blowing across a tube develops a pressure terrain surface as an elevation-distance
less than the static. This pressure difference, curve (Ref. 38).
which is proportional to the square of the programn cam. In a procem-control system
windspeed, is measured by a suitable wherein a controlled parameter (e.g,
manometer (Ref. 3). dry-bulb or wet-bulb temperature) must be

pressure, velocity. 1: The pressure capable of varied in a periodic manner at specified
causing an equivalent velocity in a moving rates betwben specified limits, a cam
fluid if applied to move the same fluid rotated at a constant speed and shaped such
through an orifice so that all pressure that the cam follower causes the controlled
energy expended is converted into kinetic parameter to vary in accordance with the
energy. specified program (Ref. I).
2: S: pree. s, dynamic. propagetion. The traveling of a radio wave,
8: See: wind pressure (Ref 1). pressure wave, electric current, or the like-

pressure wave duration; also A-duration. In through or along a medium; the act of
impulse noise and blast, the time required sending such waves or forces through or
for the initial or principal pressure wave to along a medium (Ref. 14).
rise to its positive peak and return propeller blade passage frequency. In
momentarily to ambient. propeller-driven aircraft or ships, the

pressurization. The act or process of frequency at which a propeller blade passes
exposing a space to greater than ambient a given reference point, equal to the
pressure, revolution rate of the propeller multiplied

prevailing wind direction. The wind by the number of blades on the propeller.
direction most frequently observed during a protein. Any of numerous naturally
given period. The periods most frequently occurring complex combinations of amino
used are the observational day, month, acids containing carbon, hydrogen,
season, and year (Ref. 1). nitrogen, oxygen, frequently sulfur,

preventive maintenance. See: maintenance, occasionally phosphorus, iron, or other
preventive, elements. They are essential constituents of

prime mover. A vehicle, including heavy con- all living cells, being synthesized from raw
struction equipment, possessing military materials by plants but assimilated as
characteristics, designed primarily for tow- separate amino acids by animals.
ing heavy, wheeled weapons, and frequently protozoa. A phylum or subkingdom of
providing facilities for the transportation of one-celled animals that belong to the lowest
the crew of, and ammunition for, the weap- division of the animal kingdom.
on (Ref. 5). provisioning. The process of determining the

principal items. Materiel items, the supply of range and quantity of items (i.e., repair
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parts, special tools, test equipment, and at which cycles are repeated within the
support equipment) required to support transmitted pulse (Ref. 5).
and maintain an end item of material for an pulse rise time. Generally, the time from the
initial period of service. Its phases include beginning of a pulse until it has risen to
the identification of items of supply, the some specified fraction of its maximum
establishment of data for catalog, technical value.
manual, and allowance table preparation, pumice. A general name for highly siliceous
and the prepeartion of instruction to assure igneous gl•ses that are so extremely light
delivery of necessary support items with and frothy that they will float on water.
related end articles (Ret. 26). The open spaces are minute vesicles formed

PSD AbbM. for power spectral density. originally by the expul.'nn of water vapor
pesadoadlabat. On a thermodynamic dia- or other gas from hi 6 .. heated lava (Ref.

gram, a line representing an expansion of an 1).
ak parcel as it is lifted and the condensed pupa. The stage in an insect's development
water precipitat. from it. In practice, between the larval and adult forms. In most
approximate computations are employed, cease pupae are immobile and often encased
and the resulting lines represent, ambigu- in a shell or cocoon.
oudy, pseudoadiabats and sAtumtion adia- putty gage. A type of step gage that provides
bats (Ref. 8). an indication of peak acceleration. It

psychrometer. An instrument for measuring consists of a number of spring-loaded
the water vapor content of air. It is a type masses whose motion results In the
of hygrometer with two thermometers, one indentation of a puttyllke material (Ref.
a wet-bulb and the other a dry-bulb (Ret. 22).
1). P wave; aio compreason wave; longitudinal

psychrometric chart. A nomograph for wave; presure wave. A aeismic body wave,
graphically obtaining relative humidity, advancing by alternating compressions and
absolute humidity, and dewpoint from wet- rarefactions in an elastic medium. It Is the
and dry-bulb thermometer readings (Ref. type of wave that carries sound (Ref. 1).
8). pycnometer. A standard container used to

PTS Abbr. for permanent threshold shift. determine the density of liquids or solids.
pulse. A variation of a quantity whose value pyranometer. An instrument for measuring

is normally constant (often zero), the radiation from sun or sky by it& heating
variation being charactertsed by a rise and a action upon two blackened me' "ic strips
decay. A common example is a very short as compared with the electric current that
burst of electromagnetic energy (Ref. 15). produces the same heating effect.

pulsed radar. See: radar, pulsed. pyrheliometer. General term for the clas of
pulse duration. In radar, measurement of instruments that measures the intensity of

pulse transmission time in microseconds; direct solar radiation. The instrument
i.e., the time that the radar's transnitter Is consists of a radiation-sensing element
energized during each cycle. Also called enclosed in a cuing that Is closed except for
pulse length and pulse width (Ref. 5). a small aperture, through which the direct

pulse repetition frequency. In radar, the solar rays enter, and a recorder unit (Ref
number of pulses that occur each second. 1).
Not to be confused with transmission pyrolysis. Decomposition produced by heat.
frequency, which is determined by the rate
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QPL Abbr. for Qualified Products List. ing degrees of opaquenes and color. It is'
quadranle. A unit area that is standardized the most common wilid mineral (Ref Is).

as to form and orientation for the purpose quartzite. A hard, compact, light-colored"of systematic mapping. It is bounded on the rock metamorphosed from sandstone.
east and west by lines of longitude quench. To cool rapidly.

(meridians) and on the north and south by quicksand. Submerged, saturated sand with
lines of latitude (parallels) (Ref: 1), low bearing power, Heavy object. easily

quagmire. A saturated area with a surface of sink in such sand. The inability of the sand
soft mud, or, at best, a surface providing a to support much weight may be due to
shaky and precarious footing (Ref. I]). seepage pressure of water percolating

quaking bog. 1: A peat deposit so wet and through the sand in an upward direction or
unconsolidated that the surface oscillates to inherent instability of the structure of
with the impact of a person walking on it. the sand, unaided by seepage presure (Ref.
2: A late vegetational stage in the filling of 32),
a lake or pond by encroaching, floating quicktrans. Long-term contract airlift service
mats of plants, and plant debris. (Ref. 11) within the continental United States for the

Q (quality factor). 1: A measure of the movement of cargo in support of the
sharpness of resonance, or frequency logistic system for the military Services
selectivity, of a resonant vibratory system (primarily the Navy and Marine Corps) and
having a single degree of freedom either Department of Defense agencies (Ref. 5),
mechanical or electrical. (Ref. 8) quintile. The values obtained when a
2: A figure of merit of an energy storage frequency distribution is divided into 10
system equal to sets each containing an equal number of

observations and the value of the

21rr veae energy stored 1 observation separating sets is obtained.Lene dissipated per hal cycleJ Q wave; also long wave. 1: A transverse wave
propagated along the boundary of two

quality of snow. See: snow, quality of. elastic media, both of which have rigidity;
quaquaversal. Inclined downward from a i.e., both media must be capable of

central point in all azimuthal directions, as propagating transverse waves.
in a dome (Ref. 32). 2: Seismology. A surface seismic wave in

quarrying. See: plucking, which the particles of an elastic medium
quartz. Crystalline silica. In its most com- vibrate transverse to the direction of travel

mon form, it is colorless and transparent, of the wave with no vertiral component.
but it takes a large variety of forms of vary- (Ref. 18)
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R
B Abbr. for rankine and reaumur (tempera. intercepting and returnlig radio energy. it

ture scales). depends upon the size, shape, aspect, and
ndb@L Meteoroklcy. 1: A method of deter- dielectric properties at the surface of the

mhnig wlndspeads And directions at various target (Ref. 3).
heights, In which the height data ar ob- radarsonde. A system in which radar
tained from radlosonde observations and techniques are used to determine the range,
the speed from visual tracking of tho bel. elevation, and azimuth of a radar target
loon (Ref, 1). carried aloft by a radiosonde balloon (Ref.
2: Determination of varying atmospheric 1).
conditions by use of a radlosonde balloon. radiac. A trm devised to designate various
labals ae reports obtained in this marmer types of radiological measuring instruments
(Ref. 12). or equipment. This term is derived from the

race. An aqueduct or channel for conducting words adioactivity detection, indication,
water to or from the place where it jnd Somputation, and is normally used as
performs work. an adjective (Ref. 8).

racking. The application of lateral loading at radlac dositer. An instrument used to
top corner fittings against a restraining measure the ionizing radiation absorbed by
force in the opposite direction from the that instrument (Ref. 5).
bottom comer fittings. Racking is one sadlant-emey thuomomoiter. See: radiation
means of restraining materiel on rail cars or themometer (Refl . 1).
within transport vehicles to prevent relative radiant intensity. The radiant power (flux)
motion between the materiel and the per unit solid angle emitted by a source of
surface to which it is attached. electromagnetic energy (Ref. 1).

rad. Unit of absorbed dose of radiatior. It radiation. See: electromagsetic radiation.
represents the absorption of 10" J of radiational cooling. Meteorology. The
nuclear (or Ionizing) radiation per gram of cooling of the surface of the earth and
the absorbing material or tissue (Ref. 5). adjacent air, accomplished (mainly at

radar. &adio detection And zanging night), by loss of heat due to terrestrial
equipment that determines the distance and surface radiation (Ref, 3).
usually the direction of objects by radiation damage. Temporary or permanent
transmission and return of electromagnetic damage to materiel caused by high energy
energy (Ref. 5). nuclear, cosmic, gamma, and X.ray

radar, pulsed. A type of radar, designed to radiation.
facilitate range measurement, in which the radiation dose. The total amount of ionizing
transmitted energy is emitted in periodic radiation absorbed by material or tissues,
short pulses. The distance to any target commonly expressed in rads (Ref. 5),
causing a detectable echo can be radiation done rate. The radiation dose
determined by measuring one-half the time (dosag) absorbed per unit of time (Ref. 5).
interval between transmitted pulse and radiation fog. A major type of fog, produced
received echo and multiplying this number over a land area when radiational cooling
by the speed of light. This is the most reduces the air temperature to or below its
common type of radar (Ref. 3). dewpoint. Thus, a strict radiation fog is a

radar reflectivity. In general, the measure of nighttime occurrence, although it may
the efficiency of a radar target in begin to form by evening twilight and often
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does not dissipate until after sunrise, the mouth and throat, and general lost of
Factors favoring the formation of radiation energy. Seven radiation exposure can led
fog ane (a) a shallow surface layer of to death. (Ref. 5)
relatively moist air beneath a dry layer and vtioin~ themomete or radiation pyrome.

clear skies, and (b) little or no surface winds ter. An Instrument in which the radiant
Otef. U) energy from an object, or imurc is used to

radiation hardening. Any of a number of messur Its temperature. The radiant energy
complex and usually expensive techniques within a definite solid angle impinges upon
for rendering material capable of a suitable detiector (a thermocouple, thee.
withtning the radiation produced by moplle, at bolomeWm repni ve to the

nearby nuclear explosions. Operation of the heating efct of the radiant power, or a
materiel during exposure is not normally photosensitive device) whom output Is con-
required. nected to a sensitive electric Instrument

radiation Intensity (Abbr. RI). 1: The (Ref. 8).
radiation dose re at a given time and radioactive fallout. The eventual descent to
place. It may be used with a figure to the surface of the earth of radioactive
denote the radiation intensity at a given matter placed in the atmosphere by an
number of hours after a nuclear burst; e.g., atomic or thermonuclear explosion (Ref.
.13 is the radiation intensity 3 hr after the 1).

time of burnt (Ref. 5). radioactive fallout plot. Areas plotted on a
2: Commonly, but inaccurately, used as a map that outline when and where
synonym for the flux density (power per radioactive fallout is likely to be observed
unit area) of a beam of radiation or (Ref. 3).
particles (Ref 1)U radioactivity. Spontaneous emission of nu-

radiation scattering. The diversion of cler radiation (charged particles, neutrons,
radiation (thermal, electromagnetic, or and gemma rays) as a result of disintegra.
nuclear) from Its original path as a result of tion of a nucleus. Some natural elements
Interactions or collisions with atoms, ae radioactive; e.g., radium and uranium.
molecules, or larger particles in the Induced radioactivity can be produced in
atmosphere or other media between the other elements by various processes (popu.
source of radiation (e.g., a nuclear larly called nuclear bombardment) which
explosion) and a point at some distance create artificial isotopes of the natural ele-
away. As a result of scattering, radiation ment (Ref. U).
(especially geama rays and neutrons) will radio blackout. See: blackout.
be received at such point from many radio frequency (Abbr, rf). The frequency of
directions instead of only from the the electromagnetic wave used for radio
direction of the source (Ref. 5), communication covering the spectrum

radiation shield. A device used on certain region from about 10 to 104 Hs.
types of instruments to prevent unwanted radiography. Photography using X-ray
radiation from biasing the measurement of radiation or the gamma rays of radioactive
a quantity. The radiation shield for a wubstances.
thermometer, for example, usually consists radiological survey. A directed effort to
of a short length of brightly polished metal determine the distribution and dose rates of
tubing which encloses the thermosensitive radiation in an area (Ref. 5).
element. The tubing is usually perforated or radiometer, Any of a variety of instruments
opened at the bottom to allow for proper used to measure thermal radiant energy or
ventilation and is sometimes artificialy the energy of electromagnetic radiation at
ventilated. (Ref. 3). wavelengths longer than visible radiation;

radiation sicknes. Illness resulting from i.e., infrared, microwave, and radio wave
excessive exposure to ionizing radiation. regions (Ref 1). See also: actinometer.
The earliest symptoms ar nausea, vomiting, radiometry. The science of measurement of
and diarrhea, which may be followed by radiant energy, especially of radiant energy
Ios of hair, hemorrhage, infliammation of in the portion of the total electromagnetic
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spectrum at wavelengths longer than visible during a specified period of year., that
radiation. Radiometry is to be distinguished precipitation of a certain magnitude or
from the closely related subject of greater occurs or can be expected to occur
photometry, the latter being specifically at a station (Refj 1).
concerned with the quantitative response to rainfall Intensity. The amount of rain that
visible radiation of the human eye (Ref. 3). falls in a given time.

raliasoade. An Instrument package carried ainfall inveiron. See: preoitation intay
aloft by a free, unmanned balloon and don.
equipped with elements for miasuring ralnforust. A forest that grows in a region of
temperature, pressure, and relative heavy annual precipitation generally char-.-
humidity and automatically transmltting tereied by lofty broad-leaved evergreen
the measurements by radio (Rer. 15). tre•s forming a continuous canopy (Ref. 1).

rail capacity. The maximum number of raln, freezing. Rain that falls in liquid form
trains that can be planned to move in both but feezes upon impact to form a coating
directions over a specified section of track of glue upon the pound and on exposed
in a 24-hr period (Ref. 5 ,. objects. When encountered by an aircraft in

rllear Impact test, A shock test in which the flight, freezing rain can cause a dangerous
test item is placed on a railcar which is accretion of clear icing. Freezing rain
impacted at a specified speed into a frequently occurs as a transition condition
stationazy riic ar. between episodes of rain and ice pellets

raiear simulator. A vibration testing ma. (Ref. 1).
chine that simulates the vibration environ- rain gage. An instrument designed to
meat applied to materiel by ralmars during measure the mnount of rain that has fallen.
molmoar operations. Rain gages are classified according to their

railway and-loedlg ramp. A sloping plat- operations in the following manner: (a)
form situated at the end of a track and ri. recording rain gage, (b) nonrecording rain
ing to the level of the floor of the railcars gag, and (c) rain-intensity gage (Ref. 3).
(wagonm) used to facilitate loading and un- rainout. Radioactive material in the
loading of cargo. atmosphere brought to the surface of the

rain. Precipitation of liquid water particles, earth by precipitation (Ref. 5).
either in the form of drops of more than rain shadow. The region, on the lee side of a
0.5 mm (0.02 in.) diameter or of smaller mountain or mountain range, where the
widely scattered drops (Ref. 36). See also: precipitation is noticeably less than on the
raindrop, windward side (Ref. 1).

rainbow. A group of concentric arcs with raised beach. A beach that has been raied
colors ranging from violet to red, produced by earth movement to form a narrow
on a "screen" of water drops (raindrops, coastal plain; it is often bounded by inland
droplets of drizzle or fog) in the cliffs.
atmosphere by light from the sun or moon. Raman effect. A phenomenon appearing in
This phenomenon is mainly due to the scattering of light wherein extra
refraction and reflection of light (Ref. 36). spectrum lines appear in the vicinity of each

raindrop. A drop of water of diameter great- prominent line of the incident light, the
er than 0.5 mm falling through the atmos- displacement of the extra lines being
phere. In careful usage, falling drops with dependent on the scattering substance.
diameters lying in the interval 0.2 to 0.5 ram hardness number. A number derived
mm ae called drizzle drops rather than from a rammsonde that is Indicative of the
raindrops (Ref. 3) physical (mechanical) properties of bulk

rainfall excess. The volume of rainfall snow. It is also known as the ram number.
available for direct runoff. It is equal to the rammsonde. A device, also called a
total rainfall minus that which is delayed by penetrometer, that indicates the physical
various processes, such as absorption in the properties of bulk snow, by measuring the
soil, from immediate runoff (Reo. 6). depth of penetration of a conical-tipped

rainfall frequency. The number of times, 141
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tube u a result of the application of a power of the wavelength, a relation known
"known force. as Rayleigh's law. For particles not larger

random motion. The motion of molecules, than the Rayleigh limit, there is complete
atoms, or ions (or other extremely small symmetry of scattering about a plane
particles) resulting from incessant random normal to the direction of the incident
collisions within a fluid. Also called radiation, so that the forward scatter equals
Drownian movement. (Ref. 1) the backward scatter (Ref. 3).

random noise. See: noise, random. Rayleigh wave. 1: A two-dimensional
random vibration. An aperiodic vibration barotropic disturbance in a fluid having one

whom amplitude.time characteristics are or more discontinuitles in the vorticity
not repetitive. profile.

rankine temperature soe (Abbr. R). A 2: A wave propagated along the surface of a
temperature scale with the degree of the semi.infinite elastic solid, and bearing
fahrenheit temperature scale and the zero certain analogies to a surface gravity wave
point of the kelvin temperature scale. The in a fluid. (Ref 3)
ice point is thus 491.6? R and the boiling RCI Abbr. for rating cone index.
point of water is 071.4•7R (Ref 1). RCMP Abbr. for Royal Canadian Mounted

raob. An obseevation of temperature, Police.
pressure, and relative humidity, obtained by RDFE Abbr. for psmarch, .development, jst
means of a radiosonde. The name mob is and syaluation.
derived from the words adiosonde reaeh. 1: An arm of the sea extending into
2bJervation (Ref. 16). the land.

rapid. A portion of a stream in swift, 2: A straight section of restricted waterway
disturbed motion, but without cascade or of considerable extent; may be similar to a
waterfall. Usually used in the plural (Ref. narrows, except much longer in extent
15). (Ref. 18).

rate of descent. The vertical velocity, in feet rewtance. The part of the impedance of an
per second, of a descending object (Ref. alternating current circuit that is due to
17). capacitance or inductance (Ref. 4).

sate of recovery (cushioning materials). The reaction shaker See: shaker, reaction.
time required for a cushioning material to reaumur temperature scale (Abbr. R). A
raturn to its original shape following temperature wcale with the ice point of
deformation. water at zero degrees and the boiling point

ravine. A depression worn out by running at 80 deg at a pressure of one atmosphere
water, larger than a gully and smaller than a (Ref. 3).
valley; a small gorge or canyon, the sides of receipt. The process of accepting supplies
which have comparatively uniform steep into the military supply system.
slopes (Ref 10). recsssonal moraine. A deposit of glacial

rawin. A method of observation of winds drift laid down during the retreat of a
aloft that employs electronic rather than glacier.
optical means. reconnaissance. An exploratory or prelimi-

"rawinsonde. A balloon-borne device for the nary survey to gather information.
measurement of temperature, pressure, recovered pressure. See: pressure, recovered.
humidity, and winds aloft. It is rectilinear. Moving in or forming a straight
differentiated from a radiosonde in that line; bounded, formed, or characterized by
winds aloft are measured by electronic straight lines.
methods rather than optical. recurring demand. A request made

Rayleigh scattering. Any scattering process periodically or anticipated to be repetitive
produced by spherical particles whose radii by an authorized requisitioner for materiel
are smaller than about one-tenth the for consumption or use or for stock
wavelength of the scattered radiation. In replenishment (Ref. 5).
Rayleigh scattering, the scattering red earth. A high red clay content soil of the
coefficient varies inversely with the fourth humid tropics. It is highly leached and
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usually has deep profiles low in silica and wave at the point of tranmlission (Ref. 14).
high in sesquloxides (Ref. 2). reflectivity. A measure of the fraction of

reducing agent. A chemical that lowers the radiation reflected by a given surface;
state of oxidation of other chemicals, defined as the ratio of the energy reflected

redundancy. The existence of more than one to the total that is incident upon that
means for accomplishing a given task, where surface. The reflectivity of any given
all means must fail before there is an overall substance is, in general, a variable that is
failure to the system. Parallel redundancy strongly dependent upon the wavelength of
applies to systems where both means are the radiation in question. The reflectivity of
working at the soae time to accomplish the a given surface for a specified broad spectral
task and either of the systems is capable of rangp, such as the visible spectrum or the
handling the job itself in cae of failure of solar spectrum, is referred to as the albedo
the other system. Series or standby (Ref. 3).
redundancy applies to a system where there refraction. The proces in which the
is an alternate means of accomplishing the direction of energy propagation is changed
task that is switched in by a as the result of a change in deensity within
malfunction-sensing device when the the propagating medium, or as the energy
primary system fails (Ref: 33). passes through the interface representing a

reed gp (Frahm's roeds). An instrument discontinuity between two media (Ref. 18).
that measures the frequincy at which an refraction, acoustic. The change in direction
objectisvibrating(Ref. 1). of sound propagation due to spatial

reef. A rocky or coral elevation at or near variation in the speed of sound in the
enough to the surface of the sea to be a medium (Ref. 38).
danger to surface vessels. A barrier reef refraction of water waveL 1: The process by
roughly parallels land but is some distance which the direction of a wave moving in
offshore with deeper water intervening; a shallow water at an angle to the contours is
fringing reef is closely attached to a shore changed. That part of the wave advancing in
(Ref. 15). shallower water moves more slowly than

reefer. 1: A refrigerator. the other part still advancing in deeper
2: A motor vehicle, railroad freight car, water, causing the wave crest to bend

- ship, aircraft, or other conveyance, so toward alignment with the underwater
constructed and insulated as to protect contours.
commodities from either heat or cold (Ref. 2: The bending of wave crests by currents.
5), (Ref. 18)

reflected pressure. See: premure, reflected, refractive index or index of refraction. A
rebected solar radiation or reflected global measure of the amount of bending

radiaion. Solar radiation reflected by the experienced by a ray as it paines from one
surface of the earth and diffused by the medium to another. The refractive index of
atmospheric layer between the ground and a material is defined as the ratio of the
the point of observation, velocity of an electromagnetic wave in a

reflection. The return or change in the vacuum to that in the material.
direction of travel of particles, radiant refractometer. An instrument for the
energy, sound waves, etc., that impinge on a measurement of the refractive index of
surface but do not enter the substance substances.
providing the reflecting surface (Ref. 15). refrigerated warehouse. A storehouse out.Ivflection, diffuse, Any reflection process in ward1y resembling a general purpose ware.which the reflected radiation is sent out in house but having refrigeration equipment

many directions usually bearing no simple and insulation to maintain the interior at
relationship to the angle of incidence (Ref, low temperatures. Most have two areas: a
1). chill space in which the temperature can be

reflection interval, radar. The time interval controlled between 32* and 805 F and a
between the transmission of a radar pulse or freeze space in which the temperature can
wave and the reception of the reflected be controlled below 320 F.
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rag. An extensive, nearly level area in a would exhibit after a period of indefinite
desert with a smooth floor consisting of a length. Occasionally, the fraction 9/10th is
layer of stones too large to be moved by the used In place of (1- *a1 ), so contexts must
wind. The "desert pavement" of stones is always be checked, to be certain of the deft.
commonly only one stone thick and may nition employed in a given cas. The relaxa.
overlie loose, unconsolidated material (Ref. tion time of an instrument is commonly
1). called its time constant or log coefficient

reglation. A twofold process in which a (Ref. 1).
localized region on the surface of a piece of reliability. The probability, expressed as a
ice melts when pressure is applied to that percentage, of a device performing without
region and then refreezes when the pressure failure a specified function under given
is reduced (Ref. 1). conditions for a specified period of time.

regimen of a stream. The system or order For a system with independent
characteristic of a stream; i.e., its habits components, the overall reliability is based
with respect to velocity and volume, form on the product of the individual
of and changes in channel, capacity to reliabilities; e.g., three independent
transport sediment, and amount of material components with a 90 percent reliability
supplied for transportation (Ret. 6). each will have an overall reliability of 0.9 X

region, polar. See: polar regions. 0.9 X 0.9 or 72.9 percent. Similarly, 100
regional boundaries. Lines that delineate components with a 99 percent reliability

geographical areas of the world for broad each will have an overall reliability of only
planning purposes (Ret 85). 36,6 percent (Ref, 33).

regolith. The unconsolidated mantle of relief. Topography. Popularly, the height of
weathered rock and soil material on the hills and mountains on the landscape. In
surface of the earth; the loose earth technical usage, the depth that valleys are
materials above solid rock. Only the upper cut into the prevailing upper surface.
part of this, modified by organisms and rem (roentgen equivalent mammal). One rem
other soil-building forces, is regarded by soil is the quantity of ionizing radiation of any
scientists as soil (Ref. 16), type that, when absorbed by man or other

regosol. Pedolagy. Any one of an azonal mammal, produces a physiological effect
group of soils that have undergone little or equivalent to that produced by the
no pedological development, lack clear-cut absorption of 1 roentgen of X.ray or
soil morphology, and consist mainly of gamnma radiation (Ref 8).
unconsolidated material such as swid or silt rendulna. A great soil group that consists of
(Ref. 11). soils with brown or black surface horizons

rehabilitation. 'he action performed in that crumble easily, underlain by light gray
restoring an installation to authorized to pale yellow calcareous material. It is
design etandards (Ref 5). developed from soft, highly calcareous

relative humidity, 1: The ratio, expressed in parent material under grass vegetation or
percent, of the amount of water vapor in a mixed grasses and forest in humid and
given volume of air to the amount the semiarid climates (Ref 2),
volume of air would contain if saturated at repair items. All essential elements, materi.
the same temperature (Ref 43). als, components, assemblies, or subassem.
2: The ratio, expressed in percent, of the blies required for maintenance and repair,
actual partial pressure of the water vapor in replacement demand, A demand represent-
a given mixture of air and water vapor to ing replacement of items consumed or worn
the saturation pressure of pure water at the out (Ref. 5).
same temperature (Ret. 7). replacement factor. The estimated percent.

relaxation time. In general, the time interval age of equipment or repair parts In use that
required for a system exposed to some dis. will require replacement during a given peri-
continuous change of environment to od due to wearing out beyond repair,
undergo the fraction (1- e" ), or about 63 enemy action, abandonment, pilferage, and
percent, of the total change of state that it other causes except catastrophes (Ref. 5).
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required tupply rats (ammunition). The resistance. The property of an electric circuit
amount of ammunition expresed in terms that determines, for a givon current, the
of rounds per weapon per day for ammuni- rate at which electric energy is converted
tion Items fired by weapons, and in terms into heat, and has a value such that the
of other units of measure per day for bulk current squared multiplied by the resistance
allotment and other items, estimated to be gives the power converted (Ref. 4).
xpquired to sustain operations of any desig- resistance thermometer. A type of electrical
nated force without restriction for a speci- thermometer in which the thermal element
fled period (Ref. 5). is a substance whose electrical resistance

requisition. An authoritative demand or varies with the temperature (Ref. 1).
request, especially for personnel, supplies, resolution. 1: The ability to separate, or
: services authorized but not made process of separating, closely related forms

ailable without specific request; to make or entities, or the degree to which they can
such a demand or request (Ref, 5). be discriminated.

regearch. All effort directed toward 2: Optics. The smallest distance that a
increased knowledge of natural phenomena mognifying instrument is able to separate or
and environment and toward the solution the smallest change In wavelength that a
of problems in all fields of science. This spectrometer can differentiate,
includes baslc and applied research (Ref, 5). 8: In radar, the mnimum angular

reserve supplies; also reserves. Supplies separation at the antenna at which two
accumulated in excess of immediate needs targets can be distinguished (a function of
for the purpose of insuring continuity of an beamwldth); and/or the minimum range at
adequate supply (Ref. 5), which two targets at the same azimuth can

residual contamination. Contamination that be separated (equal to one-half the pulse
remains after steps have been taken to length) (Ref, 3).
remove it. Thes steps may consist of resonance. 1: In general, a term applied to a
nothing more than allowing the variety of phenomena, all of which involve
contamination to decay normally (Reo: 5). an abnormally large response of a system to

residual material, Geology. Unconsolidated a relatively small stimulus which has the
and partly weathered material presumed to same, or very nearly the same, frequency
have developed from the same kind of rock (or vibration period) as the natural
a that on which it lies. The term residual frequency (or free vibration period) of the
can be applied correctly only to the system,
material from which soils are formed (Ref. 2: The phenomenon of amplification of a
2). free wave or oscillation of a system by a
2.dual moitur. Moiture hold in materials forced wave or oscillation of exactly equal
or surfaces, such a building, framework, period. The forced wave may arise from an
packaging mastrils, cordage, and painted impressed force upon the system or from a
surfaces, after the materials are in boundary condition. The growth of the
equilibrium with the relative humidity resonant amplitude is characteristically
maintained in the storehouse (Ref. 1). linear in time (Ref. 3),

residual radiation. Nuclhar radiation caused 3: The condition that exist. In a body or
by fallout, radioactive material dispersed system undergoing forced vibration if any
artificially, or irradiation that results from a change, however small, in the frequency of
nuclear explosion and persists longer than 1 excitation causes a decrease in the response
min after burvt (Ref. 5). of the body ur system (Ref. 1).

residual spectrum. Shock and Vibration, The resonance test. Vibration testa, consisting of
response occurring after shock input, a frequency sweep acrois a specified

resilience. The ability of a material to sustain frequency spec(trum to identify resonant
a series of deformations and return to Its frequencies of the test item.
original shape and thickness after each
deformation,
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resonant dwell. A condition of sustained enclosed space, caused by multiple
vibration at an applied frequency equal to a reflections after the sound source has
resonant frequency of a test specimen (Ref. stopped (Ref. 1).
1). reverberation time. The time required for a

resonant mode. See: mode, resonant. steady-state mean-square sound pressure
respiration. The procem by which a living level to decrease 60 dB after the source is

organism takes up air, removes the oxygen, stopped (Ref. 18).
distributes and utilizes it in oxidation, and reverse slope. 1: Any slope that descends
than removes the gaseous waste products, away from a given point of reference.
especially carbon dioxide. 2: In military usage, a slope that descends

response. The motion (or other output) pro- away from the enemy. (Ref. 12)
duced by an excitation (stimulus) under reverting current. A tidal current that flows
specified conditions. Modifying phyases alternately in approximately opposite
must be prefixed to respond to indicate directions, with periods of slack water at
what kinds of input and output are being each reversal (Ref. 1).
utilized. The response characteristic, often Reynolds number. The nondimensional ratio
presented graphically, is the response as a of the inertial force to the viscous force in
function of some independent variable such fluid motion,
as frequency of direction. It is customary to
assume that other characteristies of the in- Re - LU
put are held constant (Ref. 38).

response, harmonic. Resonant response of a
vibrating system at a frequency that is a where
multiple of the excitation frequency (Ref.
22). Re - Reynolds number

response, motion. A quantity expressed w L - characteristic length
the ratio of the product of the displacement v - kinematic viscosity
amplitude of an isolated system and the U - characteristic velocity.
static stiffness of the isolator to the
excitation force amplitude (Ref. 22). The Reynolds number is of grekt

response, subharmonic. The response of a importance in the theory of hydrodynamic
resonant mechanical system at a frequency stability and the origin of turbulence (Ref.
that is a submultiple of the excitation 3).
frequency (Ref. 38). rf Abbr. for radio frequency.

restricted air cargo. Cargo that is not highly rf current heating. The heating of material as
dangerous under normal conditions, but a result of current flow induced by
that possesses certain qualities that require radiofrequency fields.
extra precautions in packing and handling rheology. The study of the flow of materials,
for air transport (Ref. 5). particularly plastic flow of solids and the

resultant wind. Ciimatology. The vectorial flow of non-Newtonian liquids.
average of all wind directions and speeds for RI Abbr. for remolding index; radiation
a given level at a given place for a certain intensity.
period. as a month (Ref. 1). ria. A long narrow arm of the ocean extend-

resupply. The act of replenishing stocks in ing inland at more or less right angles and
order to maintain required levels of supply narrowing gradually inland (Ref. 82).
(Ref. 26). ridge. 1: A long, narrow, and usually sharp-

retina. The light-sensing portion of the eye. crested land form that may be more or less
retrofit action. Action taken to modify in- independent or a part of a large mountain

service equipment (Ref. 5). or hill.
reverberant chember. See: chamber, mever- 2: MetEkrology. An elongated area of rela-

berant. tively high atmospheric pressure, almost
reverberation. The persistence of sound in an always associated with and most clearly
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identified as an area of maximum anticy- river wash. Coase-textured, bare, stream.

clonic curwvture of wind flow (Ref, 1). deposited material that is exposed during
riffle. A rapid in a stream (Ref. 6). low water and subject to shifting during
rift valley. A valley lying between two normal high water (Ref. 2).

relatively parallel faults (Ref. 20). rms Abbr. for root mean square.
rime. A white or milky and opaque granular RNA Abbr. for ribonucleic acid.

deposit of ice formed by the rapid freezing road capacity. The maximum traffic flow
of supercooled water drops as they impinge obtainable on a given roadway, using all
upon an exposed object. Hard rime is available lanes, usually expressed in vehicles
deposited chiefly on vertical surfaces by a per hour or vehicles per day (Ref. 5).
supercooled fog and is more compact and road net. The system of roads available
amorphous than soft rime, and may build within a particular locality or area (Ref. 5).
out into the wind as gilzed cones or road shocks. Shocks induced in moving road
feathers. Soft rime is a coating of fine rime vehicle structures a a result of surface
deposited chiefly on vertical surfaces, characteristics of the road surface.
especially on points and edges of objects road vehicle noise. Vibration induced in road
(Ref. 1). vehicles while moving. Such vibrations arise

Ringemann chart. A series of illustrations from (a) vehicle engine, transmission, and
ranging from light gray to black used to accessories, (b) road excitation, and (c) air
measure the opacity of smoke emitted from buffeting.
stacks and other sources. The shades of gray rock. 1: Civil Engineering, Firm and
simulate various smoke densities and are coherent or consolidated earth material that
assigned numbers ranging from one to five. cannot normally be excavated by manual
Ringelmann No. 1 is equivalent to 20 methods alone (Ref 1).
percent dense; No. 5 is 100 percent dense. 2: One of the solid materials of which the
Ringelmann charts are used in the setting crust of the earth is mainly composed,
and enforcement of emission standards being made of an aggregate of minerals. The
(Ref. 9). many different kinds of rocks in the crustriparlan. Pertaining to the banks of a stream are divided into three major classes: (a)
(Ref. 6) igneous, (b) sedimentary, and (c)

rip-rap. Protective work on the sloping bank metamorphic.
of a river or canal, generally consisting of Rockwell hardneus. See: hardness.
stones, either arranged or left in their rodenticide. A chemical or agent used to
"as-dumped" configuration (Ref. I). destroy or prevent damage by rats or other

rise time. Usually, the time required for a rodient pests (Ref. 9). See also: pesticide.
pulse to increase from 10 percent of its rodents. An animal belonging to the order of
final value to 90 percent of its final value, mammals having large, incisor teeth adapted
Rise time is less frequently measured for gnawing or nibbling. Members include
between the 5 and 95 percent points or rats, mice, squirrels, beavers, muskrats, etc.
other points. Rise time is used to specify roentgen. The unit of measure of the total
the transient response of an instrument, aid quantity of X-ray or gamma ray radilation
is similar to the time constant (Ref. 3). absorbed in air. This is technically defined

river basin. The total area drained by a river as the amount of X-ray or gamma ray
and its tributaries (Ref. 3). radiation that, as a result of ionization, will

riverine area. An inland or coastal area com. produce in 1 cm' of dry air at standard
prising both land and water, characterized conditions of temperature and pressure,
by limited land lines of communication, ionization equal to one electrostatic unit
with extensive water surface and/or inland (esu) of electricity of either sign (Ref. 12).

* waterways that provide natural routes for rolling friction. See: friction.
surface transportation and communications rolling gound or land. Any undulating land(Ref. 5). surface; a succession of low hills giving a

river line. Any tactical line marked by a wave effect to the surface. A land surface
stream (Ref. 12).
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much varied by small hills and valleys (Ref. of the test vehicle.
10). route classfication. Classification assigned to

rol.on/ri.off amnsport. A combination of a route using factors of minimum width,
water and motor transport in which worst route type, leut bridge, raft or
semitrailers are towed onto specially culvert military load classification, and
constructed ships, transported to another obstructions to traffic flow (Ref. 5).
por% coupled to tractors while still aboard rubber dunnage. Inflatable bladders that are
ship, and then transported by highway to placed around cargo and then inflated to
their destination, specified air pressure. They are used to

room constant. A value eqtual to the product prevent shifting and damage to cargo.
of the average absorption coefficient of the rubble. 1: An unconsolidated accumulation
room and the total internal area of the of angular, rough rock fragments coarser
room divided by the quantity one minus than sand, broken from larger muses either
the average absorption coefficient (Ref. 1). by natural forces or artificially by quarrying

root mean square. The effective value of an or blasting (Ref. 1).
alternating periodic voltage or current. It is 2: See: brash.
the square root of the mean of the squares rubble land. Land areas with 90 percent or
of instantaneous values taken over a more of the surface covered with stones and
complete cycle, boulders (Ref. 1).

rosin. A yellow noncrystalline retin pro- run.in (rail). The process by which the actual
duced a a residue on distillation of turpen- length of a train is shortened during
tine and used in varnishes, paper sizing, deceleration. It occurs because of the slack
soldering flux, etc. in the intercar couplers.

rot. The decomposition of organic sub- runoff. The portion of rainfall, melted
stances by micro-organisms, commonly snow, or irrigation water that flows across
fungi and bacteria (Ref. 1). ground surface and is returned to streams

rotary motion. See: circular motion. (Ref. 9).
rotor unbalance. One of the primary sources runoff cycle. The part of the hydrologic

of vibration in hlgh-speed rotating cycle undergone by water between the time
machinery in which the center of mass does It reaches the land as precipitation and its
not coincide with the center of rotation of subsequent evapotranspiration or discharge
the rotor. through stream channels (Ref. 3).

rotten ice; also spring sludge. Floating ice or run-out (rail). The process by which the
"fast ice in an advanced stage of actual length of a train is increased on
disintepration, characterized by honeycomb acceleration. It occurs because of the slack
structure, weak bonding between crystals, in the intercar couplers.
or the presence of meltwater or sea water rupture zone. The region immediately
between pains (Ref. 11). adjacent to the crater boundary in which

rough broken land. Land with very steep the stresses produced by the explosion have
hills and numerous intermittent drainage exceeded the ultimate strength of the
channels usually covered with vegetation medium. It is characterized by the
(Ref. 2). appearance of numerous radial cracks of

rough handling tests. Various types of tests various sizes (Ref. 5). See also: plastic zone.
included in specifications to determine the rust. The reddish brown coating formed on
ability of materiel to withstand the iron or steel when chemically attacked by
handling stresses incurred in the logistic moist air. It is composed of ferric oxide
cycle. Two such standard tests are impact (Fe2 0e) and ferric hydroxide [Fe(OH)3].
and drop tests. Continued rusting can lead to deterioration

rough-road simulator. Any of various of the structural properties of iron and
machines designed to simulate the vibration steel.
characteristics produced by vehicular transit rust inhibitor. See: inhibitor.
of rough roads; e.g., a unit with rotatable ruiole. A mineral composed primarily of
drums having detachable road profiles or titanium dioxide.
bumps that are interfaced with the wheels
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S Abbr.for South. dissolved salts in se water. It is formally
s Abbr. for second (time). defined a the total amount of dissolved
sabin. A unit used in measuring or expressing solids in sea water in parts per thousand by

the capability of a surface to absorb sound, weight when all the carbonate has been
equivalent to I ft2 of a perfectly absorptive converted to oxide, the bromide and iodide
surface (Ref. 14). to chloride, and all organic matter is

saddle. A low point on a ridge or crestline, completely oxidized. These qualifications
often at the upper ends of valleys, result from the chemical difficulty in drying
extending from it in opposite directions; a the salts in sea water. In practice, salinity is
ridge connecting two higher elevations (Ref. not detenmined directly but is computed

10). from ctlorinity, electrical conductivity,
safe burst height. The height of burst at or refractive: index, or some other property

above which the level of fallout, or damage whose relationship to salinity is well
to pound installations is at a predetermined established (Ref 18).
level acceptable to the military commander salinometer. An instrument for determining
(Ref. G). the salinity of a liquid. In its moat common

safety level of supply. The quantity of form, it consists of a hydrometer graduated
materiel, in addition to the operating level to indicate the percentage of salt in the
of supply, required to be on hand to permit solution (Ref. 15).
continuous operations In the event of minor salt. 1: A compound formed by replacing a
interruption of normal replenishment or hydrogen atom in an acid with a metal or
unpredictable fluctuations in demand (Ref. electropositive radical.
5). 2: Sodium chloride (NaCI), common salt

sag and swell topography. The undulating used for seasoning and preserving foods.
topography characteristic of sheets of till; saltation. 1: The movement of soil and
the till usually is thick enough to mineral particles by intermittent leaps from
completely obliterate all traces of former the ground when the particles are being
topography. Postglacial drainage is moved by wind or water (Ref. 16).
controlled by the surface configuration of 2: A form of snow transport in which
the till (Ref. 32). particles bound along the surface in a more

St. Elmose i . A luminous discharse of or less elliptical trajectory. Windspeeds of
electricity from pointed objects such as the 10 to 20 mph are seemingly required to
masts and yardans of ships, lightning rods, maintain saltation (Ref. 3).
steeples, occurring when there is an electric salt fog. 1: A hydrometeor consisting of a
field strength near the surface of 1,000 V visible aggregate of water droplets, many of
cm" arising from atmospheric electrical which contain sea salts in significant
currents; e.g., precipitation current. Same as amounts and which are suspended in the
corona discharge, atmosphere at the surface of the earth.

saline soil. A soal with sufficient soluble 2: An atomized saline solution of specified
nonalkali salts to interfere with plant concentration, recirculated within an
growth; formerly applied to any soil enclosure containing a test specimen and
containing sufficient soluble salts to used to determine the corrosion resistance
interfere with plant growth (Ref. 2). of the specimen (Ref. 1).

salinity. A measure of the quantity of salt haze. A haze created by the presence of
14S
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finely divided particles of sea salt in the aui, piled up by the wind on the shore or in a

usually derived from the evaporation of sea desert (Ref. 15). See also: dune.
spray (Ref 16). sands, dry. Sandy deposits, with low

salt lake. A lake, situated usually in an add water-holding capacity, in which there haIs
region, in which the evaporation exceeds been no clear development of soil
the amount of water entering through characteristics since deposition (Ref. 16).

precipitat!on and inflow, so that the water sand mow. Snow that has fallen at very cold
becomes extremely salty, temperatures (of the order of -250C). A

salt marsh. Flat, poorly drained coastal surface cover of this snow has the
swamps that ar flooded by most high tides consistency of dust or light dry sand (Ref.
(Ref. 18). 3).

salt pan. 1: A seawater pool, from which sandstone, A consolidated rock composed of
water is evaporated, primarily by solar sand pains cemented together. The size
heating, to obtain the salt residue left range and composition of the constituents
behind (Ref 15). are the same as for sand, and the particles
2: A~iy undrained natural depression in may be rounded or angular (Ref. 1).
which water gathers and leaves a deposit of sandstorm. A strong wind carrying sand
salt on evaporation (Ref. 32). through the al, the diameter of most of the

salt spray chamber. See: chamber, salt spray, particles ranging from 0.08 to 1 mm. In
salvage. 1: Property that has some value in contrast to a duststorm, the sand particles

excess of its basic material content but are mostly confined to the lowest 10 ft, and
which is in such condition that it has no rarely rise more than 50 ft above the
reasonable prospect of use for any purpose ground (Ref. 1).
as a unit and its repair or rehabilitation for sandy clay. Soil of the U S Department of
use as a unit is clearly impractical. Agriculture textural class containing 35
2: The saving or rescuing of condemned, percent or more of clay and 45 percent or
"discarded, or abandoned property, and of more of sand (Ref. 16).
materials contained therein for reuse, sandy clay loam. Soil of the U S
refabrication, or scrapping. (Ref. 5) Department of Agriculture textural class

sand. 1: Soil Mechanics. In the Unified Soil containing 20 to 35 percent clay, less than
Classification System, defined as a soil that 28 percent milt, and 45 percent or more of
contains more than 50 percent particles sand (Ref. 16).
greater than 0.074 nun and more than 50 sandy loam. Soil of the U S Department of
percent of that fraction les than 4.76 mm. Agriculture textural clas that contains
Types are identified as SW (well.graded either 20 percent clay or les, and the
sand), SP (poorly graded sand), SM (silty percentage of silt plus twice the percentage
sand), and SC (clayey sand). of clay exceeds 30, and 50 percent or more
2: Individual rock or mineral fragments in sand; or less than 7 percent clay, less than
soils having diameters ranging from 0.5 mm 50 percent silt, and between 43 percent and
to 2.0 mm. Usually sand grains consist 52 percent sand (Ref. 1).
chiefly of quartz, but they may be of any sapling. A young tree, 3 ft over in height and
mineral composition (Ref. 16). less than 4 in. in diameter (Ref. I).
3: Pedology. The U S Department of saprophyte. A plant that lives on dead or
Agriculture textural class name of any soil decaying organic matter; e.g., some fungi
that contains 85 percent or more of sand and bacteria.
and not more than 10 percent of clay (Ref. sastrugi. Wavelike ridges of hard snow
16). formed on a level surface, often having a

sandbar. A ridge of sand built up to the steep wall with an overhanging crest on the
surface or near the surface of a river or windward and a long, even slope on the lee
along a beach by the action of the currents side. Their axes are perpendicular to the
or waves (Ref. 32). direction of the wind causing them (Ref. 1).

sand dune. A mound, ridge, or hill of sand saturated air. Moist air in a state of
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equilibrium with a plane surface of pure the vapor pressure of a system that has at-
water or ice at the same temperature and tained saturation but not superuaturationpressure; i.e.. air whose vapor pressure is the (Ref. 1).

saturation vapor pressure: its relative savanna. The tropical region that border$ the
humidity Is 100 percent (Ref. 8). equatorial forest in each hemisphere and

saturation. 1: The condition or state of les between the latter and the hot deserts;
something holding something else to its the natural vegetation Is mainly gras with
fullest capacity (Reo. 1). scattered trees, for there are distinct wet
2: Meteorology. The condition in which the and dry seaons; the lack of rainfall during
partial pressure of any atmospheric the dry mason prevents the growth of
constituent (usually water vapor) Is equal to forests except in particularly moist places.
the maximum possible under the existing sawtooth wave. A periodic wave the
environmental conditions (Ret. 1). See also: amplitude of which varies linearly with time
supeoaturation. between a minimum and maximum value
3: Chemistry. Impregnation of one but the time interval to increase frm
substance with another until no more can minimum to maximum is not equal to the
be received; combination of two substances time interval to decrease from maximum to
until they neutralize each other. minimum (Ref 1).
4: The degree of purity of a color, as Sc Abbr. for stratocumulus cloud.
measured by the absence of an admixture scale. 1: Adherent layers of corrosion
of white light. products on a metal surface formed at highestuntlon adinbat or moist adinbat, Com- temperatures.

monly umd for pseudoadiabat or whatever 2: The ratio between the distance on a map
curve appears on an adiabatic chart to indi. or chart and the corresponding distance on
cate the lapse rate with upward motion of the surface of the earth (Ref. 12).
saturated air. scale factor. Value by which an actual

saturation deficit. 1: The difference between pround distance is multiplied in order to
the actual vapor pressure and the saturation compensate for map distortion when deter.
vapor pressure at the existing temperature mining the pound distance as represented(Ref 3). on a map (Ref. 12).

2: The additional amount of water vapor scarp.' An escarpment, cliff, or steep slope of
needed to produce saturation at the current some extent along the margin of a plateau,
temperature and pressure, expressed in g mesa, terrace, or bench (Ref. 10).
m 3I (Ref. I). scattered ice. Ice that covers from 0.1 to 0.5

saturation of desiccant. The condition of a of the observed sea surface (Ref. 31).
desiccant that exists when it has absorbed scattering. Meteorology. The process by
sufficient moisture to be in equilibrium which air molecules and particles suspended
with saturated (100 percent relative in the atmosphere diffuse radiation by
humidity) air. This condition is never reflecting it in different directions; thb
attained in proper dehumidification diffusive effects of changes in the refractive
machine operation (Ref. 1). index of air layers are sometimes included

saturation, percentage of. The ratio of the in the term scattering, Energy is not
actual weight of water present in a given absorbed, but the direction, and hence the
weight of air to the weight of water that spatial distribution, of the radiation is
would be present in the same weight of air changed by scattering (Ref. 1).
at saturation (100 percent relative scheduled malntenamcl. Periodic prescribed
humidity) expressed as a percentage (Ref. inspection and/or servicing of equipment
1). accomplished on a calendar, mileage, or

saturation vapor pressure. The vapor pres- hours of operation basis (Ref. 5),
sure of a system, at a given temperature, scheduled supply. A system whereby any
wherein the vapor of a substance is in equi- unit (user or supplier) is furnished some or
librium with a plane surface of the pure all of its supply requirements by a
liquid or solid phase of that substance; i.e., previously planned schedule that specifleo
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items, quantities, time, and place of constituents or pollutants from an airstream
delivery (Reo. 26). by contact with a liquid, usually water.

wehist. A crystalline metamorphic rock that sea breee. See: bres.
has closely spaced foliation and tends to sea fog. A type of advection fog formed
split readily into thin flakes r slabs. There when air that has been lying over a warm
is complete gradation between slates and water surface is transported over a colder
schists on the one hand and schists and water surface, resulting in cooling of the
gneese on the other (Rof t). lower layer of air below its dewpoint (Ref.

schlleren. A phenomenon resulting from 3).
disturbances of the air in the path of a light sea lee. Any form of ice at on that has
beam which changes the index of refraction originated from the freezing of sea water
of the air and thus modifies the light beam. (Ref. 31).

scintillation. Rapid variation in apparent sea-level pressure. The atmospheric pressure
position, brightness, or color of a light at mean sea level, either directly measured
source when viewed through the or, mostcommonly, empirically determined
atmosphere and arising from anomalous from the observed station preussure (Ref. 1).
refraction in small air parcels. sea-Wat. The total salts derived from sea

scintdilation count. A count of the total water or salt lake water. Salt obtained by
number of light flashes produced in a the evaporation of sea water.
phosphor by a given Ionizing event (Ref. 1). seasat particles. Particles of marine origin

SCN Abbr, for Specification Change Notice, primarily composed of chloride, sodium,
scoria. Rough, cindedike, more or lea and sulfate. They occur in the atmosphere

vesicular lava thrown out by an explosive as crystals or liquid droplets depending on
eruption or appearing on a lava stream. The the relative humidity of the air and renge in
expansion and escape of enclosed gases size from about 0.1 to 20 um radius or even
produce the typical structure. The term is greater or, in weight, from 10"l 4 to 10-6 g
usually restricted to basaltic or closely or greater. The relative chemical
allied lava (Ref. 1). composition of these particles may or may

acres. A heap of rock waste at the base of a not be the me as sea water. Larger
cliff or a sheet of coarse debris mantling a particles usually contain sodium and
mountain slope. Compare talus which is an chloride in approximately the same
accumulation of debris at the base of a cliff proportion ssea water, but in small
while scree also includes loose material on particles, sulfate is present in greater
slopes without cliffs, proportion than in the me.

scrub. A dense mass of low-growing season cracking. Crackingp caused by I
evergreen plants, about 4 to 6 ft high, with corrosion and internal stress, Stress
occasional taller trees. It is usually found in corrosion cracking of brass Is called mason
regions that have insufficient rainfall or soil cracking (Ref 34).
too poor for forest growth. sea state; ako state of the sea; sea. A

scrub fors. In general, any area partially or description of the properties of the
completely covered with crowded bushes or wind-generated waves on the surface of the
stunted trees. More specifically: ma (Ref. 3).
(a) the marginal forest on wind-exposed seavan. Commercial or Government-owned
locations and on high elevations, composed (or leased) shipping containers that are
of short, wind-trained trees or low shrubs moved via ocean transportation without
forming a transitional zone along the upper bogey wheels attached; i.e., lifted on and
timberline (Ref. 11), and off the ship (Ref 5).
(b) the tropical or subtropical seawall See:jetty.
(Mediterranean climate) forests associated secondary front. A front that may form
with subhumid or semiarid climatic within a baroclinic cold airmass which itself
conditions (Ref. 1). is separated from a warm airiness by a

scrubber. A device for removing unwanted primary frontal system. The most common
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type is the secondary cold front (Ref. 3). 2: The quantity of sediment, au measured
secondary items. All supplies other than by dry weight, or by volume, that is

principal items except repair parts, clothing, discharged in a given time. (Ref 6)
and subsistence; characterized by short lead seep. 1: A surface arm from which a fluid
time, low value, and ease of procurement. such as water or oil oozes from the earth in

secondary road. A road supplementing a small quantities (Ref. 32).
main road, usually wide enough and 2: To appear or disappear, a water or other
suitable for two-way all-weather traffic at liquid, from a poorly defined area of the
moderate or slow speeds (Ref. 5). surface of the earth (Ref. 1).

secondary water temainal. A coastal area seepage. Water or other liquid that has oozed
with no facility for placing deep draft ships or seeped through porous material. Also,
alongside a wharf. Secondary water the amount of such material expressed in
terminals are established on beaches that terms of volume (Ref. IA
desirably are adjacent to rail lines and/or a seismic focus. The place below the surface of
good coastal highway, At secondary water the earth where on earthquake originates
terminals, shipping is unloaded at and from which the vibrations spread in all
enchoras located from 1 to 5 mi offshore, directions; It is usually several miles beneath
and the cargo and personnel unloaded are the surface.
landed in the terminal area by ship-to.shore seismic sea wave. See: tsunami.
lighters (Ref. 5). seismic waves. Stres waves produced in the

sedge. Any of a family of tufted grasslike earth that originate from the rupture of
marsh plants differing from the related stressed rock in the interior of the earth.
gmrses in that they have no joints in the seismograph. An Instrument used to measure
stems. and record earthquake vibrations and other

sediment. 1: Material carried in suspension earth tremors (Ref 3).
by water; or deposits of water-borne seismology. A geophysical science Involving
materials (Ref. 3). the study of earthquakes and measurement
2: Solid material in suspension that is being of the elastic properties of the earth.
transported or has been moved from its site selective herbicide. A pesticide intended to
of origin by air, vater, or ice. kill only types of plants, especially

sedimentary rock. Rocks composed of broad-leated weeds, and not harm other
sediment: mechanical, chemical, or organic. plants such as farm crops or lawn grasses.
They are formed through the agency of The leading herbicide in the United States is
water, wind, glacial ice, or organisms and 2,4-D.
are deposited at the surface of the earth at self-induced vibration. See: vibration,
ordinary temperatures (Ref. 1). A self-induced.
characteristic feature of sedimentary semiarid. Moderately arid. Specifically
depuaits is a layered or stratified structure, defined climatically as a climate in which
Most sedimentary beds as deposited lie flat for 6 to 9 mo of the year no more than 3
or nearly flat. days per month occur with 0.1 in. or more

sedimentation. A technique for collecting of precipitation (Ref. 23).
particles from an alrtrearn which depends semidlumal tide. The type of tide having
on natural settling from the airstream. The two high waters and two low waters each
settling of solid particles from a liquid or tidal day, with small inequalities between
Pgs. successive high and successive low water

sedimentation method. A method of particle heights and durations. It in the most
size analysis based on the terminal settling common type of tide throughout the world
velocity at which particles fall under gravity (Ref 18).
through the sedimentation medium. sensible heat. Same as enthalpy; used in

sediment discharge. 1: The rate at which dry meteorology in contrast to latent heat (Ref
weight of sediment passes a section of a 3).
stream.
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snsible temperature. See: average Indoor causes it, is used to promote events that
temperature. participate in the arming and eventual

uesmtiv*lt. Soai Mechanics. The effect of functioning of the fuse.
remolding on the consistency of a clay. The settled mow. Fallen snow that has lost all
degree of sensitivity is influenced by water tacem of its original crystalline structu-e
content and clay composition (Ref 32). and has reformed into grains that are not

mansor. 1: A technical mens to extend usually bonded together; a type of old snow
man's natural son-s; an equipment that (Ref. 11).
detects and indicates terrain configuration, settling velocity. The rate at which particles
the presence of military targets, and other fail in still air.
natural and manmade objects and activities severe weather threat (SWEAT) index. An
by means of energy emitted or reflected by empirically derived index used to specify
such targets or objects. The energy may be and predict ares of potentially severe
nuclear, electromagnetic, including the convective weather.
visible and invisible portions of the aferics. The study of atmosphorics (the
spectrum, chemical, biological, thermal, or rsdiofrequency electromagnetic radiations
mechanical, including sound, blast, and originating, principally, in the Irregular
earth vibration (Ref. 5). 6urges of charge in thunderstorm lightning
2: A device that responds to physical discharges) especially from a meteorological
stimulus and transmits a resulting impulse, point of view. It involve. techniques of

sensorineural hoing lons. A reduction or locating and tracking atmospherics sourcen
Ioen of hearing in which the sensor (i.e., the and evaluating received signals (waveform,
cochlea) or the auditory nerve is defective. frequency, etc.) in terms of source (Ref 3).

serac. A sharp ridge or pinnacle of ice among shaker, direct drive. A vibration machine in
the crevasses of a glacier (Ref. 15). which a rotating eccentric or cam drives a

series. Cartorrpphy. A collection of sheets positive linkage connection that forces a
having the same scale and cartographic displacement between the base and table of
specifications collectively identified by the the machine (Ref. 22).
producing agency (Ref. 12). shaker, electrodynmic. A vibration machine

serviceability. The design, configuration, and in which a table and armature aembly
installation features that minimize periodic with a signal current driver coil is caused to
or preventive maintenance requirements, move in the annular air pap of a base
including the use of special tools, support assembly forming the magnetic circuit of a
equipment, skills, and manpower, and direct current field coil. Control of the
enhance the ease of performance of such table motion is achieved by control of the
maintenance, including inspection and field coil current (Ref 22).
servicing, with a minimum expenditure of shaker, electromagnetic. A vibration
time and material in its planned machine in which a laminated iron armature
environment (Ref. 33). assembly attached to the table is moved by

service life. See: life, service, magnetic attraction and repulsion from the
service test. A test of an item, system, or poles of a laminated iron electromagnet

technique conducted under simulated or core upon which a control dpal current
actual operational conditions to determine coil I wound, the latter asesembly being the
whether the specified military requirements base of the machine. By controlling the
or characteristics are satisfied (Ref. 5). signal applied to the base coil, controlled

servicing. The performance of acts required motion of the table can be achieved (Ref.
to keep an item of equipment in operating 22).
condition, such as lubricating, fueling, shaker, hydraulic. A vibration machine in
oiling, and cleaning. This does not include which a high-pressure flow of fluid from a
periodic replacement of parts or any pump is employed to produce a
corrective maintenance tasks (Ref. 33). reciprocating motion of a table. An

setback. Rearward movement of free moving electrohydraulic valve responds to
parts in a projectile when it is fired. This excitation signals to deliver the high
movement, and the setback force that
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pressure fluid alternatively to opposite sides permanent side or endwalls. They are used
of an actuator piston to which the table in for storage of materiel requiring maximum
mounted (Ref. 22A ventilation or for materiel not requiring

dsakr, pleoolectdrc. A vibration machine in complete protection from the weather.
which motion of the shaker table is sheet. 1: Cartopphy. An individual map or
achieved by the change in length of a stack chart, either complete in itself or part of a
of piezoelectric or ferroelectric ceramic series (Ref. 12).
crystals, when an excitation voltage is 2: Geology. An extensive bed of eruptive
applied to the electric terminals of the rock intruded between or overlying other
crystals (Ref. 22)A rock strata.

shaker, reaction. A type of vibration sheet ice. Ice formed in a thin, smooth layer
machine consisting of a softly suspended over a water surface (Ref. 15).
table to which is attached one or more shelf life. See: life, shelf.""unbalanced rotating masses. Vibration is shell Ice. See: cat ice.
induced by the unbalanced force reaction shelterbelt. A belt of tres or shrubs
of the table, without force reaction against arranged as protection against 3trong winds;
the machine bae (RBe. 1). a type of windbreak. The trees may be

shale. A general term for lithifled muds, specially planted or left standing when the
clays, and silts that are fisAlle and break original forest is cut (Ref 1).
along planes parallel to the original bedding. sheltered stomp. Storage in ventilated or
A typical shale Is so fine grained as to unventilated, heated or unheated buildings,
appear homogeneous to the unaided eye shelters, and closure designed to protect
(Ref. 1). material from inclement weather.

shallow fording. The ability of a self-pro- shelter temperature. See: temperature,
polled gun or ground vehicle equipped with surface.
built-in waterproofing, with Its whuee or shield. In cables, the metallic layer applied
"tracks in contact with the ground, to nego- over the dielectric, or group of dielectrics,
tiate a water obstacle without the use of a composed of woven, braided, or served
special waterproofing kit (Ref. 5). See also: wires, foil wrap, or tubular metallic
deep fording; flatiot . construction, to prevent electrostatic or

dbear. Meteorology. The variation of a vector electromagnetic interference between the
field along a given direction In space. Most enclosed wires and external fields (Ref. 4).
hequently applied in meteorology to wind shielding. 1: Material of suitable thickness
shea which is defined as the local variation and physical characteristics used to protect
of the wind vector or any of its components personnel from radiation during the
in a given direction (Ref. 3). manufacture, handling, and transportation

sherw crack. A crack in sea ice caused by two of fissionable and radioactive materials
different, simultaneous forces acting in (Ref. 5).
parallel but opposite directions on adjacent 2: Obstructions that tend to protect
portions of the ice. The sheared parts personnel or materials from the effect of a
undergo a displacement parallel to the plane nuclear explosion (Ref. 5).
of the crack (Ref. 18). 3: Metallic foils, screens, or meshes used to

shen stres. Geology. An action or stress, exclude electromagnetic radiation
resulting from applied forces, that causes or (interference) from sensitive components or
tends to cause two contiguous parts of a units.
body to slide relative to each other in a shimmer. See: atmospheric boil.
direction parallel to their plane of contact, shingle. Small, rounded, waterworn stones.
The term is often used synonymously with Shingle is similar to gravel, but with the
couple and may be employed to describe average size of stones generally larger,
the sliding of rocks pet each other along especially so called if they are flat stones
fractures (Ref 1).

• hexrwave. See: wave, &hear. shipping time. The time elapsing betweenshed. Structures with roofs but no the shipment of materiel by the supplying
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activity and receipt of materiel by the shock excitation, whether mrvice-lnduced
requiring activity (Ref 5). or applied in the laboratory (Ref. 8).

shoal. A submerged ridge, bank, or bar shock tube. A test device consisting of a
consisting of or covered by unconsolidated controlled-atmosphere tube in which a
sediments (mud, sand, or gravel) which is at shock wave is used as a driving force to
at near enough to the water surface to produce a high Mach number of very short
constitute a danger to naviption. If duration (ordor of milliseconds). The shock
composed of rock or coal, it is called a reef tube is of interest in environments other
(Ref 18). than high-peed propulsion since the shock

shock. SeeW mechanical shock; temperature wave causes a tremendous increase in the
inhock, temperature of the pa.

shock front. The boundary between the shock, velocity. A mechanical shock
pressure disturbance created by an resulting from a sudden nonoscllary change
explosion (in air, water, or earth) and the in velocity (Ref. 8).
ambient atmosphere, water, or earth (Ref. shock wave. 1: The continuously propagated
5). pressure pulse formed by the blast from an

shock isolator. A reelliont support employed explosion in air by the air blut, underwater
to protect a system from applied shock by the water blest, and underground by the
motion, earth blast (Ref. 5).

shock machine. A device for subjecting a 2: A pressure disturbance, which is received
system to controlled and reproducible by the ear as a noise or clap (Ref. 7).
mechanical shock (Ref. 8). shove. The lan bordering any body of water

shock motion. Any motion causing, or (Rot. 0).
resulting from, a shock excitation (Ref. 8). shore line. The boundary line between a

shock pubs. A form of shock excitation body of water and the land. The shore line
characterized by a rise and decay of shown on charts generally approximates the
acceleration in a relatively short period of mean high water line. The instantaneous
time. The major values of accelerations for line marking the junction of water and land,
a shock pulse e in one direction (Ref. 8). or the height of water along the hull of a

shock pulse duration. The time required for vessel, is called water line (Ref. 1).
the excitation quantity represented by the shoring. Lumber, planking, or similar
shock pulse to isd from and decay to material used for weight spreading, load
specified fractions of the maximum support, and protection in the packing of
magpitude of the shock pulse (Ref. 37). materiel in vehicles or containers for transit

shock pulse ris time. The interval of time (Ref. 17).
required for the leading edge of the pulse to short supply. An item is in short supply
rise from some specified small fraction to when the total of stock on hand and
some specified larger fraction of the anticipated receipts during a given period is
malimum magnitude of the shock pulse less than the total estimated demaId during
(Ref. 37). that period (Ref. 5).

shock (shock excitation). An abrupt force shower. Precipitation from a convective
imposed on a system resulting in excitation cloud. Showers are characterized by the
of vibrations in the system which may suddenness with which they start and stop,
continue for some time subsequent to the by rapid changes of intensity, and usually
shock, by rapid changes in the appearance of the

shock spectrum or shock response sky (Ref. 1).
spectrum. An approximate expression of shrinkage limit. Soil Mechanics. The
the maximum responses (displacement, moisture content, expressed as a percentage
velocity, or acceleration) of an assembly of of the weight of the oven-dried soil, at
single-degree.of-freedom systems to a shock which a re '.uction in the amount of water
excitation. The responses are expressed as a will not cause a decrease in the volume of
function of the natural frequencies of the the soil mass, but at which an increase In
systems. A shock spectrum exists for every
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the amount of water will cause an increase sica pl. A highly porous form of silica
in the volume of the soil mas (Ref. 1). having great surface area that givei it the

shrub. A perennial plant that differs from a ability to absorb large percenteaes of water
perennial herb in having persistent and vapor. Hence, it is a good desiccant, drier,
woody stems; it differs from a tree in or dehydrating agent (Ref. 1).
having low stature and a habit of branching sill. A flat sheetlike body of Igneous rock I
from the bsa (Ref. 1). injected while molten betwe'n existing

Si Abbr. for International System of Units. strata; also similar flat-bedded strata of 4

sidereal. Of or relating to the stars. A sandstone or other hard rock.
sidereal day is the time for one complete silt. 1: Soft Mechanics. The Unife Soil
revolution of the earth measured with Classifinction System defines silt as a 4
respect 4 -t fixed star. Its duration is 23 hr, fine-•ained soil possessing low plasticity in
66min,' M9G6 s of mean solar time. relation to the liquid limit. Types are j

slef dune. A longitudinal dune of great identified a ML (inorganic silt of low
height and length. In cros section it has a plasticity), eL (organic silt of low
knife-edge crest, one side of which is plasticity), and MH (inorganic silt with "1
rounded and the other side of which falls liquid limit greater than 50).
abruptly as a collapsing front facing normal 2: Individual mineral particles of soil that
to the axis of the dune. The side on which range in diameter between 0.002 mm, and
the front occurs depends on the side to 0.02 mm (Ref. 16).
which the wind h. temporarily veered out 3: Pedology. Soil of the U S Department of
of its prevailing direction (Ref. 1). Agriculture textural class containing 80

sierosem. Pedology. A zonal great soil group percent or more of silt and les than 12
with pale grayish "A" horizons blending percent of cl•y (Ref. 16).
into calcareous material at a depth of 1 ft 4: Sediments deposited from water in
or les. It is formed in temperate to cool, whiph the individual grains are
arid climates under a vegetation of desert approximately the size of silt (Ref 16).
plants, short prss, and scattered brush silt loam. Soil of the US Department of
(Ref 2). Agriculture textural clam having (a) 50

sieve. A pan with wire meshes used to percent or more of silt and 12 to 27 percent
separate particles larger than a certain size of clay or (b) 50 to 80 percent of silt and
(sieve aperture) from those smaller. By less than 12 percent of clay (Ref. 16).
using a serie of sieves with different sieve silty clay. Soil of the U S Department of
apertures, particles can be separated into a Agriculture textural clas having 40 percent
series of particle size ranges. or more of clay and less than 20 percent of

dpature. The visible, identifying character. and (Ref. 16).
istocs of a weapon or vehicle caused by silty clay loam. Soil of the U 8 Department
operating in a specific environment. For of Agriculture textural class having 27 to 40
example, the dust cloud caused by back percent of clay and loes than 20 pe;. cnt of
blast of a recoiles rifle or the dust generat- sand (Ref 16).
ed by an armored column in the desert silverfish. Any of various small ,nioless
(Ref 1). insects found in dark, damp places that *1

silica. Silicon dioxide (SiO2 ) that occurs thrive on starch and sugars and are
naturally in three crystalline modifications sometimes injurious to sized papers or

as quartz, tridymite, and cristobalite, in starched clothes.
amorphous and hydrated forms (as opal), simple harmonic motion. A motion In which
and in less pure forms (as sand, diatomite, displacement is a sinusoidal function of
tripoli). It is used in making glas, ceramic time (Ref. 22).
products, and refractories; in producing simple harmonic vibration. A vibration
elemental silicon, its alloys, and whose motion can be described byasine or
compounds; and as an abrasive, absorbent, cosine function.
and filler, simple tone or pure tone. 1: A sound wave
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having intantaneous sound pressur that is skirt fo. The cloud of steam and water that
a s•mple sinusoidal function of time (Ref. surrounds the engines of a missile being
38). launched from a wet emplacement (Ref.
2: A mound sensation characterized by its 40).
singlenes of pitch (Ref. 38). sky radiation. See: diffuse sky radiation.
3: A sound wave with a single sinusoidal sky temperature. The effective temperature
frequency. of the sky, used in determining the heat lost

simukltd altitude. A set of air conditions from the surface of the earth by radiation
maintained within a room or chamber that to the sky (Ref. 43).
duplicates certain of the conditions, slack ice. See: broken ice.
commonly pressure and temperature, that damming. In rough seas the bow of a ship
usually occur at some given altitude (Ref. may leave the water surface and then fall or
7). impact with the water. This process is called

simulated service test. See: tast, simulated samming. Compare: pounding.
service, sleet. A term sometimes used for ice pellets,
aslnje.4;qeg.of.-ftedom system. In shock a mixture of precipitating rain and snow, or
and vibration terminology, a system whose gibe.
configuration aan be defined at any specific slime. Soft, fine, oozy mud or other
time by only one coodirki•e (Ref. 22), substance of similar consistency (Ref. 18).

sngle department purchase. A method of sling psychrometer. A psychrometer in
purchase whereby one department buys which the wet- and dry.bulb thermometers
particular commodities for another are mounted on a frame connected to a
department or departments (Ref, 5). handle at one end by means of a bearing or

ingle manager. A Military Department or a length of chain, Thus, the psychrometer
Agency designated by the Secretary of may be whirled by hand in order to provide
Defense to be responsible !or management the necessary ventilation (Ref. 3).
of specified commodities or common slip table. An auxiliary assembly used for
service activities on a Department of horizontal vibration testing, consisting of a
Defenae-wide basis (Ref, 5). table coupled to a vibration exciter and a

sink or sinkhole. A depression that has large stationary mans, the table being
subsurface drainage only, through natural supported on the mas by a hydrostatic film
holes and caverns in limestone or by of lubricating oil (Ref. I).
seepage into a lower table (Ref. 10). sippage ratio. The rutio that expresses the

sinkage. The depth of soil.penetration linear velocity of advance of an automotive
required to achieve equilibrium between vehicle n a fraction or percentage of the
vehicle forces and soil forces; loosely, the peripheral linear velocity of its wheels,
depth of the rut made by a vehicle tracks, or other tractive devicei (Ref. 1).
operating off the road (Ref 1), slipperiness. A soil condition of deficient

inusoid, The curve in rectangular coordi- traction capacity it, a thin surface layer of a
sates whose ordinates are proportional to soil that is otherwise trafficable (Ref. 1).
the sines of angles that ar proportional to slope. The inclined surface of a hill,
the abscissas. mountain, plateau, plain, or any part of the

site. An area, considered as to its ecological surface of the earth; the angle at which such
factors with reference to capacity to surfaces deviate from the horizontal (Ref,
produce forests or other vegetation; the 10). A slope of 45 deg is a slope of I on 1,
combination of biotic, climatic, and soil or 100 percent.
conditions of an areu (Ref. 19). sludge. 1: Spongy whitish ice lumps a few

skimming. The diversion of water from a centimeters across. They consist of slush,
stream or conduit by a shallow overflow snow slush, and sometimes spong ice
used to avoid diversion of sand, silt, or lumps formed on the bottom of a shallow
other debris carried as bottom load (Ref, sea and emerging at the surface.
6). 2: An accumulation of ice crystals that

skin frktion. See: frictlion, remain separate or only sligihtly frozen

1IU
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togesther. It forms a thin layer and gives the obsrvation and visual precision bombing

ma surface a leaydh or leaden-tinted color, attack or established over enemy areas to
With linht winds no rippler appr heoth protect attacking aircraft from air defensesurac (net. 18). fire (fief. 12).
3: A mixture of oil and solid particulate smoothing. The process of eliminating
generatcd during stnal combustion insignifcAant or unimportant irrgularities in
enigine operation. isolies of n parameter analyzed on a map

sdumb. Snow or ice on the ground that has. or dialranm (usually done by eye in ordinary
boon reduced to a soft watery mixture by weather analyses). In severe-weather
rain, warm temperature, or chemical forecastinn, irregularities ane of the greatest
treatment (Ref. 3). importance; smoothing is minimized.

sluahing compound. A protective coating arq 1: A standing dead tree or portion

applied to metal surfaces to crovide thereof taller than 20 ft from which the
temporary protection from corrosion. Such leaves and most of the branches have fallen.
coating may be a n-)ndrying oil, pease, or If less than 20 ft, properly termed a stub
other orpnic compound (Ref. 34). (Ret. 19),

imlal hail. Snow pellets encased in a thin 2: A tree stump or log submerged under
layer of Ice formed by aecretion of droplets water.
on the snow pellet or by melting and snow. Precipitation composed of white or
refreezing of the surface of the pellet (Ref. translucent ice crystals, chiefly in complex
8). branched hexagonal form and often

imll-lot storage. Oewrally considered to be agglomerated into snowflakes (Ref. 1). See
a quantity of less than one pallet stack, oko: hydrometeor.
stacked to maximum storage height. Thus, snow accumulation or mow depth. The I
the term refers to a lot consisting of from actual depth of snow on the pround at any
one container to two or more pallet loads, instant during a storm, or after any single
but is not of sufficient quantity to form a snowstorm or series of storms (Ref. 3).
complete pallet column (Ref. 5). See also: snow blindness. Impaired vision or
storsqe. temporary blindneu caused by sunlight

smallecale map. A map ha~ing a scale reflected from mow surfaces. Ultraviolet
smiller than 1:600,000 (Ref. N). radiation in the solar spectrum is the prime

smog. 1: A natural fog contaminated by cause. Symptoms of snow blindness are a
industrial or other pollutants, often gritty sensatioa under the eyelids, excessive
ocurring over urban areas during the watering, and double vision. First aid Is to
prevalence of temperature invesions. place the casualty in the dark or bandage
2: VIsible air pollution particularly as the eyes; application of cool compresses
associated with oxidants. alleviates pain. Most cases will recover in 18

smoke. Foreign particulate matter in the hr without medical treatment (Ref. 3).
atmosphere resulting fom combustion snow blink. See: blink.
processes; a type of lithometeor. When snow concrete. Snow that has been
smoke is % Idely dispersed throughout an compressed at low temperatures and that
area, the disk of the sun at sunrise and sets into a tough substance of considerably
sunset appears vei.1 red, and during the greater strength than uncompremed snow
daytime it has a reddish tinge (Ref. 1). (Ref. 11).

smoke agent. A substance that through its mow course. An established line, usually
chemical or physical properties produces a from several hundred feet to as much as a
screening or signal smoke (Ref. 12). mile long, traversing representative terrain

smuke, arctic. See: steam fog. in a mountainous region of appreciable
smoke blanket. Dense concentration of snow accumulation. Along this course,

smoke established over and around friendly instruments (such as snow stakes,
areas to protect them bom visual air radioactive snow gages) are installed, and/or
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core samples of the snow cover are resemble snow pellets in external

periodically taken and averaged to obtain a appearance, but are more flattened and
measure of its water equivalent (Ref. 3). elongated and generally have diameters of

snow cover. 1: The areal extent of im than 1 mm; they neither shatter nor
snow-covered ground, usually expressed as bounce when they hit a hard surface (Ref.
percent of total area in a given region. 1).
2: In general, a layer of snow on the ground smow, hoad paeked. Snow that has been
surface. packed by vehicular or other traffic or
3: The depth of mow on the ground, possibly by the forces of nature (Ref. 1).
usually expressed in inches or centimeters wow line. In general, the outer boundary of
(Ref. 3) a snow-covered area. It hu at leant two

mow crystal. Dendritic, tabular, coliunnar specific applications (Ref. 3):
crystals formed in the free air. Crystals may (a) The actual lower limit of the snow cap
fall as single snowflakes or may be on high terrain at any given time,

aglomerated during fallout. (b) The ever-changing equatorwand limit of
mow density. The ratio between the volume snow cover, particularly in the Northern

of melt water derived from a sample of Hemisphere winter.
snow and the initial volume of the sample. snow, new. Snow made up of crystals that
This is numerically equal to the specific retain all or moat of their dendritic
gravity of the snow (Ref. 6). See also: water structure (Ref. 1).
equivalent of mow. snow, old. Snow made up of roughly

mow depth. See: mow accumulatlon. unidimensional, or spherical, grains. It
snowdrift. Snow deposited behind or in usually includes the various kinds of crusts

front of obstacles or Irregularities of the (Ref. 1).
surface, or collected in heaps by eddies in snow pellets. See: graupel.
the wind (Ref. 1). snow, powder. A dry snow composed of

snowfall. The rate at which mow falls. In crystals or grains that lie loosely; e.g., new
surface weather observations, this is usually powder snow, settling powder mow, and
expressed as inches of snow depth per 6-hr settled powder mow (Ref. 1).
period (Ref. 3). wow, quality of. The amount of ice in a

snow fences. Various types of fencelike snow sample expresed as a percent of the
structures installed to control the drifting weight of the sample (Ref. 3).
of mow. snow sampler. A hollow tube for collecting a

snowfield. 1: Generally, an extensive area of sample of snow In situ.
snow-covered pound or ice, relatively mow, settled. Snow that has lost all traces of
smooth and uniform in appearance and dendritic structure. It is generally the early
composition. Thi.q term Is often used to stage of old snow, and its grains are smaller
describe such an area in otherwise coarse, than those of old snow (Ref. 1).
mountainous, or glacial terrain (Ref. 3). snow, spring. See: spring mow.
2: See: firn. snow survey. The process of determining

snowflake. An Ice crystal or, much more depth and water content of snow at
commonly, an aggregation of many crystals representative points; for example, along a
that falls from a cloud. Simple snowflakes snow course. Snow surveys are usually
(single crystals) exhibit beautiful variet) of made for hydrologic or water supply
form, but the symmetrical shapes forecasting (Ref. 1).
reproduced so often in Photomicrographs snow, wet. Snow that is moist,
are not actually found frequently in uncompacted, and that will easily pack or
snowflakes (Ref. 1). adhere to equipment (Ref. 1).

mowgp. An instrument for measuring the snubber. A cushion applied to one of two
vertical depth of snow (Ref. 1). nonresllient members of a shock and

snow grains. Precipitation in the form of vibration isolator or mounting that undergo
very small, white opaque particles of ice; relative motion. It is designed to prevent
the solid equivalent of drizzle. They nonresilient impact (Ref. 1).

ISO
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soak. The exposure of equipment to a given a shear stress that is last than that required
temperature for a period of time long to pioduce shear failure. Seasonal creep In
enough for the temperature of the response to freezing and thawing, thermal
equipment to reach that of the environment expansion, or changes in water content
in which the equipment Is to be operated occurs in the upper layers of gound (Ref.
(Ref. 14) 32).

soft hail. See: praipel, soil failure model. A mathematical equation
soft rime. See: rime. describing the stress and strain states
softwood. Generally, one of the botanical developed in natural soils, or laboratory soil

group of trees with, in most cmsee, needle or simulating materials, when subjected to
scalelike leaveti, such as the conifers. Also various external loadinp that exceed the
the wood produced by such trees (Ref. 19). failure strength (Ref. 1).

soil. The unconsolidated (as opposed to bed soil family. Pedology. An intermediate
rock) mineral material on the immediate category between the great soil group and
surface of the earth that serves as a natural soil series (Ref. 2).
medium for the growth of land plants. Soil soil flow. See: soilfluction.
is derived from bed rock and organic soil formation factors. The natural factors
sources by a wide range of factors including occurring during and causing soil formation.
the nature of the parent material, climate, The factors can be grouped into five major
macro- and micro-organisms, and categories: (a) parent rock, (b) climate, (c)
topography, all acting over a relatively long organisms, (d) topography, and (e) time
period of time (Ref. 2). (Ref. 2).

soil air. The portion of the soil not occupied soil geneds. See: genesis, soil.
by solid particles or liquids; the gaseous soil horizon. Pedology. A layer of soil

i phas of the soil (Ref. 2). approximately parallel to the land surface,
soil association. Pedology. 1: A group of but differing from adjacent genetically

systematically defined taxonomic soil units related layers in any of a variety of
occurring together in an individual and physical, chemical, and biological properties
characteristic pattern over a geographic such as color, structure, texture,
region. consistency, kinds and numbers of
2: A mapping unit used on general soil organisms present, degree of acidity ormaps, in which two or more soil units alkalinity. (Ref. 2). See also., ABC soil.
occurring together in a characteristic soil moisture. Water diffused in the soil, the
pattern are combined (Ref. 2). upper part of the zone of aeration "om

soil bin. A laboratory container in which which water is discharged by the transpire.
various soils and soil-vehicle relationships tion of plants or by soil evaporation (Ref.
can be investigated under controlled 6).
conditions; analogous to wind tunnels or sofl morphology. The constitution of the soil
naval towing tanks in aircraft and ship including the texture, dtructure, consisten.
practice (Ref. 1). cy, color, and other physical, chemical, and

soil category. A specific defined element or biological properties of the various soil hori.
Sunit of the soil classification system. Soils zons that make up the soil profile (Ref. 16).

are grouped on the basis of their soil phase. Pedology. The subdivision of a
characteristics (Ref. 2). soil type or other classificational soil unit

soil characteristic. A feature of a soil that having variations in characteristics not
can be seen and/or measured in the field or significant to the classification of the soil in
in the laboratory on soil samples. Examples its natural landscape but significant to the
include soil slope and stoniness as well as use and management of the soil. Examples
the texture, structure, color, and chemical of the variations recognized by phases of
composition of soil horizons (Ref. 16). soil types include differences in slope,

soil creep. The imperceptibly slow stoniness, and thickness because of
downward movement of soil or rock under accelerated erosion (Ref. 16).
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sil poesalty. Sem: porudty, soil. mean distance of the earth from the sun;
soil reaction An indication of the acidity or solar irradiance prior to attenuation by the

alkalinity of a soil, usually expressed as a atmosphere (Ref 1).
pH value. Soils range from extremely acid, solarimeter. A pyrheliometer for direct
with a pH < 4.5 to very strong alkaline, reading of solar radiation intensity from sun
with a pH > 9.1. Intermediate clusifiea- and sky.
tions are: very strongly acid, 4.5-5.0; solarization. An active effect of sunlight or
strongly aid, 5.1-5.5; moderately acid, ultraviolet upon glass which results in a
5.6-6.0; slightly acid, 6.1.6,5; neutral, reduction of transparency, and sometimes
6.6-7.8; slightly alkaline, 7.4.7.8; moderate- permanent coloration. A reversal or
ly alkaline, 7.9-8.4; and strongly alkaline, gradatoi, sequence in a dense photographic
8.50.0 (Ref. 2). &e#: hydrogen Ion conoen- image as a result of great overexposure
tration; pH. (Ref. I).

soil sefles. A group of soils, developed from solar noise. Electromagnetic radiation from
a particular type of parent material, having the atmosphere of the sun at radio
similar profiles except for the texture of the frequencies (Ref. 40).
surface soil (Ref. 20). solar radiation. The total electromagnetic

soil sher strength. The maximum resistance radiation emitted by the sun. To a first
of a soil to shearing stresses (Ref 5). approximation, the sun radiates as a black

soil, stabilized. Soil hardened by addition of body at a temperature of about 5,700 K;
a binder such as cement (Ref 12). hence about 99.9 percent of its energy

soil structure. The arrangement of primary output falls within the wavelength interval
soil particles and their state of aggregation from 0.15 to 4.0 lim, with peak intensity
into a soil mass. near 0.47 lm. About onie-half of the total

soil texture. The relative proportions of the energy in the solar beam is contained within
various size groups of Individual soil grains the visible spectrum from 0.4 to 0.7 um,
In a mass of soil. Specifically, in the U S and most of the other half lies in the near
Department of Agriculture classification infrared, a small additional portion lying in
system, it refers to the proportions of sand, the ultraviolet (Ref 3).
silt, and clay (Ref. 16). solar radiation chamber. See: chamber, solar

soil tractionability. The capacity of a soil to radiation.
provide traction for nontracked military solar spectrum. 1: The relative power or flux
vehicles (Ref. 14). density of solar radiation per unit wave-

soil trafficability. The capacity of a soil to length (or frequency) interval as a function
withstand traffic, especially the traffic of of wavelength (or frequency) (Ref, 1).
military vehicles (Ref. 14). 2: The part of the electromagnetic spec-

soil type. A term used in the clmaification of trum occupied by the wavelengths of solar
soils. It is the principal unit used in soil radiation (Ref. 3).
mapping as well as other soil studies. Soils solid elastomer isolator. A vibration isolator
of a gliven type are alike in all characteristics in which a solid elastomer is placed, either
including texture (Ref. 20). in compression or in shear, between a

soil values. A set of empirically determined vibration source and the component to be
mathematical parameters which describes protected.
the measured horizontal and vertical solid friction damping. The damping that
stress-deformation curves of natural soils or occurs in all mechanical vibrating systems
laboratory soil simulating materials (Ref. that have restoring forces derived from
1). elastic elements such as springs. It is

solar costant. The power per unit area presumed to arise from slight relative
received from the sun outside the displacements between adjacent crystals or
atmosphere of the earth on a surface minute elements of the spring material;
normal to the direction of the sun at the often referred to as internal friction.
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solifluction; also soil flow. The slow object traveling at or above the speed of
downslope flow or creep of saturated soil, sound (Ref. 7).
often initiated and augmented by frost sonic thermometer. A thermometer based
action in high latitudes and at high upon the principle that the velocity of a
elevations. Also called soil flow (Ref. 1). sound wave is a function of the temperature

solonchak. Pedology. A geat soil group of of the medium through which it passes. The
the intrazonal order and halomorphic velocity of a sound wave also depends upon
suborder, consisting of soils with gray, thin, the velocity of the medium through which
salty crust on the surface, and with fine it passes; therefore, this quantity must be
granular mulch immediately below being known (Ref. 1).
underlain with grayish, friable, salty soil; sonne photograph. Continuous strip
formed under subhumid to arid, hot or cool photography. A photograph of a strip of
climate, under conditions of poor drainage terrain in which the image remains
(Ref. 1). unbroken throughout its entire length,

solonet. Pedology. A great soil group of the being produced by a moving film passing an
intrazonal order and halomorphic suborder, aperture of extremely narrow width and
consisting of soils with a very thin, friable, synchronized with the speed of the aircraft
surface soil underlain by a dark, hard (Ref 12).
columnar layer usually highly alkaline (Ref soot. Agglomerations of tar-impregnated car-
2). bon particles that form when carbonaceous

soloth. Pedology. A great soil group of the material undergoes incomplete combustion
intrazonal order and halomorphic suborder (Ref. 9).
having a gray, leached surface horizon, sorption. Proceu of taking up and holding
which rests upon a fine-textured, brown or gas, liquid, or solid particles by absorption
dark-brown horizon, developed under grass (internal solution) and/or by adsorption
or shrub vegetation, mostly in a subhumid (surface adhesion); specifically, the action
or semiarid climate (Ref. 21). of activated charcoal and chemical agent

solstice. Two points on the ecliptic at which vapors (Ref 12).
the distance from the celestial equator is sound. 1: An oscillation in pressure, stress,
greatest. The summer solstice is reached by particle displacement, particle velocity, etc.,
the sun on June 22 and the winter solstice in an elastic medium, or the superposition
is reached on December 22, of such propagated oscillations.

solum (pl. sole). The upper and most 2: An auditory sensation evoked by a sound
weathered part of the soil profile; the "A" oscillation (Ref 38).
and "B" horizons (Rcf. 2). sound absorption. The reduction in sound

sonar. A sonic device used primarily for the energy caused by its conversion to some
detection and location of underwater other energy form, usually heat, as the
objects. (This term is derived from the sound energy transverses a medium or
words "Jpund Mavigation jnd .nging".) impacts a surface (Ref. 38).
(Ref. 5). sound attenuation. The diminution of

sons. A unit of loudness equivalent to a sound; for instance, pressure or velocity,
loudness 40 dB above a listener's threshold from one point to another due to spherical
as produced by a 1,000 Hz pure tone (Ref. propagation, reflection, or dissipation (Ref
38). 1).

sonic. Of or pertaining to sound or the speed sounding. 1: In geophysics, any penetration
of sound (Ref 5). of the natural environment for scientific

sonic altimeter. An absolute altimeter that observation.
determines height above the terrain by 2: Meteorology. Same as upper-air observa-
measuring the time interval between tion. However, a common connotation is
transmission of a sound and the return of that of a single complete radiosonde obser-
its echo (Ref. 15). vation.

sonic boom. A noise caused by a shock wave 3. The measurewent of the depth of water
that emanates from an aircraft or other beneath a vessel (Ref. 3).
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sound Intensity or sound-energy flux density of air frequently remain for a sufficient
or sound-power dendty. The average rate time to acquire characteristic temperature
of sound energy transmitted in a specified and moisture properties imparted by that
direction through a unit area normal to the surface (Ref. 1).
direction of propeation (Ref. 38). space chauge. Any net electrical charge that

sound intensity level. As meaured in deci- exists in a given region of space. In
bes, 10 times the logarithm to the baew 10 atmospheric electricity, space charge refers
of the ratio of the intensity of a sound to a to a preponderance of either negative or
reference intensity. The reference intensity positive ions within any given portion of
must be known. In discumming sound meos- the atmosphere (Ref. 1).
urements made with prmue or velocity spalL A rock chip or fragment broken off
microphones, especially in enclosures in- from a larger mass. Such fragments can be
valving normal modes of vibration or in the result of naturd forces or man-induced
sound fields containing standing waves, forces. The thin curved pieces split off by
caution should be observed in using the exfoliation are examples (Ref 32).
terms "intensity" and "intensity level". spaiing. The chipping or fragmenting of a

sound level. A weighted sound premsu level, surface or surface coating usually caused
obtained by the use of metering characteris- either by heating of base material and
tics and the weightings A, B, or C specified surface coating that have different
in American standard Sound Level Meters coefficients of thermal expansion or by
for Measurement of Noise and Other differential heating of homogeneous
Sounds (Ref. 1). material (Ref. 34). See also: exfollation.

sound-level meter. An instrument that spatial dendrite or spatial dendritic crys.
measures the sound pressure. The tMl. A complex ice crystal with ferUlike
sound-level meter response is altered by arms that extend in many directions (spa-
weighting networks to match the frequency tisily) from a central nucleus. Its form is
response of the human ear. roughly cpherial (Ref. 3). .

sound power level. Expressed In decibels, it special cargo. Cargo that requires special
is 10 times the logarithm to the base 10 of handling or protection, such as pyrotech-
the ratio of the power of the measured nics, detonators, watches, and precision
signal to a stated reference power signal. instruments (Ref. 5). See also: cargo.

sound pressure level. In decibels, 20 times species. The smallest taxonomic category
the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of made up of a number of individual
the pressure of a sound to the reference organisms that resemble each other within
pressure. The reference pressure must be established limits of variance.
indicated (Ref. 1). specific heat. See, heat, specific.

sound source, simple. An isotropic sound specific gravity. The ratio of the density of a
radiator; i.e., one that radiates sound substance to the density of water, usually at
uniformly in all directions under free-field 40C.
conditions (Ref. 38), specific humidity. In a system of moist air,

sound wave. A mechanical disturbance the (dimensionless) ratio of the mas of
advancing with finite velocity through an water vapor to the total mas of the system.
elastic medium and consisting of The specific humidity may be
longitudinal displacements of the ultimate approximated by the mixing ratio for many
particles of the medium; i.e., consisting of purposes (Ref. 1).
compressional and rarefactional specific surface. The surface area of a
displacements parallel to the direction of substance per unit volume often applied to
advance of the disturbance; a longitudinal adsorbents as a measure of capacity.
wave (Ref. 1). spectral energy distribution. The distribution

sound waves, interference of. See: wave of power as a function of wavelength or
interference. frequency of a radiating body.

source region, airmass. An extensive area of spectropaphy. The photography of spectra.
the surface of the earth over which bodies spectrophoto meter. A photometer that
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measures the intensity of radiation a a nominal rain shadow on the lee side of the
function of the frequency (or wavelength) barrier (Ref. 3).
of the radiation. In one design, radiation spit. A small point of land or narrow shoal
enters the spectrophotometer through a slit projecting into a body of water from the A

and is dispersed by means of a prism. A shore (Ref. 10),
bolometer having a fixed aperture scans the SPL Abbr. for sound prmesure level.
dispersed radiation so that the intensity spontaneous freezing point. The temperature
over a narrow wave band is obtained as a level at which all supercooled water
function of frequency (Ref 3). droplets in the atmosphere change to an Ice

spectrum. 1: A continuous range of compo- phase and become ice crystals. The
nents, usually wide in extent, in which the temperature level is about -40C (-40°F)
frequencies have some speciflod common although it may occur at higher
characteristic; eg., audlofrequency spec- temperatures in polluted air. Sometimes
tram (Ref. 38). called the spontaneous nucleation point.
2: The relative energy, power, or flux densi- spokadic permafrost. One or more deposits
ty per unit frequency (or wavelength) inter- of perennially frozen ground surrounded by
val an a function of frequency (or wave- ground that Is not perennially frozen.
length). Sporadic permafrost occurs along the
8: A graphical representation of any distri- southern limits of regions where summer
bution function (Ref. 1). frost conditions are usual (Ref. 11).

spectrum analyzer. An instrument, basically spore. A primitive usually unicellular
a sophisdcated filter, that displays an reproductive body produced by plants and
amplitude versus frequency plot indicating some invertebrates. Spores are highly
the relative spectral content of a complex resistant to stress and can give rise to a new
waveform, adult individual immediately or after a long

spectrum, solar. See: solar spectrum. period of dormancy.
specular reflection. Reflection as from a spout. A phenomenon consisting of an oftenminnr in which the reflected radiation is violent whirlwind, revealed by the presence

not diffused. Irregularities on the reflecting of a cloud column or Inverted cloud cone
surface must be ,,mall compared to (funnel cloud), protruding from the base of
wavelength of the radition. a cumulonimbus, and of a "bush"

speech interference level. The average, in composed of water droplets raised from the
decibels, of the sound pressure levels of a surface of the sea or of dust, sand or litter,
noise in the octave bands of frequency raised from the ground (Ref. 36), Spout
800-600, 600-1200, 1200-2400, and includes both tornado and waterspout.
24004800 Hz (Ref. 1). spray. An ensemble of water droplets torn

speed of light. The speed of propagation of by the wind from the surface of anelectromagnetic radiation through a "per- extensive body of water, generally from the
fect vacuum". It is a univerual dimensional crests of waves, and carried up a short
constant equal to 2.997925 X 10' mi distance into the air (Ref. 36).
(Ref. 3). spring. A place where water issues naturally

speed of sound. The speed at which sound from the rock or soil upon the land or into
travels in a given medium under specified a body of surface water (Ref. 10).
conditions. The speed of sound at sea level spring sludge. See: rotten Ice.
in the United States Standard Atmosphere, spring mow; also corn mow. A coarse,
1962, and the atmosphere adopted by the granular, wet snow, resembling finely
International Civil Aeronautics Organize- chopped ice, generally found in the spring
tion is 840.294 m 0" 1116.45 ft al (150C, (Ref. 11).
760 mm Hg, and atmospheric density of spurious signais. In radio communications,
1.225 kg n 3 ) (Ref. 1). unwanted signals received along with the

spillover. The part of orographic desired signal. They reduce intelligibility
precipitation that is carried along by the and if of sufficient magnitude can
wind so that it reaches the ground in the completely mask the desired signal.
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squall 1: A strong wind charectarised by a which ballistic computations ar based,
mudden onset, a duration of the order of namely: no wind; a surface temperature of
minutes, and a rather sudden decrease in 150 C, a surface pressure of 1,000 mb; a sur-
speed. face relative humidity of 78 percent; and a
2: A severe local ctorm considered as a lapse rate that yields a prescribed density-
whole; i.e., winds, cloud mass, precipitation altitude relation (Ref. 3).
(if any), thunder, and lightning (Ref. 1). samland artillery scme. A vertical subdivi.

squall line. Any nonhontal line or narrow ion of the standard artillery atmosphere; it
band of active thunderstorms (with or may be considered a layer of ak of pre-
without squals); a mature instability line scribed thickness and altitude (Ref. 3).
(Ref. 1). standard atmosphm. See: atmosphere,

91 Abbr. for stratus cloud, standard.
stability index. An indication of the local standardization. The process of establishing

static stability of a layer of air (Ref. 3) by common agreement engineering criteria,
stabilized saoi. See: soil, stabilized. terms, principles, practices, materials, items,
stable oscllation. See: oscillation, stable. process, equipments, parts, subassemblies,

stack. An isolated mas of rock, generally of and assemblies to achieve the greatest
height greater than its width or length, practicable uniformity of Items of supply
standing in the ocean. Stacks are the and engineering practices; to insure the
remains of landmases that have been minimum feasible variety of such items and
subject to the erosive and quarrying action practices; and to effect optimum
of the waves (Ref. 32). interchangeability of equipment parts and

stage. The height of a water surface above an components (Ref. 331
established datum plane (Ref. 6). standardize. To reduce to, or compare with,

dage-capacity curve. A graph showing the a standard; to calibrate. In the
relation between the surface elevation of environmental field, the verification process
the water in a reservoir, usually plotted as by whatever steps are necessary, to assure
ordinate, against the volume below that that all investigators in a given field are
elevation, plotted as abscissa (Ref. 6) performing in a similar manner and will

stage-dshage curve or rating curve. A produce similar results (Ref. 1).
graph showing the relation between the standard pressure. Meteorology. The arbi-
pp height, usually plotted as ordinate, and trarily selected atmospheric pressure of
the amount of water flowing in a channel, 1,000 mb to which adiabatic processes are
expressed as volume per unit of time, referred for definitions of potential temper-
plotted as absclssa (Ref. 6). ature, equivalent potential temperature, etc.

stagnation pressure. See; pressure, Otherpressuresmaybeusdasstandardfor
stagnation. specific purposes (Ref. 3).

stagnation temperature. The temperature standard temperature. 1: Physics. Usually
created on the leading edges of an aircraft the ice point (OC); less frequently, the
or spacecraft traveling through the temperature of maximum water density
atmosphere. Refers to the air molecules on (40C).the leading edges of the craft which do not 2: Meteorology. No generally accepted
participate in airflow (Ref. 40). meaning, except that it may refer to the

stain. A discoloration of wood caused by temperature at zero pressure-altitude in the
fungus or chemical agencies. This includes standari atmosphere (15*C) (Ref. 3).
blue stain, iron-tannate stain, mineral stain, standard temperature and pressure. Physics.
weather stain, wound stain, etc. (Ref. 1). A phase used to indicate a temperature of

staling reaction. A form of deterioration of 0 C and a pressure of one standard
foodstuffs that results in an undersirable atmosphere (Ref. 3).
change in the texture. Breads are especially standard warehouse. See: general purpose
susceptible. warehouse.

standard artillery atmosphere. A set of val- standing wave. A periodic wave (time-wise)
urs describing atmospheric conditions on having a fixed amplitude distribution in
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space. A standing wave can be considered to static pressure. The atmospheric pressure
be the result of interference of progressive computed for the level of the station
waves of the same frequency and kind (Ref. elevation. This may or may not be the same
8) as either the climatological station.prensure

standing-wave resonant system. 1: A or the actual pressure, the difference being
resonant sysm terminating at a node. attributable to the diffrence in reference
2: A travelingwave tansmission system elevations. Station presue usually is the
terminated by a reflecting element in such base value from which sea-level preIssue and
manner that some characteristic of the altimeter setting are determined (Ref 3).
reflected wave field will be in phase with iseadystate sound. A Pariodic or random
that of the transnitted wave field at a variation in atmospheric pressure with a
resonant frequency, resulting in standing time duration greater than I s.
maimeand minima (Ref. j). steam tog or arctic fog. Fog formed when

star dune. An eolian deposit normally water vapor is added to air that is much
composed of a lazge peak from which four colder than the vapor source; most
or more ridges radiate (Ref. 1). commonly, when very cold aik drifts across

iateof.the-ground code. A standardised sur- relatively warm water (Ref. 1).
face synoptic observation that describes the StatfaBoltamemi lew or Stefan's law. One
condition of the pround surface. Basically, of the radiation laws which states that the
the states-of-the-ground are recognized as amount of energy radiated per unit time
dry, moist, wet, frozen, and ice or mow from a unit surface area of an ideal
covered. The system has been used by the blackbody is proportional to the fourth
World Meteorological Organization since its power of the absolute temperature of the
creation in 1950 and by its predecessor, the blackbody. The law is written (Ref. 3):
International Meteorological Organization,
since 1928 (Ref. 1). E - OT4

static dehumidification. The dehumidifica- where
tion of a space accomplished by placing a E - emittanc of the blackbody
predetermined quantity of desiccant in a a - emttanceofthe coda
space to take up the moisture contained T - a t ee rat u of te
therein without forced air circulation T - absolute temperature of the

through the desiccant (Ref. 1). blackbody.
static electricity. A negative or positive

charge of electricity that an object step pp. An instrument that indicates that
accumulates, which charge creates a spark motion or other measured parameter of a
when the object comes near another object specified magnitude has been reached or
to which it may transmit Its charge, or from exceeded. The amount by which that
which it may receive a chape (Ref. 14). magnitude has been exceeded cannot be

static pressure. See: pressure, Static. determined by a step gap (Ref. 22).
static sitre.. See: stress, static, steppe. A term of Russian origin for a level
static unbalance. A condition in rotating or rolling, treeless land, where temperature

machinery in which the rotor center of ranges usually are extreme (Ref. i1).
gravity is eccentric to the rotor centerline stereocomparugreph. Stereoscopic instru-
of rotation. ment used for the preparation of topo-

stationary vibration. The type of vibration graphic maps to determine pround eleva-
for which properties (such as mean tions by measurin the displacement of
magnitude, rms amplitude, spectral density) their images on photographs (Ref. 12).
are independent of time (Ref. 37). stereophotogrammetry. Photogrammetry,

station elevation. The vertical distance sbove with the aid of stereoscopic equipment and
mean sea level that is adopted as the methods (Ref. 12).
reference datum level for all current stereoplenigraph. A very accurate steeo-
measurements of atmospheric pressure at scopic photogrammetric mapping inatru-
the station (Ref. 3). ment with mechanih'l drafting attachment,
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•b of pm• • I • picture the •t.
•m ••I •• • • of 2" A document that def•m the I•
Si which they were tmkm (Ref. 1.1). and employment conch# •d mhMd

d•Neop'•. •orrebMnff• epwcepu• physic• envkonmen• •vo•d • •e
of ob• • •me •mmdom. de•vm7 of a nucbar wm•on h•m •e

sterllias•m. 1: T• a• or proom of •oc• W •s • t. It m• also define
dKuo•mI .n rival I bmI on in ob• the io• -t flow hvoh•d b mov•I
or in an ares. Me•mh •el•e he•, n•b• wNponm to md born •e s•kp•
•ic-•. and ra•on execute. •r qus•ty emuIce • m• on
•: A proeedure by which It human bein• or and retrofit, and the recyclinI of limited
other orlanbm is made incapable of IIfe eomponente(Re•. 6).
reproduction. 8toke's diameter. The diameter that a

IteVI O IL A type of in• nt 8phficml particle would hive if it were
shelter. The shelter is a wooden box painted ratline at the mine terminll velocity IS an
white with double Iouvemd sides end obmrved particle.
mounted on a st•utd 4 •t above thee round. 8toke'i law. A relation that lives the
In addition to the dry- end wet-bulb •mmk•al velocity reached by a spherical
thermometers, it usually cou• ma•num particle fallinl bly under ffravity in a
and minimum thermometers (Nef. 3). viscous medium.

• I. The ability of Jon.tocbItoud • L Abbr. for shOlt takeoff and hmdl•.
build up on the runninj p•r of vehicles STOI, ImP. A ipeclally destined sirel•
(,qer. 1). for operation from very mnall lmdlnl fleldI;

stifhteu. The quotient of the chanIe in force specifically, short takeoff md landinl
dlvlded by the corresp•dinl deflection alr•rI•.
produced in an elsItlc element by that force Itone. A Iolld rock h•Iment either Fester
(Be•. 33), than 10 in. in diameter it rounded or

stock eccounthtI. The eItebliIhment and Ireater then 15 in. in m• om dimemlon If
maintenance of formal reconis of materiel fls• (•e.". 9J,
in stock reflectinI such information m mtorqp. 1: Water artificially impounded in
quantities, values, condition, or othe• surface or unders•und re•woirm, for
information i required (P.ef. 96). future I. The term reSulation refm to the

mtoclraiJe ot•ct/ve. The mazimumquantitiu action of this stomp in modif•inI
of mskerlel to be maintained on hand to strmanflow (Bef. 6).
sustain current operations. It will consist of S: Water naturally di ed in I drain•e
the sun of stocks represented by the basin, such ,is I•und water, channel
opemtinl level and the Ifety level (Ref. •). stomse, and depression storage (R#f. 6).

stock controL Procem of malntaintnI ds• 3: Lolbt/•L The procemJ of hoidinl and
on the quantity, location, md condition of c•n• for supplies prior to imue.
muppli• and equipment due-in, on.hand, storage (memory). 1: PemdninI to • device
md due-out, to determine quantities of in which data can be stored and from which
materiel and equipment available and/or tt can b• obtained at a later time. The
required for issue and to facilitate mesm of stem data may be chemical,
distribution and management of materiel electrical, or mechanical,
(Re•. 5). 2: A device co• I of electronic,

stoek coonlin•on. A supply manaiPmant electrostatic, electric-t, hardware, or other
function exercised WlUal]¥ It depIrt•ant elements Into which datI rely be oI•tered,
level that controls the miiInment of ind from which data may be obtained u
materiel eolel ce for items or cateIIorie, desired.
of msterini to inventory manqlen. 3: The I t- • in any Iiven

stockpBo-to-ta•let eequeuce. 1: The order of coml•tar. •nonymous with memory.
events involved in removinl • nueluz mtomlJe time. Time durlni which • system or
weapon h•m ItorI41e, and s•emblinI, equipmemt is presumed to be in operlble
itinI, trIn•ortinI• and ddiverinI it on
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condition, but is being held for use (i.e., as stratification. The characteristic structural

a spare) (Ref. 3). feature of sedimentary rocks in beds, layers,
storm. 1: Any distubed state of the strata, laminae, lenses, wedges, and other

atmosphere, especially a affecting the essentially tabula units (Reot 1).
surfce of the earth and strongly implying statocumulus (Abbr. Sc). A principal cloud
destructive or othewise unpleasant weather type (cloud genus), predominantly
(Ref. 1). stratlform, in the form of a pay or whitish
2: In the Beaufort wind scale, a wind whom layer or patch, that nearly always has dark
speed is 56 to 68 kt (64 to 72 mph) (Ref parts and is nonfibrous. Its elements ar
3U tesselated, rounded, roll-shaped, or

storm center. The area of lowest undulatory (Ref. 1).
atmospheric pressure of a cyclone. This is a stratosphere; also lower stratosphere. 1: The
more general expression than eye of the atmospheric shell above the troposphere
storm, which refrs only to the center of a and below the mesosphere. It extends,
well.developed tropical cyclone, in which therefore, from the tropopause to the
then is a tendency of the skies to clear height where the temperature begins to
(Ref. 15) increase in the 20- to 26-km region.

storm track. The path followed by a center 2: The atmospheric shell extending upward
of low atmospheric pressure (Ref. 3). from the tropopause to the barn of the

seaddie ca7ry truck. A vehicle that straddles thermosphere; that is, to the minimum
a stack or load of material, lifts it with temperature level at about 70 to 80 kmn.
adjustable am, and moves it or loads it 3: Popularly and erroneously, all of the
onto trucks or other vehicles, atmosphere above the troposphere (Ref. 8).

stan. Tim elongation or shortening per unit stratum. A more or les distinct layer of
of oriuinal length of a body under tension rock, occurring as one of a series of strata in
or compression, or the distortion in angle the crust of the earth. Rock strata vary in
between two planes in a body under shear thickness from a fraction of an inch to
strs (Ref. 32) several feet and normally are horizontal.

stmin Np . See: pp• tramn stratus (Abbr. St). A principal cloud type
strain gage accelerometer. A typical (cloud genus) in the form of a gray layer

aceerometer in which a mass is affixed to with a rather uniform base. Stratus does not
a resistance wire strain page. As the usually produce precipitation, but when it
a imbly is subjected to acceleration, the does occur it is in the form of minute
force exerted by the mass on the strain gage particles, such as drizzle (Ref. 1).
changes, thereby causing a change in stray current corrosion. See: corohon, stray
resistance of the strain pp. current.

stralt. A relatively narrow body of water stream. 1: A course of water flowing
connecting two larger bodies (Reg. 10). between approximately parallel banks, such

hamd line. Driftwood scattered along a river a a river.
bank or a as coast which indicates the 2: A long narrow area of drift ice, usually
flood level or high tide mark (Ref. I IA consisting of small fragments detached from

strapping. 1: An operation by which supply the main belt and drifting under the
containers, such as cartons or boxes, are influence of wind or current.
reinforced by bends, metal straps, or wire 3: A steady flow of a fluid, small solid
placed at specified Intervals around them, particles, or radiant energy (Reo 15J-
drawn taut, and then sealed or clamped by stram channel. The bed where a natural
a machine, stream of water runs; the trench or
2: Measurement of storage tanks and depresion washed in the surface of the
calculation of volume to provide tables for earth by running water; a wash arroyo, or
conversion of depth of product in linear coulee (Reo. 10).
units of measurement to volume of streamer. A sinuous channel with a high
contents (Ref. 5). density of ions which, in a lightning
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diealarp, propates Itself through the air strese corrosion macking. A form of failure
by an electron avalanche Just ahead of the in which corrosion and stree occurring in
advancing tip. concert cause cracking of the material (Ref

-dreamflow. The discharge that occur. in a 34).
natural channel. Although the term stress, dynamic. Stres induced in an elastic
"dischare" can be applied to the flow of a element by the dynamic deflection applied
canal, the wood "streamflow" uniquely to it (Ref. 1).
deecribes the discharge in a surface stream stress endurance limit. The value of alternat-
course. Streamflow may be applied to ing strew, repetitively applied to an elastic
discharge whether or not it is affected by element, below which the element is not
diversion or regulation (Ref 6). expected to experience fatigue failure after

stream gaging. The process and art of an infinite (or extremely large) number of
measuring the depths, areas, velocities, and stress reverals (Ref. 1).
rates of flow in natural or artificial channels stres, envhiomental. The component force
(Ref, 6). of an environment. (Temperature, humidi-

stremuine, A curve whose direction at every ty, solar radiation, etc., are environmental
point coincides with the instantaneous strases.) (Ref. 1)
direction of the wind. Not to be confused stress, induced. A stress that is a component
with paths or trajectories. Streamlines show of the manmade phase of the environment,
the synoptic pattern of the wind direction, such as acceleration, shock. and vibration
which Is usually similar to but not identical (Ref. ]).
with the pressure pattern (Ref 13) stream, static. Stress induced in an elastic

streammie flow. A steady flow of fluid past element by the static deflection applied to
a body in which the fluid remains smooth it (Ref, 1).
and relatively unchanged, as in laminar flow stdation. A groove in soil or bedrock made
(Ref. 14). by a glacier. Striations indicate the

stream order. A method of numbering direction of the glacial movement.
streams a part of a drainage basin network. strike. The direction of a line formed by the
The smallest unbranched mapped tributary intersection of a geologic structure with a
is called first order, the stream receiving the horizontal plane. It is at right angles to the
tributary is called second order, and sn an dip (Ref, 32).
(Ref. 6). stroke. Meteorology. The luminous path of

tress. 1: 1,% general, a resultant condition of electrical energy flow in a lightning
applied force. discharge.
2: Mechan•s. (a) A condition existent 41 a structural damping. A type of vibration
body when its internal structure or surfaces control that involves the modification of
resist a force that produces or tends to the elastic properties of the mechanical
produce deformation in the body. (b) structure of the material involved.
Molecular resistance to change in shape or structure of the atmosphere. Vertical
size. (Ref, 14) distribution of the magnitudes of

sArem, allowable. The permissible maximum temperature, humidity, and stability of a
stres used In the design of a structure or representative air column or parts thereof.
component which takes into account subarctic. 1: A region of variable width
efficiency in the use of material and immediately south of the Arctic. Within
uncertainties in expected conditions of this area the mean temperature of the
service, in properties of the material, and in warmest 4-mo period is less than 50° F.
stream analysis (Ref, 1). 2: The land areas that extend south from

stress, climatic. The stresses that are the northern limit of forest to the northern
components of the climatic phae of the limit of the developed transportation net
environment, such as temperature, are considered operationally to be
moisture, solar radiation, atmospheric subarctic. Although treeless, such coastal
pressure, wind, and rain. (Ref. 1). areas u the Aleutians are subarctic rather

stress corroion. Ste: corroion, strems. than arctic. (Ref. 12)
170
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subscale fonmation. The precipitation of that infilt*a the surface soil, and moves
oxides of alloying elements beneath the toward the streams as ephemeral, shallow,
external surface of an alloy. It occurs u a perched ground water above the main
result of oxygen diffusion through the pound-water level (Ref. ft
external surface of the alloy (Ref. 34). subsurfa•e water. Water in liquid, solid, or

subhrmonie remponse. See: response, sub. gaseous date below the surface of the earth
harmonic. (Ref. 32) See ako: pound water; soil air.

sublimation. The transition of a substance subterranean stram. A body of water
from the solid phase dirmc*y to the vapor flowing through a very large intertice, such
phase, or vice verga, without paiing as a cave or cavern, or a group of lqe
through an intermediate liquid phase (Ref. communicating interstices (Reo. 32).
1). subtropical high. One of the semipermanent

sublimation nuclous. Any particle upon anticyclones of the subtropical
which an ice crystal may pow by the prec. high-pressure belt. They appear s centers
so of sublimation (Ref, 1). of action on mean charts of surface

subsidence. 1: Meteorology. A descending presure. They Ile over oceans and are best
motion of air in the atmosphere, usually developed in the summer season (Ref 3).
with the Implication that the condition succession. The replacement of one plant
extends over a rather broad area (Ref. 3). community by another (Ref. 1 i
2: Geology. A large area of the crust of the sugar mow. See: depth hoaw.earth that has been displaced downward sulfua dioxide (802). A heavy pungent,
with respect to the surrounding areas (Ref. colorless gas formed primarily by the
32). combustion of fossil fuels. 802 damages the
3: Soil Mechanics. A settling of surface respiratory tract as well as vegetation and
soils, particularly unconsolidated materials, materials and is considered a major air
either by the introduction of moisture into pollutant (Reo. 9).
upper layers and resulting lubrication, or by summit. The highest point of any undulating
removal of moisture (either by pumping or land, as of a rolling plain; a mountain. Thelowering the water table) from lower strata, apex, the top, or the highest point of any
leaving voids filled by weight of the landform (Ref. 10).
overburden (Ref. 1). sunburn. A superficial inflammation of the

subsistence. Food for, and provisions to be skin caused by solar rays. This form of I
used in, feeding military personnel and erythema occurs when histamine is formed
animals (Ref. 26). from histidin as the result of a

subsoil. Pedology. The "B" horizons of soils photochemical reaction under the influence
with distinct profiles. In soils with weak of ultraviolet radiation, mostly in
profile development, the subsoil can be wavelengths below 3,200 A. Histamine acts
defined as the soil below the plowed soil (or as an irritant, which causes greater blood
Its equivalent of surface soil), in which flow through the skin capillaries. The
roots normally grow (Ref. 16). reddening is followed by tanning, which

subsonic. Of or pertaining to speeds les than protects the deeper layers of the skin by
the speed of sound (Ref. 5). absorbing irritating portions of the

substitute transport-type vehicle. A wheeled radiation (Ref, 3).
vehicle designed to perform, within certain sunecald. 1: Localized injury to bark and
limitations, the same military function as cambium of a plant often resulting in
military transport vehicles, but not wounds. It is caused by a sudden increase in
requiring all the special characteristics exposure of a stem to intense sunshine and
thereof. They am developed from civilian high temperatures.
designs by edditlon of certain features, or 2: A blanching of surface tissues of leaves
from military designs by deletion of certain caused by sudden exposure to hot sun,
features (Ref. 5). (Ref. 19)

subsurface runoff. The part of precipitation sunset. 1: The phenomenon of the daily
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disappsarance of the sun below the western are divided as noted in the classes that fol.
horizon so a result of the rotation of the low:
earth. (a) Class I. 8%.bsistence including gratuitous
2: Contraction for the "time of sunset"; health and welfare items. Subclassification
this is defined in National Weather Service for Class I are: A-Air (inflight ations);
practice as that instant when the upper limb R-Refrgierated subsistence; LC -Nonrefriger.
of the sun just disappears below the sea ated subsistence (less combat rations);
level horizon (Ref. 3). L-Combat rations (including gratuitous

sunshine. Direct radiation from the sun, as health and welfare items).
opposed to the shading of a location by (b) Class 1. Clothing, Individual equipment,
clouds or by other obstructions (Ref. 1). tentage, organizational tool sets and tool

sunshine recorder. An instrument that kits, hand tools, administrative, and house.
records the duration but not the intensity keeping suppl4,s and equipment. Subclaul.
of sunshine at a given location. ficatlons for Class 1 are: B-Ground sup.

supercooL To cool below the freezing point port materiel (includes power generators
without solidification (Ref. 1). and construction, barrier, bridging, fire

supercooled cloud. A cloud composed of fighting, petroleum, and mapping equip.
supercooled liquid water drops. The ment); E-General supplies; F-Clothing and
importance of such clouds lies in their textiles; M-Weapons; and T-Industrial sup-
unstable compositions, since natural or piles (includes bearings, block and tackle,
artificial addition of ice crystals or other cable, chain, wire rope, screws, bolts, studs,
nuclei will initiate the rapid phase change to steel rods, plates, and bars).
a mixed cloud or to an ice crystal cloud (c) Class III. Petroleum, oils, and lubricants:
(Ref A). Petroleum fuels, lubricants, hydraulic and

supercooled droplets. Droplets that remain insulating oils, preservatives, liquid and
in the water phase at temperatures lower compressed gaues, bulk chemical products,
than 0"C (32FF). They can remain in the coolants, deicing and antifreeze corn-
water phase at temperatures as low as pounds, together with components and ad-
-40°C (-407F). See also: spontaneous ditives of such products, and coal. Subclas.
freezing point. sifications for Class III are: A-Air; and

supercooled fog. Liquid water droplets W-Ground (surface).
suspended in the atmosphere at (d) Claw IV. Construction: Construction
temperatures below 0°C (320 F). materials to include installed equipment,

supercooled warm rain. Rain caused by and all fortification/barrier materials. (No
growth of water droplets cooled to at leut subclassifications.)
-50C (230F) without changing into ice (e) Class V. Ammunition: Ammunition of
crystals, all types (including chemical, biological,

supersaturation. Meteorology, The condition radiological, and special weapons), bombs,
existing in a given portion of the explosives, mines, fuzes, detonators, pyro.
atmosphere when the relative humidity Is technics, missiles, rockets, propellants, and
greater than 100 percent; i.e., when it other associated items. Subclassifications
contains more water vapor than is needed for Clas V are: A-Air; and W-Ground.
to produce saturation with respect to a (f) Class VI. Personal Demand Items (Non-
plane surface of pure water or pure ice military Sales Items). (No subchsifica.
(Ret A). tions.)

supersonic. Of or pertaining to speed in (g) Clas VII. Major End Items: An end
excess of the speed of sound (Ref. 5). product or group of end products that is

supplies. All items necessary for the equip. ready for its intended use; e.g., launchers,
ment, maintenance, and operation of a mill. tanks, mobile machine ships, vehicles. Sub-
tary command, including food, clothing, claslfications for Class VII are: A-Air;
equipment, anma, ammunition, fuel, mate. B-Ground support materiel (includes
rials, and machinery of all kinds. For plan. power generators and construction, barrier,
ning and administrative purposes, supplies bridging, fire fighting, petroleum, and map.
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ping equipment); D-Adminlstkative vehi- structure formed directly on a snow surface
ales (commercial vehicles utilized in admin. by sublimation.
istrative motor pool); G-Electronics: surface inversion. A temperature inversion
K-Tactical vehicles; L-Miasiles; M-Weap. based on the surface of the earth; iLe,, an
one; and N-Special weapons. Increase of tem•perature with height
(h) Class VIII, Medical Material including beginning at the ground level. This
Medical Peculiar Repair Parts. (No subelmi. condition is due primarily to greater
fications.) radiative loss of heat at and near the surface
(i) Class IX. Repair Parts and components than at levels above (Ref. 3).
to include kits, assemblies, and subastent- surface resistivity or sheet resistance. Of a
blies, reparable and nonreparable, required material, the ratio of the potential gradient
for maintenance support of all equipment. paralle! to the current along Its surface to
Subclassifications for Class IX ae the sami the current per unit width of the surface,
as Class VII with addition of T-Industrial usually expressed in ohms. Surface
supplies (includes bearins, bock and tack. resistivity of a material is numerically equal
Il, cable, chain, wire rope, screws, bolts, to the resistance between two electrodes
studs, steel rods, plates, and bar). forming opposite sides of a square on the
U) Class X. Materiel to Support Nonmilitary surface of the material, the square size
Programs; e.g., Aricultural and Economic being immaterial (Ref. 4).
Development, Not included in Classes I.IX. surface runoff. The part of the runoff that
(Ref. 5) See also: stores. travels over the soil surface to the nearest

supply. The procurement, distribution, stream channel. It is also defined as that
maintenance while In storage, and salvage of part of the runoff of a drainage basin that
supplies, including the determination of has not pasaed beneath the surface since
kind and quantity of supplies. precipitation (Ref. 6).
(a) producer phase. The phase of i..Altary surface soil. The soil ordinarily moved in
supply that extends from determination of tillage, or its equivalent in uncultivated soil,
procurement schedules to acceptance of about 6 to 8 in, In thickness (Ref. 16),

finished supplies by the military Services. surface storage. The part of precipitation
(b) consumer phase, The phase of military retained temporarily at the ground surface

supply that extends from receipt of finished as Interception or depression storage so that
supplies by the military Services through it does not appear as infiltration or surface
issue for use or consumption (Ref. 5). runoff either during the rainfall or shortly

supply control. The process by which an thereafter (Ref. 3).
item of supply is controlled within the surface temperature. See; temperature, sur-
supply system, including requisitioning, face.
receipt, storage, stock control, shipment, surface tension; also surface energy; surface
disposition, Identification, and accounting free energy; capillary forces; interfacial ten.
(Ref. 5), sion. A phenomenon peculiar to the sur-

supply point. Any point where supplies are face of liquids, caused by an attraction
issued in detail (Ref. 5). towards the interior of the liquid acting on

suprapermafoit layer. Thickness of ground the liquid molecules in or near the surface
above the permafrost, consisting of active in such a way to reduce the surface area. An
layer, talik, and also the pereletok, actual tension results. It is proper to speak
wherever present (Ref. 12)} of the "surface energy" of solids, but not

Ssuprapermafrost water, Ground water above their "surface tension",
the permafrost table (Ref. 11). surface water. Water on the surface of the

Ssurface friction. See: friction, earth (Ref. 6).
surface geometry. The three.dimensional surface wave propagation. 1: A form of

configuration of the terrain surface (Ref. propagation for electromagnetic waves at
35). frequencies less than 30 Mhz in which the

surace hoar. Ice crstals with a fernlike waves tend to travel along the interface
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between the surface of the earth and the all of its possible translational and
upper atmosphere, rotational elastic excursions from its static
2' A mode of elastic vibration of a solid or quiescent position (Ref. 1).
sueh that the energy of the elastic wave is sweat. Condensed water vapor on a'&rlatively
conce.trated at the surface with little or no cold surface, similar to dew. The term
bulk vibrations. "dew" usually refers to condensed vapor on

surge. A relatively sudden and vigorous natural objects such as leaves and grass
movement, of an airmass, or an airma. when they are cooled during the night,
property, in some particular direction. Also while sweat refers more specifically to
used for pressure increases not explained by condensed vapor on a manmade object,
the more usual meteorological pattern, such as a pipe or an instrument, at any time

survey, geodetic. A survey that takes into (Ref. 15).
consideration the size and shape of the sweep. An increase or decrease of applied
earth; implies a reference spheroid that vibration test frequency between two
represents the geoid and the horizontal and frequency limits, the rate of change of
vertical control datums (Ref. 12). frequency being a particular function of

survey meter. A portable instrument, such as time or frequency (Ref. 1).
a Geiger counter or ionization chamber, sweep rate. In vibration testing, (a) The rate
used to detect nuclear radiation and to of change of applied frequency, expressed
measure the dose rate (Ref. 12). as a function of time or frequency: (b) The

sury, plane. A 'jurvey in which the effect instantaneous value of the rate of change at
of the curvature of the earth is almost a particular time or frequency (Ref. 1).
entirely neglected, and computations of the swell; also rise. 1: Ocean waves that have
relative positions of the stations are made traveled out of their generating area. Swell
using the principles of plane geometry and characteristically erhibits a more regular
trigonometry (Ref. 12). and longer period and has flatter crests than

swale. A slight depression in generally level waves within Uieir fetch.
land, usually covered with a rank growth of 2: A long, broad elevation that rises gently
grass and often marshy (Ref. 21). and generally smoothly from the sea floor

swamp. 1: In general, any area of continu. (Rel. 18).
ously saturated or spongy ground having swell-and-swale. Topography consisting of
poor drainage, gently, well-rounded hills alternating with
2: Botany. An area of continuously saturat. corresponding subdued depresions. Such
ed ground, supporting large aquatic plants topography is characteristic of the pound
having submerged or floating leafy shoots, moraines of continental glaciers (Ref. 32).
often dominated by shrubs and trees (Ref. swelling. The expansion of porous material
11). caused by the sorption of swelling liquids,
Specifically, a swamp is a tract of low-lying such as water, when the liquid content of
land that is saturated with moisture and the material is below the saturation point
usually overgrown with the vegetation; it for the liquid sorbed (Ref. 1).
differs from a marsh in that it is not ordi- swept random vibration. See: vibration,
narily covered with water, and from a bog swept random.
in that the latter consists largely of decay- swimming capability. As applied to vehicles,
ing vegetation, the ability of a vehicle to negotiate water

S-wave; also secondary wave; shear wave; obstacles by propelling itself across,
transverse wave. A transverse body wave without being in contact with the bottom
that tra-,r:s through the interior of an (Ref. 12).
elastic ,nedium. Originally applied to symbolic form. Conventions of arrangement
earthquake seismology where it was the used by international agreement for trans-
second (hence: S) type of wave tn arrive at mitting weather information in order U,
a recording station (Ref. I). conserve time and expense (Ref. 12).

sway space. The total space occupied by all oyneline. A trough or fold of stratified rock
parts of a resiliently supported body during
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in which the beds Incline downward toward locality In a given synoptic situation, rather
each other from either side. than the usual climatic parameters which

synergisn. The cooperative action of spa- represent averages over all synoptic
rate substances so that the total effect is conditions (Ref. I).
pester than the sum of the effects of the synoptic meteorology. The study and
substances acting independently (Ref. 9). analysis of synoptic weather information

synoptic. In general, pertaining to or (synoptic charts, synoptic weather
affording an overall view. In meteorology, observations) (Ref. 3).
this term has become somewhat specialized syn )ptie weather chart. A chart of any
in referring to the use of meteorological extended portion of the surface of the earth
data obtained simultaneously over a wide on which are delineated the weather
area for the purpose of presenting a conditions at different points observed at
comprehensive and nearly instantaneous the same moment of actual time (Ref. 12).
picture of the state of the atmosphere. system effectiveness. The probability that a
Thus, to a meteorologist, synoptic takes on system can successfully meet an operational
the additional connotation of simultaneity demand within a given time when operated
(Ref. 3). under specified conditions (Ref. 33).

synoptic climatology. The study and analysis systemic pesticide. A pesticide chemical that
of climate in terms of synoptic weather is carried to other parts of a plant or animal
information principally in the form of after It is ingested or taken up from the soil
synoptic charts. The information thus or body surface (Ref. 9).
obtained gives the climate of a given

11
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T

T Abbr. for tarm (101"); Tropical (air or Canada, Alaska, and the northern United
region). States.

tableland. A flat or undulating elevated area; tangential acceleration. In curvilinear
a plateau or mesa (Ref. 10). motion, tangential acceleration is the

table, water. See: water table. component of the total acceleration taken
tabular iceberg or shelf berg. A mas of ice, in the direction of the velocity tangent to

with a fiat tablelike surface and an upper the path of motion.
portion formed of stratified snow or fim, tangential adfreezin strength. The resistance
which has calved from an ice shelf (Ref. to the force required to shear off an object
11). that is frozen to the ground, and to

TACOM Abbr. for U S Army Tank-Auto. overcome the friction along the plane of
motive Command. contact between the pround and the object

tactical air transport operations. The cariage (Ref. 11).
of passengers and cargo within a theater by tape sampler method. A technique for
means of (Ref. 5): sampling particulates for periods of les
(a) Airborne operations: (1) parachute than 24 hr; not a reference method.
assault; (2) helicopter-borne assault; and (3) tapioca snow. See: graupel.
air landing. tam. A small mountain lake or pool (Ref.
(b) Air logistic support. 10).
(c) Special misions, tarnish. Discoloration of metallic surfaces by
(d) Aeromedical evacuation missions, corrosion products that result in an

tactical locality. An area of terrain that, adherent film covering the metal surface
because of its location or features, possesses (Ref. 34).
a tactical significance in the particular tarpaulin. A term loosely used to refer to
circumstances existing at a particular time any of a variety of cloth or plastic sheets,
(Ref. 5). either waterproof or not, that are used to

talga. A term of Rusian origin for the cover items, and to provide some protection
circumboreal or circumpolar forest belt of from precipitation, sand, dust, etc. Original-
the Northern Hemisphere. The predominant ly, canvas waterproofed by impregnation
trees of the taiga are conifers, principally with tar.
pine, fir, spruce, and larch; hardwood taxonomy. The science of scientific clasalfi-
species also occur, as birch, aspen, and alder cation, especially of animals and plants.
(Ref. U1). TDSP Abbr. for Office of Technical Data

talik. A Russian term applied to and Standardization Policy.
permanently unfrozen ground In regions of technical supply operations. Operations
permafrost. It usually applies to a layer that performed by supply units or technical
lies above the permafrost, but below the supply elements of supply and maintenance
active layer (Ref. 12). units in acquiring, accounting for, storing,

talus, A collection of fallen disintegrated and issuing Class I and IV items needed by
material that has formed a slope at the foot supported units and maintenance activities
of a steeper declivity (Ref. 10). (Ret 5).

tamarack. Any of several American larches; tectonic force. A force originating within %he
especially the American or black larch interior of the earth, resulting from the
found in cool swamps or uplands of expansion, contraction, or the transfer of
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molten matter, involving both the radiation as it receives from its surroundinp
deformation of the crust of the earth and (Ref 1).
the movement of molten material from one temperature shock. 1: A sudden, severe
place to another, change in the temperature of a piece of

telemeter. The measuring, transmitting, equipment.
receiving, and indicating apparatus for 2: An environmental test intended to
obtaining the value of a quantity at a simulate the effect of such a change. (Ref.
distance. The radiosonde system Is a 1)
meteorological example of a telemeter (Ref. temperature, surface. 1: Meteorology. The
3). temperature of the air near the surface of

telemetry. The science concerned with the earth, almost invariably determined by
measuring a quantity or quantities; a thermometer in an instrument shelter.
transmitting the results to a distant station; Also called shelter temperature.
and interpreting, indicating, or recording 2: Oeeanography, The temperature of the
the quantities measured (Rut 7). layer of ma water nearest the atmoophere.

telephotometer or treaumlsometer; also It is generally determined either as bucket
transmittance meter; hasemeter. An in. temperature or injection temperature. (Ref.
strument for measuring the extinction coef- 8)
ficient of the atmosphere and for the deter- temporarily airborne dust. Particles made
mination of visual range. When specifically airborne by artificial means or by natural
used to measure the transmisivity of the winds, whose settling velocities are
intervening atmosphere (or other medium), sufficiently low that they can remain
it is usually called a trsnsmlasometor (Ref. airborne for a considerable time. Such
3). particles have sizes between 2 and 150 Jm

temperate climate. Very generally, the and settling velocities from 2 to 90 cm s".
climate of the "middle" latitudes; the temporary threshold shift (Abbr. TrS). A
variable climate between the extremes of temporary loss of sensitivity to sound of
tropical climate and polar climate. This the human ear,
term hu no precise meaning and cannot be tensile strength. A term denoting the grest-
used to delimit a particular range of est longitudinal tensile stress a substance
climatic conditions (Ref 1). can bear without tearing apart or rupturing

temperate rainforest. A type of forest that (Ref. 4).
exists in cool but generally frost-free tensile stress. Furce, per unit cross-sectional
regions of heavy annual precipitation (Ref area, applied to elongate a material (Ref. 4).
1), tension set. The condition when a plastic

timperature chamber. See: chamber, material shows permanent deformation
1empas.Jture. caused by stress, after the stres is removed

temperature coefficient of resistivity. A (Ref 4).
measure of the rate of change of electrical TER Abbr. for triple ejection rack.
resistivi;" with temperature. terminal moraine; also end moraine; frontal

temperature gradient. The change in morane. A rampart of drift, predominant.
temperature per unit distance between one ly till, deposited at the terminus of a glacier
point and another. (Ref. 11).

temperature hivearmson. A layer of air in terminal operations. The reception, process.
which temporature increases with altitude. ing, and staging of passengers; the receipt,
The principal characteristic of an inversion transit storage, and marshalling of cargo;
layer is its marked static stability, so that the loading and unloading of ships or air.
very little turbulent exchange can occur craft; and the manifesting and forwarding
within it (Re.. IZ). of cargo and passengers to destination (Ref

temperature, mean radiant. The temperaturu 6).
at which an object gives out as much terminal velocity. Hypothetical ma&lmum
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slped a body could attain along a specified terrain factor. A specific attribute of the
path under given conditions of weight and terrain that can be described in quantitative
thrust if moving through an unlimited dis- terms (Ref. 35).
tanes in air of specified uniform density terrain intelligence. Processed information
(Reo. 5). on the military significance of natural and

termites. Any of numerous white or pale. manmade characteristics of an area (Ref. 5).
colored soft.bodied social insects (order terrain profile. A geometric representation
laoptera) that live in colonies. They are of the surface ofI the earth as an
"found in the Temperate Zones and the amplitude-distance cur'e (Ref. 1).
Tropics and are very destructive to wooden terrain study. An analysis and interpretation
structures, especially those in contact with of natural and manmade features of an area,
the ground. their effects an military operations, and the

L terrace. 1: A berm, or discontinuous meg. effects of weather and climate on these
ments of a bem, in a valley at some height featu*s (Ref. 5).
above the flood plain, representing a former terrain tiafficability. The ability of terrain to
abandoned flood plain of the stream (Ref. support the passage of vehicles (Ref. 35).
6). terrain type. A region throughout which a
2: A relatively narrow plain or bench on the specified assemblias of terrain factors
side of a slope terminating in a short declivi- occurs (Ref. 36).
ty; a plain, natural or artificial, from which terrestrial climates. All the climates observed
the surface descends on one side and as. to occur on or near (within the atmosphere)
"cends on the other (Ret. 10). the surface of the earth.

terrain. An area considered as to its extent, terrestrial environment. The land area of the
and manmade and natural features In earth, including its manmade and natural

' Irelation to its use for military operations surface and subsurface features, and its
, (Ref. 42). interfaces and interactions with the

terrain analysis. The process of Interpreting a atmosphere and the oceans (Ref. 5).
geographical area to determine the effect of terrestrial radiation or earth radiation. The
the natural and manmade features on total in:rared radiation emitted from the
military operations. This includes the surface of the earth; to be carefully
influence of weather and climate on those distinguished from effective terrestrial
features (Ref. 42). radiation, atmospheric radiation, and

temdi analyaer. A mobile instrument devel, Insolation (Ref. 3).
opcd by the Land Locomotion Laboratory terrestrial scintillation. See: atmospheric
for rapid measurement and automatic boil.
reduction of soil strength and terrain profile tereTstrial suriace radiation. Radiation emit-
data, consisting of a mounting vehicle, a ted by the suriace of the earth.
bevameter, a gyro-referenced two-point pro- tessellated. Having a checkered or mottled
file follower, and electronic components, appearance.

terrain estimate. The portion of an analysis test, accelerated. A test designed to shorten
of the area of operations that concerns the testing time by increasing the severity of
description of the terrain, the military the test. This includes what might be
aspects of the terrain, and the effects of the termed "aggravated" testing where the
characteristics of terrain on enemy and limits are extended so as to introduce a
friendly courses of action, including their pester degree of severity (Ref. I).
influence on the response to nuclear test, destructive. 1: A test in which materiel
weapon effectc. (Ref. 42). or equipment is subjected to environmental

terrain avaluat.n. The valuation and conditions that are inherently damage-
interpretation of an area of probable producing or destructive.
military operations to determine the effect 2: A test in which materiel or equipment is
of the tcrrain on the lines of action open to intentionally damaged to determine its
opposing force, in this area (Ref. 12). damage or fatigue resistance. (Ref. 1)

test, endurance. A dynamic fatigue test (e.g.,
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vibration test) usually conducted at theatier. The geographical area outside conti-
accelerated stress levels (Ref. 1). nental United States for which a commsnd-

test, environmental field. A test in which a er of a unified or specified command has
piece of equipment or an entire system Is been asalked military rsponsibility (Ref
exposed or operated under natural 5).
environmental conditions (Ref. 1). theodolite. An optical instrument that

test, environmental simulation. A test in consists of a sighting telescope mounted so
which a piece of equipment or an entire that it Is free to rotate around horizontal
system is oxposed or operated under end vertical axes, and graduated scales sosimulated service conditions, usually in a tlhat the angles of rotation may be
laboratory (Ref. I) measured. The telescope is usually fitted

test, nondestructive. 1' A test in whiC& with a right-angle priam so that the observer
materiel or equipment Is subjected to continues to look horizontally into the
environmental conditions that are eyepiece, whatever the variation of the
inherently nondamaging or nondestructive, elevati'n arngle, In meteorology, the
2: A teat in which materiel or equipment is theodoLWe is used principally to observe the
subjected to inherently damage-producing motion of a pilot balloon (Ref. 3).
conditions, but the stress levels or exposure theoretical gravity. The value of gravity at
times are intentionally reduced to prevent the surface of the earth if the earth were a
equipment damage or destruction (Ref. 1). perfect sphere with no veriation in mass to

test, simulated service. A controlled test, induce anomalies (Ref 40).
usually conducted in a laboratory, designed thermal. A relatively small.scale, rising
to produce results having a meaningful current of air produced when the
relationship to those produced in service atmosphere is heated enough locally by the
under natural environmental conditions surface of the earth to produce absolute
(Ref I). instability in its lowest layers. For example,

textural clau•. Pedology. Kinds of soil glider pilots seek out and ride "thermals",
material according to the proportions of showing how strong and persistent the
sand, silt, and clay. The principal US thermal updraft may be (Ref. 1).
Department of Agriculture textural classes thermal aging. Exposure to a given thermal
in s&W, in increasing order of the amount of condition or a programmed series of
silt and clay, are as follows: sand, loamy conditions for prescribed periods of time
sand, sandy loam, loam, silt loam, silt, (Ref. 4).
sandy clay loam, clay loam, silty clay loam, thermal alloying. The act of uniting two
sandy clay, silty clay, and clay (Ref. 16). different metals to make one common

thid weg. GClogyo, 1: The line following the metal by the use of heat (Ref 4).
lowest part of a valley, whether under water thermal barrier. 1: A popular term for flight
or not. speed limitations imposed by aerodynamic
2: The line of continuous maximum heating. Also called the heat-barrier (Ref
descent from any point on a land surface, 7).
or that line cutting all contours at right 2: An insulation wall, layer, blanket,
angles (Ref 1). enclosure, or heat exchanger designed to

thaw. A weather condition occurring when protect equipment from the effects of high
the temperature rises above the f'reezing temperatures (Ref. 1).
point and ice and snow melt (Ref. I)). thermal breakdown. The physical or

thawing index. The number of degree days chemical degradation of material to the
(above and below 32',F) between the lowe"t point of failure as a result of exposure to
and highest points on the cumulative degree thermal energy.
days-time curve for one thawing season. It thermal conductivity. An inta'insic physical
is used as a measure of the combined property of a substance, dwscribing its
duration and magnitude of above-freezing ability to conduct heat as a consequence of
temperatures occurring durbig any given molecular motion (Ref. 1).
thawing season (Ref. 11). thermal deterioration. Impairment of physi-
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cal properties due to effects of high or very ultraviolet, visible, and infrared radiations.
low temperaturhs Reef. U). (Ref. 5)

thermal efflcency. Climatology. An expm- thermal rating. 1: The maximum or
dlon of the effectiveness of temperature in minimum temperature at which a material
determining the rate of plant growth, #- will perform it function without undue
suming sufficient moisture (Ref. I). degradation (Ref. 4).

thermal expamion. The expansion of a mate- 2: The maximum power dissipation that a
rial when subjected to heat (Ref 4). component can absorb without exceeding

thermal exposure. 1: The total normal com- its rated temperature.
ponent of thermal radiation striking a given thermal shock. See: temperature shock.
surface throughout the course of a detona- thermal stacking. The procem by which a
tion; expressed in the units: calories per low level input of energy to an electroex-
square centimeter (Ref. 12). plosive device gradually raies the tempera-
2: The total incident thermal energy to ture to the initiation temperature.
which materiel or personnel are exposed thermistor. A device whom electrical resist.
over a specified time period. ance varies markedly and monotonically

thermal heating. Aerodynamic heating pro. with temperature and that possesses a nep-
duced by supersonic and hypersonic travel tive temperature coefficient of resistivity.
through the atmosphere; tranfer of heat The thermistors used in meteorology are
tfom a laminar or turbulent flow around composed of solid semiconducting materials
the nose of a reentry body as It loses kinetic whose resistance decrmeas about 4 percent
anergy (Ref. 40). per deg C of temperature Increase. They are

thermal Instability. 1: The instability result- constructed in a variety of sizes, and may
ing in free convection in a fluid heated at a be obtained with thermal time-constants of
boundary. a millisecond or les. Meteorological appli-2: Meteorology, The instability of a body cations include thermometers, anemome-

of air with respect to its temperature distri, ters, and bolometers. (Ref. 3)
butlon. (Ref 1) thermocouple. A temperature-sensing ele-

thermal load. 1: The sum of the thermal ment that converts thermal energy directly
energy generated in or received by a into electrical energy. In its basic form, it
component or assembly. consists of two dissimilar metallic electrical
2: tresses imposed upon a missile structure conductors connected in a cloud loop. One
because of expansion or contraction (or pair of junctions form a thermocouple,
both) of certain structural elements by several pairs form a thermopile (Ref. 1).
aerodynamic heating during flight and thermodynamics. The branch of physics that
reentry, by exposure to the heat of a rocket deals with heat and its use and with the
flame, or by cooling effects of liquid associated statistics of molecular motion.
oxygen in the oxidizer system (Ref 40). thermogram. The record of a thermograph

thermal noise. See: noise, thermal. (Ref. 3).
thermal pollution. Degradation of water thermograph. 1: A self-recording

quality by the introduction of a heated ef. thermometer. The thermometric element is
fluent; primarily a result of the discharge of most commonly either a bimetallic strip or
cooling waters from industrial processes, a bourdon tube filled with a liquid. (Ref 1)
particularly from electrical power genera. 2: A graphic display of the temperature
tion. Even small deviations from normal distribution of a surface.
water temperatures can affect aquatic life. thermokarnt. Karat-like topographic features
Thermal pollution usually can be controlled produced by the melting of ground ice and
by cooling towers (Ref, 9). the subsequent settling or caving of ground,

thermal radiation. 1: The heat and light characterized by an uneven topography
produced by a nuclear explosion, with short ravines, sink holes, funnels, and
2: Electromagnetic radiations emitted from caverns similar to those produced in a
a heat or light source as a consequence of limestone terrain by the solvent action of
its temperature; it consists essentially of water (Ref 12).
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thuemometer. An instrument for memuring sometimes hail, gusts, and tornadoes; set off
temperatur by utilizing the variation of the by convergence, frontal activity, orographic
physical properties of substances according life, or surface convection (Ref. 13).
to their thermal states (Ref 1). tidal current. The alternating hoiriontal

thermometer, mzinu.iU. See: maximum movement of water associated with the rise
thermomAter. and fall of the tide caused by the

thermometer, minimum. See: minimum astronomical tide-producing forces. In
thermometer, relatively open locations, the direction of

thermometer, sonic. See: sonic thermome- tidal currents rotates continuously through
ter. 360 deg diurnally or semidiumally. In

theumopBe. A tmnsducer for oonverting coastal regions, the nature of tidal currents
thermal energ directly into electrical ener- is determined by lucal topography as well
gy. It is composed of pairs of thermo- (Ref. 18).
couples that as connected either in serie tidal fiat. A marsh or sandy or muddy
or in parallel. The output voltage of n-pairs coastal flatland that is covered and
of series-connected thermocouples is uncovered by the rise and fall of the tide
n-times the voltage developed by a single (Ref 18).
pair, while the urrent developed by n-pairs tidal marsh. Any marsh or flatland, the
of ps'rallel-connected thermocouples is surface of which is wetted by a tidal flow
n-times the current developed by a single (Ret 10).
pair. Tharmopiles are used in thermoelectric tidal wave. See: tsunami.
radiation instruments when the output of a tide. The periodic rising and falling of the
single pair of thermocouples is not large oceans and atmosphere. It results from the
enough (Ret. 3). tide-producing forces of the moon and sun

thermoplsic. Becoming soft or capable of acting upon the rotating earth. This
being molded when hot and hardening again disturbance actually propagates as a wave
when cooled. through the atmosphere and through the

thermosetting. The act of a material surface layer of the oceans (Ref. 18).
changing from a liquid, paste, or plastic tide pge. A device for measuring the height
form to an elastomeric or rigid form, due to of ocean tide. It may be simply a graduated
the application of heat (Ret, 4). staff in a sheltered location where visual

thin natural screen. Natural growth left in observations can bd made at any desired
front of entrenchments and emplacements time, or it may consist of an elaborate
to aid in concealing them (Ref 12). recording instrument (sometimes called

threshold of audibility. The sensitivity of marigraph) making a continuous graphic
human hearing at a particular test record of tide height against time. Such an
frequency. instrument is usually actuated by a float in

threshold contrast. The smallest contrast of a pipe communicating with the sea through
luminance that is perceptible to the human a small hole that filters out the shorter
eye under specified conditions of target waves (Re. 18).
visual angle and adaptation luminance. tide pool. See: pool.

thunder. The sound emitted by rapidly tie-down diagram. A drawing indicating the
expanding pases along the channel of a prescribed method of securing a particular
lightning discharge (Ref 1). item of cargo within a specified type of

thunderhead. A popular term for the incus vehicle (Ref 5).
("anvil") of a cumulonimbus cloud; or, les tie-down point pattern. The pattern of tie-
appropriately, the upper portion of a swell- down points within a vehicle (Ret. 5).
ing cumulus, or the entire cumulonimbus 1ll1. Unsorted and unstratified rQck frag.
(Ref 3). ments ranging In size from clay to boulders,

thunderstorm. A cumulonimbus cloud that deposited directly by a glacier. Sometimes
produces thunder and/or lightning, called boulder clay or glacial till (Ref. 11).
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till plain. Relatively level area of ground lead-tjme periods. It includes peacetime
moraine conaliting of till (Ref. 1). force material assets and mobilization

timberline; also tree line; btoet limit. 1: The reserve stock (ief. 5).
upper limit of erect trees in mountainous total pressure. See: pressure, total.
regions, total totals Index. Th,* sum of the vertical
2: The northern limit of erect trees in the wid crow toWai indexes.
Arctic. (Ref 11) toughness. The ability of material to absorb

time constant. See: relaxation time. energy during plastic deformation (Ref. 1).
tolersmae does. The amount of radiation that tourmaline. A mineral which is a complex

may be received by an individual within a silicate of prim~arily aluminum and boron
specilfledperiodwithnegligibleresults(Ref. but varying widely in chemical
5). composition.

tombolo. A sandbar built by the msa, tying town fog. An ice fog created by extremely
an island to the mainland (Ref. 10). low temperatures (-59)0 to -650F), usually

tone. A sound wave characterized by noticeable over more or less densely
definite frequency relationships u opposed inhabited places, because of the conflict
to noise that has no definite frequencies, between locally generated warm moist air

topographic map. A map that presents the and the surrounding cold air. At extremely
vertical position of features in measurable low temperatures, such a fog may appear
form as well as their horizontal positions over a body of troops, herd of cattle,
(Ref. 8). See also: map. gasoline.powered vehicles, artillery fire, etc.

topographic plot. Representation, by means (Ref. 12).
of contour lines, of the pround relief of an to.wnend 6'spport. A fixed support mount-area shown in a stereoscopic model (Ref ing maximum and minimum thermometers

12). of the llquid-in-glaas type. The support
topography. The physical features, both nat. holds the thermometers at the correct oper.

ural and manmade, of the surface of the sting attitude and also permits their rota-
earth. In terrain analysis the following cate. tion for resetting when desired (Ref. 3).
gorine of topographical features are con- trafficability. Capability of terrain to bear
sidered: relief, drainage, surface materials, traffic. It refers to the extent to which the
vegetation, special physical phenomena, and terrain will permit continued movement of
manmade (cultural) features (Ref. 42). any and/or all types of traffic.

topsil. The uppermost layer of the soil (the traffic circulation map; ilso circulation
surface soil). map. A map showing traffic routes and the

tornado. Any destructive wind gust or whirl measures for traffic regulation. It indicates
associated with a pendint funnel or tubular the roads for use of certain classes of
cloud of very limited horizontal extent traffic, the location of traffic control
(when over water, a waterspout) (Ref, 13). stations, and tlhe directions in which traffic
See also: spout. may move (Ref, 5).

torr. A unit fnr measurement of a state of traffic density. The average number of
vacuum, defined as 1/750th of a standard vehicles that occupy 1 mi or 1 km of road
atmosphere; a torr is very nearly equal to a space, expressed in vehicles per mile or per
millimeter of mercury (Ref. 1). kilometer (Ref, 5).

torsidograph. A type of vibrogiaph designed traffic flow, The total number of vehicles
for the measurement of torsional vibration passing a given point in a given time, Traffic
(Ref. 1). flow is expreswd as vehicles per hour (Ref.

total materiel assets. 'ihe total quantity of 5).
an item available in the military system train. 1: A service force or group of service
worldwide and all funded procurement of elements that provides logistic support; e.g.,
the item with adjustments to piovide for an organization of naval auxiliary ships or
transfers out of or i.lto the inventory merchant ships attached to a fleet for this
through the appropriation and procurement purpose; similarly, the vehicles and
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operating personnel that furmisz supply, to supersonic speeds and vice veran (Beft 5).

2: Bombs dropped in short intervals at I plantu is transferrd nwater vapor to the
sqec.(Ref. 5) atmosphere.f

from one form to another. For examnple, a or phytometer. (Ref. 3)A
thermocouple transduces head energy into transport area. A we are in the proximity
electrical energy (Ref. 3). of the landing beaches of an amphibious

transfer area. In an amphibious operation, assault for tranport unloading operations
the water area In which the transfer of (Ref. 5)
troops and supplies from lending craft to transportalon. When considered asa oompo-
amnphibious vehicles is effected (Ref. 5). neat of the logistic cycle, transportation

transfer loader. A wheeled or tracked vehicle cam be considered to be. In general terms,
with a platform capable of vertical and the movement of materiel from one gec-
horizontal adjustment used In the loading graphic location to another.
and unloading of aircraft, ships, or other 013211; ias eEW M ergenc9y. A situation that
vehicles (Ref. 5A~ has been created by a shorag of normal

transient vibration. See: vibration, transient. transportation capability and of a wognd-
transmissibility. The nondimenslonal ratio of tade sufficient to frustrate military move-

the response amplitude of a system in a meat requirements, and that requires extra-
steady-state forced vibration to the ordinary action by the President or other
amplitude of the vibration excitation. The designated authority to insure continued
ratio may be one of forces, displacements, movement of essen tial Department of
velocities, or accelerations (Ref. 22). Defense traffic (Ref. 5).

trahsmsgibuity, absolute. 1: For foundation transportation operating agenci. 1: Mili-.
motion excitation, the ratio of the vibration tary. Theme agencie. are the Military Traffic
amplitude of a piece of equipment to the Management and Terminal Service, under
vibration amplitude of the structure to the Department of the Army; the Military
which it is mounted. fiealift Command, under the Deparment of
2: For force excitation forom within a piece the Navy; and the Military Airlift Cam-
of equipment, the ratio of the force mand, wnder the Department of the Air
amplitude transmitted to the base on which Force.
the equipment is mounted to the amplitude 2: CIAU Those Federal agencies having rw
of thc existing force in the equipment. sponsibilitles under national emergency
(RO. 22) conditions for the operational direction of

Uwtansissbility, relative. The ratio of the one or move farms of transportation; they
relative deflection amplitude of an isolator are also retorted to as Federa Modal Agen.
to the displacement amplitude imposed at ciss or Federal Tranqiort Agencies. (Ref. 5)
the isolator base (Rot. 22). tranportation priorities. Indicators assigned

tramisoietr.See: talephotometer. to eligible traffic that establish its
trarnsnlmane or transmlssivity. A messure movement precedence. Appropriate priority

of the amount of radiation propagated systems apply to the movement of traffic
througha a given medium; defined as the by sea and air. In times of emergency,
ratio of transmitted radiation to the total priorities may be applicable to continental
radiation incident upon the medium (Ref. United States movements by land, water, or
31) air (Ref. 5).

transonic. Of or pertain"ing to the speed of a transport capacity. The capacity of a vehicle
body in a surrounding fluid when the is defined by the number of persons and the
relative speed of the fluid is subsonic in tonnage (or volume) of equipment that can
some places and supersonic in others. This be cerried by the vehicle under given
is encountered when passing &aom subsonic condir~ons (Ref. 5).
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transport control center. Air 2hmsport. The oceans. By international ageement, tropical
operations center through which the air cyclones have been classified aoccording to
transport force commander exercise@ their Intensity, as tropical deprmioms,
control over the air transport system (Ref. tropical storms, and hurricanes or typhoons
6). (Ref. 1).

trunport network. The complete system of tropical depression. A tropical cyclone in
the routes pertaining to all means of which the surface windspeed is les than 34
taneport available in a particular are. It is kt (39 mph) (Ref 1A
made up of the networks particular to each tropical eastarliez; also subtropical
means of transport (fef 5). estearies. A term applied to the trade

transport stream. Transport vehicles winds when they are shallow and exhibit a
proceeding in trail formation (Ref. 5). strong vertical shear. With this structure, at

transport vehicle. A motor vehicle deelined about 5,000 ft the euterlies give way to the
and used without modification to the upper westerlies (antitrades) v.hich are
chassis, to provide general transport service sufficiently strong and deep to govern the
In the movement of personnel and cargo course of cloudiness and weather. The
(Ref A). tropical easterlies occupy the p•'eward

tranhvene dune. A ridge of sand oriented at margin of the tropics in summer and can
a right angle to the direction of the cover moat of the tropical belt in winter
prevailing wind. Cross-eectional shape i (Ref 3).
gnerndly saymmetric and creasted, with tropicanivatlon. Preparation of materiel to
some arnu roiling (Ref 1). limit infiltration of moisture Into critical

transveusewave. See:wavy, trnsverse. parts of equipment and to kill and
trapping. The procem whereby a fixed part discourage fungous growth, thereby

of a vehicle, such as the bumper, comes in permitting storage and use in tropical
contact with the ground and prevents regions (Ref. 12).
motion. tropicalihed equipment. Materiel that has

tree line. See: timberline. been especially prepared and treated for use
trelli drainage. The pattern formed when in tropical climates.

major strams are arranged in relatively tropical ralnforest. A type of forest that
straight parallel lines with tributaries joining existe in tropical regions where procipita-
them at right angles. tion is heavy (generally more than 100 in.

triangulation. In popular usge, a trigono- per yr). It consists mainly of a wide variety
metric opmation for finding a position or of lofty broadlef evergreen trees that carry
location by means of hearinp from two a profusion of parasitic or climbing plants
fixed points separated by a known distance. (Ref. 1)A

triazil teat; also confined compression tropical storm. A tropical cyclone in which
tst. Soil Mechanics A test to determine the urfce windspeed is at lead 34, but not
the maximum shearing strength of a soil more than 63 kt (Ret 8).
(Ref. 1). tropopause. The transition sone between the

triple point. The thermodynamic state at stratosphere and the troposphere. The
which three phases of a substance exist in tropopause normally occurs at an altitude
equilibrium. For water, the triple point is at of about 25,000 to 45,000 ft in polar and
273.16 K with a saturation vapor pressure temperate zones, and at 55,000 fR in the
of 6.11 mb. tropics (Ref 5). See also: atmosphere.

tropical climate. The climate observed in the troposphere. The lower layer of the
hot-wet tropics or torrid sone of the earth, atmosphere, extending 7 to 10 mi above the
The outstanding characteristics of tropical earth. Vital to life on earth, It contains
regions are hot, but not very hot, clouds and moisture that reach earth as rain
temperatures, frequent rain, and high or snow (Ref. 9). The change of
humidity. temperature with height is relatively large.

tropical cyclone. The general term for a It is the region where clouds form,
cyclone that originates over the tropical convection is active, and mixing is
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continuous and more or lees complete (Ref. *rally having a black, mucky soil underlain
5)X See also: atmosphere. by permafrost, above or north of the tim-

tropospheric ducting. The sequential refrac- berline.
don downward by the atmosphere and 2: Botany, A mixture of several types of
reflection upward by the surface of the vegetation occurring in arctic and alpine
earth of radio frequency energy. It occur districts, beyond and above timberline,
when sharp rises in atmospheric tempser- where the plant cover includes low shrubs,
ture or a drop in water vapor content of the berbs, sedges, rasses, lichens, and mosses
sk above the surface produces a change in (Ref. 11).
the refractive index of the atmosphere. tundra soil. Pedology. One of a series of a

ioposphade setter. The propsgation of zonal group of soils having a tough fibrous
radio waves by scattering as a result of i1mg- peaty mat underlain by a dark-olored
ularidtes or discontinuities in the physical humus.rlch stratum, which pradej into
properties of the troposphere (Ref. 5). lighter colored gray or mottled soil beneath

troubkeboolmng. Locating and diasnosing (Reo. I).
malfunctions or breakdowns in equipment turbidity. A thick, hazy condition of air due
by meosm of systematic checking or analysis to the presence of particulates or other
(Ref. 38). pollutants, or the similar cloudy condition

trough. MeteoroLogy, An elongated area of in water due to the suspension of silt or
relatively low atmospheric pressure; the finely divided organic matter (Reg. 9).
opposite of a ridge (Ref. 1). turbulence. A state of fluid flow in which

tre conveqa~nn, The angl at which ons the instantaneous velocities exhibit irregular

meridian Is inclined to another on the and apparently random fluctuations so that
surface of the earth (Ref. 5). in practice only statistical properties can be

true horizon. The boundary of a horisontal recognised and subjected to analysis (Ref.
plane passing through a point of vision, or 1).
in photogrammetry, the perspective center turbulent diffusion. A form of snow
of a lens system (Ref. 5). transport in which the mnow particles ar

true north. The direction from an observer's held in suspension by vertical mixing. It Is
position to the geographic North Pole. The most common during a snow storm when

north direction of any geographic meridian the snow on the pound is picked up in the
(Ref. 5). turbulent air and mixed with falling snow.

trunk air route. An established air route turbulent low. A fluid flow characterised
along which strategic moves of military by turbulence (Ref. 3X
form cm take place (Re. 5). tuseock. A tuft of rasses or pgaslike plants

tsunami; also seismic sea wave; (popularly) (Ref. 11).
tidal wave. An ocean wave produced by a 'IV Abbr. for television.
submarine earthquake, landslide, or twilight. The periods of incomplete darkness
volcanic eruption. Thes waves may reach following sunset (evening twilight) or
enormous dimensions and have sufficient preceding sunrise (morning twilight).
energy to travel across entire oceans. Twilight is designated as civil, nautical, or
Tsunamis steepen and increase in height on astronomical, a the darker limit occurs
approaching shallow water, inundating when the center of the sun is 6, 12, or 18
low.lying ares; and where local submarine dog below the celestial horizon, respectively
topography causes extreme steepening, they (Ref. 15).
may break and cause peat damage. two-factor analysis. As used in this hand.
Tsunamis have no connection with tides; book, the analysis of the interdependency
the popular name is entirely misleading and effects on materiel of two environ-
(Reo. 1). mental factors occurring simultaneously or

TIS Abbr, for temporary threshold shift, near simultaneously.
tubaemulation. A corrosion process in which typhoon. A severe tropical cyclone in the

localized, knoblike mounds are formed over western Pacific (Ref. 1). See also: hurri.
a surface. -

tundra. 1: A flat or gently roiling area, gen-
In
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U
Wdf Abbr. for ulfthigh frequency. 2: Any movement of water below a utruc-

uhf bead. The portion of the electromagnet. ture such as underneath ice or in the soil.
ic spectrum extending from approximately undergrowth. The smell trees, ghrubby
2 X 104 to 2 X 10' Ha. plants, and vines powing underneath a

ullage. The amount by which a container is forest canopy (Ref. 19).
not full, resulting, for liquids, in a free underetory. Botany. The young or stunted
liquid surface inside the container. trees In a forest that are below the level of

ultrasonic. Of or pertaining to sound the main canopy (Ref. ii).
frequencios above those that affect the undertow. 1: A seaward flow near the
human ear; i.e., above 20,000 Hs (Ref. 14). bottom of a sloping beech.

ultrasonic noise. Acoustic noise whose 2: The subsurface return by gravity flow of
frequency is above the inut of human the water carried up an shore by waves or
audibility. breakers (Ref. 18)

ultraviolet degradation. The deleterious underway replenishment forces. A task force
change In properties of various materials, of fleet auxilliarles (consisting of oilers,
especially plastics, caused by long-term ammunition ships, stores issue ships, etc.)
exposure to sunlight or other adequately proracted by escorts furnished
ultravlolet-containing radiation (Ref, 4). by the responsible operational commander.

ultraviolet dsgradation. The deleterious The function of this force is to provide
change in properties of various materials, underway logistic support for naval forces
especially plastics, caused by long-term ex- (Ref 5).
posure to sunlight or other ultraviolet- undistorted accelerated aging. A short-term
containing radiation (Roef 4). exposure of an item that attempts to

umbra. The darkest part of a shadow in produce the same aging effects as the
which light Is completely cut off by an related long.term natural exposure (Ref, 1).
intervening object. A lighter part undisturbed. 1: Geology. Geologic structures
surrounding the umbra, in which the light is in which the strata lie essentially horisontal
only partly cut off, is called the penumbra or, as a coastal plain, with gentle seaward
(Ref, 15) dip, Rocks lie in the attitudes in which they

uibalance, dynamic. See: dynamic unbal- were originally formed.
anSe. 2: Soil MechanIcs. Undisturbed samples are

unbalance, static. See: static unbalance, samples In which the material has been so
uncoupled mode. See: mode of vibration, little disturbed that it is suitable for

normal, laboratory tests and thereby for
undercurrent. A water current flowing approximate determination of the physical

beneath a surface current at a different properties of the material in situ, (R.ef 32)
speed or in a different direction (Ref. 18). unfreesing. The upward movement of stones

underfUm corroslon. See: corrodon, under, to the surface as a result of repeated
fMim. freezing and thawing of the containing soil

underflow. 1: The downstream flow of wa. (Ref. 11).
tar ttrough the permeable deposits that unit. 1: Any military element whose
underliea streamn (Ref. 6). structure is prescribed by competent

'a.
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) authority such as a table of organization weather observing, the portion of the
and equipment. specifically, part of an atmosphere above the lower troposphere.
organization. No distinct lower limit is set but the term is
2: An organizational title of a subdivision generally applied to the levels above 850
of a group in a task force. mb (Ref. 3).
3: A standard or basic quantity into which upper front. A front that is present in the
an item of supply is divided, isued, or used, upper air but does not extend to the ground
Jn this meaning, also called unit of isue. (Ref, 3).
(Re., 26) uprush. The updraft in a thunderstorm., The

unit hydropaph. The hydrograph of direct speed of the ascending current in a
runoff from a storm uniformly distributed thunderstorm may be estimated from the
over the drainage basin during a specified size of hall produced and from study of a
unit of time; the hydrograph is redured in sounding representative of the air producing
vertical scale to correspond to a volume of thp thunderstorm.
runoff of I In. from the drainage basin upslope fog. A type of fog formed when air
(Reot 6). flows upward over rising terrain and is,

unitized load. A single item, or a number of consequently. adiabatically cooled to or
items packapd, packed, or arranged in a below its dewpoint (Ref. 3),
specified manner and capable of being upward atmospberic radiation. Upward
handled as a unit, Unitization may be longwave atmospheric radiation,
accomplished by placing the item or Items upward effective radiation. Net radiation on
in a container, or by banding them securely a horizontal, downward.facing black surface
togeher. A unitized load, when placed on a at the ambient air temperature.
pallet and fastened thereto, may further be upward radiation, Upward solar, terrestrial
referred to as a pelletized load (Ro, 26). surface and atmospherc radiation.

unit loading. The loading of troop units with upward terrestrial radiation. Upward terre.s
their equipment and supplies in the same trial surface and longwave atmospheric radi.
ships, aircraft, or land vehicles (Ref 5). ation,

unit of issue. In Its special storage meaning, upward terrestrial radiation surface. Terres.
refers to the quantity of an item; as each trial surface radiation as measured at the
number, dozen, gallon, pair, pound, ream, surface of emission.
sit, or yard. Usually termed unit of isue to upwelling, The process by which water rises
distinguish from "unit price" (Ref, ), from a lower to a higher depth, usually as a

unit personnel and tonnage table. A table result of divergence and ,tfshore currents.
included In the loading plan of a combat. It is most prominent where persistent wind
loaded ship as a recapitulation of totals of blows parallel to a coautline so that the
personnel and cargo by type, isting cubic resultant wind.driven cumrnt sets away
measurements and weight (Ret. 5). from the coast (Re 1M).

unit rerves. Prescribed quantities of sup. urban heat island, A region of the
plies carried by a unit u a reserv,, to cover atmosphere associated with an urhan area
emergencies (Ref. 5). See also: reserve sup- that has a higher temperature than
plies, surrounding regions due to the cumulative

unstable oecillation. See: oscillation, unsta. effects of man's activities.
bl. urban heat island circulation. The

untabia wave. A wave motion whose ampli- atmospheric circulation pattern associated
tude increases with time or whose total with urban heat islando. It in self-contained,
energy increases at the expense of its envi- tends to trup atmospheric pollutants in the
ronment (Ref. 3). urban region, and can create a wsrious

upland. A highland; ground elevated above health problem.
the lowlands along rivers or between hills useful life. See life, useful.
(Ref. 10). U-shaped valley. A valley having a distinctive

upper air. In qynoptic mcteorolog and in rounded profile and a gentl, gradient
bottom resulting from the abrasive and
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plucking action of the glacier it once density which, by international agreement,
contained (Ref. 11). is taken to be representative of the atmos-

USASI Abbr. for United States of Am, 'ica phere for purposes of pressure altimeter
Standards . ,titute (now ANSI). calibrations, aircraft performance calcula-

USATEA Abbr. for U S Army Transporta- tions, aircraft and missile design, ballistic
tion Engineering Agency. tables, etc. The air is assumed to obey the

USC Abbr. for United States Code. perfect ges law and the hydrostatic equa.
USCE Abbr. for Unified Soil Clasiflcation tion, which, taken together, relate tempera-

System. ture, pressure, and density variations in the
USDA Abbr. for U S Department of Agri- vertical (Ref. 3).

culture. USSR Abbr. for Union of Soviet Socialist
U 8 Standard Atmosphere or standard atmos. Republics.

phere. A hypothetic vertical distribution UV Abbr, for ultraviolet.
of atmospheric temperature, pressure, and UV band. See,: ultraviolet radiation. I

V
V Abbr. for volt. valley (up.valley wind) during the day- the
vacuum. 1: An enclosed space from which daytime component of a mountain and

air is evacuated to reduce the atmospheric valley wind system (Ref. 3).
pressure inside the enclosure to a very low Van Allen radiation belt. A belt of intense
value. ionizing radiation that surrounds the earth
2: A region of apace containing a negligible in the outer atmosphere.

amount of matter. (Ref. 1) van der Waal&' adsorption. A physical
valence. A measure of the capacity of an adsorption process in which the force of

element or radical to combine with another attraction is physical in nature, involving
indicated by the number of atomic weights interaction between dipoles or induced
of an univalent element (as hydrogen) with dipoles.
which the atomic weight of the element or vapor. Any substance existing in the gaseous
the partial molecular weight of the radical state at a temperature lower than that of its
will combine or replace. As an example, critical point; i.e., a gas cool enough to be
oxygen has a valence of two; i.e., one atom liquefied if sufficient presure were applied
of oxygen will combine with two hydrogen to it (Ref. 1).
atoms. vapor density. See: absolute humidity.

valley. A depression in the land surface, vaporization. See: evaporation.
generally elongated and usually containing a vapor lock. A condition occurring in the fuel
stream; low land bounded by hills or systems of internal combustion engines
mountains; a sink (Bef. 10). operating in very hot ambient temperatures.

valley breeze. See: breeze. At high temperatures, gasoline vaporizes.
valley glacier. A glacier that flows down a When a pocket of vapor occurs in the fuel

valley (Ref. 31). pump, the pump "loses prime" and does
valley train. An outwash deposit extending not pump fuel to the engine.

downstream from a glacier terminus or vapor pressure. 1: The pressure exerted by
terminal moraine, usually confined by the vapor of liquid in a confined space such
valley sides. The valley train may or may that vapor can form above it; the pressure
not merge with the outwash plain (Ref. 11). exerted by a vapor in equilibrium with its

valley wind. A wind that ascends a mountain solid or liquid form.

lee
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2: The pressure of water vapor in the air; velocity shock. See: shock, velocity.
the part of the total atmospheric pressure velocity, terminal. See: terminal velocity.
that is due to water vapor. (Ref. 18) ventifact. A stone fashioned or modified by

vapor trail. See: condensctlon tril. wind-driven debris (Ref 11).
varve. A pair of sediment layers ideally venturi tube. A tube designed to measure the

representing an annual record of melt water rate of flow of fluids. It consists of a tube
deposition in a glacier-fed lake or bay. The having a constriction or throat at its
laminated soil structure of veves is similar midsection. The difference between the
in appearance to annual growth rinp in pressure measured at the Inlet and at the
trees. The sediments are known as varved throat Is a function of the fluid velocity
clays or varved sediments (Ref 11). (Ref 1).

vasoconstriction. The reduction in diameter vertical component of direct solar
(cross-sectional area) of blood vessels, radiation. Solar radiation coming from the

vascular. Pertaining to or associated with solid angle of the solar disk, as received on a
vesse, specifically blood vessels, horizontal surface.

VCI Atbr, for vehicle cone index, vertical obstacle. An obstacle that forces a
vector. Any quantity, such as force, velocity, vehicle to move In the vertical plane while

or acceleration, that has both magnitude surmounting it (Ref 35).
and direction at each point in space, a vertical totals index. The 500-mb dry-bulb
opposed to a scalar, which has magnitude temperature subtracted from the 850-mb
only. Such a quantigy may be represented dry.bulb temperature.
geometrically by an arrow of length vertical velocity. Meteorology. The compo.
proportional to its magnitude, pointing in nent of the velocity vector along the local
the assigned direction (Ref 3). vertical (Ref. 3).

vehicle cargo. Wheeled or tracked equip- VFR Abbr. for visual flight rules.
ment, including weapons, that requires cer. vhf Abbr. for very high frequency.
tain deck apace, head room, and other defl- vhf band. The portion of the electromagnet-
nite clearance (Ref. 5). ic spectrum extending from approximately

vehicle cone index (Abbr. VCi). The index 2 X 10' to 2 X 10' Hz,
assigned to a given vehicle that indicates the vibrating string accelerometer. An acceler-
minimum soil strength required for 40 to ometer employing two vibrating strinp. It
50 paues of the vehicle (RAf. 1). is sensitive to accelerations along the string

vehicle ground mobility. The measure of the axis. Application of such accelerations
ability of an automotive vehicle to traverse produces tension differences in the two
the variety of terrain conditions, including strings causing the natural frequencies of
inland waterways, found on the surface of the strings to vary accordingly.
the earth, in a minimum time with vibration. 1: A periodic or random motion
minimmw -support, and still to remain of the particles in an elastic body in
capable of performing its design function alternately opposite directions (Ref 14).
(Ref. 1) 2: The variation with time of the magnitude

velocity. Rate of motion in a given direction of a quantity, which is descriptive of the
(Ref 15). motion or position of a mechanical system,

velocity dakuping. See: viscous damping. when the magnitude in alternately greater
velocity pickup. A small, electromagnetic and smaller than some average value (Ref.

generator employed to measure the 8).
instantaneous velocity of a vibrating object, vibration absorber. A device that dissipates
The coil or magnet of the generator is energy to modify the response of the mam
mounted on a soft suspension so that It that houses a vibration source, and thus to
remains stationary when the generator is reduce or prevent vibration transmission to
mounted on a vibrating surface. It is of other structures to which the vibration
limited value because of its bulk and source is attached.
weight, vibration annoyance level. The exposure

velocity pressure. See: pressure, velocity.

IRj
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level at which the severity of vibration on vibrograph. A recording unit employing a
man elicits an annoyance reaction. The mas-spring pickup that provides an output
annoyance level varies with frequency; proportional to displacement. The output is
maximum human sensitivity occurs in the usually recorded on a moving chart.
range of 6 to 15 Hz. virga. Wisps or streaks of water or ice

vibration, complex wave. Vibration particles falling out of a cloud but
consisting of sinusoidal components that evaporating before reaching the surface of
ane not harmonically related to one another the earth as precipitation (Ref. I).
(Ref. I). viytual pressure. The pressure of a parcel of

vibration control. Any of various methods moist air when It has the same density as a
employed to reduce vibration leveis applied parcel of dry air at the same temperature
to man and materiel. (Ref. 3).

vibration, forced or furced osillation. The virtual temperature. The fictitious tempers.
vibration of a system imposed by an ture that dry air must have at a given pres-
excitation. If the excitation is periodic and sure in order to have the same density as
continuing, the oscillation is steady4tate moist air at the same pressure (Ref. 1).
(Ref. 38). vSeometer. An insmtment for measuring

vibration isolator. A resilient support that flow propaties. The term viscometer is
absorbs the energy of impressed preferred to viscosimeter (Ref. 1).
steady-state excitation and tends to isolate viscosity. 1: The molecular property of a
a system from Its effects (Ref. 22). fluid that enables it to support tangential

vibration machine. An apparatus designed to stness for a finite time and thus to resist
imprers controlled and reproducible deformation (Ref. 3).
mechanical vibrations on a mechanical 2: The property of a fluid that resists
system (Ref. 22). internal flow by releasing counteracting

vibration response. The motion or other forces (Ref. 1).
type output resulting from dynamic viscosity, absolute. For a given liquid, the
excitation (Ref. 37). force that will mowy 1 cm2 of plane surface

vibration, self-induced or frlf-excited. The with a speed of 1 cm 0" relative to another
vibiation resulting from conversion, within parallel plane surface from which it is
the system or apparatus, of nonoecillatory separated by a layer of the liquid 1 cm
excitation to osclllatory excitation (Ref. thick. This viscosity is expressed in dynes
38). per square centimeter, the unit being the

vibration spectra. An analysis of a vibration poise, which is equal to I g crn s" (Ref.
in which frequency is plotted versus 1).
amplitude. viscosity, dynamic. The ratio of the shearing

vibration, steady-state. See: vibration, stress to the shear of the motion in a fluid.
forced. It is independent of the velocity

vibration, swept random. A type of random distribution, the dimensions of the system,
vibration test in which the test specimen is and the pressure of a gas, except at very low
subjected to a narrowband or random pressures. Its numerical value is the
excitation, swept across the total frequency coefficient of (molecular) viscosity. For dry
spectrum. The bandwidth of the filter may air at O"C, the dynamic viscosity is about
be constant or a constant percentage of the 1.7 X 10-4 g cm" s-' (Ref. 3).
center frequency (Ref. 1). viscosity, kinematic. A coefficient defined as

vibration, transient. A vibration of short the ratio of the dynamic viscosity of a fluid
duration occurring in a mechanical system. to its denilty. The kinematic viscosity of
It may consist of forced or free vibration, most gases increases with increasing
or both (Ref. 22). temperature and decreasing pressure. For

vibratory reed meter. A device to measure dry air at 0"C, the kinematic viscosity is
the frequency of an excitation by detecting about 0.13 cm3 s-1 (Ref. 1).
the resonance of one or more vibratory viscous damping. Damping occurring where
reeds (Ref. 1).
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there is relative motion between two the body. A body without voids has a void
welI-lubricated surfaces and where a viscous ratio of zero (Ref. 32).
fluid is forced through a relatively long volatilization. The evaporation or changing
passage of small crom-sectional area. The of a substance from liquid to vapor (Ref.
damping force is a linear function of 16).
velocity, volcanic ash. Fine particles of lava that have

visibility. In United States weather observing been ejected from a volcano in eruption.
practice, the greatest distance in a given The particles are coarser than those of
direction at which it is just possible to see volcanic dust and consist of minute
and identify with the unaided eye (Ref. 1): fragments of glass and other rock material
(a) In the daytime, a prominent dark object (Re. A).
against th, sky at the horizon, and volcanic biecca. More or lan indurated
(b) At night, a known, preferably volcanic rocks consisting chiefly of angular
unfocused, moderately intense light source. ejects 32 mm or more in diameter (Ref, 1).

visbli'ly chart. Map or photograph showing volcanic cinders. Uncemented glassy or
arms that can be men, and that cannot be bubble-filled volcanic fragments ranging
men, from a given observation point (Ref. from 4 to 32 mm in diameter (Ref. 32).
12). volcanic cons. A cone-shaped eminence

visible radiation. Electromagnetic radiation formed by volcanic discharges (Rsf. 10).
lying within the wavelength interval to volcanic eruption. The sudden, violent
which the human eye is sensitive, the ejection of lava, ash, vapor, steam, and
interval from approximately 380 to 760 nw. other materials from a volcano (Ref. 32).
(4,000 to 8,000 A) (Ref. 1). volcanic neck. The solidified material filling

visible spectrum. The portion of the a vent or pipe of a dead volcano. If or when
electromagnetic spectrum occupied by the a volcanic neck has resisted degradation
wavelengths of visible radiation, i.e., from better than the mass of the mountain, it
400 to 700 nm. will stand alone as a column, tower, or crag

visual range or daytime visual range. The of igneous rock (Ref. IOA
distance, under daylight conditions, at volcanic Yocks. See: igneous rocks.
which the apparent contrast between a volcanic rubble. An unconsolidated
specified type of target and its background accumulation of volcanic fragments larger
becomes just equal to the threshold than volcanic cinders (Ref. 1).
contrast of an observer; to be distinguished volcanism. The transfer of igneous or molten
from the night visual range. The visual range matter that is hequently accompanied,
is a function of the atmospheric extinction preceded, or followed by earth movement.
coefficient, the albedo and visual angle of volcano. A mountain that has been built up
the target, and the observer's threshold by the materials ejected from the interior of
contrast at the moment of observation the earth through a vent (Ref. 10).
(Ref 3) vortex. In its most general use, any flow that

vif Abbr. tor very low frequency. possesses vorticity; i.e., local rotation in a
vif band. The portion of the electromagnetic fluid flow. Usually, the term refers to a

spectrum extending from 0 to 104 Hz. flow with closed streamlines, or to the
void ratio. The ratio of the volume of voids idealized cae in which all vorticity is

in a body to the volume of solid material in concentrated in a vortex filament (Ref. 3).

I.,
I.
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W Abbr. for watt. 2: The amount of material lost by this
w Abbr. for warm (air). process. (Ref. 11)
wadL See: dry wash. wimteland. Land not suitable for, or capable
wallow courm; aio mud lime slurry of, producing materials or services of value

comus. Wide trench filled with a down- (Ref. I).
tsminatins chemical, msually chlorinated water absorption test. A method to
lime mixed with mud. Vehicles that have determine the water penetration through an
come in contact with chemical agents ar insulating material after a given water
driven or wallowed through this trench so Immersion perio. (Ref. 4).
that they can be freed from the agents (Ref. water content. See: moisture content.
12). watercourse. 1: A strewm of water.

wanniean. A shelter used in arctic regions. It 2: A natural channel through which water
Is often mounted on wheels or tracks and may or does run. (Ref. 15)
towed by tractor, water equivalent of mow. Amount of water

warm fog. Water droplets suspended in the that would be obtained if the snow should
atmosphere at temperatures above 0°C be completely melted (Ref. 6). See also:
(32* F). mow density.

warm rain. Rain formed in clouds whose waterfall. Perpendicular or very steep
temperature at the top is > 0"C (32" F). descent of water as from a strem.

wash. 1: Adr* wash. water gap. A pass in a mountain ridge
2: Detritus (alluvium) collected, carried, through which a strem flows (Ref. 10).
and deposited by the action of water (Ref. water line. See: shore line.
10). water loss. The difference between the

washboard road. A test road consisting of average precipitation over a drainage basin
6.in. waves spaced 72 in. apart. The and the water yield bom the basin for a
vibration frequency imparted to a vehicle given period (Ref 6).
can be varied by altering the speed of water sky. Dark patches or streaks on the
traverse of the vehicle, clouds due to the reflection of leads and

washout by rain or precipitation. The polynyas, or a uniform black due to an
processes by which sea-salt droplets in the open sea In the vicinity of large airas of Ice.
atmosphere are removed by precipitation, or snow-covered land. Details of the
This lous of particles in the atmosphere is arrangement of the ice can be seen clearly
accomplished by (a) particles acting a when low stratus clouds are present (Ref.
condensation nuclei, (b) by agglomeration 12).
of cloud droplets, and (c) loss by collection waterspout. A tornado over water (Ref. 13).
during fall of raindrops. See also: spout.

wastage. 1: The process or processes by water table. The surface of the ground water
which gilciers lose substance. Wastage is or the surface below which the pores of a
usually considered as including wind rock are saturated with water. This surface
erosion, corrosion, and calving as well as is uneven and variable (Ref. 20).
evaporation and melting, but is sometimes water vapor. Water in vapor form; one of the
used as a synonym for ablation, most important of all constituents of the
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atmosphere. Its amount varies widely in wave guide. A hollow rectangular or
space and time due to the geat variety of cylindrical tubing used as a special form of
both "sources" of evaporation and "minks" very high frequency transmIssion line, the
of condensation that provide wtive dimensions of the tubing determining the
motivation to the hydrologic cycle (Ref. 1). wave length to be transmitted (Ref. 14).

water yner, In referring to surface-water wave-induced motion. The motion of a ship
supply, the 12-mo period, October 1 resulting from wave action.
through September 30. The water year is wave interference. The interaction between
designated by the :alendar year in which it two waves near in frequency to each other
ends and which includes 9 of the 12 mo that results in a change in the distribution
(Ref. 6). of amplitude with distance or time different

water yield. The runoff from the drainage from the amplitude distribution of the
basin, including pound-water outflow that Individual waves (Ref. 38).
appears in the strewn plus gound-water wavelenglh. For a periodic disturbance or
outflow that bypasses the gaging station waveform, the distance, measured in the
and leaves the basin underground. Water direction of propagation, between two
yield is the precipitation minus the succemive points that are characterized by
evapotranspiration (Ref. 6). the same phase of vibration (Ref. 4).

wave. 1: An undulation or ridpe on the wave, longitudinal. A wave with the
surface of a fluid. A wind wave is generated direction of propagation parallel to the
by friction between wind and the fluid displacements of the medium.
surface. Ocean waves are produced wave, shear. A wave that produces a change
principally in this way. in shape of a volume element in an elastic
2: A disturbance propagated in such a medium.
manner that It may progres irom point to wave, transverse; also dlstortional wave. A
point. An electromagnetic wave is produced wave in which the direction of propagation
by oscillation of an electric charge. is normal to the displacements of the
3: A marked variation from normal medium; e.g., a vibrating string.
weather, as a heat wave or a cold wave. wave velocity; also phase speed. The speed

(Reo. 15) of propagation of a point of constant phase
wave analyzer. See: spectrum analyzer. (or phase angle) of a simple harmonic wave
wave-built terrace. The coarser upper component. With reference to ocean waves,

portion of a beach where the waves have the terma wave velocity or wave celerity are
thrown the pebbles up in low ridges parallel used more commonly than phase speed
to the shore line and a few feet above mean (Ref, 1).
high water level (Ref. 1). WDOT Index (Abbr. for wet-bulb, globe tent-

wave celerity. See: wave velocity. perature index). A measure of the severity
wave-cut terrace. A flat or gently sloping of a hot climate by taking into account rela-

surface that waves have cut by removal of tive humidity and radiant heat load as well
bedrock or unconsolidated material usually as the dry-bulb temperature. The WBGT
covered by shallow water. Index is made up by weighting the wet-bulb

wave cyclone; also wave depression. A temperature by 0.7 (for relative humidity),
cyclone that forms and moves along a front. the black globe temperature by 0.2 (for
The circulation about the cyclone center radiant temperature), and the dry-bulb tern.
tends to produce a wavelike deformation of perature by 0.1 (shade temperature) (Ref.
the front. The wave cyclone is the most 1).
frequent form of extratropical cyclone (or weapon operations. Operations involving the
low) (Ref, 3). use of combat weapons, including aircraft,

wave, diffracted. A wave whose direction of armored, small arms, heavy weapons,
propagation has been changed by an amphibious, etc.
obstacle or other nonhornogeneity in a weapon system. A general term used to
medium (Ref. 38). describe a weapon and the components
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required for its operation. The term is not visibility, or specific hazards to flight (Ref
precise unless specific parameters are 5).
established (Ref. 26). weather station. An installation or facility

wear out. The point at which further that provides meteorological observations
operation of materiel is uneconomical (Ref. and may also provide medium range
33) weather forecasts for limited geographical

weather. 1: The state of the atmosphere, mae on a uli- or pa-t 'me whedule (Ref.
mainly with respect to its effects upon life 12).
and human activities, weather (vat B). 4ort form weather report,
2: As used in the making of surface weather giving:
observations, a category of individual and (a) V. Visibility in miles
combined atmospheric phenomena that (b) A. Amount of clouds, in eighth.i
must be drawn upon to describe the local (c) T. Height of cloud top, in thousands of
atmospheric activity at the time of feet
observation (Ref. 1). (d) B. Height of cloud bsas, in thousands of
3: To expose to the atmosphere (Ref 3). feet.

weather eemadl. An organiation that col- Note: The reply Is a seris of four numbers
hacts, collate, evaluates, and disseminates preceded by the word "weather". An
meteorological Information in such manner unknown item is reported as "unknown"
that it becomes a principal source of such (Ref. 5).
informatloia for a given area (Ref. 6). weight barograph. A recording weight

weather code. Pro forma code used for barometer (Ref. 3).
describing weather conditions (Ref 12). wet-bulb depression. The difference in

weather forecast. A prediction of weather degrees between the dry-bulb temperature
conditions at a point, along a route, or and the wet-bulb temperattue (Ref. 3).
within an ma for a specified period of time wet-bulb temperature. The lowest
(Ref. 5). temperature to which air can be cooled at

weathering. The mechanical, chemical, or any given time by evaporating water Into it
biological action of the atmosphere, at constant presure, when the heat
hydrometeors, and suspended impurities on required for evaporation is supplied by the
the form, color, or constitution of exposed cooling of the air. This temperature is
material; to be distinguished from erosion indicated by a well-ventilated wet-bulb
(Retf. 1). thermometer (Ref. 15).

weathering, accelerated. An artificial means No distinction is made between the
used to accelerate and duplicate the effects wem-buib temperature, which is the lowest
of climatic factors on materiel. temperature to which a sample of air may

weather intefllgence. Weather information be cooled by isobarlc evaporation of water
interpreted in relation to its effects upon into it, and the pseudo-wet-bulb
personnel, materiel, and the area of temperature, which is the temperature of a
operations (Ref. 12). parcel raised dry adiabatically to saturation,

weather map. A map showing weather then returned pseudoadiabatically to its
conditions prevailing or predicted over a original pressure. The wet-bulb temperature
considerable area. Usually, the map is based curve, actually the pseudo-wet-bulb
unon weather observations taken at the temperature curve, is used to a great extentsame time at a number of stations (Ref. 5). in severe-weather forecasting (Ref, 13).

weather minimum. The worst weather wet-bulb thermometer. A thermometer
conditions under which aviation operations having the bulb covered with a cloth,
may be conducted under either visual or usually muslin or cambric, saturated with
instrument flight rules. Usually prescribed water (Re. 15).
by directives and standing operating wet-bulb-zero. The height in the
procedures In terms of minimum ceiling, environment sounding of the wet-bulb at

the intersection of the OoC (320F) isotherm
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on the adiabatic chart. It is assumed that especially near the surface of the earth, the
this is an indication of the haldht of the term is used almost exclusively to denote
frossing level, in a storm column, that the horizontal component of atmospheric
might develop in the airms. motion (Ref. 3).

wet snow. In the International Snow windbreak. A planting of trees, shrubs, or
Clasiflccatis, mow that is saturated or other vegetation to protect soil, crops,
almost saturated with water. If free water buildings, roads, etc., against the effects of
entirely flis the air spaces in themow, itis winds. Such plantings are uiually
claa/flsd u"very wet mow" (Ref. 11). perpendicular to the prevalent direction the

whaleback. A very large sand ridge built by wind blows daring the mason protection is
movement of dunes over the same path for desired.
tong periods of time. Ridges are elongated windchill. The combined coolll4 effect of
in plan and exhibit gentle, rounded crests, wind and air temperature on heated bodies.
although one or more longitudinal dunes WindchWll is expressed In kilogram calories
may be superimposed (Ref 1). per square meter per hour (Ref. 12).

white body. A hypothetical "body" whose wind component indicator. A device that
surface absorbs no electromagnetic radia, mechanically determines the range and
tion of any wavelength; i.e., one thst exhib- deflection components of the computed
its swo absorptivity for all wavelengths; an wind that are equivalent to all true winds
Idealization exactly opposite to that of the encountered by a projectile in flight (Ref
blackbody (Ref. 1). 12).

whitecap. See: breaker, wind correction. Any adjustment that must
white dew. Ste: dew. be made to allow for the effect of the wind;
white noise. See: noise, white, especially the adjustments to correct for the
whiteout; akso milky weather. A weather effect on a projectile in flight, on sound

condition in the polar regions in which no received by sound.ranglng instruments, and
object casts a shadow, the horizon becomes on aircraft flown by dead reckoning
indistinguishable, and light-colored objects navigation (Ref. 12).
ar ve.ry difficult to see. A whiteout occurs wind corrector. A mechanical device that
when there is complete mow cover, and the computes the correction necessary for the
clouds are so thick and uniform that light effect of wind, used in sound ranging and
reflected by the mow Is about the same artillery fire control (Ref. 12).
intensity as that from the sky (Ref. 11). wind direction. The direction from which

williwaw. 1: A sudden violent gust of cold the wind is blowing (Ref 3).
land air, common along mountainous coasts wind drift. Shift in the apparent position of
of high latitudes (Ref. 12). a sound source or target observed by sound
2: A very violent squall in the Straits of apparatus. Wind drift is caused by the effect
Magellan. They may occur in any month of wind on sound waves which changes
but are most frequent in winter (Ref 38 their direction and increases or decreases

Wilson cloud chamber or cloud chamber. A sound lag (Ref 12).
device that makes the paths of high energy wind erosion. The process of wearing away a
subatomic particles visible. A surface by wind action and the abrasion of
supersaturated vapor condition is created in windborne materials (Ref. 11).
a chamber filled with dust-free air by a windfall. 1: A tree that ha, been uprooted or
sudden adiabatic expansion and cooling. In broken off by the wind.
this environment, the small molecular Ions 2: An -rea In which large numbers of trees
formed along the path of a high energy have been uprooted or broken off by the
particle act a effective condensation nuclei, wind (Ref. 19).
The tine of droplets so formed can be used wind gap. A pass or gap not occitpied by a
to mark the path (Ref. 3). stream; an air gap (Ref. 10).

wind. Air motion relative to tMe surface of wind pressure. The total force exerted upon
the earth. Since vertical components of a structure by wind. For a flat surface it
atmospheric motion are relatively small, consists of two factors, the first being the

1I
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dynamic pressure exerted on the windward wind vane. An instrument used tu indicate
side of the surface, the second being the wind direction. It consists basically of an
presure decrease, or suction, produc•ed on asymmetrically shaped object mounted at
the leeward side of the surface (Ref. 1). its center of gravity about a vertical axis.

wind resolving mechmiam. A device similar The end that offers the greater resistance to
to a wind component indicator, which Is the motion of air moves to the downwind
mounted on a deflection board or is part of position. The direction of the wind is
a computer. It mechanically determines the determined by reference to an attached
range and deflection components of the oriented compass roie (Ref. 3).
ballistic wind (Ref. 12). winterization. Any of a variety of

wind rose. Any one of a class of diagrams procedures used to Insure continued
designed to show the distribution of wind materiel operation during cold weather. The
direction experienced at a given location most common example is the use of
over a considerable period; it thus shows antifreeze in internal combustion engine
the prevailing wind direction (Ref. 1). liquid cooling systems. For very cold

wind shear. A change in space of wind climates, much more extensive procedures
direction and magnitude (Ref 5), are required.

wind tee. A large weather vane located on or wipe sample. A sample made for the purpose
near a landing field to show the direction of of determin~ng the presence of removable
the wind or direction of the traffic pattern radioactive contamination on a surface. It is
around the field (Ref. 12). done by wiping, with slight pressure, a piece

wind tunnel. A tunnel through which a of soft filter paper over a representative
stream of air is drawn at controlled speeds area of surface (Ref. 1).
for aerodynamic tests and experimentation WMO Abbr. for World Meteorological Orga-
(Ref. 40). nization.

x
xerophytes. Plants capable of thriving in hot wavelengths. The distinction is that X rays

and extremely dry climates, and ultraviolet radiation are produced by
X-radiation or X rays. Electromagnetic different processes (Ref 1). See also:

radiation in the wavelength region from gemma ray.
about 10 to 0.01 nm, which overlaps the xylopbagous. Eating, boring in, or destroy-
ultraviolet region at long X.ray wavelengths ing wood, said especially of certain insect
and the gamma my region at short X-ray larvae, crustaceans, and mollusks (Ref. 1).
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Y
yardangs. Irregular ridges or mounds, com. yellow B horizons, developed under

monly alternating with round-bottomed coniferous or mixed coniferous and
troughs, formed by wind erosion of silt and deciduous forests in a warm-temperate to
clay, often of ancient playa surfaces (Ref. warm-moist climate. Theo soils are now
A). combined into the red-yellow podzolic

yeast. A mans of Saccharomycetaeese fungi group (Ref. 16).
that germinate and multiply in the presence yield. See: nuclear yields.
of starch or sugar. Used especially in the yield strength. The minimum stres at which
making of alcoholic liquors and s a leaven a material will start to deform physically
in baking, without further increase in load (Ref. 4).

yellow podsolic soils. Pedology. Formerly young ice. Ice that has formed so recently
used for a zonal group of soils having thin that it is not strong enough for a man to
organic and organic-mineral layers over walk on. Frequently referred to in
grayish.yellow leached horizons that rest on connection with leads (Ref. 12),

z
zenith. The point on the celestial sphere zonal soil. Pedolojy. 1: A soil characteristic

directly above the observer's position (Ref. of a large area (zone).
40). 2: One of the three primary subdivisions in

zephyr. A warm, gentle breeze, especially soil classification as used in the United
one from the west (Ref. 15). States. (Rer. 2)

zero curtain. The layer of ground between zone of aeration. The region of soil or rock
the active layer and the permafrost where above e water table where the pore spaces
the temperature 0C (320F) last& for a contain air as well as water (Ref. 3).
considerable time during the freezing and zone of maximum precipitation. In a
thawing of overlying ground (Ref. 11). mountain region, the belt of elevation at

zero.g environment. An environment in which the annual precipitation is greatest
which gravitational forces are the same in (Ref. 1).
all directions so that there is no net gravita- zone of saturation. The soil or rock beneath
tional force on objects in the environment, the water table. Pore spaces in the zone of

zero gravity. The complete absence of gravi- saturation are filled with water, in contrast
tational effects, existing when the gravita, with the pore spaces above the water table
tion attraction of a primary is exactly nulli, which may contain considvrable air (Ref
fled or counterbalanced by inertial force 3).
(Ref. 1). zulu time. An expression indicating Green.

zonal. Meteorology. Latitudinal; easterly or wich mean time (Ref 5).
westerly; opposed to meridional (Ref 3).
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